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Introduction

This Manual sets forth applicable administrative policies and procedures to recipients of discretionary project
grants or cooperative agreements awarded by program offices in the Office of Human Development Services (HDS).
It is intended to serve as a basic reference for project directors and business officers of recipient organizations
who arc responsible for the administration and financial management of grants or cooperative agreements.

This Manual has been written specifically for recipient organizations of HDS discretionary grants and cooperative
agreements. It is emphasized that, while much of the information contained herein applies to grant transactions
on a Department-wide basis, the Manual is not designed for the HDS formula grant programs. State and local
governmental recipients administering both HDS formula grant and discretionary grant programs should assure
that the provisions in this Manual arc applied only to their discretionary grants.

The policies and procedures included in this Manual are subject to applicable Federal laws and regulations.
In the event these policies and procedures conflict with applicable Federal laws and regulations, the following
order of precedence shall prevail:

1. Federal legislation
2. Federal regulations, other than 45 CFR Part 74
3. Terms and conditions of award document
4. HDS Grants Administration Manual
5. 45 CFR Part 74

The Department of Health and Human Services' (DHHS) regulation governing grants administration, 45 CFR
Part 74, is directly applicable to HDS grants and subgrants. Part 74 contains certain options for implementation
by HDS. HDS policy, as it relates to these options, is indicated throughout this Manual. The HDS Grants
Administration Manual must, therefore, be read in conjunction with 45 CFR Part 74. In the past, HDS has
implemented the requirements governing grants administration by paraphrasing or repeating 45 CFR Part 74.
HDS is changing this method of implementation. Now the Manual simply provides references to Part 74. To facilitate
cross-referencing from the HDS Grants Administration Manual to Part 74 and to provide an all-inclusive reference
Manual for recipients, Part 74 and other relevant information are attached to this manual.

Changes to the HDS Grants Administration Manual will be issued under serially numbered Transmittal Notices,
signed by the Assistant Secretary for Human Development Services. Each such Notice will describe the new material
transmitted, the old material superseded, and the purpose of the change. New material will be printed in looseleaf-
form, containing revised or additional pages, bearing the change number and date. When required, the HDS Grants
Administration Manual will be reissued.

Any questions concerning the interpretation of a policy or its applicability to a particular situation shall be
directed to the designated HDS Grants Officer.

Recipients are encouraged to maintain, or have access to, copies of the following documents which present
additional guidance on policies and procedures to be used in the administration of HDS grants and cooperative
agreements. These documents are available for public inspection and copying in the Health and Human Services'
central and regional offices or may be obtained from the:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402

1. Federal Register
This publication is used to inform the public about proposed and final regulations, program announcements and
other policies issued by the Office of Management and Budget, the Department of Health and Human Services
and the Office of Human Development Services. Final regulations published in the Federal Register are included
in revsions to the Code of Federal Regulations.

2. Title 45 of the Code of Federal Regulations
Title 45 includes a codification of the administrative and program regulations applicable to HDS grants and
cooperative agreements.,

viii
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3. MIS Grants Administration Manual
The HHS Manual sets forth general guidance for the management of grants and cooperative agreements awarded by
agencies of the Department.

DEFINITIONS

Acquisition

As defined in 45 CFR 74.132.

Acquisition Cost

The net invoice unit price of an item of equipment, including the cost of any modifications, attachmcnts, accessories,
or auxiliary apparatus necessary to make it usable for the purpose for which it is acquired. Ancillary charges, such as
taxes, duty, protective in-transit insurance, freight, and installation shall be included in or excluded from acquisition
cost in accordance with the organization's regular written accounting practices.

Alteration and Renovation

Work required to change the interior arrangements or other physical characteristics of an existing facility or installed
equipment so that it may be more effectively used for the project. Alteration and renovation may include work referred
to as improvements, conversion, rehabilitation, remodeling or modernization.

Assistance

As defined under "Financial Assistance".

Budget Period

The intervals of time into which a multi-year period of assistance (project period) is divided for budgetary and funding
purposes. Budget periods are usually 12 nonths long, but may be for shorter or longer periods, if appropriate.

Capital Expenditure

The cost of the asset including the cost to put it in place. Capital expenditure for equipment, for example, means the
net invoice price of the equipment, including the cost of any modifications, attachments, accessories, or auxiliary apparatus
necessary to make it usable for the purpose for which it was acquired. Ancillary charges, such as taxes, duty, protective
in-transit insurance, freight, and installation may be included in, or excluded from, capital expenditure cost in accor-
dance with the organization's regular accounting practices (See definitions of "acquisition cost" in 45 CFR 74.132 and
OMB Circular A-122, and "capital expenditures" in OMB Circular A-21).

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)

The Code of Federal Regulations (hereinafter referred to as "CFR") is a series of books published by the Federal Govern-
ment which contain a codification of the final regulations published in the Federal Register by agencies of the Govern-
ment, including HHS and HDS. The CFR is divided into 50 titles which represent broad areas subject to Federal regula-
tions. Each title is divided into Chapters which bear the name of the issuing agency. HDS program regulations may
be found in Title 45, Subtitle B, Chapter XIII.

Consultant

A person who gives advice or services for a fee, but not as an employee. The term includes guest speakers when not
acting as employees of the party that engages them. Note that in unusual cases it is possible for a person to be both
an employee and a consultant at the same time. That is, for certain work he or she is salaried as an employee while
for other work, not as an employee, he or she receives a consulting fee from the same party.
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Contract

As defined in 45 CFR 743. The terms "contract" and "subcontract" do not include any agreements between organ-
izational components of the same legal entity - even if one of the components provides property or services to or for
the other.

Cooperative Agreement

An award of financial assistance where "substantial involvement" is anticipated between the HDS granting office and
the recipient during performance of the contemplated activity. "Substantial involvement" means that the recipient can
expect Federal collaboration or participation in the management of the project. For purposes of this Manual and regula-
tions governing HDS Programs, all policies and procedures pertaining to grants are applicable to cooperative agreements.
See Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act of 1977 (Pub. L. 95-224).

Cost Sharing or Matching

As defined in 45 CFR 74.51. Note that 45 CFR 74.41 and 74.42 permit program income to be generated and used as
cost sharing or matching, if authorized.

Cost-Type Contract

A contract or subcontract in which the contractor or subcontractor is paid on the basis of allowable costs incurred.
The term includes cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts and subcontracts. However, the term does not include any subcontracts
under a fixed-price contract or subcontract.

Discretional, Grant

An award of financial assistance. In making these awards, the HDS granting office exercises judgment in approving the
project, the project period, the recipient and the amount of the award. Examples of the types of projects supported
through a discretionary grant include:

(I) Demonstration - A project to establish or demonstrate the feasibility of new methods or new types of services.
(2) Research - A project to develop new knowledge or to evaluate existing knowledge in new settings.
(3) Service - A project to support the cost of developing, organizing, establishing, providing or expanding the

delivery of services.
(4) Training - A project to support the increase in numbers of personnel trained in techniques pertaining to

the delivery of services or to the performance of functions necessary to the development of such services.

DAD

The Division of Accounting Operations located in the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary, Finance, Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Management and Budget, HHS.

Equipment

An article of nonexpendable tangible personal property having an acquisition cost of $500 or more per unit and a useful
life of more than two years. An organization may use its own definition provided that it at least includes all nonexpen-
dable tangible personal property as defined herein. The definition of equipment for cost-sharing and matching purposes
has the same meaning, except that instead of "acquisition costr the words "market value at the time of donation" shall
be substituted.

"Special purpose equipment" means equipment which is usable only for research, medical, scientific, or technical
activities. Examples of special purpose equipment include microscopes, x-ray machines, surgical instruments, and
spectrometers.

"General purpose equipment" means equipment which is usable for other than research, medical, scientific, or technical
activities, whether or not special modifications are needed to make them suitable for a particular purpose. Examples
of general purpose equipment include office equipment and furnishings; air conditioning equipment; reproduction and
printing equipment; motor vehicles; and automatic data processing equipment.
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Federally-Recognized Indian liribal Government

As defined in 45 CFR 74.3.

Financial Assistance

A financial assistance relationship exists when the principal purpose of the transaction is the transfer of money or anything
of value to accomplish a public purpose of support or stimulation authorized by Federal statute. This term includes
grants, cooperative agreements, subgrants or subawards under cooperative agreements.

Government

As defined in 45 CFR 74.3.

Grant

As defined in 45 CFR 74.3. F.;r purposes of this Manual, all policies and procedures applicable to grants are applicable
to cooperative agreements, evea though the latter term does not appear in the provision. Under discretionary grants,
the following types of awards are applicable:

(1) New - The initial grant made in support of a project.
(2) Continuation - An award which adds funds to the grant and extends the grant period to support a budget

period after completion of the first budget period. There are two basic kinds of continuations:

(a) Noncompeting - A continuation for a budget period that is within the currently established project period.
These are noncompeting because they do not extend the project period by one or more budget periods.

(b) Competing (formerly known as competing extension) A continuation for a budget period that is beyond
the currently established project period. These are competing because they add one or more budget periods
to the project period as a result of a competitive review.

(3) Supplemental - An additional award to support an activity carried on in a currently funded budget period.

Grant Period

The period of time for which funds have been awarded. In incrementally funded projects, this means from the
beginning date of the project period to the expiration date of the most recently funded budget period.

Grantee

As defined in 45 CFR 74.3.

Granting Office

(1) With respect to a grant, the program office within HDS authorized to administer grants awarded under legislative
or delegated authority, and (2) with respect to a subgrant, the grantee organization.

Grants Officer

The individual designated to serve as the HDS official responsible for the business and non-programmatic aspects
of particular grant project(s). The Grants Officer serves as the counterpart to the business officer of the grantee
institution and is the focal point for matters Such as interpretation of grant policies and provisions and ensures
that generally accepted business and accounting practices are followed by the grantee. The Grants Officer works
closely with the program or project officer who is responsible for the scientific, technical, and programmatic aspects
of the grant project.

In accordance with the provisions of Section 201(a) of the Older Americans Act, with respect to grant actions
of the Administration on Aging, the Grants Officer concurs on grant awards and correspondence for the purpose



of advising the Commissioner whether the proposed action complies with Departmental procedures established for the
administration of grants.

HDS

The Office of Human Development Services within the Department of Health and Human Services. HDS administers
human services programs for such groups as the elderly, children, youth, Native Americans, persons with developmental
disabilities and public assistance recipients through its central and regional offices.

HHS

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (formerly the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare).
In this Manual, HHS is also referred to as "the Department".

Local Government

As defined in 45 CFR 74.3.

Notice of Financial Assistance Awarded (NFAA)

The official HDS document that notifies the grantee or cooperative agreement recipient that an award is made. The
NFAA contains or makes reference to all terms and conditions of the award, and provides the documentation for record-
ing the obligation of Federal funds on the Department's accounting system.

Obligations

As defined in 45 CFR 74.71.

OMB

The Office of Management and Budget in the Executive Office of the President.

Outlays

Charges made to the grant or subgrant project. Outlays may be reported on a cash or accrual basis. For reports that
are prepared on a cash basis, outlays are the sum of actual cash disbursements for goods and services, amount of indirect
expense charged, value of in-kind contributions applied, and amount of cash advances and payments made to subgrantees
and contractors. For reports prepared on an accrued expenditure basis, outlays are the sum of actual cash disbursements,
amount of indirect expense incurred, value of in-kind contributions applied, and net increase (or decrease) in the amounts
owed by the recipient for goods and other property received and for services performed by employees, subgrantees, con-
tractors, and other payees.

Personal Property

As defined in 45 CFR 74.132.

PMS

The Departmental Payment Management System (which replaces the Departmental Federal Assistance Financing System
(DFAFS)) operated by the Federal Assistance Financing Branch located in the Office of Finance, Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Management and Budget, HHS.

Prior Approval

Written permission provided by an authorized granting office official in advance of an act that would result in
either (1) the obligation or expenditure of funds, or (2) the performance or modification of an activity under
the grant or subgrant-supported project, where such approval is required. Where an item of cost requiring prior
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approvial is specified in the budget of an award, approval of the budget constitutes approval of that cost (See 45 CFR
74.177(b) (2)).

Private Nonprofit Organization

Any corporation, trust, association, cooperative, or other organization which (1) is 6perated primarily for scientific, educa-
tional, service, charitable, or similar purposes in the public interest; (2) is not organized primarily for profit; and (3)
uses its net proceeds to maintain, improve, and/or expand its operations. For the purposes of OMB Circular A-122 (cost
principles for nonprofit organizations), the term "nonprofit organization" excludes (1) colleges and universities; (2) hospitals;
(3) State, local and Federally-recognized Indian Tribal Governments; and (4) those nonprofit organizations which are
specifically excluded from coverage of OMB Circular A-122.

Project

The identified activity funded by an HDS grant which carries out the purposes of the authorizing legislation.

Project Director/Principal Investigator

A qualified individual designated by the recipient to be responsible for the overall direction of the project.

Project Officer

A granting office representative responsible for the progranunatic and non-business monitoring of a recipient's performance.

Project Period

The total time for which a project under a discretionary grant has been approved for support, including any extensions.

RASC

The Regional Administrative Support Center located in each HHS regional office.

Real Property

As defined in 45 CFR 74.132. If a question arises about whether certain property should be classified as real property,
the law of the state or foreign country in which the property is located governs.

Recipient

As defined in 45 CFR 74.3. This term includes recipients of cooperative agreements.

Replacement Equipment

As defined in 45 CFR 74.132.

State

As defined in 45 CFR 74.3.

Subgrant

As defined in 45 CFR 74.3. All policies and procedures applicable to subgrants refer equally to financial assistance
subawards under cooperative agreements.

Subgrantee

As defined in 45 CFR 74.3.



Supplies

As defined in 45 CFR 74.132.

Suspension

'Temporary withdrawal of the recipient's authority to obligate grant or subgrant funds pending corrective action by the
recipient or a decision to terminate the grant or subgrant.

Termination

Permanent withdrawal of the recipient's authority to obligate previously awarded grant or subgralt funds before that
authority would otherwise expire It also means the voluntary relinquishment of that authority by fle recipient. Termina-
tion does not include:

(1) Withdrawal of surplus Federal funds. This includes withdrawal of amounts that the grantee will not obligate
before the end of the grant period or eliminating the surplus by decreasing the amount of the grant;

(2) Withdrawal of the unobligated balance by the granting office upon the expiration of an award;
(3) Refusal by the granting office to extend an award or to award additional funds (such as refusal to make

a competing or noncompeting continuation, extension, or supplemental award); or
(4) Annulment, i.e., voiding of an award upon determination that the award was obtained fraudulently or was

otherwise illegal or invalid from inception.

Terms of a Grant or Subgrant

As defined in 45 CFR 74.3.

Third Party

With respect to a grant, any entity except (1 I._ .7ederal Government; (2) the grantee or recipient of the cooperative
agreement; and (3) subgrantees under that gran, cooperative agreement. Note that contractors of recipients are third
parties under this definition, although subgrantees are not.

Unliquidated Obligations

For financial reports prepared on a cash basis, they are the amount of obligations incurred by the grantee that has
noc been paid. For reports prepared on an accrued expenditure basis, they are the amount of obligations incurred by
the grantee for which an outlay has not been recorded.

Unobligated Balances

The portion of the Federal funds authorized which has not been obligated by the grantee during a given budget period.
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CHAPTE
Application and Grant Awar rocess

A. APPLICATION PROCEDURES

Cross-reference: Subpart N of 45 CFR Part 74

1. General Discussion

Application forms and instructions for filing applications may be obtained from the HDS granting office author-
ized to fund projects for which the application is made. The instructions will include information concerning
deadlines for submission of applications.

2. Types of Applications

a. New Applications
New applications are those submitted for a project not currently receiving HDS support. Announcements of

the availability of funds to support new projects are usually published in the Federal Register. This announcement
describes the program, the amount of funds available, eligibility requirements, where to obtain application forms,
the deadlines for submitting an application, criteria for review and evaluation, funding priorities, and other infor-
mation about the adivity.

Occasionally, competition for grant funds is limited by HDS program legislation or by an HDS granting office
official to a specific type of organization or a geographical area; e.g., accredited Schools of Social Work, Indian
Tribal Governments, applicants from a particular DHHS region. In these cases, announcement of the availability
of funds may be made through (1) publishing a notice in the Federal Register; (2) individual letters to all prospec-
tive applicants; (3) publishing notices in newspapers; or (4) other suitable forms of public notice.

it Competing Continuation (formerly known as Competing Extension) Applications
Applications for competitive continuation of HDS financial assistance for one or more budget periods beyond

the approved project period may be submitted when (1) the original project period was approved for a period
of time shorter than grant support was needed, or (2) the results of the original activity warrant support beyond
the period originally recommended. Except for limited competitions as discussed in subsection 2.a above,
announcements of the availability of funds to support competing continuation projects are published in the Federal
Register. Applicants compete for approval against new applications, other competing continuation applications,
and any supplemental applications from current grantees requesting funds for additional activities. If approved
and funded, the extended period of support is treated as a continuation of the original project period.

C. Noncompeting Continuation Applications
Noncompeting continuation applications for a grant to continue project support beyond the initial budget period

but within the established project period will be mailed to the grantee approximately six months before the begin-
ning date of the next budget period. These applications shall be submitted in accordance with program instruc-
tions. If application forms are not received by the grantee at the proper time, it is the responsibility of the grantee
to request them from the appropriate HDS granting office. Noncompeting continuation applications are not sub-
ject to competitive, objective review procedures and do not compete for funds.

d. Supplemental Applications
Supplemental applications are those submitted by existing grantees during the approved project period to either

(1) request support for new or additional activities which are not identified in the current grant or which significantly
expand the project's scope beyond the purpose(s) for which the current grant was awarded, or (2) request support
for expansion of the grant approved activities.

Supplemental applications requesting support for new or additional activities shall compete against new, com-
peting continuation, and other supplemental applications when these project activities are within the scope of
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a program announcement published in the Federal Register. Supplemental applications requesting support for new
or additional activities which are not within the scope of a program announcement may be reviewed noncom-
petitively when the HDS grantirg office obtains proper authorization to deviate from the competitive reviewprocess
and funds are available. Supplemental applications requesting support to expand the grant-approved activities
within the current scope of work (no new or additional work) shall be reviewed on a cc mpetitive basis by the
HDS granting office. Funding decisions will be made based on the availability of funds an 1 HDS granting office
approval.

Applications to request support for new or additional activities or to expand current grant actiNities may be obtaiar,c1
from the appropriate granting office upon request. The application must be accompanied by a detailed justificatio:'.
for the need to increase Federal funds, a revised budget, and revised project objectives citing the changes in project
activity, as appropriate. [See "Grant Awards" in Section H of Chapter 1 for a discussion of an award for supplemental
grant funds.]

3. Withdrawal of Pending Applications
An application for grant support may be withdrawn at any time by an applicant organization at the written request

of an authorized grantee official. Correspondence regarding withdrawal of an application shall be addressed to the
HDS Grants Office to which the application forms were submitted.

4. Recommended Level of Support
In completing the budget information on the application form, applicants shall provide estimates of Federal funds

needed to support the project for future budget periods. Based on this information, the HDS granting office may choose
to reflect on the "Notice of Financial Assistance Awarded" a recommended level of support for the remainder of the
project period. The grantee may use the recommended level of support as the basis for requesting funds on a continua-
tion application. However, such estimated amounts do not constUute a commitment by the HDS granting office to
award future funds beyond the current budget period. Continued support for a project will be based on the availability
of funds, satisfactory progress by the recipient, and a determination that continued funding is in the best interest of
the Federal Government.

B. ELIGIBILITY

Human Development Services' granting offices award grants to private nonprofit organizations, institutions of higher
education, Indian tribes, and other government agencies. Grants to for-profit organizations will be made only when
specifically authorized by the program legislation or when the authorizing legislation is silent about the types of organiza-
tions eligible for grant awards.

Private nonprofit organizations which have not previously received HDS support must submit proof of their non-
profit status with the grant application. Any of the following is acceptable evidence of nonprofit status:

A reference to the applicant organization's listing in the Internal Revenue Service's most recent list of
tax-exempt organizations described in Section 501(c) (3) of the IRS Code.

111 A copy of a currently valid Internal Revenue Service tax exemption certificate.

A statement from a State taxing body or State Attorney General certifying that the applicant organization
has a nonprofit status and that none of the net earnings accrue to any private shareholders.

A certified copy of the organization's certificate of incorporation or similar document that clearly establishes
nonprofit status, or

Any of the above proof from a State or parent organization, and a statement signed by the parent organiza-
tion that the applicant organization is a local nonprofit affiliate.

Eligibility requirements for individual grant programs are contained in the authorizing legislation and program regula-
tions. Other limitations on eligibility by class of recipient may be administratively imposed by the granting office.
Applicants should consult the appropriate program regulations or program announcement to determine if additional
requirements apply. Grants inadvertently awarded to ineligible recipients will be annulled and closed out in accordance
with the procedures discussed in Chapter 10 of this Manual.
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C. MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT

Where required by program iegislation or regulations, applications for grants must incluti: a written assurance that
the services provided under the project will be in addition to, and not in substitution for, comparable services provided
without Federal assistance.

D. SALARY INFORMATION IN APPLICATIONS

Grant applications for HDS support are required to include specific salary rates or amounts for key individuals. When
submitting these applications, the applicant may request the HDS granting office not to make the salary information
available to the applicatit n's reviewers who are not Federal employees. To the extent permitted by law, the HDS grant-
ing office will honor such requests if the applicant:

111 includes the salary information on (or attaches it to) one copy of the application which shall be identified
by the words "Restricted Information";

III omits salary information from all other copies; and

MI includes in all copies the following:

(1) the names of key individuals (cr position descriptions when individuals have not been selected) identified
in the project narrative;

(2) positions or j3b titles;

(3) percentage of key individuals' time expected to be devoted to work on the project, and

(4) the amount of total salary support requested from the grant.

Information regarding salaries, financial information and names of employees of funded grant applications is con-
sidered proprietary information and will not be disclosed to the publir under Freedom of Information requests.

E. INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVIEW OF FEDERAL PROGRAMS

Cross-references:
Executive Order 12372 and
45 CFR Part 100

1. Background
The Intergovernmental Review System established by OMB Circular A-95 was replaced by Executive Order (E.())

12372 "Intergovernmental Review of Federal Programs", signed by President Reagan on July 14, 1982. Under E.O.
12372 and implementing DHHS regulations published at 45 CFR Part 100, States may design their own processes for
reviewing and commenting on proposed Federal assistance under covered programs. A list of HDS covered programs
is included as Attachment B to this Manual. [For clarity, a list of HDS programs which are not covered by the Order
is-also included.]

The obje.:tives of the new approach under E.O. 12372 are to (1) increase State flexibility to design a process and
select programs; (2) increase the ability of State and local elected officials to influence Federal decisions; and (3)
compel Federal officials to be more responsive to State concerns, or explain the reasons why they cannot accommo-
date those concerns. Nearly every State has adopted a State process and designated a State official or organization
to act as the State's "Single Point of Contact" (SPOC) for coordinating and sending official State process comments
and recommendations to Federal agencies. All organizations submitting applications subject to E.O. 12372 review should
contact the cognizant SPOC (if one has been designated) as early as possible for instructions regarding the State's
process.
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2. Applicability
The requirements of this Section are applicable to all I-IDS discretionary programs covered by E.O. 12372 except

those administered by Federally recognized Indian Tribes. Cha:iges and additions of covered programs in 45 CFR Part
;.N wi')! be announced in the Federal Register.

3. The HDS Process

a. New and Competing Continuation Awards
The responsible HDS granting office will notify the SPOCs as wly as possible of the intent to issue new or com-

peting contimation assistance awards through the publication of a program announcement the Federal Register.
If every eligible applicant is identifiable by the granting office, the announcement may be mailed to each of them directly
instead of being published in the Federal Register.

The program announcemem will specify the due date for comments from tilt° SPOCs. That date will normally be
the 60th day after the application deadline date. The program announcement mid/or the application kit will include
a current listing of SPOCs to facilitate early notification. Application kits will include information relating to com-
pliance with the procedures described in this Section.

b. Noncompeting Continuation Awards
As early as possible, the cognizant HDS Grants Offir.:er will notify tbe appropriate SPOC of the intent to make

a noncompeting continuation award. For noncorapering continuations which are generally refunded on a con-
tinuous basis, e.g., Head Start, the Grants Officer will sea. eu,'. an early notification letter in July of each year.
This letter will alert the SPOC of anticipated funding for the subsequent fiscal year beginning October 1 and
will indicate the due date for comments from the SPOC. That date will normally be the 30th day after the application
deadline date.

For other noncompeting continuations, HDS wil/ notify the SPOC with a copy of the recipient's refunding
guidance Iketter. This letter is mailed to the recipient six months prior to the continuation date, and will simultaneously
be mailed to the cognizant SPOC. Again, an accompanying letter will inform the SPOC that it will have until
30 days after the application deadline date to submit comments. Current grantees receiving continuation applica-
tion kits or instructions should notify the SPOC that they are applying for a noncompeting continuation award
with a 30 day rather than a 60 day review period.

c. Applicant Compliance Certification
Applicants shall certify that they have contacted the cognizant SPOC by checking the appropriate box in Item

22 of SF-424, Application form for Federal Assistance. If more than one State will be served by the proposed
project, the SPOC of each State in which the project will operate should be contacted by the applicant. The appli-
cant's certification in Item 22 serves as assurance that all States to be served have been contacted. The Grants
Officer will screen each application to ensure that the certification in Item 22 has been included, and immediately
notify the SPOC of the receipt of any covered application which should, but does not, indicate that the SPOC
has had an opportunity for review.

4. Handling Of State Process Recommendations: The "Accommodate or Explain Rule"

a. The "accommodate or explain" rule applies when all of the following are present:

(1) A written comment that constitutes a State process recommendation is received by the HDS official designated
to receive applications.

(2) The comment is sent or transmitted by the SPOC.

(3) HHS has stated in the Federal Register that the program is covered by E.O. 12372.

(4) The applicant is not a Federally-recognized Indian

(5) The comment is received not later than the established due date for State process comments.

b. If all of the factors listed in the preceding paragraph 4.a are present, the "accommodate or explain" rule is
triggered even if the program is not one that was officially selected for review in the State process.
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C. A mere endorsement of a grant application does not triggcr the "accommodate or explaf .1" rule. However, a com-
ment that prioritizes or ranks applications does trigger the rule (if all of the factors listed in paragraph a above are
present).

d. When the "accommodate or explain" rule applies, HDS must make every effort to accon_modate the State process
recommendation.

e. The HDS granting office will notify the SPOC in writing whether we accommodate or nonaccommodate a State
process recommendation to which the "accommodate or explain" rule applies.

5. Accommodations
Accommodating a State process recommendation consists of either: (1) accepting and carrying out the recommenda-

tion, or (2) negotiating a mutually agreeable solution with the SPOC or State process representative.

6. Nonaccommodations

a. When Nonaccommodation Occurs

(1) The State process recommends that an application not be funded, and HDS decides to fund it; or

(2) The State proce3s recommends substantive changes to the application or special conditions in the award
and HDS decides to fund the application without these changes or special conditions; or

(3) The State process indicates that a particular application should be chosen for funding over others, and
it is not funded while other, lower priority applications are.

b. Explanation reguirement
When a decision is made not to accommodate a State process recommendation, the HDS granting office must

promptly send a written explanation of the reason(s) to the SPOC.

c. Delay of Implementation
A nonaccommodation decision must not be implemented for at least ten days after the SPOC is first notified of the

decision. [See paragraph 7 below concerning exceptions to this rule.] This waiting period requirement is intended
to provide adequate time for the State process to formulate an appropriate response if the issue is sufficiently
important within the State. Every nonaccommodation explanation given to a SPOC shall notify the SPOC of the
specific date after which HDS may implement the nonaccommodation decision. Neither the awards for successful applica-
tions nor the disapproval letters for unsuccessful applicants shall be mailed until after the ten day waiting period has
expired.

7. Unusual Circumstances and Waivers
In unusual circumstances, the Department may allow a reduction in (1) the 60 day waiting period for new and com-

peting continuations; (2) the 30 day waiting period for noncompeting continuations; or (3) the 10 day waiting period
for nonaccommodation letters. For example, a statutory deadline, an emergency, or the end of the fiscal year may
necessitate a shorter period. This authority is used sparingly to deal with unforeseen situations or problems beyond
the Department's control.

F. NOTICE TO UNSUCCESSFUL GRANT APPLICANTS

Organizations whose grant applications have been disapproved or not funded will be notified in writing within 30
days after the decision is made not to fund the application. Notification of disapproval will be sent to the grantee official
who signed the application. Upon request, an applicant will be provided a full explanation of the reasons for disap-
proval of its application.

G. COMPLAINTS AGAINST FEDERAL GRANT AWARD DECISIONS
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An HDS granting office decision to disapprove a grant application may not be formally appealed to HDS or HHS,
unless otherwise stated in an HDS program regulation.

H. GRANT AWARDS

1. New and Continuation Awards
HDS provides financial assistance through either a grant or a cooperative agreement. Applicants whose projects have

been approved for support by the HDS program will be advised by a "Notice of Financial Assistance Awarded" which
will include the identifying number; the period for which the project is intended to be supported (project period); the
amount of the Federal funds awarded for the budget period; any special conditions under wlich the grant is made; and
whether the award is a grant or a cooperative agreement.

2. Awards for Supplemental Funds (Including Low-Cost Extensions)
An award for additional funding during the current budget period may be made after a supplemental application

has been submitted by a grantee, reviewed on a competitive basis, and approved by the HDS granting office. [See Section
"A" of this Chapter.] If awarded, the supplemental amount becomes part of the approved budget for the current budget
period.

If more time is needed to complete the work of a project, a grantee may request an extension of the budget period,
unless otherwise restricted by program legislation or regulations. The sum of no-cost and/or low-cost extensions may
not exceed 12 months past the original budget period ending date, unless approved by the HDS Grants Officer. These
noncompeting extensions may be made without additional funds (no-cost) or with a minimal amount (low-cost) of fur-
ther support, if supplemental funds are available.

To be considered "low-cost", a supplemental for a 12-month extension must not exceed 25% of the total approved
budget for the current or most recent budget period. For periods of less than 12 months, the amount of funds is com-
puted on a monthly basis prorating the 25% funding limitation, i.e., a maximum of 2.09% per month times (x) the total
approved budget for the current or most recent budget period. For example, if a grant, including any supplements, totals
$120,000 for the current budget period, the limit for a low-cost extension would be $30,000 for a twelve month extension,
$15,000 for a six month extension, and $2,508 for a one month extension.

Note that additional low-cost extensions for the same budget period would use the same base as the initial one. If
a $120,000 grant were supplemented $15,000 for six months, a second low-cost extension for six months would ;2:so be
limited to not more than $15,000 and not $16,875 (25% of $135,000 (x).5).

Under no circumstances may low-cost extensions exceed the 25% limitation noted in paragraph 2 above. If additional
funds are requested above this limitation, the application will be treated as a regular supplemental application or a com-
peting continuation (see Section "N' of this Chapter) and will have to compete with other applications unless the gran-
ting office requests approval to deviate from the competitive review process.

I. DISCRETIONARY GRANT FUNDING

1. General Discussion
All I-IDS discretionary project grants are funded either by a single grant award covering the entire period of time for

which assistance is approved (not to exceed one budget period) or for multi-year periods of assistance, in annual increments
called budget periods. [Note: HDS program announcements generally specify the length of the project period covered
by the grant award. Further information is provided for some HDS programs in the Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance.]
The budget period may be 17 months or less, but is usually 12 months in duration. The written approval of the Assistant
Secretary for HDS or the Commissioner on Aging for Administration on Aging grants is required if a budget period
exceeds 17 months (exclusive of no-cost or low-cost extensions). The initial grant covers only the first budget period.
At the end of each budget period, the next budget period (if any) is funded by a continuation award.

Although funded annually, most multi-year projects do not have to recompete each year. However, at the completion
of each budget period, an assessment is made to determine if the grantee is making satisfactory progress in the conduct
of the project and whether continuation of the project is in the best interest of the government. At the time of the initial
award, the granting office may approve the project for a project period of more than a year and the continuations within
that period are awarded without further competition. The length of a project petiod is determined by considering the
frequency of competitive review considered necessary, the total length of time for which grant support is requested, and
limitations imposed by the HDS program statutes or regulations. 22
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2. Obligation and Expenditure of Funds
Subject to each year's budget approval and any limitations or restrictions which may be imposed by the granting

office, funds awarded to recipients remain available for obligation at any time during the project period with the
following exceptions: (1) recipients may not obligate grant funds to conduct project activities after grant support
ends, either through expiration, termination or denial of refunding; (2) HDS assumes no liability for project costs which
exceed the total amount of Federal funds authorized on the Notice of Financial Assistance Awarded. [Thus, recipients
should not incur costs that exceed the amount authorized in a particular budget period]; and (3) grant funds may not
be used for obligations or expenditures made prior to the beginning date of an initial grant for a new project unless
preaward costs are specifically provided for :n the approved budget and have been approved in writing by the granting
office.

The following table illustrates when an obligation that is directly charged is considered to occur for various kinds
of property and services.

When Obligations Occur

If the obligation is for:

Services by an employee
of the recipient

Services by a contractor
(except for audit services]

Audit services

Public utility services

Travel

Acquisition of real
or personal property

Rental of real or
personal property

A pre-agreement cost
that was properly
approved under the
cost principles in
45 CFR Part 74.

3. Liquidation of Obligations

Cross-reference: Chapter 6 of this Manual
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The obligation is made:

When the services are
performed.

On the date the recipient
makes a binding written commitment to obtain the
services or work; or

On the date the services are received, if there is
not an advance written commitment to obtain the
services.

When the services are provided.

When the recipient receives the services.

When the travel is taken.

On the date the recipient
makes a binding written commitment to acquire
the property; or

On the date the property is received, if there is no
advance written commitment to obtain the
property.

When the recipient uses
the property.

On the first day of the
effective date of the
grant/subgrant period.
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All obligations incurred by a grantee should be liquidated within ninety (90) days of the end of the project period
to coincide with the submission of the final Financial Status Report (SF-269). Grantees with "indefinite" project periods
(e.g., Head Start) should submit a final adjusted expenditure report 90 days after the end of each budget period. [This
final adjusted report reflects the liquidation of obligations which remained outstanding at the time the fourth quarter
report was submitted.]

If it is not possible to liquidate totally all obligations within the 90-day period specified for submission of a final
report, grantees shall notify the HDS Grants Officer in writing and request approval for an extension of time in which
to liquidate obligations. At the same time, grantees shall submit a "provisional" final report, indicating when the final
report may be expected. Provisional final reports must be submitted on a quarterly basis until all obligations have been
liquidated. NOTE: Failure to submit a final report within a reasonable length of time would be considered an example
of poor financial management and taken into account when the fiscal performance of the grantee is evaluated. [See
Chapter 6.A.2 for more information on the importance of timely reporting.]

When all obligations have been liquidated, the grantee shall submit a final expenditure report, showing $0 balance
on line 10(h) of the SF-269. This $0 balance must also be reflected on the final Cash Transactions Report (SF-272 or
PMS-272) which must be submitted with the final SF-269.

Cash advances or payments to subgrantees or contractors under the grant are reported on line 10(b) of the SF-269.
Although such advances are considered as an outlay, i.e., a charge made to the project, a true liquidation of obligations
has not occurred until the subgrantee or contractor has liquidated all of its obligations, and reports this back to the
grantee. Therefore, the grantee must take appropriate steps to assure that subgrantees or contractors liquidate their
obligations as quickly as possible and submit final expenditure reports to the grantee showing total liquidation of
obligations.

If all obligations have not been liquidated at the subaward level by the time the final expenditure report is due, the
grantee shall submit a "provisional" final report and put in the "Remarks" section of the SF-269 a statement that
the outlays include $ (amount) in payments to a subgrantee or contractor for which the subawardee has not yet reported
outlays. Indicate that this is a "provisional" final report and when the true final report will be submitted.

J. UNOBLIGATED BALANCES

At the direction of the HDS granting office, estimated or actual unobligated balances remaining at the end of a budget
period may be processed in one of the following ways:

As a carryover* from the previous budget period to the current or next period and either: [*Aii unobligated balance
from a prior period does not authorize a grantee to obligate grant funds in excess of the total Federal approved
budget reflected on the Notice of Financial Assistance Awarded for the current budget period.]

(1) deducting (offsetting) the anticipated or actual unobligated balance from the Federal share of the approved
budget in calculating the award amount for the next budget period, i.e., the unobligated funds carried over
are used to support the next budget period resulting in the need for less new Federal funds. As an example,
$10,000 in unobligated funds from a prior fiscal year would be used in place of $10,000 appropriated for
the current fiscal year. This results in no dollar change in the total Federal share of the new budget
period.

The determination of the amount offset may be based on the estimated or actual unobligated balance. Except
in unusual and justified circumstances, the HDS Grants Officer will take action to reduce the obligational authority
availlble by offsetting when the reported estimated unobligated balance exceeds twenty percent (20%) of the amount
authorized (10% for authorizations in excess of one million dollars). This provision does not apply to amounts
for which obligational authority has not existed for a full prior budget period. When the actual unobligated balance
is known, the grant may be amended to reflect the correct amount of unobligated funds.

(2) restricting an amount equal to the unobligated funds from the next budget period's award. The restricted amount
may be available for use in the current budget period, or may be taken into account in calculating the subsequent
award, if any.

(3) adding the anticipated or actual unobligated funds to the Federal share of the approved budget (creating addi-
tional authority by increasing the total Federal dollars) in calculating the award amount for the current budget
period.
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If the unobligated balance is to be carried over as additional authority and is not reflected in the application for
refunding, the grantee must submit a request for the additional funds to the HDS Grants Officer which shall include
a justification for use of the unobligated balance. Such requests should normally be for one-time expenditures; e.g.,
purchase of a van, alterations and renovations. Guidance on the use of such funds may be obtained from the H DS
granting office. Permission to carryover unobligated funds as additional authority does not represent a permanent increase
in the grantee's funding level.

As a withdrawal (deobligation) of Federal funds from the most recently funded budget period. [If cash has already
been transferred to the grantee, the grantee must refund the unobligated funds.] This withdrawal is not a termina-
tion. It is merely an adjustment to the amount of the grant based on the latest information provided by the grantee.

E As a withdrawal (deobligation) of the "final" unobligated balance upon expiration or termination of grant support.
After a grant expires or is terminated, the grantee may no longer obligate against the grant. Therefore, the final
unobligated balance, if any, lapses and the HDS Grants Officer deobligates it.

K. TRANSFERRING WORK THROUGH SUBGRANTS OR PROCUREMENT CONTRACTS
UNDER GRANTS

1. Prior Approval Considerations

Cross-references:.
Subpart L of 45 CFR Part 74;
"Post-Award Changes to Grants" in Chapter 1, Section L of this Manual, and
"Granting Office Review of Proposed Procurements" in Chapter 8, Section C of this Manual

Recipients shall obtain prior approval from the granting office before transferring to others by contracting, subgrant-
ing, or any other means, the actual performance of "substantive programmatic work", as defined in Subpart L of
II45 CFR Part 74. If the transfer is not explicitly included in the approved project plan at the time of the award, the
approval must be obtained through a post-award request. Grantees may develop their own procedures for approving
the transfer of subgrantee project activities to another party. A recipient may not act merely as a straw-party, i.e.,
to act as a mere conduit of funds to another party without performing a substantive role itself. Therefore, the HDS
granting office shall authorize a grantee to transfer programmatic work only if the grantee will perform at least one
of the following roles:

10

E Principal performer of project activities;

Primary beneficiary of Federal financial assistance; or

111 Overall administrator of a program in which another party performs activities or receives financial assistance.

When programmatic work is transferred by the recipient to another party, there shall be a written contract or agree-
ment stipulating the terms and conditions of the award; the work to be performed; reporting requirements; the dollar
amount of the award; and, for procurement contracts, the required contract provisions discussed in Appendices G and
H of 45 CFR Part 74 and Chapter 8 of this Manual. If not included in the approved application, the grantee shall
submit the following to the HDS granting office before approval can be obtained to transfer programmatic work to
another party:

III name of the organization;

purpose of contract/agreement;

II statement (scope) of work;

period of performance;

estimated dollar amount of award;
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completed budget Sections A & B of Part III of application and budget justification for each subgrantee; and

grantee role in administering subawards.

2. Selecting the Proper Award Instrument
The transfer of substantive programmatic work may be accomplished through either financial assistance (subgrant)

or procurement (contract). Unless precluded by statute, the recipient may choose the type of subaward instrument based
on its own discretion or the organization's usual practices. Where discretion may be exercised, the nature of the intended
relationship between the recipient and another party should determine the appropriate instrument to be used. Basically,
it is a matter of whether the two parties stand primarily in a financial assistance (subgrant) or a buyer-seller (procure-
ment) relationship. If the grantee intends to assist a lower tier party, the award should be made as a subgrant. Where
a service is acquired or purchased, the award should be a procurement (contract). It is the relationship that counts,
not the name used for the award instrument. For example, a "contract" may be the instrument used to formalize the
financial assistance relationship between a grantee and a subgrantee. In this case, the term "contract" is merely a label
for a subaward but it does not change the intended financial assistance relationship. Conversely, if a grantee is buying
a service from another party, it is procuring that service, and a "contract" is the instrument that is used to formally
express this relationship.

The granting office has the option of limiting the kinds of parties eligible to perform work transferred to another
party; e.g., State governments, nonprofit organizations, institutions of higher education. However, the granting
office may not select or require the recipient to select a specific party. The choice of a specific party is the
recipient's.

As indicated above, the recipient chooses whether a subaward is a subgrant or a procurement contract based on the
nature of the intended relationship. Two examples of HDS programs where grantees award subgrants and procuremer
contracts, respectively, are: (1) subawards made by Head Start grantees to "delegate agencies" reflect a financial assistance
relationship; therefore, the delegate agencies are considered "subgrantees"; and, (2) subawards made by a Federally-
recognized Indian tribe receiving Administration on Aging Title VI funds to a purchase-of-service provider reflect
buyer-seller relationship; therefore, the provider agencies are considered "procurement contractors".

It makes a difference whether a subaward is regarded as a subgrant or a procurement contract as different rules app
Examples of some of the differences include, but are not limited to, the following:

In awarding subgrants:

Grantees may use their own procedures for soliciting and selecting subgrantees. The procurement standards in
Subpart P of 45 CFR Part 74 apply only to recipient procurement awards and do not apply to the awarding of
subgrants.

Unless otherwise specified, the provisions of 45 CFR Part 74 apply to subgrantees as well as to grantees. [See 45
CFR 74.4.1 Examples include, but are not limited to: (1) grantees normally have to make advance payments to their
subgrantees; and (2) subgrants may not be terminated by the grantee without the agreement of the subgrantee except
for noncompliance with terms and conditions of the subaward.

Grantees are required to submit to the HDS granting office for review and prior approval copies of subgrant documents
which transfer "substantive programmatic work" to another party. The purpose of the review is to ensure a substantive
role for the recipient and proper programmatic stewardship by the grantee.

III Grantees must verify and document proof of nonprofit status of their subgrantees, if applicable. Subgrants may
not be awarded to individuals.

In awarding procurement contracts:

Recipients are required to use one of the following in the solicitation and selection of a contractor who will perform
the programmatic work: (1) small purchase procedures; (2) competitive sealed bids; (3) competitive negotiation; or
(4) noncompetitive negotiation. These procedures and procurement standards are described in Subpart P and Appen-
dices G and H of 45 CFR Part 74 and Chapter 8 of this Manual.

III Normally, costs incurred under a procurement contract are paid through reimbursements, rather than through advance
payments.
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Granting offices may not require recipients to submit contract documents for prior approval if the
requirements would be an unauthorized deviation from 45 CFR Part 74. Part 74 permits prior approval
only in specific situations described in §74.7 and Appendices G and H to Part 74.

L. POST-AWARD CHANGES TO GRANTS

1. Prior Approval Procedures
Certain post-award project changes and budget revisions as described in this Section require prior approval from

the granting office. All grantee requests that require prior approval must be submitted, in writing, to the responsible
HDS Grants Officer. The HDS Grants Officer shall be responsible for reviewing the request with the HDS granting
office officials and for informing the grantee of the final disposition within 30 days from the date of the receipt of
the request for approval. If the decision is still under consideration at the end of 30 days, the grantee shall be notified
in writing as to when to expect the decision.

The grantee will receive written notification of the approval/disapproval through a revised Notice of Financial Assistance
Awarded (NFAA) or a letter. As provided in §74.102 of 45 CFR Part 74, approvals shall not be valid unless they are
in writing and signed by an authorized official. In HDS, post-award approvals are usually jointly signed by the HDS
Grants Officer and the HDS granting office official, but may also be signed by the Regional Administrator, the Assis-
tant Secretary for HDS, or, for post-award requests made by AoA grantees, only the Commissioner on Aging. Grantees
should assure that an authorized official's signature appears on the approval letter or NFAA. Grantees who take action
without the written approval of an authorized official do so at their own risk, as such action may be subsequently disap-
proved by the authorized HDS official.

Grantees shall be responsible for reviewing requests from their subgrantees for the approvals required. If an action
by a subgrantee will result in a change in the overall grant project or budget requiring HDS approval, the grantee must
obtain that approval befOre giving its approval to the subgrantee. Approvals shall not be valid unless they are in writing
and signed by an authorized official of the grantee.

110
2. Summary of Changes Requiring Prior Appproval or Notification

Except for items of cost requiring prior approval, recipients may transfer funds between and among the object class
categories of the grant/subgrant approved budget without the approval of the granting office. No transfers may, however,
be made which would cause the funds to be used for purposes other than those intended or which adversely affect or
significantly change the grant/subgrant approved project.

There are, however, various types of changes to HDS supported projects which may occur after the grant or subgrant
is awarded and which require prior approval or require that the recipient notify the Grants Officer. These changes are
summarized below and in Sections L.3, L.4, and L.5.

a. Budget Changes

III Specific costs requiring prior approval in the cost principles and subsection 3.a below.

Other budget changes requiring prior approval under Subpart L of 45 CFR Part 74.

III Transfer of funds between or among grant functions or activities.

b. Progammatic Changes

Change in project scope or objectives.

II Change in key people.

Providing financial assistance to another party.

Transfer of substantive programmatic work to another party.

No-cost/low-cost extensions to a project/budget period.

1111 Audiovisual activities.
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II Transfer of a grant to a replacement grantee.

III Other project changes.

c. Changes Requiring Notification to Grants Officer

II Change in recipient name.

Substantial decrease in project costs.

3. Budget Changes
The approval of a grant or subgrant budget constitutes prior approval for the expenditure of funds for specific items

included in that budget. Except as provided below, HDS' recipients may make revisions between and among the object
class categories within the total direct costs budget of the project, provided that the funds are used for allowable costs

of the project.

a. Specific Costs Requiring Prior Approval
The cost principles prescribed in Subpart Q of 45 CFR Part 74 state that before certain types of costs are in-

curred, prior approval must be obtained. The cost items requiring prior approval differ somewhat among the various
cost principles; consequently, different types of recipient and contractor organizations are subject to different
requirements.

Unless otherwise stated in the grant award, the following exceptions or supplements to the prior approval requirements
in the cost principles apply:

Under OMB Circular A-21, Section J.43.f, pertaining to educational institutions, HDS waives the requirement for
prior approval when expenditures for domestic travel exceed the amount allotted for such travel in the approved
budget by the greater of $500 or 25%.

N For all HDS grants, subgrants, and contracts under grants or subgrants, prior approval is required for foreign travel
costs. Each separate foreign trip must be specifically approved. For purposes of this provision, foreign travel is
defined as any travel outside of Canada and the United States and its territories and possessions. However, for an
organization located outside Canada and the United States and its territories and possessions, foreign travel means

travel outside that country.

E For all HDS grants, subgrants, and cost-type contracts under grants or subgrants, prior approval is required from
the granting office for general purpose equipment and other capital expenditures having an acquisition cost of $500
or more per unit and a useful life of more than two years. Prior approval is also required for special purpose equip-
ment with a unit cost of $1,000 or more. The meaning of general purpose and special purpose equipment is in the
"Definitions" section of this Manual under "Equipment".

For all HDS grants, subgrants and cost-type contracts under grants or stibgrants, prior approval is required for
alterations and renovations exceeding $1,000.

b. Other Budget Changes Requiring Prior Approval
In addition to the items requiring prior approval under the applicable cost principles and subsection 3.a above, reci-

pients shall obtain prior approval for any budget revisions which will:

Involve transfer of amounts previously budgeted for student support (tuition waivers, stipends and other payments

to or for trainees); or

Involve transfer of amounts budgeted for indirect costs to absorb increases in direct costs; or

III Result in a need for the award of additional Federal funds, e.g., increasing the amount budgeted for indirect costs

once a final rate is established. See Chapter 1, Section H of this Manual for a discussion of awards for supplemental
grant funds.

c. Transfer of Funds Between or Among Grant Functions or Activities

2 8
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Cross-reference: Chapter 6.A.2 of this Manual

Some HDS granting offices require recipients to distinguish separate grant functions or activities in the appli-
cation budget and project narrative and through required financial reports. For example, Head Start requires that
activities commonly identified by program accounts be broken out separately by object class category in the budget.
Similarly, projects which are jointly funded by two or more HDS granting offices require separate expenditure re-
porting based on the percentage of participation in the total Federal approved bmdget by each participating HDS grant-
ing office.

In such cases, the Notice of Financial Assistance Awarded (NFAA) depicts individual common accounting numbers
(CANs) which identify various programs and activities within HDS. Such a distinction is necessary to enable HDS to
report Federal obligations back to specific HDS program appropriations. The NFAA generally incorporates the sum
total of all of the separate functions or activities under the total Federal approved budget.

Accordingly, where separate CANs are noted on the NFAA, recipients may transfer grant or subgrant funds from
one program account or discrete grant activity to another only with prior approval. If HDS approval is given, a revised
NFAA will be prepared to reflect the transfer of funds.

4. Programmatic Changes

a. Change in Project Scope or Objectives
The recipient shall obtain prior approval for any change to the scope or objectives of the approved project. (For

construction projects, any material change in approved space utilization or functional layout shall be considered a change
in scope.) Changing the scope or objectives may result from a significant alteration of the approved project activities,
change in the direction of the project, the types of services delivered, the number of beneficiaries to be served, or train-
ing provided.

b. Changes in Key People
The recipient of a research grant or subgrant (or any other kind of grant or subgrant if the terms of the award make

this rule applicable) shall obtain prior approval 30 days (unless this time period is waived by the granting office because
of unanticipated changes) in advance of the following anticipated changes:

III To continue the project during any continuous period of more than three months without the active direction of
an approved project director or principal investigator. The HDS grant may be terminated if the arrangements made
by the grantee are not approved by the HDS granting office.

III To permit the project director/principal investigator (or any other persons named and expressly identified as key
project people in the notice of grant or subgrant award) to devote substantially less effort to the project than was
anticipated when the grant or subgrant was awarded.

To replace the project director or principal investigator (or any other persons named and expressly identified as
key project people in the grant/subgrant award document). Since approval of a project may to some extent have
been based on the participation and/or qualifications of the named project director or principal investigator, prior
approval of the proposed alternate plans for conducting the activity is required and must be requested before the
actual departure of the incumbent. The recipient shall describe the qualifications of the proposed project director
or principal investigator and include a biographical sketch with the request. If the arrangements proposed by the
grantee, including the qualifications of any proposed replacement, are not acceptable to HDS, the grant may be
terminated.

The recipient may also request that the grant or subgrant be terminated if the recipient does not wish to continue
the project or replace the project director or principal investigator.

c. Providing Financial Assistance to Another Party by Subgranting or Any Other Means fself-explanatoryl

d. Transfer of Substantive Programmatic Work to Another Party
Procedures for obtaining approval for the transfer of "substantive programmatic work" to another party after the

award is made are discussed in Section K of this Chapter under "Transferring Work Through Subgrants or Procure-
ment Contracts Under Grants".

e. No-cost or Low-cost Extensions to a Project or Budget Period
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A grantee may request a no-cost/low-cost extension (see Section H.2 of this Chapter) of the budget or project period
when it is determined that a project may not be effectively brought to a close within the time allotted. The request
must be in writing to the HDS Grants Officer and must be submitted and approved prior to the er )f the project
period. Such a request must state the reasons for extending the project, the need for additional fun. if requested,
and the anticipated completion date.

Extensions may not exceed twelve (12) months either individually or in the aggregate, unless otherwise authorized
by the HDS Grants Officer.

f. Audiovisual Activ!ties
Except to the extent explicitly included in the project plan at the time of award, using grant funds for any one or

monc of the following requires prior approval:

MI Producing an audiovisual when direct production or purchase cost is in excess of $20,000 or more.

Buying ownership of any of the rights in the work embodied in the audiovisual. [This does not apply to merely

buying a license in any of the rights.]

Regardless of the cost, presenting or disseminating to the general public an audiovisual that wasproduced or bought
with grant support. Examples include:

(a) Broadcast on commercial, cable, or educational television or radio;

(b) Showing in commercial motion picture theaters;

(c) Showing in public places such as airports, bus or railroad depots, waiting rooms, and vacation resorts, and

(d) Showing to civic associations, schools (except when used as a teaching tool in a classroom setting), clubs, frater-
nal organizations, or similar lay groups.

The following does not require prior approval:

III Any audiovisual activity under a subgrant.

111 The production or purchase of any audiovisual as a research instrument or to document experimentation or
findings, if the audiovisual is not intended for presentation or dissemination to the general public.

A grantee's request for approval to produce audiovisual materials shall be in writing and include the following:

El name of project, grant number, and name of grantee organization;

objectives of the project;

El subject matter of audiovisual production, and relation to project objectives;

II intended audience; kinds of places in which production will be shown;

III estimated costs;

format, credits, length; method of production.

g. Transfer of a Grant to a Replacement Grantee
Occasionally it becomes necessary to replace a grantee prior to the expiration date of the approved project period

for reasons such as the following:

IN The original grantee abandons the project or becomes ineligible;
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so

IS The original grantee so seriously violates the terms of the grant that the HDS granting agency terminates for cause;

111/ The principal investigator for a research project transfers to another employer and the original grantee relinquishes
the grant instead of appointing a replacement principal investigator satisfactory to the HDS granting office; or

The original grantee's performance has been so poor that the HDS granting office is unwilling to award it a non-
competing continuation.

The HDS granting office may transfer its support of a project to an eligible replacement grantee by means of a non-
competitive award if the HDS approving official determines in writing that competition for the replacement award would
not be appropriate or feasible and the following conditions exist:

IM The need for the grant/subgrant-supported project that existed at the time of the award of the original grant/subgrant
continues to exist at the time of the proposed award of the replacement grant/subgrant; and

111 There will be no significant change in project activities; and

III The change of recipient organizations is made in a timely manner..

When the principal investigator on a research project transfers from one domestic institution to another, the project
in behalf of the same principal investigator may be supported at the new institution for the remainder of the previously
approved project period in an amount not to exceed that previously recommended. The change may be made without
competitive review provided that (1) one of the conditions listed above under 4.g exists; (2) the principal investigator
plans no significant change in research objective and level of funding for direct costs from that of the original project;
(3) the facilities and resources at the new location allow for successful performance of the project; and (4) the proposed
replacement grantee submits an application for support of the project.

h. Other Project Changes
In addition to the above requirements, other kinds of changes to an approved grant/subgrant project may require

prior approval, as stipulated by program regulations or other terms of the award.

5. Changes Requiring Notification to Grants Officer

a. Change in Recipient Name
This change occurs when a recipient legally assumes a different organizational identity. There is no alteration to the

project activities. The grantee shall provide the following documents to the responsible HDS Grants Officer:

M A copy of the instrument which effected the name change signed by the authorized official of the State having
jurisdiction;

An opinion of counsel for the grantee that the change of name was properly effected in accordance with applicable
statutes; and

M A list of all affected HDS assistance projects, accompanied by a revised SF-424 (application form) showing thenew
grantee name and the new principal officers, if applicable.

Once the documents are received, the HDS Grants Officer shall acknowledge in writing HDS' acceptance of thename
change agreement through a revision to the NFAA.

b. Substantial Decreases in Project Costs
When changes in the project result in a decrease in the anticipated project costs, the grantee should notify the respon-

sible HDS Grants Officer. A request for a decrease of the approved budget or project costs must be accompanied with
a revised budget and project objectives citing any changes in project activity.
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CHAPTER 2
Cost-Sharing or Matching

A. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Cross-reference: Subpart G of 45 CFR Part 74

A number of Human Development Services' grant programs require that grantees contribute a portion of the total
costs of the project (not all grants require cost-sharing or matching). This cost-sharing or matching requirement is usually
prescribed by HDS program legislation and/or regulations and is stipulated in the grant agreement. The specific con-
tribution is computed as a percentage of the total costs of the project.

B. ACCEPTABLE COSTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

With the qualifications and exceptions listed in "C" below, a cost-sharing or matching requirement may be satisfied
by either or both of the following:

III Allowable costs incurred by the recipient or cost-type contractor. This includes allowable costs borne by non-Federal
grants or by cash donations from non-Federal third parties.

Il The value of third-party in-kind contributions applicable to the grant or budget period to which the cost-sharing

11/
or matching requirement applies.

C. QUALIFICATIONS AND EXCEPTIONS

1. Costs borne by other Federal grants

/111 45 CFR 74.53(a) specifies that a cost-sharing or matching requirement may not be met by costs borne by another
Federal grant. The exception to this rule occurs when the legislative history of a program or the law itself clearly
conveys the intent of Congress that such costs may be used to meet the cost-sharing or matching requirements of
other programs. Federal programs which permit this usually limit such use to purposes which complement their
own objectives. Recipients should be fully aware of these limitations when they consider using costs borne by another
Federal program to match HDS grant funds.

45 CFR 74.53(a) (2) discusses the use of general revenue sharing funds, which are not considered a Federal grant,
to satisfy a cost-sharing or matching requirement.

2. Costs or Contributions Counted Towards Other Federal Cost-Sharing or Matching Requirements
45 CFR 74.53(b) specifies that neither costs nor the values of third-party in-kind contributions may count towards

satisfying a cost-sharing or matching requirement of an HHS grant if they have been or will be counted towards satisfy-
ing a cost-sharing or matching requirement of another Federal grant, a Federal procurement contract, or any other
award of Federal funds.

3. Costs Financed by General Program Income
The limitation on the use of general program income for cost-sharing or matching purposes is discussed in 45 CFR

74.53(c).

4. Income Earned by a Contractor
Sometimes contractors under a grant or subgrant earn income from the activities carried out under the contract
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in addition to the amounts earned from the party awarding the contract. No costs of services or property borne by
this income may count towards satisfying a cost-sharing or matching requirement unless the other terms of the grant
expressly permit this kind of income to be used to meet the requirement.

5. Special Standards for Third-Party In-Kind Contributions
45 CFR 74.53(e) discusses the requirements in order for third-party in-kind contributions to count towards satisfying

a cost-sharing or matching requirement.

D. VALUATION OF THIRD-PARTY IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS

1. Volunteer Services
Volunteer services are services which are not paid for by the recipient or cost-type contractor vis-a-vis the paid ser-

vices a recipient may use to meet a cost-sharing or matching requirement. Volunteer services may be furnished by pro-
fessional and technical personnel, consultants, and other skilled and unskilled persons. Each hour of volunteer service
may be counted if the service is an integral and necessary part of an approved project. The procedures for valuing
volunteer services are in 45 CFR 74.54. Examples of volunteer services which may be counted as a third-party in-kind
contribution include:

The reasonable value of time donated by Head Start community members, Board, policy council, and parents in
conducting the Performance Standards Self-Assessment and/or attending business meetings.

The difference between a reduced rate or fee charged to the recipient by an individual in his/her regular line of
work and the individual's standard rate or fee. For example, a medical doctor may charge a grantee a fee of $10.00
for a medical examination provided, whereas the doctor's customary and prevailing fee is $20.00. The difference
of $10.00 per medical exam may be counted as a third-party in-kind contribution.

111 The reasonable value of time donated by an employee of the recipient organization if (1) the individual is not com-
pensated through regular salary, overtime, or compensatory time; and (2) the service and time donated are not within

the scope of the individual's paid employment.

2. Loaned Equipment or Space
As provided in 45 CFR 74.55(b), if a third-party donates the use of equipment or space in a building but retains

title, the contribution shall be valued at the fair rental rate of the equipment or space.

3. Donated Supplies
As provided in §74.55(a), if a third-party donates supplies, the contribution shall be valued at the fair market value

of the supplies at the time of the donation.

4. Donated Land, Buildings, and Equipment
If a third-party donates land, buildings, or equipment and title passes to a recipient, the treatment of the donated

property is as follows:

a. Donated Land
As provided in 45 CFR 74.56(b) (1), if approval is obtained from the HDS granting office, the fair rental rate of

the donated land may be counted as cost-sharing or matching. If approval is not obtained, no amount may be counted
for donated land. HDS gives its approval only if it determines that it would be appropriate for the party awarding
the grant, subgrant, or contract to approve rental of the land as an allowable direct cost.

b. Donated Buildings
HDS granting offices do not allow the fair market value of donated buildings to be counted as cost-sharing or match-

ing for HDS programs. This policy is an option used by HDS as provided in 45 CFR 74.56(b) (1). Only depreciation
or use allowances based on the property's market value at the time it was donated may be counted. The depreciation
or use allowances for this property are not treated as third-party in-kind contributions; instead, they are treated as costs
incurred by the recipient. They are computed and allocated (usually as indirect costs) in accordance with the cost
principles specified in Subpart Q of 45 CFR Part 74, in the same way as depreciation or use allowances for purchased
buildings.
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c. Donated Equipment
As provided in 45 CFR 74.56(b) (2), if prior approval is obtained, the fair market value at the time of donation of

the equipment may be counted as cost-sharing or matching. HDS gives its approval only if it determines that it would
be appropriate for the party awarding the grant, subgrant or contract to approve the fair market value of the equipment
as an allowable direct cost. If approval is not obtained, only depreciation or use allowances may be counted for donated
equipment.

E. APPRAISAL OF REAL PROPERTY

If appraisal of real property is required, the Procedures for establishing the fair market value of land or a building
or the fair rental rate of land or space in a building are in 45CFR74.57.

F. RECORDS OF COST-SHARING OR MATCHING CONTRIBUTIONS

45 CFR 74.53(d) provides the requirements for records of cost-sharing or matching contributions. Records of cost-
sharing or matching conu ibutions are subject to audit in the same manner and to the same extent as records dealing
with the use of Federal grant funds.

G. COST-SHARING IN RESEARCH GRANTS

Grantees are required, by the HHS Appropriations Act, to share in the total project costs of all Departmental grant-
supported research projects. Grantees may share in the costs either under (1) an institutional cost-sharing agreement,
or (2) on a project-by-project basis.

1. Institutional Cost-Sharing Agreements
The institutional cost-sharing agreement covers all research grants awarded by agencies of the Department to a par-

ticular grantee. In exceptional cases, separate agreements for individual departments or locations of a grantee organiza-
tion may be negotiated, if deemed to be advantageous. These separate agreements are referenced in the institutional
cost-sharing agreement. In no case will individual cost-sharing agreements be required on projects that are covered by
an institutional agreement.

The Public Health Service in the Department negotiates all institutional cost-sharing agreements on behalf of HHS
granting.agencies. Under an institutional agreement, the grantee agrees to maintain a stipulated average percentage con-
tribution for all research projects. The adequacy of the grantee's overall contribution will be tested on the basis of
the grantee's fiscal year. This average contribution must be consistent with the level established by the agreement. Dur-
ing a given fiscal year, there may be no contribution (or only a token contribution) on some grant projects, provided
that the overall percentage contribution is maintained through higher contributions on other grant projects. However,
there must be at least some cost-sharing on every project during the project period.

Grantees are not required to obtain prior HDS approval of the manner in which contributions are to be provided.
Contributions may be made in any allowable budget categoryor a combination of categories; e.g., salaries, travel, equip-
ment, supplies, indirect costs. Grantees requesting further information on institutional cost-sharing should direct their
inquiries to:

Cost and Audit Management Branch
Office of Administrative Management
Public Health Services
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20852

2. Project by Project Agreements
Unless otherwise specified in a program announcement, cost-sharing arrangements for individual research projects

shall be negotiated separately with the HDS Grants Officer. The agreement will cover the entire project period (including
all noncompeting continuation or supplements) and will provide for the percentage of total project costs, Le., the com-
bined Federal and grantee non-Federal share, which the applicant proposes to contribute to the planned research. There
may be no contribution in some years of the project period, provided that the agreed overall percentage for the project
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as a whole is met. Separate cost-sharing arrangements will not be required for noncompeting continuations and
supplements.

The grant will not be awarded until the applicant and the HDS Grants Officer have agreed to a cost-sharing percent-

age for the project. This agreed percentage will be specified in the "Notice of Financial Assistance Awarded" and will
signify acceptancit of the applicant's cost-sharing arrangement.

The amount of the grantee' s cost-sharing during the period covered by a SF-269, Financial Status Report, shall be
indicated on that report. If the grantee did not cost-share during the period, "no cost-sharing" should be written on
the appropriate line of the SF-269 form.

If a grant is terminated or a continuation grant is denied refunding, the negotiated cost-sharing percentage will apply

to the actual period of Federal support. However, in these cases, the HDS Grants Officer may retroactively approve
lower percentages to avoid unanticipated hardships on recipients.
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CHAPTER 3
Cost Principles and Procedures

A. BASIC CONSIDERATION

Cross-references:
1111 Subpart Q of 45 CFR Part 74 and

Attachment C of this Manual

1. General Discussion
The costs of a grant or subgrant-supported activity are comprised of its allowable direct costs plus its allocable portion

of allowable indirect costs, less applicable credits. The principles for determining allowable costs are prescribed in Sub-
part Q of 45 CFR Part 74 under five separate sets of cost principles. Each grantee is subject to only one set, according
to the classification of that grantee. A subgrantee or cost-type contractor receiving funds under an HDS grant is subject
to the cost principles according to its classification, which may not necessarily be the same as that of the grantee. For
example, where a State government awards a subgrant or cost-type contract to an institution of higher education, OMB
Circuiar A-21 would apply to the costs incurred by the institution of higher education while OMB Circular A-87 would
apply to the costs incurred by the State. To be allowable, costs must be: (1) reasonable; (2) consistently treated; (3) allocable;
(4) determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles; and (5) in compliance with any limitations
or exclusions set forth in the applicable cost principles, program regulations, legislation, or this Manual.

2. Prior Approval Requirements
The cost principles prescribed in Subpart Q of Part 74 state that before certain types of costs are incurred, prior approval

must be obtained. These prior approval requirements are discussed under "Post-Award Changes to Grants" in Section
L of Chapter 1 of this Manual. Prior approval is also required for certain programmatic changes and budget revisions
under Subpart L of 45 CFR Part 74.

B. INDIRECT COSTS

Crosc-references:
HHS/GAM Chapters 6-100, 6-110, 6-120, 6-150, and 6-160

1. General Discussion
Indirect costs are those costs of an organization which are not readily identifiable with a particular project or program

but nevertheless are necessary to the general operation of the organization and the conduct of its activities. The costs
of operating and maintaining buildings, grounds, and equipment; depreciation; and administrative salaries are types
of expenses which are usually treated as indirect costs.

In theory, all of these costs might be charged directly; however, practical difficulties frequently preclude this approach.
Therefore, these costs are usually grouped into a common pool(s) and distributed to benefiting organizational activities
through a cost allocation process. The end product of this allocation process is an indirect cost rate which is then applied
to individual projects to determine the amount of indirect costs applicable to the projects.

The indirect cost rate is the ratio, expressed as a percentage, between the indirect costs and a direct cost base, com-
monly either direct salaries and wages or total direct costs, excluding capital expenditures and other distorting items
(such as major subawards and flow-through funds). These base adjustments are necessary to ensure an equitable alloca-
tion of indirect costs based on relative benefits received. A definition of the direct cost base (e.g., the types and/or amounts
of distorting items to be excluded from the direct cost base) will be agreed upon as part of the approval process in
establishing the organization's indirect cost rate(s) and will be contained in the Rate Agreement.

An indirect cost rate is established on the basis of an indirect cost proposal submitted by grantees to the Department's
Regional Division of Cost Allocation for the region in which the organization is located. (If the grantee
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is under the indirect cost negotiation cognizance of a Federal agency other than HHS, its indirect cost proposals should
be submitted to that agency.) Indirect costs are reimbursed to an organization based on its established rate, subject
to administrative and legislative limitations, as part of the costs of individual grants and contracts awarded by the
Department.

Recipients must submit indirect cost proposals for each fiscal year in which indirect costs are claimed. Excep-
tions to this requirement for certain local government agencies and training grants are specified in HHS/GAM
Chapters 6-100-50A and 6-160 (copies of these Chapters may be obtained from the HDS Grants Officer). Grantees
that fail to comply with this requirement will be deemed as not having a currently effective indirect cost rate. In
the absence of this rate, future grants awarded to the grantee will not provide for the reimbursement of indirect
costs. If a rate is subsequently established, based on the late submission of an indirect cost proposal, indirect cost
reimbursement will be limited to the indirect costs applicable to the period subsequent to the date the proposal is
submitted. Failure to submit a timely proposal may also result in the disallowance of indirect costs previously
reimbursed based on the use of a provisional indirect cost rate.

Guidance on the preparation and submission of indirect cost proposals is provided in an indirect cost guide for each
type of grantee organization which can be obtained from the Regional Division of Cost Allocation.

2. Provisional Rate
In some cases, a provisional (temporary) indirect cost rate is used to fund and report the approximate amount of

indirect costs applicable to a grant until a permanent (final, fixed, or predetermined) indirect cost rate is established.
Indirect costs based on provisional indirect cost rates are subject to adjustment when a permanent rate is established.
The indirect costs previously reimbursed based on the provisional rate will be disallowed if the recipient fails to establish
a permanent rate.

If the difference between a provisional rate and a permanent rate results in the need for funds in excess of the total
amount awarded under a grant, such funds will be provided to the.grantee when they are available from the same
appropriation from which the grant was awarded.

3. Indirect Costs on Subawards
Indirect costs may also be paid on a subaward, i.e., subgrants and cost-type contracts, under a grant-supported

project. If a subaward provides for the reimbursement of indirect costs, the grantee will normally be responsible
for negotiating and approving appropriate indirect cost rates with the subgrantee or contractor. Such rates shall
be based on the cost principles prescribed in Subpart Q of Part 74 applicable to the subgrantee or contractor. The
procedures followed by the grantee in conducting the negotiations will be subject to review and audit by, or on
behalf of, HHS.

If the grantee requires assistance in connection with the negotiations, assistance may be requested from HFIS' Regional
Division of Cost Allocation. Grantees are not required to negotiate indirect cost rates with subgrantees and contractors
if any of the following conditions exist:

The subaward does not provide for the reimbursement of indirect costs;

E The subaward is a subgrant for training purposes (unless the subgrantee is a State, local or Indian Tribal Govern-
ment agency); or

The subgrantee/contractor is also a direct recipient of an HHS grant or contract and must negotiate indirect cost
rates or research patient care rates directly with the HHS Regional Division of Cost Allocation.

4. Exceptions
HDS grants provide full reimbursement of indirect costs with the following exceptions:

Indirect cost reimbursement on training grants and subgrants to organizations other than State and local govern-
ment agencies is limited to the lesser of an organization's actual indirect costs or 8% of total allowable d rPct costs,
exclusive of traineeship costs (see next paragraph below) and expenditures for equipment. Where actual indirect
costs exceed 8% total direct costs, excess (unreimbursable) indirect costs may be used to satisfy the gran(.;e's cost-
sharing or matching requirement, if applicable.

111 Indirect costs are not reimbursed on traineeship awards, i.e. tuition, stipends, student-related travel, fees, and
dependency allowances.
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III Indirect costs on programs subject to legislative or regulatory restrictions on indirect cost reimbursement will be
reimbursed in accordance with those restrictions, e.g., a statutory limitation on administrative costs.

Indirect costs are not reimbursed on grants to organizations located outside the territorial limits of the United States.

Indirect costs are not reimbursed on construction grants.

5. Application of Indirect Cost Rates
The dollar amount of indirect costs applicable to a grant or subgrant-supported project will be determined by multiplying

the appropriate indirect cost rate(s) by the direct cost base of the project.
In applying indirect cost rates to individual grants, the rates established for the periods in which the direct costs are

actually incurred under the grants will be applied to those costs. Consequently, when a grant budget period does not
coincide with the recipient's fiscal year, it is necessary to use two rates in computing the amount of indirect costs applicable
to the grant, i.e., the rates established for the two fiscal years during which the grant was performed.

6. Settlement of Indirect Costs
Each grant expenditure report (SF-269) submitted by the grantee will reflect the proper amount of indirect costs

applicable to the grant based on the most current rate(s) available at the time the report is submitted. If a provisional
rate is used in the report, an adjustment will be necessary when a permanent rate applicable to the grant is established.
In these cases, the grantee will submit a summary expenditure report adjustment sheet reflecting the adjustments to
each grant (upward or downward) resulting from the differences between the provisional rate and the permanent rate
(submission of revised individual expenditure reports to reflect the adjustments is not required). This sheet will be submitted
to the Indirect Cost Management Section, Office of Financial Management, National Institutes of Health (NIH), Building
31, Room BIB07, Bethesda, Maryland 20205, within one year after the Negotiation Agreement establishing the perma-
nent rate is executed and will cover all grants affected by the Agreement.

A separate adjustment sheet will be submitted for each Federal fiscal year covering the grants having a budget
period beginning within that year. In addition, if adjustments are required by more than one HHS granting agency;
e.g., HDS, the Health Services Administration, NIH, 2 separate adjustment sheet will be submitted for each agency.
All adjustment sheets, including those for other granting agencies, will be submitted to NIH, which will be responsible
for coordinating the reviews of the sheets by the appropriate agencies. Upward adjustments will not be considered if
the adjustment sheet(s) is not submitted within the one year period. Questions regarding these adjustments should be
directed to NIH.

C. DIRECT COSTS

A direct cost is any cost which can be identified specifically with a particular project or activity, or which can be
directly assigned to the project or activity relatively easily with a high degree of accuracy. Costs identified specifically
with a grant or subgrant-supported project are direct costs of the project and may be charged directly thereto. Costs
identified specifically with other work of the organization are direct costs of that work and are not to be charged to
the grant either directly or indirectly.

Costs charged as direct costs to Federally-supported projects must be consistently treated as direct costs for other
work of the organization in order to preclude an overcharge to the Government as e. result of Federal participation
in the indirect cost pool.

D. ALLOWABLE COSTS

Provided below are examples of allowable costs commonly incurred by HDS recipients as direct costs in the conduct
of an approved project. For certain recipients, some of these costs may be treated as indirect costs. The types of costs
which are often treated as indirect are designated by an asterisk (*).

All costs are subject to the cost principles prescribed in Subpart Q of 45 CFR Part 74. Recipient organizations should
consult the appropriate cost principles for specific guidance on allowable and unallowable costs and should consult
with the appropriate HDS Grants Officer if there are questions concerning the allowability or treatment of a particular
item.
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(*) Advertising
For: (1) recruitment of staff, trainees under training programs, human subjects for research grants, (2) disposal

of surplus materials; (3) procurement of goods or services; and (4) other purposes specifically permitted by thc
terms of thc grant. Other types of advertising costs arc unallowable. [See "Unallowable Costs" in Section "E" of this
Chapter.]

Advisory or Policy Councils
Costs incurred by advisory or policy councils to carry out grant programs. These costs may include travel, subsistence,

and costs incidental to attending meetings.

Alterations and Renovations
Alteration and renovation costs may be charged to the project provided they meet the cost principles' general stand-

ards of reasonableness, necessity, and allocability, and the following special conditions:

(1) The grant is not awarded to a foreign organization.

(2) The building has a useful life consistent with project purposes and can be readily modified to meet program
requirements.

(3) The alteration and renovation is incidental to and essential for the recipient's project, no other suitable
space is available, and the space involved will actually be occupied by the project. Costs may be considered
incidental if the amount budgeted or used for alteration and renovation in any budget period does not
exceed the lesser of $150,000 or 25 percent of the total direct costs approved for the entire project period. In
the case of projects supported for an indefinite project period, the amount budgeted or used for alteration
and renovation in any budget period shall not exceed 25 per cent of the total direct costs approved for that
budget period; and

(4) Prior approval is obtained if the costs of the alterations and renovations exceed $1,000.

In connection with existing buildings, alteration and renovation costs shall be limited to the costs of work required
to (1) make nonstructural changes; (2) improve facilities on the property; or (3) install equipment. The costs of struc-
tural changes to foundations, roofs, floors, or exterior or load-bearing walls, and the costs of extending a building
to increase its floor area, are unallowable.

Under the grantee's accounting system, certain costs of installing equipment may be listed as either equipment costs
or alteration/renovation costs. These include the temporary removal and replacement of wall sections, door frames,
etc., in order to place equipment in its permanent location. The costs of connecting utility lines, replacing finishes and
furnishings, and installing any accessory devices required for the equipment's proper and safe utilization may be con-
sidered either equipment costs or alteration and renovation costs.

(*) Audits
Costs for a CPA or other independent auditor to review and analyze recipient financial and administrative policies,

practices, procedures, and records.

(*) Bonding
When required by regulations or recipient organization policy.

(*) Books and Periodicals
When required for the conduct of the project. If the organization has a library, direct charges for books and periodicals

are allowable only where the organization can show that the books and/or periodicals cannot be provided as a
normal library service. Such items are generally treated as indirect costs when they are provided by libraries of the
organization.

Child Care Costs
Where authorized by the recipient's written policies, child care costs to allow authorized participants or representa-

tives to attend official board or council meetings, subject to limitations in program guidelines or regulations.

(*) Communication
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Costs of telephone calls, telegrams, postage, and other communication costs necessary to the project,

Consultant Services
Payments including fees, travel expenses and related costs for individuals other than employees providing serv-

ice to the project. A complete discussicn of consultant services is included in Section C, Chapter 5 of this
Manual.

(*) Depreciation or Use Charges
Recipients shall be compensated for the use of recipient-owned facilities through depreciation or use allowances.

Methods of computation for such costs arc included in the applicable cost principles.

(*) Dues
For recipient organization membership in professional organizations or societies, if it can be shown that such member-

ship is necessary to accomplish the purposes of the project.

Educational/Cultural Activities
Costs associated with trips to muscums, field trips, cultural events, and other educational activities, provided such

activities are part of the approved program.

Equipment
When required for project activities and subject to prior approval requirements in Section L, Chapter 1 of this

Manual.

(*) Equipment Maintenance and Repairs
For equipment used specifically on HDS supported projects where necessary to keep the equipment in efficient operating

condition.

Food Service
Provided food services are part of the approved program. To the extent that the recipient receives reimbursement

for food costs, such reimbursement shall be credited to costs of the grant or subgrant program.

Fringe Benefits
The employer's share to the extent that the benefits are provided under established and consistently applied policies

of the recipient organization. Some common examples of fringe benefit costs are:

(1) Employee sick, vacation, and other leave costs may be accumulated on an accrual basis or a cash basis pro-
vided that an established written policy is consistently applied on an organization-wide basis. Under an accrual
accounting system, the costs are recorded when leave is earned. [This meets the requirements of generally
accepted accounting principles concerning liability ior employees' compensation for future absences.]
Under a cash accounting system, the costs are recorded when leave is taken by an employee and paid by the
employer.

(2) Pension costs are allowable provided the benefits are reasonable, are provided according to the established policies
of the organization, are consistently applied regardless of the source of funds, and conform to the standards
in the cost principles.

Indemnification
Securing the organization against liabilities to third persons (e.g., judgment or settlement costs) and any other loss

or damage is allowable only when (1) specifically provided for in the award or approved by HDS, and (2) the liabilities
are not covered by insurance. HDS reviews each situation on a case-by-case basis. The granting office may consider
these indemnification costs as allowable only if it can be demonstrated that the costs are necessary to operate the grant
program and the recipient acted prudently under the circumstances.

(*) Insurance
Premium costs for general liability, vehicle liability, fire and theft, property damage, and other insurance. Some HDS

grant programs have specific insurance requi.ments and reference should be made to applicable program regulations
or guidelines. [See Section I of Chapter 4.]
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(*) Legal Costs
The costs of legal services, where required in the administration of a grant-supported project, is allowable if

reasonable and supported by adequate documentation regarding the need for such services. Costs may include
retainer fees if supported by evidence of bona fide services available or rendered. The legal costs of pursuing an
administrative action (e.g., a grant appeal) are allowable. Certain legal costs are unallowable. [See Section "E" of this
Chapter.]

Motion Picture Production
Subject to the specific limitations on audiovisual materials. [See Section L, Chapter 1 for further discussion.]

Overtime Pay
Provided such compensation is consistent with the policies of the recipient organization and is applied to all activ-

ities regardless of the source of funds. However, overtime pay is not allowable for faculty members at institutions
of higher education. In the case of nonprofit organizations subject to the cost principles in OMB Circular A-122, over-
time premiums require prior approval except under the circumstances described in Attachment B, Section 27 of Circular
A-122.

Page Charges
Page charges for articles and other papers in professional journals provided both of the following conditions are

met:

(1) The article/paper reports work supported by the grant, and
(2) Charges for publication by the journal are levied impartially on all papers published by the journal, whether or

not by government sponsored authors.

Publications
Costs may include special plates, diagrams, reprints, and charts. Costs of publishing books, monographs, and

pamphlets reporting the work are subject to policies concerning copyrights and disposition of program income. In
the case of nonprofit organizations subject to the cost principles in OMB Circular A-122, publication costs, other
than page charges in professional journals, require prior approval. [See Circular A-122, Attachment B, Sections 28
& 37.1

Registration Fees
For professional meetings, when it can be shown to be necessary to accomplish project objectives.

(*) Relocation
Transportation costs for employees, dependents, household goods, and other costs associated with relocation, when

such costs are normally paid by the recipient regardless of the source of funds.

(*) Rental of Equipment and Facilities
Rental costs, except as provided in paragraphs (1) through (3) below, are allowable to the extent that the rates are

reasonable, considering such factors as rental costs of comparable property; market conditions in the area; alternatives
available; and the type, life expectancy, conditions, and value of the property.

(1) Rental costs under "sale and lease-back" arrangements are allowable only up to the amount that would be allowed
under the applicable cost principles had the lessee continued to own the property. A sale and lease-back arrange-
ment is one under which property owned by an organization is sold to and leased back from another organization
or individual.

(2) Rental costs under "less-than-arms-length" leases are allowable only up to the amount that would be allowed
under the applicable cost principles had title to the property vested in the lessee. A less-than-arms-length lease
is one under which one party to the lease agreement is able to control or substantially influence the actions of
the other. Such leases include, but are not limited to, those between (a) divisions of an organization, (b) organiza-
tions under common control through common officers, directors or members, and (c) an organization and a director,
trustee, officer, or key employee of the organization, or his/her family, either directly or through corporations,
trusts, or similar arrangements in which they hold a controlling interest.
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(3) Rental costs under "material equity" leases are allowable only up to the amount that would be allowed under
the applicable cost principles had the lessee purchased the property on the date the lease agreement was executed
(e.g., depreciation or use allowances, maintenance, taxes, insurance, excluding unallowable costs). A material
equity lease is one under which the lessee acquires a material equity in the leased property. A material equity
in the property exists if the lease is noncancelable, or is cancelable only upon the occurrence of some remote
contingency, and has one or more of the following characteristics:

The lessee has the right to purchase the property for a price which at the beginning of the lease appears to be
substantially less than the probable fair market value at the time it is permitted to purchase the property (com-
monly called a lease with a bargain purchase option).

Title to the property passes to the lessee during or after the lease period.

El The term of the lease (initial term plus periods covered by bargain renewal options, if any) is equal to 75% or
more of the economic life of the property, i.e., the period the property is expected to be economically usable
by one or more users.

NOTE: The definition of "material equity leases" in this paragraph differs from the definition of this term in
the cost principles for educational institutions (OMB Circular A-21). For these institutions, the definition in Cir-
cular A-21 shall govern.

Salaries and Wages
Salaries and wages paid to employees of an organization for services provided in connection with a grant

or subgrant supported activity. Such compensation must be consistent with the salaries and wages policy of the
recipient organization applied to all activities regardless of the source of funds. Amounts charged to projects for
salaries and wages must be based on organizational payrolls, documented and approved in accordance with
generally accepted practices. Documentation standards and requirements are specified in the appropriate cost
principles.

Supplies
Expendable materials and supplies used in connection wit' nroject activities. Certain types of supplies, such

as general office supplies, are frequently treated as indir sts.

(*) Taxes
When related to employment, services, travel, renting, or pu sing for the project. However, organizations

must avail themselves of tax exemptions for which activities supp sed by Federal funds may qualify or for which
the organization may be entitled by virtue of its status as a nouprofit organization.

(*) Transportation of Goods
Costs incurred for freight, express, cartage, postage, and other transportation services relating to goods pur-

chased or delivered. Additionally, the costs associated with the movement of equipment from one recipient to
another when approved by the granting office.

Travel
Travel costs are limited to the extent provided by written organizational travel policy. The organization's travel

policy must be reasonable and consistently applied to all organizational activities, regardless of the source of
funds. If the organization has no written travel policy, Federal travel regulations (FTRs), including maximum
per diem and subsistence rates, shall be used in determining the amount that may be charged to the project. This
information may be requested from the HDS Grants Officer.

Costs may include transportation, lodging, and subsistence expenses incurred for business-related travel by
employees or officials of the recipient organization. First class air travel is unallowable except under conditions
specified in the cost principles.

Transportation costs for clients or other eligible beneficiaries to service delivery sites are allowable, sub-
ject to HDS program regulations. The purchase of motor vehicles for this purpose (or any other purpose) is
subject to the prior approval requirements applicable to equipment discussed in Subpart L, Chapter 1 of this
Manual.
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E. UNALLOWABLE COSTS

Provided below are examples of unallowable costs which might be incurred in connection with grant or subgrant sup-
ported activities. Federal funds generally may not be used for these purposes, nor may such costs be used to meet cost-
sharing or matching requirements. Recipients should consult the appropriate cost principles for specific guidance on
allowable/unallowable costs.

Advertising
Costs of direct mail, exhibits, newspaper, magazine and radio or television advertisements. Exceptions are included

under "Allowable Costs" in Section D of this Chapter.

Bad Debts
Losses (whether actual or estimated) arising from uncollectable customers' accounts and other claims, legal costs,

and other related costs.

Construction
Not allowable unless specifically provided for in the HDS program legislation.

Contingency Fund Reserves
Funds for possible future events or conditions arising from presently known or unknown causes, the outcome of which

is indeterminable. This restriction does not apply to (1) pension funds; (2) accrued costs such as accruals for earned
leave; or (3) self insurance reserves.

Contributions and Donations
Charitable contributions and donations are unallowable.

Entertainment
Cost of amusements, social activities, ceremonials, and incidental costs relating to entertainment, such as meals, lodg-

ings, rentals, transportation, and gratuities.

Fines and Penalties
Fines and penalties resulting from violation or failure of the organization to comply with Federal, State, and local

laws and regulations.

Fund Raising
Costs of organized fund raising including financial campaigns, endowment drives, solicitation of gifts and bequests,

and similar expenses incurred solely to raise capital or obtain contributions.

Honoraria
An honorarium is considered a payment or reward where the primary intent is to confer distinction on, or to symbolize

respect, esteem, or admiration for, the recipient.

Influencing Legislation
The HHS Appropriations Act contains language which has the effect that costs of influencing Congressional legisla-

tion are unallowable. Also, since influencing legislation at the State or local government level generally does not benefit
HDS programs, the cost of these activities would, in most cases, be unallowable.

Interest Costs
Costs incurred for interest on borrowed capital or temporary use of endowment funds is unallowable except as follows:

(1) In the case of State, local, and Federally-recognized Indian Tribal Governments, interest costs associated with the
acquisition of publicly owned buildings which are newly occupied on or after October 1, 1980 are allowable if
a "rental rate" system or equivalent system reflecting actual costs is used. [See Sections C.2.a and D.7 of Attach-
ment B of OMB Circular A-87.]

(2) In the case of educational institutions, subject to the cost principles in OMB Circular A-21 (subsection J.17e),
the cost of interest paid to an external party is allowable where associated with the following assets, provided the
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assets are used in support of sponsored agreements and the total cost (including depreciation or use allowance,
operation and maintenance costs, interest, etc.) does not exceed the rental cost of comparable assets in the same
locality.

(a) Buildings acquired or completed on or after July 1, 1982.

(b) Major reconstruction and remodeling of existing bnildings completed on or after July 1, 1982.

(c) Acquisition or fabrication of capital equipment (as defined in paragraph J.13, "Equipment and other Capital
Expenditures") completed on or after July 1, 1982, costing $10,000 or more, if agreed to by the [Federal]
Government.

Legal Costs for Certain Purposes
Costs incurred in connection with defense of antitrust suits, and costs incurred in the prosecution of claims against

the Federal Government are unallowable. Costs of legal services incurred in connection with patent infringement litiga-
tion, organization, and reorganization, are unallowable unless otherwise provided for in the award.

Purchase of Land or Buildings
Acquisition cost for real property is unallowable except as may be specifically authorized by the HDS program legisla-

tion. However, depreciation or use allowances on buildings are allowable costs.

4 4
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CUA

Financial].

A. GRANT AND SUBGRANT PAYMENTS

Cross-reference: Subpart K of 45 CFR Part 74

TER 4
equirements

I. Payment Systems
HDS makes payments to grantees through either the HHS Payment Management System (PMS), the Division

of Accounting Operations (DAO), or the Regional Administrative Support Center (RASC) depending on such
factors as the type of grant, where the grant is awarded, the aggregate dollar amount of HHS or HDS awards,
the length of the anticipated relationship, and the financial management capabilities of the grantee. The grantee is
notified in writing on the back of the Notice of Financial Assistance Awarded of how payments will be made under
the award.

PMS uses the single letter-of-credit method or Treasury check issue for financing qualifying grantees. PMS does not
make payments on a reimbursement basis. PMS is designed to operate under a cash pooling concept, i.e., cash on hand
for a grantee is not identified by individual program awards. The cash is pooled and available for use for all the grantee's
PMS financed awards on an overall basis. Cash held in the pool is the minimum required to meet the grantee's immediate
disbursements for all awards financed through PMS.

Grantees not funded through PMS will be paid through either DAO or RASC. DAO is responsible for payments
to: (1) HDS grantees advanced funds by Mdividual grant letters-of-credit; (2) HDS central office Head Start and Native
American grantees; and (3) HDS foreign grantees. HDS regional office grantees not paid by letter-of-credit are funded

110
through the RASC.

2. Method of Payment
The grantee will be advised of the method to be used by HDS to make payments under the grant. The HDS

Grants Officer will make the determination of the appropriate payment method to be used. Consideration will
be given to the type of grantee organization, size of grant, past business practices of grantee, and other consid-
erations.

The types of payment methods used are briefly described below:

(1) Letter-of-Credit
The letter-of-credit is a document which authorizes a recipient to submit payment vouchers through its com-

mercial bank to a Federal Reserve Bank or Branch for deposit of cash in the grantee's commercial bank account.
The letter-of-credit is a commitment certified by an authorized official of HHS indicating a dollar amount available
to a designated grantee for a specified time period. A grantee must meet the requirements specified in 45 CFR
74.93 to qualify for advance funding by letter-of-credit.

(2) Advance by Treasury Check
When a grantee does not meet the conditions specified in 45 CFR 74.93(a) (1) for a letter-of-credit, cash advances

shall be made by the direct Treasury check method. Payment is made directly to the grantee by a check issued
and mailed by the U.S. Treasury. PMS requires that grantees submit requests for payment monthly on the PMS
270. For grants paid through DAO or RASC, advances are made through either (1) receipt of the SF-272; or
(2) payment schedules submitted for new awards; or (3) by the grantee regularly submitting the SF-270, "Request
for Advance or Reimbursement".

(3) Reimbursement by Treasury Check
If a grantee does not meet the conditions stated in 45 CFR 74.93 for advance funding, payments shall be made

by Treasury check as reimbursement for actual cash disbursements. The grantee may submit its request for reim-
bursements monthly and may submit them more often if authorized. The grantee will be paid as promptly as
possible, ordinarily within 30 days after receipt of a proper request for reimbursement. [See 45 CFR 74.96(b) (1).]
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The grantee shall not request reimbursement for the Federal share of amounts withheld from contractors
to ensure satisfactory completion of work until after it makes those payments. [See §74.96(b) (2) for further
information . ]

3. Instructions for Requesting Payments

a. Letter-of-Credit
Whether paid through single letter-of-credit (PMS) or an individual grant letter-of-credit (DAO), a grantee submits

Treasury TFS Form 5401, "Payment Voucher on Letter-of-Credit" to the grantee's commercial bank each time cash
is to be drawn.

b. Treasury Check Advances

(1) Through DAO or RASC
At the time of a new award, the HDS Grants Officer sends a payment authorization package containing the

grantee's forecasted cash needs for the first four months of the award to DAO or RASC. DAO or RASC makes
out a schedule of payments based on the forecasted cash needs and sends it to Treasury, where a check is
automatically issued to the grantee at or near the beginning of each month. Subsequent payment requests in three
month increments are provided by the grantee as part of the quarterly SF-272, Federal Cash Transactions Report,
which are in turn forwarded by DAO or RASC to Treasury. If the grantee submits the SF-270 to request payments,
a check is released to the grantee after the form is received and processed.

(2) Through PMS
Grantees paid in advance by Treasury check through PMS will receive instructions for requesting payments

with the transmittal of the grant award. These payments will be based on the submission of the PMS 270 form,
"Request for Advance or Reimbursement", which will be furnished to the grantee when the grant award is entered
into the PMS system.

c. Reimbursement by Treasury Check
The required forms for payment by reimbursement are discussed in §§74.75(a) (2) and 74.76 of Part 74.

4. Cash Expenditure Reporting
Each of the above payment systems includes a requirement for reporting grantee cash expenditures. [See Chapter

6 of this Manual.] Failure of a grantee to comply with the appropriate reporting requirements may result in a decision
to pay the grantee on a reimbursement basis rather than in advance.

5. Withholding Payments

Cross-reference: 45 CFR 74.95

Unless otherwise required by Federal statute, payments for proper charges incurred by grantees will not be withheld
unless:

(1) the grantee has failed to comply with Federal reporting requirements; or

(2) the grant is suspended pursuant to 45 CFR 74.114; or

(3) the grantee owes money to the United States and collection of the debt by withholding grant payments will not impair
the accomplishment of the objectives of any grant program sponsored by the United States.

Cash withheld for failure to comply with reporting requirements but without suspension of the grant will be released
to the grantee upon subsequent compliance. When a grant is suspended, payment adjustments will be made in accor-
dance with §74.114. When a debt is to be collected, HDS may withhold payments or require appropriate accounting
adjustments to recorded grant cash balances for which the grantee is accountable to the Federal Government, in order
to liquidate the indebtedness.

6. Payments to Subgrantees
4 6
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Cross-reference: 45 CFR 74.97

Grantees shall observe the requirements stated in Subpart K of 45 CFR Part 74 in making (or withholding) payments

110
to subgrantees, with the following exceptions:

ILI The forms specified in Subpart 1 of 45 CFR Part 74 and in Chapter 6 of this Manual for requesting advances and
reimbursements are not required to be used by subgrantees;

Advance payment by check may be used instead of letter-of-credit; and

The reimbursement by check method may be used to pay any construction subgrant, whether or not HHS has agreed
to use a letter-of-credit for all direct HHS grants to that same recipient.

B. CASH MANAGEMENT

Cross-reference: Subpart H of 45 CFR Part 74

The standard for effective cash management which is discussed in 45 CFR 74.61(e) states that procedures must be
established to minimize the time elapsing between the advance of grant or subgrant funds and their disbursement by
the recipient. Grantees advancing cash to subgrantees must conform substantially to the same standards of timing and
amount as apply to advances by HDS to grantees, including requirements for timely reporting of cash disbursements
and cash balances.

Failure to adhere to these provisions may cause the unobligated portion of the letter-of-credit to be revoked or future
advances to be discontinued.

Federal funds shall be promptly refunded to the Department and redrawn when needed if the funds are erroneously
drawn in excess of immediate disbursement needs. The only exceptions to the requirement for prompt refunding are:
(1) when the funds involved will be disbursed by the grantee within seven calendar days, or (2) are less than $10,000
and will be disbursed within 30 calendar days.

These exceptions to the requirement for prompt refunding shall not be construed as approval for a grantee to main-
tain excessive funds; rather, they are applicable only to excessive amounts of funds which are erroneously drawn.

1. Under Letter-of-Credit
Cash controls are essential in achieving the objective of the letter-of-credit system. Each recipient should develop

these controls to meet its individual organizational pattern.
The system must provide that:

MI The authorized signatory official in the organization is continually aware of the cash position of each letter-of-credit
at the time vouchers are presented for payment.

10 No withdrawn cash is applied toward any disbursement amount which exceeds the grantee's project or program
authorized amount.

MI Cash on hand for all programs combined is the minimum needed to cover immediate disbursements. This requires
a system for matching the withdrawal pattern with the disbursement pattern.

Total monthly withdrawals do not exceed the letter-of-credit (LOC) ceiling. When the letter-of-credit is based on
a monthly ceiling, excess funds cannot be drawn in one month to cover disbursements in the following month as
a means to overcome an inadequate ceiling.

2. Under Advances by Treasury Check
Cash management is equally important when advances are made by direct Treasury check, especially when such advances

are prescheduled. It is the responsibility of the financial officer of the grantee organization to monitor drawdowns vs.
disbursements, and to request adjustments in the schedule of advances, as appropriate. Additionally, the grantee's finance
officer should assure that no withdrawn cash is applied toward any disbursement amount which exceeds the authorized
amount in the approved budget.
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3. Guidelines for Proper Cash Management
Suggestions for an effective cash management system may be found in Attachment D of this Manual.

C. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STANDARDS

Cross-reference: Subpart H of 45 CFR Part 74

The recipient' s policies and procedures describing its financial management system shall be in writing and con-
form to the standards for recipient financial management systems as prescribed in Subpart H of 45 CFR Part 74.
Granting offices shall not impose additional standards on recipients unless specifically provided for in Subpart H of
Part 74 or in a Federal statute; e.g., the Joint Funding Simplification Act (Pub. L. 93-510, as amended). However,
suggestions and assistance may be provided in establishing or improving financial management systems when needed
or requested.

Recipients shall meet the following standards for their grant and subgrant financial management systems:

Financial Reporting
Accurate, current, and complete disclosure of the financial results of each project or program shall be made in accord-

ance with the financial reporting requirements of the grant or subgrant. The terms of grants and subgrants shall not
require financial reporting on the accrual basis if the recipient's accounting system is maintained on the cash basis.
When accrual reporting is statutorily required, a recipient whose accounting system is not maintained on that basis
shall not be required to convert it to the accrual basis; the recipient may develop the accrual information through an
analysis of the documentation on hand. The required financial reports should correspond to the recipient's accounting
records.

Accounting Records
Records which identify adequately the source and application of funds for grant or subgrant-supported activities

shall be maintained. These records shall contain information pertaining to grant or subgrant awards, authorizations,
obligations, unobligated balances, assets, outlays, income, and, if the recipient is a government, liabilities. The records
should also show the value of third-party in-kind contributions, in accordance with the requirements in Subpart G
of 45 CFR Part 74. Suggestions for an effective accounting control system may be found in Attachment D of this
Manual.

Internal Control
Effective control and accountability shall be maintained for all grant or subgrant cash, real and personal property

covered by Subpart 0 of 45 CFR Part 74, and other assets. Recipients shall adequately safeguard all such property
and shall assure that it is used solely for authorized purposes. For example, the recipient organization should, where
possible, segregate responsibilities for receipt and custody of cash and other assets; maintaining accounting records
on the assets; and authorizing transactions.

Budgetary Control
The actual and budgeted costs for each grant or subgrant shall be compared. If appropriate or specifically required,

recipients shall relate financial information to performance or productivity data, including the production of unit cost
information. If unit cost data are required, estimates based on available documentation will be accepted whenever possible.
These comparisons should be used to: (1) avoid incurring obligations in excess of total funds authorized under an award,
as well as the funds authorized for specific project activities and object class categories (to the extent restricted by the
award); and (2) ensure prompt requests for granting office approval of budget revisions when necessary.

Suggestions for an effective budget control system may be found in Attachment D of this Manual.

Advance Payments
Cross-references:
Subpart K of of 45 CFR Part 74 and
"Cash Management" in Section B of this Chapter

Procedures shall be established to minimize the time elapsing between the advance of Federal grant or subgrant funds
and their disbursement by the recipient.
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Allowable Costs
Procedures shall be established for determining the reasonableness, allowability, and allocability of costs in accor-

dance with the applicable cost principles prescribed by Subpart Q of 45 CFR Part 74 and the terms of the grant. The
recipient's accounting system should identify and segregate unallowable costs.

Source Documentation
Accounting records shall be supported by source documentation such as cancelled checks, paid bills, payrolls, con-

tract and subgrant award documents, etc. Documentation of the costs of Federal awards must support the costs charged
to the awards as well as the costs used to meet cost-sharing or matching requirements. For example, documentation
supporting third-party in-kind contributions should show the nature, value, dates of the contributions, and how the
values were determined.

Audits
The finandial management standards for audits are discussed in Chapter II of this Manual and §§74.61(h) and 74.62

of 45 CFR Part 74.

D. GRANT AND SUBGRANT-RELATED INCOME

Cross-reference: Subpart F of 45 CFR Part 74

Grant and subgrant-related income refers to: (1) interest and other investment income earned on advances of grant
funds; and (2) program income. These categories of grant-related income are discussed below. The recipient is accoun-
table to the granting office for any grant-related income.

1. Interest or Investment Income

Cross-reference: 45 CFR 74.47

a. General Discussion
Except where exempted by Federal statute (see next paragraph of this subsection for the principal exemption), grantees

shall remit to HHS or HDS any interest or other investment income the grantee, subgrantce or a cost-type contractor
earns on grant funds. This applies to: (1) advances of grant funds pending their disbursement for program purposes,
and (2) grant funds no longer pending disbursement for program purposes, such as a refund due HHS resulting from
a recovery from a third party. However, if, in accordance with HHS or HDS debt collection regulations or other policies,
HHS charges interest on certain grant funds, the grantee need not pay any income earned on those funds in the period
to which the charges apply.

Unless the grantee receives other remittance instructions from the responsible HDS official, the grantee shall remit
the amount due by check or money order payable to HHS.

In accordance with the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968 (Pub. L. 90-577, as amended), States, as defined
in the Act, shall not be accountable to the Federal Government for interest or investment income earned by the State
itself, or by its subgrantees, where this income is attributable to grants-in-aid, as defined in the Act (42 U.S.C. 4213).
"State" is defined in the Act to include agencies or instrumentalities of a State, but not political subdivisions of a State.
The definition does not exclude a hospital or institution of higher education which is such an agency or instrumentality.
"Grant-in-aid" is defined in the Act to exclude research and develGpment grants.

A governmental grantee must qualify as a "State" or a subgrantee of a State grantee in order to qualify for this
exception. All other grantees, including local governments and Federally-recognized Indian tribes, are subject to the
general rule requiring the return of interest or other investment income earned on advances of grant funds.

Recipients are cautioned that they are subject to the provision in 45 CFR 74.61(e) for minimizing the time between
the transfer of advances and their disbursement. Those provisions apply even if there is no accountability to the Federal
Government for interest or other investment income earned on the advances.

b. Reporting
Interest earned on grant funds must be reported on the SF-272 or PMS-272, line 13.a, Federal Cash Transactions

Report. (See Section A.3, Chapter 6.)

2. Program Income
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a. General Discussion
Program income as defined in 45 CFR 74.41 means gross income earned by a recipient from activities, part or all

of the cost of which is either borne as a direct cost by a grant or counted as a direct cost towards meeting a cost-sharing
or matching requirement of a grant.

b. Examples of Program Income

Fees for services provided (including voluntary payments for services provided)

II Sale of products/commodities/assets

MI Usage or rental fees for space or equipment

Copyright or patent royalties

111 Publication sales

II License fees or permits

c. Examples which do not qualify as Program Income

Revenues raised by a government recipient under its governing powers, such as taxes, special assessments, levies
and fines, except as provided in 45 CFR 74.41(c) (1).

Internal reimbursements or transfers of funds between organizational components of the same legal entity.

Third-party in-kind contributions.

Tuition and related fees received by an institution of higher education for a regularly offered course taught by an
employee performing under a grant or subgrant.

Credits, purchase discounts, rebates, allowances, adjustments for overpayments and other erroneous charges. These
are considered "applicable credits" under the cost principles.

Interest or other investment income earned from investing advances of Federal cash.

Income earned from activities carried out by procurement contractors or subcontractors under a grant or subgrant.

II Gifts or financial assistance from another source such as: (1) a non-Federal grant; (2) charitable contributions (whether
or not for a restricted purpose); and (3) another Federal grant.

d. Use of Program Income

Cross-reference: 45 CFR 74.42(b)

The recipient is accountable to the granting office for program income generated by HDS grant or subgrant-supported
activities. All program income earned during the period of grant or subgrant support (except as provided under D.2.e
below) shall be retained by the recipient and treated in accordance with one or a combination of the following options
discussed in 45 CFR 74.42:

(1) Income is deducted from the total project costs and third-party in-kind contributions for the purpose of deter-
mining the amount to which the maximum Federal share percentage will be applied. Under this alternative, the
recipient must use the income to reduce the amount of Federal and other funds needed to pay the allowable costs
of the project. [See deduction alternative in 45 CFR 74.42(c).]

Income under this option, when received, must be used for current costs before grant funds. However, the
HDS granting office may authorize carry over of income received by the recipient to the recipient's next funding
period. If so, the recipient shall use the income carried over before it uses grant funds in that period.
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(2) Income used for costs that count toward satisfying a cost-sharing or matching requirement. The income, when
received, must be used to provide the cost-sharing or matching before grant funds are used. The carryover provi-
sions of the deduction alternative also apply to this alternative. [See cost-sharing or matching alternative in 45
CFR 74.42(d).]

(3) Income is used by the recipient for costs that further the objectives of the statute under which the grant was made
but which are not part of the project budget. They may be allowable or unallowable types of costs. Used in this
fashion, income is not deducted from the total project costs when filling out the Financial Status Report and
is not required to be used before grant funds; but, it does have to be reported. No authorization from the
granting office is necessary if the income is to be used in a later period. [See additional costs alternative in 45
CFR 74.42(e).]

The additional costs alternative described in 45 CFR 74.42(e) may not be applied to program income earned
by a recipient that is a for-profit organization.

A decision will be made at the time of grant award regarding the appropriate use of program income. The alternative
selected will be expressly stated in the terms of the grant or subgrant award.

e. Special Treatment of Certain Types of Program Income

Copyright Royalties
The applicability of royalties and other income earned from a copyrighted work is discussed in 45 CFR 74.44. Income

of this kind shall be retained by the recipient and used to further the objectives of the project under which the award
was made, in accordance with the additional costs alternative in 45 CFR 74.42(e).

Patent or Invention Royalties
The disposition of royalties or equivalent income earned on patents or inventions arising out of activities is discussed

in 45 CFR 74.45.

Sale of Real or Personal Property
See 45 CFR 74.43 for a discussion of the kinds of program income governed by Subpart 0 of Part 74.

Income Accrued After Grant or Subgrant Subpart
Program income accrued after the period of grant or subgrant support, as discussed in 45 CFR 74.46, shall be retained

by the recipient and used to further the objectives of the project under which the award was made, in accordance with
the "additional cost" alternative. [See 45 CFR 74.42(e).]

f. Records
Records of the receipt and disposition of program related income must be maintained by the recipient in the same

manner as required for the funds provided by the grant or subgrant.

g. Reporting

Cross-reference: Chapter 6.2.A of this Manual

The following information pertaining to program income must be reported on the SF-269: (1) source (or how the
income was earned); (2) amount; and (3) disposition (identify which alternatives the income was used under and how
much for each). Specific instructions for reporting general program income earned on the Financial Status Report
(SF-269) are as follows:

(1)Enter on line 10.c all general program income used during this period in accordance with the deduction
alternative.

(2)Costs paid during the period by general program income under the cost-sharing or matching alternative (if per-
mitted by the terms of the grant) must be included in line 10.f, and the amount of costs on that line paid by
the income must be stated in item 12 (i.e., if any of the costs on line 10. f were paid by general program income,
state the amount in item 12).
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(3) The amount of costs paid during the period by general program income under the additional costs alternative
(if permitted by the terms of the grant) must be stated in item 12 along with a description of the purposes for
which the income was used.

(4) lf any general program income is being held for use in a later period (to the extent such a deferral is authorized),
state the amount in item 12.

(5) If any alternative besides the deduction alternative is permitted or if deferral to a later period is authorized, report
the amount of general program income earned during the reporting period in item 12.

(6) In item 12 list the sources of the income earned during the reporting period or describe how the income was earned.
If the sources or means are the same as those set forth in the application, state, "see application" in item 12.

(7) As a minimum, program income must be reported in a share proportionate to the direct costs charged to the
program (or charged to the match) in connection with the generation of the income.

(8) Since interest earned is reported on the SF-272 or PMS-272, it is not necessary to report interest on the SF-269.

(9) If SF-270, Request for Advance or Reimbursement, is used to request cash, also report program income in item
11.b of this form.

(10) All program income required to be deducted must also be reported on the SF-272, line 11.g, Federal Cash Trans-
actions Report.

E. REIMBURSEMENTS FROM OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES

HDS encourages grantees to seek other Federal funds to supplement financial assistance provided by HDS grant funds.
Grantees should anticipate the funding of these project costs by sources other than HDS and should not request funds
from HDS to support these same activities.

F. FEDERAL TAXES

All recipients of HDS grant funds and their contractors are responsible for and must adhere to all applicable Federal
income tax requirements.

Recipients that are political jurisdictions or separate public agencies are exempt from Federal income taxes and
are not required to file any returns except for the employee withholding taxes. Recipients that are private, non-profit
corporations similarly may qualify for exemption but must apply for exempt status (Internal Revenue Service
Forms 1023 or 1024), obtain a written letter of authorization from IRS, and file annual information returns (Forms
990 or 990-A).

All recipients, other than political jurisdictions or separate public agencies, must also file information returns for
each calendar year for certain payments (IRS Form 1099).

Other forms used by recipients are IRS Form 940, "Employers Annual Federal Unemployment Tax Form" and IRS
Form 941, "Employers Quarterly Federal Tax Return." Questions concerning the applicability of these requirements
to grant funds may be directed to the Internal Revenue Service.

G. CASH DEPOSITORIES

Requirements governing cash depositories are discussed in Subpart B of Part 74. Consistent with the national goal
of expanding opportunities for minority business enterprise, recipients are encouraged to use minority-owned banks.
A list of minority-owned banks may be obtained from the:
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Department of Health and Human Services
Office of Procurement, Assistance and Logistics
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Room 517 "D"
Hubert H. Humphrey Building
Washington, D.C. 20201

H. BONDING

Bonding requirements are discussed in Subpart C of Part 74.

I. INSURANCE

1. General Discussion
Unless the organization receives Head Start funds, the recipient shall observe its regular requirements and practices

with respect to insurance.

2. Insurance Requirements for Head Start Grantees

a. General
In accordance with the requirements of 45 CFR 1301.11, private nonprofit Head Start grantees and their delegate

agencies shall be covered by reasonable amounts of student accident insurance, by liability insurance for accidents on
the agencies' premises, and by transportation liability insurance. With respect to local public agencies, insurance coverage
that is required by local government is sufficient.

Student accident insurance shall cover medical costs and death benefits for accidents during program hours and periods
immediately preceding and following program hours. It shall also cover official activities, such as field trips away from
agency premises and at times other than program hours.

Liability insurance shall cover the agency and staff for liability for accidents to children, staff, volunteers, parents
and visitors on the agency's premises. There shall be reasonable transportation liability insurance covering the agency,
owners, and drivers of all vehicles utilized for the provision of transportation services. Transportation liability insurance,
including collision, in connection with a Head Start program, is an allowable cost. Guidance on rate structures is included
in New Insurance Programs for Human Service Transportation Providers - Technical Advisory No. 1, dated August
1979 which is available from insurance providers or the state insurance office.

b. Limitations of Coverage and Selection of Carrier
The amount of liability coverage carried by a private nonprofit Head Start recipient may vary depending upon the

number of children served and the types of services provided. Grantees and delegate agencies are encouraged to avail
themselves of the services of an independent insurance agent or broker for advice and assistance in obtaining theproper
coverage. Grantees must comply with all applicable State and local insurance requirements.
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CHAPTER 5
Ad isorattive Re uirements

A. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Cross-reference: 45 CFR 74.7

In accepting a grant, the grantee agrees to administer the project in accordance with the HHS and HDS regulations
and policies in effect at the time of award. The grantee is accountable for the fiscal and administrative management
of the grant and completion of any special conditions prescribed for the conduct of the project. As provided in 45
CFR 74.7, special grant conditions more restrictive than those prescribed in Part 74 may be imposed as needed when
the granting office has determined that the grantee:

Is financially unstable;

Has a history of poor performance; or

Has a management system which does not meet the standards of Part 74.

Grantees may apply the provisions in §74.7 to their subgrantees. Whenever they do so, a copy of the notice to the
subgrantee shall be furnished to the HDS granting office. Additional information regarding special conditions is pro-
vided in §74.7 of 45 CFR Part 74.

B. PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

1. Requirement
Grantees shall develop and maintain a suitable personnel management system.

2. Guidelines
Suggestions and guidelines for an effective recipient personnel management system are in Appendix D of this Manual.

3. Documentation
The grantee's personnel policies and procedures shall be documented in writing and issued to, or made available to,

all grantee employees. The personnel policies must be approved by the governing body or person authorized to act on
behalf of the grantee organization.

4. Conflict of Interest and Nepotism
Recipients shall establish safeguards to prohibit employees from using their positions for a purpose that is or gives

the appearance of being motivated by a desire for private gain for themselves or others, particularly those with whom
they have family, business, or other ties. [See Part V of the standard application form.]

To preclude potential conflict of interest, organizations receiving HDS grant support should have written guides for
employees indicating the conditions under which outside activities, relationships, or financial interest are proper or
improper and provide that potential conflicts of interest are reported to the responsible recipient official.

The recipient's personnel policies shall prohibit the hiring of any individual if a member of that individual's immediate
family is employed in an administrative capacity in the agency or is a member of the governing board. The term "immediate
family" means wife, husband, son, daughter, mother, father, brother, sister, or relative by marriage of comparable
degree; the term "administrative capacity" means a position having responsibilities relating to the selection, hiring,
or supervising of employees. When a recipient organization cannot adequately staff positions without hiring such an
individual, the recipient may deviate from this policy. However, employment records must provide evidence that no
other individual within the service area is qualified and available for the employment.
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5. Code of Conduct
As specified in Chapter 8 of this Manual, grantees shall maintain a written code of conduct which governs the per-

formance of their employees engaged in the award/administration of procurement contracts supported by Federal

funds.

6. Political Activity

Cross-reference: Chapter 7 of this Manual

If an organization is covered by the Hatch Act which prescribes permitted and prohibited politicalactivities, the per-
sonnel policies must incorporate the provisions of the Act.

C. USE OF CONSULTANTS

1. General Discussion
Recipients and their contractors are expected to carry out project activities by using the services of personnel receiv-

ing salary support under the grant, subgrant, or cost-type contract. HDS recognizes, however, that some efforts under-
taken in connection with a project make it necessary for organizations to use consultants to accomplish the project
objectives.

HDS expects applicants to anticipate their need for consultants and to describe in their applications how consult-
ants will be used. However, prior approval for the use of consultants is not required unless the consulting arrangement
involves a transfer of substantive programmatic work to another party as discussed in Section K, Chapter I of this
Manual.

2. Consultants: Use of an Organization's Own Employees

a. Faculty Members of Educational Institutions
Charges representing extra compensation (above base salary) paid by an educational institution to a salaried member

of its faculty for consulting work are allowable only in unusual cases, and only if the following conditions exist (see

Section J.6.e of OMB Circular A-21, the cost principles for educational institutions):

(1) The consultation is across departmental lines or involves a separate or remote operation;

(2) The work performed is in addition to the faculty member's regular departmental load; and

(3) Such consulting arrangements are specifically provided for in the grant or approved in writing by the granting
office.

b. All other cases
In all other cases, consulting fees paid in addition to salary by recipients or cost-type contractors to people who are

also their employees may be charged to an HDS grant, subgrant, or cost-type contract only in unusual cases, and only
if all of the following three conditions exist:

(1) The policies of the recipient or contractor permit such consulting fee payments to its own employees regardless
of whether Federal grant funds are involved; and

(2) The work involved is clearly outside the scope of the person's salaried employment; and

(3) It would be inappropriate or not feasible to compensate for the additional work by paying additional salary to
the employee.

c. Requirements for Approval
Consulting fees paid by an organization to its employees must have specific prior approval in writing from the head

of the recipient or contractor or from his or her designated representative. If the recipient or contractor is a gov-
ernment, the approval may be given by the head (or a designated representative of the head) of the government's
agency which is primarily responsible for administering or carrying out the project or program. If the designated
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representative is personally involved in the project or program under consideration, the approval may be given only
by the head. If the head is personally involved in the project or program under consideration, prior approval from
the granting office is required. Each prior approval must include a determination that the applicable requirements in
subsection 2 above are present.

3. Documentation Standards
Charges for consulting payments must be supported in the records of the recipient or cost-type contractor by an invoice

from the consultant and a copy of the written report (if a report is appropriate) received from the consultant. If any
of the following information is not shown on the invoice and/or report from the consultant, the information must
be shown in a memorandum or other document prepared by the recipient or contractor for its files, or noted in hand-
writing on the consultant' s invoice by the recipient or contractor. The memorandum, other document, or handwritten
notation must be signed by an official of the recipient or contractor.

II the name of the consultant;

MI the nature of the services rendered;,

the relevance of the services to the project if not apparent from the nature of the services; and

whichever of the following is applicable:

(1) (if the fee was based on a rate per day or hour worked), the rate and the dates and/or hours worked; or

(2) (if the fee was based on a rate per unit of service rendered), the rate, the number of units of service rendered,
and the beginning and ending dates of the overall period of service; or

(3) (if the fee was determined on some other basis) the basis for determining the fee and the beginning and ending
dates of the period in which services were rendered.

D. RETENTION AND ACCESS REQUIREMENTS FOR RECORDS

Cross-reference: Subpart D of 45 CFR Part 74

1. General Discussion
The requirements for retention and access to financial and programmatic records, statistical records, supporting

docucents, and all other records pertaining to a grant-supported project or required to be maintained by the terms of
an HDS grant are discussed in Subpart D of Part 74.

2. Freedom of Information Act
The Supreme Court has ruled that the Freedom of Information Act does not apply to the records of recipients, unless

obtained by the Federal granting agency (Forsham v. Harris, 100 S. ct. 978 (1980)).

E. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS OF SUPPORT ON PUBLICATIONS AND AUDIOVISUALS

1. Publications
Recipient project directors are encouraged to make the results and accomplishments of their activities available to

the public. Recipients shall have an acknowledgment of HDS support placed on any publication written or published
with grant support and, if feasible, on any publication reporting the results of, or describing, a grant-supported activity.

2. Audiovisuals
Recipients shall have an acknowledgment of HDS support placed on any audiovisual which is produced with grant

support and which has a direct production cost to the recipient ofover $20,000. [See Chapter 1, Section L for a discus-
sion of prior approval requirements for audiovisuals.] Unless the terms of the grant make it apply, this requirement
does not apply to audiovisuals produced as research instruments or for documenting experimentation.or findings and
which are not intended for presentation or dissemination to the general public...
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3. How to Word an Acknowledgment of Support
The words "sponsored by" or "produced for" or their equivalents do not correctly express the grant relationship

and must not be used.

Examples of expressing an acknowledgment of support are:

"This publication was made possible by a grant from

"The project described in this article was supported by a grant from

"Funding for this program was provided in part by

PI

4. Disclaimers
The acknowledgment must not represent or suggest in any way that the views expressed are those of the Federal Govern-

ment. For audiovisuals covered under E.2 above, the acknowledgment must include the following explicit statement

or its equivalent, except if clearly unnecessary or inappropriate because of the nature of the subject matter:

"The opinions expressed in this (film, program, etc.) do not necessarily reflect the views of (name ofthe HDS gran-

ting office)"

Unless waived by the HDS granting office, this acknowledgment must also include the following statement or its equivalent:

"The (name of HDS granting office) has not approved this (film, program, etc.) for presentation to the general public."

F. SURVEYS AND QUESTIONNAIRES

Whenever an HDS granting office sponsors the use by a grantee of a reporting form to collect identical information

from ten or more sources outside the Federal Government, the grantee must obtain, through the HDS Project Officer,

the required Office of Management and Budget clearance in accordance with OMB Circular A-40, before making public

contacts for the collection of data. A report form or "plan" used by a recipient of an HDS program grant is considered

to be sponsored by HDS when:

The recipient of a grant uses the report form or "plan" to collect information that the responsible HDS granting

office has requested for the planning, operation or evaluation of its grant project; or

The terms and conditions of the grant provide for approval by the granting office of the survey design, question-

naire content or data collection procedure; or,

1111 The terms and conditions of the grant provide for submission of data to the HDS granting office received from

individual respondents and/or special tabulations relative to the data.

Grantees collecting information may not represent to their respondents that the information is being collected for

or in association with HDS unless the responsible HDS granting office has determined that such a representation would

be true in the particular case and has authorized the grantee in writing to make the representation in suitably qualified

form. Such acknowledgments are encouraged but not required.
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CHAPTER 6
Reports

A. FINANCIAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Cross-reference: Subpart I of Part 74

1. General Discussion
Grantees are required to use certain specified forms to report financial information to HDS. General requirements

for financial reporting are discussed in 45 CFR 74.72.

2. Financial Status Report

Cross-references:
111 45 CFR 74.73;

Exhibit X-6-1 of this Chapter;
III Chapter 1.1.3 of this Manual;
MI Chapter 1.L.3 of this Manual; and

Chapter 4.D.2.g of this Manual

All HDS grantees shall use SF-269, "Financial Status Report" (or computer printouts with required information)
to report the status of funds for all nonconstruction grants. Each grantee shall report program outlays and program
income on the same accounting basis, i.e., cash or accrual, which it uses in its accounting system. Information reported
must be reconcilable to the grantee organization's books of account. Financial data must be provided in the vertical
columns (a) through (f) of the SF-269 for each grant function, activity, or program account in the budget. IIDS will
provide instructions to the grantee regarding the frequency of financial report submission. However, the report shall
not be required more frequently than quarterly except as provided in §§74.7 and 74.72(e) ofPart 74. If the HDS gran-
ting office does not specify the frequency of the report, it shall be submitted annually. A final report shall be required
upon expiration or termination of grant support.

When reports are required on a quarterly or semiannual basis, they shall be due 30 days after the reporting period.
When required on an annual basis, they shall be due 90 days after the end ofthe reporting period. Final reports shall
be due ninety (90) days after the expiration or termination of grant support. Unless otherwise instructed by the HDS
Grants Officer, final reports are due 90 days after the end of each budget period for grantees with "indefinite" project
periods (e.g., Head Start).

In unusual circumstances, the deadline date for submitting a final report may be extended for a reasonable time period
if requested in writing and approved by the Grants Officer. Failure to submit a final report within a reasonable period
of time would be considered an example of poor financial management and taken into account when the fiscal perfor-
mance of the grantee is evaluated. A resultant poor evaluation could result in a denial or delay in refunding, grounds
for tighter fiscal controls on other HDS grants, or other appropriate action.

Each financial report submitted by the grantee must reflect the proper amount of indirect costs applicable to the
grant based on the most current rate(s) available at the time the report is submitted. If a provisional rate is used in
the report, a subsequent adjustment will be necessary when a permanent rate applicable to the grant is established.
[See discussion of indirect costs in Chapter 3.B of this Manual.]

Grantees shall use the "Remarks" Section (Item 12) of this report to identify any reimbursements received during
the period from other Federal agencies for grant-supported activities. This information shall include the amount of
funds received and the source. If such funds replace 1-IDS grant funds originally budgeted for the same purpose, they
shall also be included in Item 10-m of the report.

Program income earned during the period shall also be reported on the SF-269 in accordance with the instructions
specified in Chapter 4.D.2.g of this Manual.
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3. Federal Cash Transactions Report

Cross-references:
45 CFR 74.72;

II Chapter 4.D.1 of this Manual; and
III Exhibits X-6-2 of this Chapter

The "Federal Cash Transactions Report" (SF-272) is used to monitor cash advanced to grantees and to obtain dis-
bursement or outlay information from grantees paid through either the Division of Accounting Operations (DAO)

or the Regional Administrative Support Center (RASC). The Federal Cash Transactions Report is closely monitored

by HDS grants management staff and the finance office to determine what cash balance and cash deficits the
grantee maintains. Information contained on the Cash Transactions Report must be reconcilable to the grantee's books

of account.
Interest earned on grant funds shall be reported on the SF-272, line 13.a, in accordance with the instructions provided

in Chapter 4.D.1.b of this Manual. Program income required to be deducted shall be reported on line 11.g of the
SF-272. [See Chapter 4.D.2.g.] The SF-272 is submitted in addition to the Financial Status Report (SF-269). Grantees
shall submit the report no later than 15 working days following the end of each quarter, unless otherwise instructed

by the HDS Grants Officer.

4. Grantee Report of Expenditures/Federal Cash Transactions Report

Cross-references:.
45 CFR 74.74 and

IN Exhibit X-6-3 of this Chapter

All grantees paid through the Payment Management System (PMS) must submit the PMS-272 on either a monthly

basis or quarterly basis (as determined by PMS). This report is in addition to the Financial Status Report (SF-269)
submitted to the HDS granting office. Amounts represented on the final PMS-272 must be identical to those represented

on the final SF-269. Interest and program income must be reported on the PMS-272 in accordance with the instructions

provided in Chapter 4.D of this Manual.

5. Request for Advance or Reimbursement

Cross-references:
ri 45 CFR 74.75 and

Exhibits X-6-4a and X-6-4b of this Chapter

HDS uses either Standard Form 270 or PMS-270, "Request for Advance or Reimbursement" when (1) advance
payments by Treasury check are not made for a nonconstruction grant on a predetermined basis; (2) a grantee is paid

by reimbursement for a nonconstruction grant; or (3) a grantee is paid by advance or reimbursement for a construction

grant. The frequency for submitting payment requests is discussed in 45 CFR 74.96 and Chapter 4.A of this Manual.

B. PERFORMANCE Ok PROGRESS REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Cross-reference: Subpart J of Part 74

Recipients are responsible for monitoring and reporting program performance to assure that adequate progress is
being made toward achieving the objectives of the grant or subgrant program or activities.

Most HDS granting offices provide specific instructions for the completion of the performance report either in pro-

gram regulations or guidelines. In some cases, more specific information to be included in these reports may be deter-

mined and agreed upon by the HDS granting office and the grantee at the time the grant is awarded. Depending on
the grant award terms and conditions, a performance report is generally submitted with the Financial Status Report

to the appropriate HDS Grants Officer. The granting office may, however, waive the requirement for any performance

report which is not needed. [See 45 CFR 74.82(a).]
Monitoring and reporting of program performance is further discussed in Subpart J of Part 74.
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C. OVERDUE REPORTS

It is HDS policy that administrative action be taken in discretionary grant programs to obtain overdue reports (either
current reports or reports from a prior funding period) from grantees as indicated below. The term "reports" is meant
to include financial, performance or other reports required by the HDS granting office.

1. Action on Overdue Financial Reports
Following reasonable notice to the grantee, the payment office shall make no further payments to the grantee until:

II The overdue report is received;

Ill The reporting requirement is waived; or

A new due date is set.

The only acceptable reasons for waiving the reporting requirement or setting a new due date are that either the report
cannot be submitted in a timely manner for reasons over which the grantee has no control or the purposes for which
the report is to be used will be accomplished through other means.

2. Action on All Other Overdue Reports

a. First letter: The cognizant HDS Grants Officer, in coordination with the Federal Project Officer in the HDS
granting office, will send a delinquency notification letter to the grantee requesting the report. The grantee shall submit
the report or explain the reasons for not sending it within 30 days of the date of the Grants Officer's letter.

b. Second letter: If neither the report nor an acceptable explanation is received, the HDS Grants Officer will send a
follow-up letter to the grantee stating that the report must be received within thirty (30) days and failure to do so mayresult in:

(1) Suspension or termination of the grant;

(2) Withholding of any additional awards; or

(3) Additional and more severe action.

c. Fund Cutoff: If neither the report nor an acceptable explanation is received by the HDS Grants Officer within 30
days of the second letter, no additional funds shall be awarded for the project while the report remains overdue and
the grant, if still active, shall be suspended. The HDS Grants Officer, in coordination with the HDS granting office's
Federal Project Officer, will set a final date by which the report must be received. If the report or an acceptable explanation
is not received by that date, the grant shall be terminated.

d. Exception - Prompt Suspension or Termination: A notice of suspension or termination may be issued as soon as
the report becomes overdue if failure to submit the report on time constitutes a material violation of grant terms and
prompt suspension or termination is necessary to protect the Federal government's interest.

e. Waivers and Extensions: If at any time the grantee does provide an acceptable explanation why the overdue report
cannot be submitted promptly, the reporting requirement shall be waived or a new due date set. Further extensions
of the due date will also be given, if justified.

3. Additional Actions
The HDS Grants Officer, in coordination with the HDS granting office's Federal Project Officer, may take any of

the following additional actions when a grantee is delinquent in submitting a report:

(1) Withholding further grant payments;

(2) Converting to the reimbursement method of paying the grantee;
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(3) Withholding any additional awards otherwise approved end pending for the specific project;

(4) Requesting a special audit by the HHS Office of Audit;

(5) Notifying other Federal granting agencies of the delinquency so that precautionary measures may be taken;

(6) Awarding no discretionary grant funds while the report is overdue for some or all of the other report eligible

HDS projects conducted by the grantee organization; or

(7) Considering legal action with the HHS Office of General Counsel.

61
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INSTRUCTIONS

Please type or print legibly. Items 1, 2, 3, 6. 7, 9, 10d, 10e, 10g, 101, 101, 11a, and 12 are self-explanatory,
specific instructions for other items are as follows:

flews

4

Entry

Enter the employer identification number assigned by
the U.S. Internal Revenue Service or FICE (institution)
code. If muffed by the Federal sponsoring egency.

5 This space is reserved for an account number or other
identifying numbers that may be assigned by the
recipient

Dear the month, day, end year of the beginning and
ending of tbis project period. For formula Vents that
are not 'worded on a project basis, show the grant
period.

10 The purpose of wittiest columits (a) through (f) is to
provide financial data for midi program, function, end
activity in the budget es approved by the Federal soon.
swing Money. If odditional columns are needed, use as
many odditional forms as needed and indicate Page
number k space provided In upper right however, the
totsls of all programs, functions or activities should be
shown in column (g) of the Cm! page. For agreements
pertaining to several Catalog of Federal Domestic
Assistance programs that do not require a further
functional or activity classification breakdown, enter
under columns (a) through (r) the title of the program.
For grants or other assistance agreements containing
multi* programs where one or more programs require

further brut/down by function or activity, use a
separate form for each program showing the applicable
functions or activities In the separate columns. For
g rants or other assistance agreements containing sev.
o ral functions or activities which are funded from
several propane, propene a separate form foe each
activity or function when requested by the Federal
sPoolloring

102 Enter the net outlay. This amount should be the same
as the amount reported in Line 10e of the last report.
If there has been an adjustment to the amount shown
proviousiy, please attach explanation. Shaw zero If this
is the initial report.

10b Enter the total gross program outlays (less rebates,
refunds, and other discounts) for this report period.
including disbursements of cash realized as program
income. For reports that are prepared on a cash
basis, outlays are the sum of actual cash disburse-
month for goods and services, the amount of indirect
expense charged, the value of In-kInd contributions
applied, and tbe amount of cash advances end
payments made to contractors and subgrantees. For
molts prepared on an accrued expenditure basis, out-
lays are the sum of actual cash disbursements, the
amount of Indirect expense incurred, the value of in-
kind contributions applied, and the net increase (or
decrease) In the amounts owed by the recipient for
goods and other property received and for services
Performed bY employees, contractors. subgrantaas, and
other mess.

HDS/GAM TN 86-1

nes litittrg

10c Enter the amount of all program Income realized in
this period the* ie required by the terms and con-
ditions of the Federal award to be deducted from total
project Web. FOS` reports prepared on a cash heals,
enter the amount of cash income received during the
reporting period. For reports prepared on an accrual
basis, enter the amount of Income earned since the
beginning of the reporting period. When the terms or
conditions allow program income to be added to the
total award, explain in remarks, the source, amount
and disposition of the income.

10f Enter amount pertaining to the non-Federal share of
program outlays included In the amount on fine a.

10h Enter total amount of unliquidated obligations for this
project or program, Including unliquidated obligations
to subgrantees and contractors. Unliquldated obliga-
tions are:

Cash basisobligations incurred but not paid;

Accrued expenditure basisobligations incurred but
for which an outlay has not been recorded.

Do not include any amounts that have been Included
on lines i through g. On the final report, dna h should
have a zero balance.

101 Enter the Federal shore of unliquidated obligations
shown on line h. The amount shown on this line should
be the difference between the amounts on lints h and I.

10k Enter the sum of the amounts shown on lines g and j.
If the report Is final the report should not contain any
unliquidated obligations.

10m Enter the unobligated balance of Federal funds. This
amount should be the difference between lints Ii and I.

1lb Enter rate in effect during the reporting period.

Ilc Enter amount of the base to which the rate was applied.

Id Enter total amount of indirect cost charged during the
report period.

Ile Enter amount of the Federal share charged during the
report period.

If more than one rate was applied during the project
period, include a separate schedule showing bases
against which the indirect cost rates were applied, the
respective indirect rates the month, day, and year the
indirect rates were in effect, amounts of indirect ex .
pens. charged to the project, and the Federal share of
indirect expense charged to the protect to date.
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X-6-2

FEDERAL CASH TRANSACTIONS REPORT
(See instructions on the back. If report is for more than one grant or
asaistance agreement, attach completed Stand.ard Form !InA.)

Approved by Office of Management and Budget. No. 110-R0182
1. Federal spossodig agony sad orsaalatised elamet to wildce tbis repotsulmaltbd

2. RECIPIENT ORGANIZATION

Nano

Number
end Strut :

City, State
sod ZIP Code:

4. Wand grant et odor IdedifIcs. S. Rsclpsuts account etroalhor orthe samba tds.tIIyIa g auolsor

6. Lotter of credit samba 7. last payoot asuchor ember

Give total number for this period
S. Palmed Vauban credited to 9. Treasury chocks received (whetherpm mount or sot dopooitod)

10. PERIOD COVERED BY THIS REPORT

3. FEDERAL EMPLOYER k
IDENTIFICATION NO.

FROM (monde. day, yaw) ro (month, doe yrar)

11. STATUS OF

FEDERAL

CASH

(See specific
instructions
on the back)

a. Cash on hand beginning of reporting period

b. Letter of credit withdrawals

C. Treasury check payments

d. Total receipts (Sum of lines b and c)

e. Total cash available (Sum of lines a and d)

f. Gross disbursements

g. Federal share of program income

h. Net disbursements (Line f minus line g)

I. Adjustments of prior periods

j. Cash on hand end of period

12. THE AMOUNT SHOWN
ON LINE 11.1, ABOVE,
REPRESENTS CASH RE-
QUIREMENTS FOR THE
ENSUING

Days

13. OTHER INFORMATION

a. Interest income

b. Advances to subgrantees or subcontractors

14. REMARKS (Attach additional sheets of plain paper, if more space is required)

;5. CERTIFICATION

I certify to the best of my
knowledge and belief that
this report is true in all re-
spects and that all disburse-
tents have been made for

the purpose and conditions
of the grant or agreement

AUTHORIZED

CERTIFYING

OFFICIAL

SIGNATURE DATE REPORT SUBMITTED

TYPED OR PRINTED NAME AND TITLE

SPACE FOR AGENCY USE

272-101

TELEPHONE I
(Area Code) (Number) (Extensios)
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INSTRUCTIONS

Please type or print legibly. Items 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 11d, 11e, 1 lh, and 15 are self explanatory, specific
nstructions for other items are as follows:

'tem

3

4

5

6

Entry

Enter employer identification number assigned by the
U.S. Internal Revenue Service or the FICE (institution)
code.

If this report covers more than one grant or other
agreement, leave items 4 and 5 blank and provide the
information on Standard Form 272A, Report of Fed.
eral Cash TransactionsContinued; otherwise;

Enter Federal grant number, agreement number, or
other idontlfying numbers if requested by sponsoring
agency.

This space reserved for an account number or other
identifying number that may be assigned by the re.
cipient.

Enter the letter of credit number that applies to this
report. If all advances were made by Treasury check,
enter "NA" for not applicable and leave items 7 and 8
blank.

7 Enter the voucher number of the last letter-of-credit
payment voucher (Form TUS 5401) that was credited
to your account.

lle Enter the total amount of Federal cash on hand at the
beginning of the reporting period including all of the
Federal funds on deposit, imprest funds, and unde-
posited Treasury checks.

Enter total amount of Federal funds received through
payment vouchers (Form TUS 5401) that were cred-
ited to your account during the reporting period.

Enter the total amount of all Federal funds received
during the reporting period through Treasury checks,
whether or not deposited.

llf Enter the total Federal cash disbursements, made
during the reporting period, including cash received
as program income. Disbursements as used here also
include the amount of advances and payments iess
refunds to subgrantees or contractors, the gross
amount of direct salaries and wages, including the

Entry Item

emplopee's share of benefits if treated as a direct cost,
interdepartmental charges for supplies and services,
and the amount to which the recipient is entitled for
indirect costs.

1 lg Enter the Federal share of program income that was
required to be used on the project or program by the
terms of the grant or agreement.

ill Enter the amount of all adjustments pb.laining to prior
periods affecting the ending balance that have not
been included in any lines above, Identify each grant or
agreement for which adjustment was made, and enter
an explanation for each adjustment under "Remarks."
Use plain sheets of paper if additional space is required.

11j Enter the total amount of Federal cash on hand at the
end of the reporting period. This amount should include
all funds on deposit, imprest funds, and undeposited
funds (line e, fess line h, plus or minus line i).

12 Enter the estimated number of days until the cash on
hand, shown on line 111, will be expended. If more than
three days cash reqirements are on hand, provide an
explanation under "Remarks" as to why the drawdown
was made prematurely, or other reasons for the excess
cash. The requirement for the explanation does not
apply to prescheduled or automatic advances.

tAa, Enter the amount of interest earned on advances of
Federal funds but not remitted to the Federal agency.
If this includes any amount earned and not remitted to
the Federal sponsoring agency for over 60 days, explain
under "Remarks." Do not report interest earned on
advances to States.

13b Enter amount of advance to secondary recipients in-
cluded in item llh.

14 In addition to providing explanations as required above,
give additional explanation deemed necessary by the
recipient and for information required by the Federal
sponsoring agency in compliance with governing legis-
lation. Use plain sheets of paper if additional space is
required.
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6 P145 272 FEDERAL CASH TRANSACTIONS REPORT

STATUS OF FEDERAL CASH

GIVEN FEDERAL ASSISTANCE RECIPIENT ORGANIZATION CO. INC.

HUMBER 23456 MAIN STREET

ANYPLACE MD 20852-1234

Fig PAH: A123G EIHI 123456789

, LOC-FRB REGION: 03 STATE: MD

PAOE 1

OMB HO. 0990-0078

(APPROVAL THROUGH 9/30/84)

PERIOD COVERED BY THIS REPORT:

04/01/82 - 06/30/82

GENERAL ACCOUNT

1, CASH ON HAND BEGINNING OF REPORTING PERIOD 18,157,00

2. TOTAL RECEIPTS (SEE STATEMENT OF CASH ACCOUNTABILITY FOR DETAILS) 144333.00

3. TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE 32,490.00

4. HET DISBURSEMENTS (FROM PMS 2724)

5. ADJUSTMENTS OF PRIOR PERIODS (SEE STATEMENT OF CASH ACCOUNTABILITY FOR DETAILS) + MOP
6. CASH OH HAND END OF PERIOD (lino 3, loss line 4, plus or minus line 5 )

7. THE AMOUNT SHOWN OH LINE 6, ABOVE, REPRESENTS CASH REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ENSUING DAYS

(HUMBER)

OTHER INFORMATION

8. INTEREST' INCOME $

9. ADVANCES TO SUBGRAHTEES OR SUBCONTRACTORS $

AUTHORIZED CERTIFYING OFFICIAL

I CERTIFY TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AHD BELIEF THAT THIS REPORT IS TRUE IN ALL RESPECTS AHD THAT ALL

DISBURSEMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE FOR THE PURPOSE AHD CONDITIONS OF THE GRANT OR AGREEMENT,

SIGNATURE DATE REPORT SUBMITTED

TYPED OR PRINTED NAME AHD TITLE

TELEPHONE: (Area Code) (Humber) (Extension)

NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNWNRHIHGKNI(NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
N You have drawn 0366,400.00 (91.6%) of your current annual letter-of-credit ceiling of $400,000 thru N

N June 30, 1982 (75% of the year). You may, wish to contact your PMS representative listed below to N

N request an adjustment to this ceiling.

NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNKNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNKNKNNNNNNNNN

67

NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNKNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

N The contact point in PMS who is N

N responsible for your account is N

N Arthur Teamleader, or his staff N

(301) 443-1250

NKCINNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN



PMS 272-A FEDERAL CASH TRANSACTIONS REPORT

(CONTINUATION)

GIVEN FEDERAL ASSISTA CE RECIPIENT ORGANIZAT H CO, INC.

PAN: A123G E N: 123456789

LOC-FRB REGION: 3 STATE: MD

REPORT FEDERAL GRA T OR OTHER RECIP A/C OR

KLINE ImmIDENTIFICATIONamo OTHER ID NO

NITEm F 100001100((a)1000001NXIIN 100111(b)100001

0001 1 D-G007904144

0002 3 2-000770952

0003 3-01H000360A

0004 8-ROICA00900-0103 000000000701

AWARD CHG13R01CA00900-0353A3 OH 5/24,12 4(560)

000000000708

000000000639

0005

0006

0007

8-RO1CA00900-0405

711P000143A

9-01H000141A

SUBTOTAL

000000000703

00000000A011

00000000C108

PAGE 2

HHS PMS

PERIOD COVERED BY THIS REPORT:

04/01/82 - 06/30/82

GENERAL ACCOUNT

(i)
AUTHORIZED 1110(FEDERAL SHARE OF NET DISBURSEMENTSNAA

AAAMOUNTAA CUM THRU 03/31/82 MICUM THRU 06/30/82AA

KM*(00001 WOOMM(d)MMINKM 100000001KUPORMOMM

102,017

324,649

891,525

9,440

84095

495,400

106,090

2,014,116

23,600.00

324,100.00

0.00

9,440.00

75,098.21

0.00

13,000.00

445,238.21

PLEASE

;
TER DOCUMENTS MISMIG FROM OVE (COPY OF, ARD DOCUMENT M ST BE ATTACHED):

(

TOTALS == =1=
HET DISBURSEMENTS (column e minus column d) MUST CORRESPOND

WITH AMOUNT SHOWN ON PMS 272 LINE 4

alI EN Resolution of previously reported award problems: Msg No.

THE FOLLOWING AWARD(S)

2-00077001152

9-01H000141A

711P000143A

8-ROICA009004405

311H000360A

THE FOLLOWING AWARD(S)

2-0004451230

3-2012456899

69

REPORTED MISSING OR

000000000639'

00000000C 108

00000000A011

000000000703

REPORTED MISSING ON

FOR WRONG AMOUNTS ON AN

549 ...(M01)

106,090 ..(M03)

495,400 ...(M04)

10 ...(M05)

891,525 ...(M06)

AN,EARLIER PMS 272 WERE

200,000 '...(M10)

233,124 ...(M11)

Brief Descrip ion

EARLIER PMS 272 HAVE BEEN ACCEPTED:

INCLUDED IN REPORT LINE ITEM 0002# ABOVE

CONFIRMED-AWAITING DATA FROM OPDIV-IS LINE 0007 ABOVE

ACCEPTED

ACCEPTED, CHANGED AMOUNT

NOT YET CONFIRMED. AWAITING PMS/OPDIV ACTION.

NOT ACCEPTED BY PM5:

COPY OF AWARD DOCUMENT NOT SUBMITTED BY YOU

COULD NOT CONFIRM AUTHENTICITY OF AWARD

70



x-6-4a

REOUEST FOR ADVANCE
OR REIMBURSEMENT

(See instructions on back)
I. FEDERAL SPONSORING AGENCY_AND ORGANIZATIONAL ELEMENT TO

WHICH THIS REPORT IS SUBMIP

a. EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER

I. RECIPIENT OAANIZD E

Name

Prober
end Sheet :

aggPeaot
11.

Approved by Office of Management and PAGE OF
Budget, No. 80-110183

I PAGES
a. ".2. mut. ar both looms 2. BASIS OF REQUEST

0 1--, REIMBURSE. ri
ADVANCE LJ MENT L.-, CASH

If. "X" Me eilslioat ees

0 FINAL 0 PARTIAL 0 ACCRUAL
A. MARA ORAN? OR OTHER S. PARTIAL rAYMENT REQUEST

IDENTIFYING NUMBER ASSIGNED NUMBER FOR THIS RRUEST
MY FEDERAL AGENCY

1.
TYPE OF
PAYMENT
REQUESTED

7. RECIPIENTS ACCOUNT NUMBER
OR IDENTIFYING NUMBER

a. maw COVERED BY THIS REQUEST
FRoui (aitmak, die, pew) TO (fasetk dear. anea>

10. PAYEE (Mere gook is to be snit 1. Wilma. Uwe lam a)

Mambo,
end Shea

COMPUTATION OF AMOUNT OF REIMBURSEMENTS ADVANCES

PROGRAMS/FUNCTIONS/ACTIVITIES 11,-

(a) (b) (c)

TOTAL

(As of date)a. Total program
outlays to date $ $ $ $

b. Lem:Cumulative program income

c. Net program outlays (Line a minus
line b)

d. Estimated net cash outlays for advance
period

e. Total (Sum of lines a & d)

f. Non.Fedural share of amount on line e

g. Federal share of amount on line s

h. Federal payments previously requested

I. Federal share now requested (Line g
minus line h)

j. Advances required by
month, when request
ed by Federal grantor
agency for use in mak.
ing prescheduled ad
vances

1st month

2nd month

3rd month
ALTERNATE COMPUTATION FOR ADVANCES ONLY

a. Estimated Federal cash outlays that will be made during period covered by the advance

b. Less: Estimated balance of Federal cash on hand as of beginning of advance period

c. Amount requested (Line a minus line b
13. CERTIFICATION

I certify that to the best of my knowledge
and belief the data above are correct and
that all outlays were made in accordance
with the grant conditions or other agree.
ment and that payment is due end has not
been previously requested.

SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED CERTIFYING OFFICIAL DATE REQUEST
SUBMITTED

TYPED OR PRINTED NAME AND TITLE TELEPHONE (AREA
CODE. NUMBER,
EXTENSION)

Ibis spice for agency use

270-102

111

STANDARD FORM 270 (7-76)
Prescribed by Office of Management and Budget
Clr. No. A-110
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INSTRUCTIONS

Please type or print legibly. Items 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 11c, lle, lit, llg, Ili, 12 and 13 ati t'Af.explanatory;
specific instructions for other items are as follows:

Item Entry

2 Indicate whether request Is prepared on cash or ac-
crued expenditure basis. All requests for advances
shall be prepared on a cash basis.

4 Enter the Federal grant number, or other identifying
number assigned by the Federal sponsoring agency, If
the advance or reimbursement is for more than one
grant or other agreement, insert N/A; then, show the
aggregate amounts, On a separate sheet, list each
grant or agreement number and the Federal share of
outlays made against the grant or agreement.

6 Enter the employer identification number assigned by
the U.S. Internal Revenue Service, or the FICE (institu.
tion) code if requested by the Federal agency.

7 This space is reserved for an account number or other
identifying number that may be. assigned by the
recipient.

8 Enter the month, day, and year for the beginning and
ending of the period covered In this request. If the re-
quest is for an advance or for both an advance and re-
imbursement, show the period that the advance will
cover. If the request is for reimbursement, show the
period for which the reimbursement is requested.

Note: The Federal sponsoring agencies have the option of
requiring recipients to complete Items 11 or 12, but not
both. Item 12 should be used when only a minimum
amount of information is needed to make an advance
and outlay information contained in Item 11 can be
obtained in a timely manner from other reports.

11 The purpose of the vertical columns (a), (b), and (c), is
to provide space for separate cost breakdowns when a
project has been planned and budgeted by program,
function, or activity. If additional columns are needed,

6-12

Item Entry

use as many additional forms as needed and indicate
page numbei in space provided in upper right; how-
ever, the summary totals of all programs, functions,
or activities should be shown in the "total" column on
the first page.

lla Enter in "as of date", the month, day, and year of the
ending of the accounting period to which this amount
applies. Enter program outlays to date (net of refunds,
rebates, and discounts), In the appropriate columns.
For requests prepared on a cash basis, outlays are the
sum of actual cash disbursements for goods and serv .
ices, the amount of indirect expenses charged, the
value of inkind contributions applied, and the amount
of cash advances and payments made to subcontrac-
tcrs and subreciplents. For requests prep/II:ad on an
accrued expenditure basis, outlais are the sum of the
actual cash disbursements, the amount of indirect ex-
penses incurred, and the net increase (or decrease) in
tho amounts owed by the recipient for goods and other
property received and for services performed by em-
ployees, contracts, subgrantees and other payees.

1 lb Enter the cumulative cash income received to date, if
requests are prepared on a cash basis. For requests
prepared on an accrued expenditure basis, enter the
cumulative income earned to date. Under either basis,
enter only the amount applicable to program income
that was required to be used for the project or pro-
gram by the terms of the grant or other agreement.

lld Only when making requests for advance payments,
enter the total estimated amount of cash outlays that
will be made during the period covered by the advance,

13 Complete the certification before submitting this
request.

STANDARD FORM 270 BAcK (7-76)

GPO: 1918 0 - 219.310
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OMB NO 0990-0059

EXCEPTION TO SF 270 APPROVED BY GSA/OIRM 5/85

PMS 270 APPROVAL EXPIRES 12/31/87

REQUEST FOR ADVANCE

OR REIMBURSEMENT

1. TYPE OF

PAYMENT 1YRI ADVANCE ID REIMBURSEMENT

REQUESTED

2, FEDERAL SPONSORINO AGENCY:

FEDERAL ASSISTANCE

FINANCINO BRANCH

DASP/DASF/OS/DHHS

BOX 6021

ROCKVILLE, MD. 20852

3. BASIS OF REQUEST

IRR1 CASH

ID ACCRUAL

4. EIN

5. PAYEE ID NO.

6. ACCT. NO.

7. RECIPIENT ORGANIZATION: 8. PERIOD COVERED BY THIS REQUEST

FROM TO

CRONIN, DAY7TAIT (MONTH, bAir, YEAR)

9, COMPUTATION FOR ADVANCES ONLY

T A. EST. FED. CASH OUTLAYS TO BE MADE DURINO PERIOD

r1

B. LESS: ESTIMATED BALANCE OF FEDERAL CASH ON HAND AS OF

C. AMOUNT REQUESTED (LINE A MINUS B) FOR

THRU $

10. CERTIFICATION

I CERTIFY THAT TO THE BEST OF

MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF THE

DATA ABOVE ARE CORRECT AND

THAT ALL OUTLAYS WERE MADE IN

ACCORDANCE WITH THE ORANT CON-

DITIONS OR OTHER AGREEMENT AND

THAT PAYMENT IS DUE AND HAS

NOT BEEN PREVIOUSLY REQUESTED.

SIGNATURE OF CERTIFYING OFFICIAL

KAUMAHHAAHMAKKAHANAMMANAHMARK

A

HHSFUNDS*
ONLY

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

X X DO NOT

TRIM THIS

EXCESS MARGIN XXX

XXXXXXKORMOURKEUMMIRMION
X X

X HHS FUNDS

ONLY

XXXXXXXXXXXXMORXXXXXXXXWMUK

xx DO NOT

$ TRIM THIS

EXCESS MARGIN Xxx

$

DATE REQUEST

SUBMITTED

TYPED OR PRINTED NAME AND TITLE

TELEPHONE 1 AREA CODE 1 NUMBER EXTENSION

1

STANDARD FORM 270

73

KOMXXXXXXXXXXXXXWORKWXXXXX
X

X HHS FUNDS X

ONLY

100000000000000000008000MORKM

X X DO NOT

TRIM THIS

E X C E S S M A R G I N K K K
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CHAPTE 7
Public Hey equirements

A. PUBLIC POLICY ASSURANCES

There are a number of requirements that are based on legislation or regulation, which are termed "public policy
requirements" with which applicants or grantees must comply. The bllowing listing is not exhaustive and additional
assurances or certifications may be required.

1. Civil Rights
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 provides that no person in the United States shall, on the grounds of race,

color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance. Departmental regulations implementing this require-
ment are published in 45 CFR Parts 80 and 81. Every applicant organization is required to have an Assurance of Com-
pliance (Form HEW-441 or 441-B) on file with the Office of Civil Rights, Office of the Secretary, HHS, before an
HDS grant may be made to the organization.

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, provides that no otherwise qualified handicapped individual
in the United States shall, solely by reason of the handicap, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefit
of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial .assistance. A Depart-
mental regulation implementing this requirement is published in 45 CFR Part 84. Every applicant organization is required
to have an assurance of compliance (Form HEW-641) on file with the Office of Civil Rights, Office of the Secretary,
HHS, before an HDS grant may be made to the organization.

2. Human Subjects
Safeguarding the rights and welfare of human subjects who are involved in activities supported by HDS program

funds is the responsibility of the grantee. This applies to grantee institutions performing research, development, demonstra-
tion or other activities. For the purposes of this policy, a human subject "at risk" is an individual who may be exposed
to the possibility of injury, including physical, psychological, or social injury, as a consequence of participation as a
subject in any grant supported activity which departs from the application of those established and accepted methods
necessary to meet the subject's needs, or which increases the ordinary risks of daily life, including the recognized risks
inherent in a chosen occupation or field of service. The individuals must be protected in accordance with the provisions
of HHS regulations in 45 CFR Part 46.

No HDS grant for an activity involving human subjects at risk shall be made unless:

III An assurance cf compliance with Departmental policy regarding the protection of human subjects has been submit-
ted (Form HEW 596) with the grant application (whether for new, competing continuation, or noncompeting con-
tinuation awards) by the grantee organization and is found acceptable by HHS; and

M A properly constituted committee of the grantee organization has reviewed and approved such activity and a cer-
tification is submitted with the grant application (or no later than 60 days after the deadline date for receipt of
an application) stating that it has been reviewed in accordance with the organization's approved assurance. This
certification must be submitted annually.

The Office for Protection from Research Risks, National Institutes of Health, Public Health Service, HHS, Bethesda,
Maryland 20892, is responsible for the implementation and enforcement of this policy for the Department. Information
concerning the preparation and negotiation of assurances, as well as copies of the regulation, may be obtained from
,that office.

3. Animal Welfare
Humane care and use of animals in IIDS grant-supported projects is the responsibility of the grantee organization.
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"Animal" means any live, vertebrate animal used or intended for use in research, expcilmentation, testing, training,
or related purposes. "Animal facility" means any building, room, area, or vehicle designed to confine, transport, maintain,
or use animals.

No affected HDS grant will be made unless the applicant organization has provided an acceptable written assurance
to the Office of Protection from Research Risks, National Institutes of Health (NIH), Bethesda, Maryland 20014, that
it will comply with applicable provisions of the Animal Welfare Act (Pub. Law 89-544, as amended) and the Depart-
ment's publications Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (revised 1978) and Principles for Use of Experimen-
tal Animals. The assurance must also indicate the means by which the organization will review its facilities for warm-
blooded animals for conformance with the provisions of the Guide.

A complete new assurance form must be submitted once every five years. Further information may be obtained from
NIH.

4. The Hatch Act
The Hatch Act (5 U.S.C. 1501-1508) specifies permitted and prohibited political activities of:.

employees of State and local governments whose principal employment is financed in whole or in part with Federal
funds; and

II any agency which assumes responsibility for planning, developing, and coordinating Head Start programs and receives
assistance under the Head Start Act (Section 641(a) of Public Law 97-35). Such an agency is considered a State
or local agency for purposes of this policy.

The Act does not cover:

an individual who exercises no functions in connection with that activity, or

an individual employed by an educational or research institution which is supported in whole or in part by a State
or political subdivision thereof, or by a recognized religious, philanthropic, or cultural organization.

All State or local employees are free to engage in political activity to the widest extent consistent with the restrictions
imposed by law and regulations (5 CFR Part 151). A State or local officer or employee may participate in all political
activity not specifically restricted, including candidacy for office in a nonpartisan election and candidacy for political
party office. A State or local employee may not:

Use his or her official authority or influence for the purpose of interfering with or affecting the result of an election
or nomination for office; or.

Directly or indirectly coerce, attempt to coerce, command, or advise a State or local officer or employee to pay,
lend, or contribute anything of value to a political party, committee, agency, organization, or person for a political
purpose; or

Be a candidate for elective public office in a partisan election.

Section 656(b) of the Head Start Act further limits employees of Head Start organizations as follows:

"Programs assisted...shall not be carried on in a manner involving the use of program funds, the provision of ser-
vices, or the employment or assignment of personnel in a manner supporting or resulting in the identification of such
programs with:

any partisan or nonpartisan political activity or any other political activity associated with a candidate, or conten-
ding faction or group, in an election for public or party office; or

any voter registration activity; or

any activity to provide voters or prospective voters with transportation to the polls or similar assistance in connec-
tion with any such election.

76
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5. Fair Labor Standards Act
The Federal Fair Labor Standards Act (29 U.S.C. 201 et seq.) imposes minimum wage and maximum hour provi-

sions, as they apply to employees of State and local governments, employees of institutions of higher education, hospitals,
and other nonprofit organizations.

6. Environmental Protection and Related Legislation
The National Environment Policy Act of 1969 (Pub. L. 91-190) and related legislation establishes national policy

goals and procedures for protecting and enhancing the physical environment and our cultural heritage. The provisions
of this legislation are applicable to activities supported in whole or in part through grants awarded by HDS granting offices.

If HDS believes proposed projects may create an environmental impact or affect important cultural assets, special
application instructions inay be given. Tne Department's rules implementing this legislation are set forth in HHS General
Administration Manual Part 30. Under the provisions of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966,
as amended, the Secretary of the Interior has compiled a national register of sites and buildings that are of significant
importance to America's history. This listing may be obtained from the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation,
1522 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.

7. Flood Insurance
The Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-234) provides that no Federal financial assistance for con-

struction or renovation and alteration of property may be provided in identified special flood areas in the United States
unless, within one year after the affected community has been notified that it is flood-prone, the community participates
in the National Flood Insurance Program, and flood insurance is purchased. Listings of flood-prone areas that are
eligible for flood insurance are published in the Federal Register by the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment (HUD). Guidance on compliance with the Act is available from HUD.

8. Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition
A State agency applying for HDS grant funds must assure that it will comply with the provisions required by the

Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 (Pub. L. 91-646) and the HHS regula-
tions implementing those provisions (45 CFR Part 15). The term "State agency" means, for purposes of this subsec-
tion, State or local institutions of higher education or hospitals or private entities acting as agents or contractors in
the discharge of the university or hospital's responsibilities under a grant.

The Act provides a uniform policy for the fair and equitable treatment of owners and tenants of real property who
are displaced by Federal or Federally assisted programs or projects or whose real property or interests in real property
is taken for or as a direct result of such programs or projects.

Title II of the Act provides for a program of relocation payments, of relocation assistance (including advisory serv-
ices), of assurances that prior to the displacement of persons, comparable quality, decent, safe, and sanitary replace-
ment housing will be available for them.

B. OTHER POLICIES

1. Citizenship
Occasionally, an individual who is a citizen of a country other than the United States may serve as a project director

or otherwise participate in an HDS-supported project. HDS will not intercede on behalf of an individual whose stay
in the United States may be limited by visa status. Therefore, a grantee organization shall determine, and the applica-
tion should indicate, that any individual's visa will allow him or her to remain in the country a sufficient length of
time to benefit the project.

2. Safety Precautions
The Office of Human Development Services assumes no responsibility with respect to accidents, illnesses or claims

arising out of any work performed under a grant supported project. The grantee organization is expected to take necessary
steps to insure or protect itself and its personnel and to comply with the applicable local, State and Federal safety standards.
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CHAPTER 8
Recipient ProcErennents

A. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Cross-references: Subpart P and Appendices G and H of 45 CFR Part 74

In the past, HHS has implemented Attachment 0 to OMB Circular A-102 and Attachment 0 to OMB Circular A-110
by paraphrasing and combining the text of the two Attachments in Subpart P of Part 74. HHS has changed this method
of implementation for both Attachments and now requires compliance with the Attachments which are placed in separate
Appendices to 45 CFR Part 74, without paraphrasing.

Thus, the requirements governing recipient procurements of supplies, equipment, and services (including construc-
tion) are in Appendices G and H of Part 74 (as clarified in Subpart P of Part 74) and this Chapter. Governmental
recipients shall comply with the standards in Appendix G and nongovernmental recipients, with the standards in Appendix
H of Part 74. These requirements do not apply to procurements of land, existing land improvement or structures, or
any other existing real property, but do apply to construction.

B. RELYING ON RECIPIENT'S JUDGMENT

Paragraph 2.a of Appendix G prohibits a granting office from substituting its judgment for that of a recipient govern-
ment unless the matter is primarily a concern of the Federal Government (or in the case of a subgrant, a concern of
either the grantee or the Federal Government). For HDS grants and subgrants, this prohibition on granting offices
also applies to procurements by nongovernmental recipients that are subject to Appendix H of Part 74.

C. GRANTING OFFICE REVIEW OF PROPOSED PROCUREMENTS

Granting office pre-award review and approval of the recipient's proposed procurements and related procure-
ment documents, such as requests for proposals and invitations for bids, is required or may be required only as
follows:

Noncompetitive procurements
For both governmental and nongovernmental recipients, prior approval is required if the procurement is expected

to exceed $10,000 and (1) the procurement is to be made without competition, or (2) the procurement is to be made
where only one bid or offer has been received in response to a solicitation. At the discretion of the granting office,
a nongovernmental recipient may be required to obtain prior approval in either of these cases if the the procurement
is expected to exceed $5,000.

"Brand-Name" Procurements
Governmental recipients are required to obtain prior approval if the procurement is expected to exceed $10,000 and

specifies a "brand-name" product.

Procurement System Not In Compliance
A granting office may require a governmental or nongovernmental recipient to obtain prior approval for any or all

of the recipient's HDS-supported procurements and related procurement documents if the recipient's procurement pro-
cedures or operation fails to comply with one or more significant aspects of Appendices G and H of Part 74. If this
occurs, the granting office shall notify the recipient in writing, with a copy of such notification to the Office of Federal
Procurement Policy, OMB, Washington, D.C. 20503. If the notification is issued by a grantee to a subgrantee, the
grantee shall also send a copy to the HDS granting office.
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Transfers of Substantive Prograinrnatic Work
Prior approval is required for any procurement by a governmental or nongovernmental recipient if the procurement

constitutes a transfer of substantive programmatic work, as explained in Section K of Chapter 1 of this Manual. In
this case, the procurement documents (request for proposals, final contract document, etc.) need not be submitted.
However, unless otherwise instructed by the granting office, the recipient shall include with its request for prior approval:
(1) its plans for making thL procurement, including the types of parties to be solicited, and (2) the specifications or
scope of work.

D. LEASE VERSUS PURCHASE

Appendices G (paragraph 8) and H (paragraph 3.C. (1)) of Part 74 require that an analysis shall be made of lease
versus purchase alternatives to determine which approach would be the most economical. Generally, the decision to
lease or purchase equipment should be based on the lowest cost to the project considering the length of the project
and life expectancy of the equipment. In the case of educational institutions, which can pay interest in certain cir-
cumstances, consideration should also be given to the provisions regarding interest in Section J.17(e) of OMB Circular
A-21. [See "Interest Costs" in Chapter 3.E of this Manual.)

E. REQUIREMENT ON EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

Appendices G and H of Part 74 require recipients to include in contracts in excess of $10,000 a provision requiring
compliance with Executive Order 11246, concerning equal employment opportunity, as supplemented in Department
of Labor regulations (41 CFR Chapter 60). For HDS grants and subgrants, this requirement applies only if the contract
is for construction.

If construction is to be assisted by a grant or subgrant, the Executive Order and the Department of Labor supplement-
ing regulations apply, unless an exemption is granted by or under those regulations. Recipients shall observe all applicable
requirements of the Order and regulations and include in their nonexempt construction contracts the specific clauses
prescribed by 41 CFR 60-1.4(b) and, if applicable, 41 CFR 60-4.3.

79
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CHAPTER 9
PToperty

A. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Cross-references: Subpart 0 and AA of 45 CFR Part 74

This Chapter and Subparts 0 and AA of Part 74 set forth applicable policies and procedures for the use and disposi-
tion of property acquired in whole or in part under grants or subgrants supported by HDS program funds. Equipment
or supplies acquired by a contractor under a grant or subgrant are subject to the property requirements only if, by
terms of the contract, title vests in the grantee or subgrantee. The applicability of the property requirements is discussed
in 45 CFR 74.130. Special requirements pertaining to property acquired under a grant to a for-profit organization are
specified in 45 CFR 74.710.

B. TITLE TO EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Subject to the obligations and conditions set forth in Subparts 0 of Part 74 and this Chapter, title to equipment
and supplies acquired under a grant or subgrant shall vest, upon acquisition, in the grantee or subgrantee respectively.

The exception to this rule is that when equipment is acquired under a grant to a for-profit organization, title to the
real property, equipment, and supplies vests in the Federal Government.

It is important to determine whether the grantee or subgrantee's budget account was used to acquire the property
to know in whom title is vested. When a grantee's budget includes equipment, title vests in the grantee; conversely,
when a subgrantee's budget includes equipment, title vests in the subgrantee. It, therefore, depends on whose grant
or subgrant account was used to determine who has title to the equipment.

C. REAL PROPERTY

Unless authorized by the applicable program statute, neither Federal grant funds nor non-Federal cost-sharing or
matching funds may be used to purchase real property. Nor may the fair market value of donated real property be
counted as cost-sharing or matching. Charges for real property are subject to the depreciation or use allowance provi-
sions of the applicable cost principles.

D. DAMAGE, LOSS, OR THEFT OF EQUIPMENT

This Section applies to equipment with a unit acquisition cost of $1,000 or more that, before disposition under 45
CFR 74.139, is damaged beyond repair, lost, or stolen.

1. Recipient at Fault
This subsection applies if:

at the time of damage, loss, or theft, the recipient does not have a control system in effect as required by 45 CFR
74.140(c); and

the damage, loss, or theft is not due to an act of God.

a. Equipment Replaced
If the equipment is replaced, the replacement is governed by 45 CFR 74.138(b) and (c). When that happens, the market

value of the original equipment at the time it was damaged, lost, or stolen is used instead of the amount received for
trade-in or sale.
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b. Equipment Not Replaced
If the equipment is not replaced, the Federal Government has a right to an amount calculated by multiplying the

Federal share in the equipment by its market value at the time of damage, loss, or theft. The amount is reduced pro
rata if part of the Federal share of the equipment comes from an award under which the exemptions in 45 CFR 74.135
applied.

c. Other Remedies
The provisions in this subsection are in addition to other remedies available to the granting office if a recipient acquires

equipment with grant or subgrant support but fails to establish the control system required by 45 CFR 74.140(c). [See
in paiticular 45 CFR 74.7 and 74.113.]

2. Recipient Not at Fault
This subsection applies if:

at the time of the damage, loss, or theft, the recipient does have a control system in effect as required by 45 CFR
74.140(c); or

UM the damage, loss, or theft is due to or follows after an act of God.

a. Recipient Not Compensated
If the recipient is not compensated for the damage, loss, or theft through insurance or some other means, there is

no obligation to HDS for the equipment.

b. Recipient Compensated
If the recipient is compensated for the damage, loss, or theft and replaces the equipment, 45 CFR 74.138 applies

to the replacement equipment: If the recipient is compensated but does not replace the equipment, 45 CFR 74.139(b)
applies as though the recipient had sold the equipment. [All of §74.139(b) applies including the rule permitting the amount
due the Federal Government to be reduced by 10% of the proceeds or $100, whichever is greater.] The amount received
for trade-in or sale is considered the lesser of (1) the amount of compensation or (2) the market value of the equipment
at the time it was damaged, lost, or stolen.

E. USING OR REMITTING THE FEDERAL SHARE

This Section applies when the Federal Government has a right to an amount of money upon disposition or loss, theft,
or damage of property.

Except for for-profit organizations, if the grantee's project or program for which the property was acquired is still
receiving grant support from the same Federal program, the HDS granting office may authorize use of the net money
due for allowable costs of that project or program. Otherwise, the net amount must be remitted to the HDS granting
office by check. For-profit organizations shall follow the disposition instructions discussed in 45 CFR 74.710(e).

F. INTANGIBLE PROPERTY

1. Patents and Inventions
Cross-reference: 45 CFR 74.144

The Department's regulations on patents and inventions rising out of activities assisted by a grant are set forth in
45 CFR Parts 6 and 8. Requests for information should be addressed to:

Assistant Secretary for Health
Department of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Room 716 "G"
Hubert H. Humphrey Building
Washington, D.C. 20201 81
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2. Copyrights
This subsection supercedes 45 CFR 74.145 and applies to the copyright in any original work of authorship prepared

with grant support. In addition, if ownership of a copyright or of any of the exclusive rights comprising a copyright
is purchased with grant support, this Section applies to the purchased copyright or rights. Copyrights may be secure,
by registering a claim in thc Copyright Office. Application forms and further information may bc obtained from:

Register of Copyrights
Copyright Officer
Library of Congress
Washington, D.C. 20559

a. Basic rules

(1) HDS reserves a royalty-free, nonexclusive, and irrevocable license to exercise, and to authorize others to exercise,
the rights for Federal Government purposes. Subject to this license the owner is free to exercise, preserve, or
transfer all of its rights. The recipient shall ensure that no agreement is entered into for transferring the rights
which would conflict with the nonexclusive license of HDS.

(2) One way that HDS may exercise its nonexclusive license is to authorize exercise of the rights by another project
or activity that receives or has received grant support from the Federal Government. That would be considered
"for Federal Government purposes".

(3) A grantee awarding a subgrant is permitted to impose subgrant terms reserving a nonexclusive license for itself,
similar to the one reserved by this Section for HDS, with respect to any copyright or rights subject to this Section
that arise under the subgrant.

b. Exceptions

(1) It is permissible for the other terms of an award to restrict the author (owner) from exercising, preserving, or
transferring the rights. For a subgrant, the restrictions may be in the terms of the grant or subgrant or both.

(2) HDS awards training grants and other kinds of grants under which individuals are provided stipends or other
financial assistance for the primary purpose of aiding them to further their education or training. Copyrightable
material developed by an individual or group of individuals in the course of this education or training are
exempted from the HDS right as specified in section F.2(a) (1). It is permissible for the terms of the grant to
withdraw this exemption. Furthermore, the exemption does not apply if the development of the copyrightable
material also receives other forms of support from the same FIDS grant or any other HHS grant (such as a research
grant).
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CHAPTER 10
Grant Suspension, Termination, and Closeout

A. GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES APPLICABLE TO SUSPENSION AND TERMINATION

Cross-reference: Subpart M of Part 74

I. Genoral Consideration
Occasionally, situations arise which indicate that funding of a grant or subgrant-supported project should be discon-

tinued because:

II The recipient has materially failed to comply with the terms and conditions of the award; or

E Continued funding is not in the best interests of the Federal Government; or

RI The recipient requests termination of grant or subgrant support.

In lieu of termination, granting office officials may make a decision to suspend a grant or subgrant v lere the recip-
ient agrees to correct noted deficiencies. A decision to terminate a grant or subgrant may be made by granting office
officials if appropriate corrective actions are not taken during the period of suspension or if the deficiency is so serious
as to warrant immediate termination. A grant or subgrant, or portion thereof, may also be terminated at a recipient's
initiative. Termination of a grant may be appealed under the HHS grant appeals procedures. [see "Appeals" in Chapter
12 of this Manual.]

2. Denial of Refunding
It is important to distinguish clearly between (1) stopping support of a project by net extending the grant period

with continuation awards, and (2) term:nation of a grant. A grant gives the recipient legal authority to obligate the
funds awarded. Unless the recipient consents, HDS may cut short that right only if the recipient has materially violated
the grant's terms. Therefore, HDS gives grantees an opportunity for formal appeal when an HDS granting office decides
to terminate a grant without the grantee's consent. However, when refunding is denied, a grantee has the right to appeal
only where the denial is for failure to comply with the terms of a previous award. [There are two exceptions to this
general rule: both the Head Start Act and Title VIII of the Economic Opportunity Act, as amended, provide that if
a Head Start or Administration for Native American grantee's application for refunding is denied (for any reason),
the affected grantee must be given "reasonable notice and opportunity for a full and fair hearing".] This is because
neither the approval of a project period nor the award of a grant gives the recipient any legal entitlement to rcceive
additional awards. The HDS granting office's commitment to fund the project in succeeding budget periods of the
project period is subject to the conditions listed in Chapter 1.A.4.

3. Initial Contact
When conditions are identified which may be serious enough to cause the granting office official to consider suspen-

sion Of termination, the recipient shall be advised by letter of the reasons for possible suspension or termination and
that failure to correct the deficiency may result in suspension or termination of the grant. The recipient shall respond
in writing within thirty (30) days of the date of such letter, describing the action or the plan designed to correct the
deficiency. As provided in 45 CFR 74.114 (a), suspension (or termination for cause) may be made effective at once
if a delayed effective date would be unreasonable considering the HDS granting office's responsibility to protect the
Federal Government's interests.

B. SUSPENSION

Cross-reference: 45 CFR 74.114 8 3
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If a SFAsfactory written response to the letter delio,ribed in A.3 above is not received within thirty (30) days, the grant-
ing offix may issue a notice suspending the recipient's authority to obligate grant or subgrant funds in whole or in
part. The, notice of suspension will be sent 1)y .,;;tered or certified mail and will state the reasons for the suspension,
ny corrective action required of the recipk::,, , the effective date of the suspension, and identify any costs which may
be incurred by the recipient during the period of suspension. Recipients should refer to 45 CFR 74.114 for a full discus-
sion of suspension policies.

Udess HDS program regulations provide otherwise, e.g., Head Start and Native American rules, suspension shall
remain in effect until (1) the recipient has taken sr ective action; (2) the recipient has given assurance that
corrective action will be taken; or (3) the granti y terminates the grant. Under (1) or (2) above, the suspension
shall be lifted only by written notice from the office.

C. TERMINATION

1. Termination for Cause

Cross-references:
45 CFR 74.115 (a); and

RI Chapter 12 of this Manual

If a satisfactory written response to the letter described in A.3 above is not received within thirty (30) days, the grant-
Mg office may issue a notice terminating the grant or subgrant. The notice of termination will be sent by registered
or certified mail and will state the reasons for the termination, together with the effective date.

2. Termination by Mutual Agreement

Cross-reference: 74 CFR 74.115 (b) (1)

The policies in the referenced Section apply to terminations mutually agreed upon by the granting office and the.
recipient. All such agreements shall be in writing and signed by the authorized recipient official and the responsible
official of the granting office.

3. Termination Settlements
74 CFR 74.115 (c) discusses settlement of obligations incurred by the recipient prior to termination.

D. GRANT CLOSEOUT

Cross-reference: 45 CFR 74.111

Grant and subgrant closeout is the process by which the granting office determines that all applicable administrative
actions and required work of the grant or subgrant have been completed by the recipient and the responsible granting
office, with the possible exception of the final audit. Grants are also considered complete when the date appearing on
the 'Notice of Financial Assistance Awarded" document indicating the project ending date has been reached. Grant
closeout shall be completed within 180 days after the date of completion of the project. Recipients shall observe the
closeout procedures prescribed in 45 CFR 74.111.

When a grantee requests a review by the Departmental Grant Appeals Board under the HHS grant appeals process,
no grant closeout action will be taken during the review until a final determination is made. However, the filing of
the request for the review does not affect the authority to suspend the grant during the proceedings.

E. AMOUNTS PAYABLE TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

45 CFR 74.112 discusses debt(s) that may be owed by the grantee to the Federal Government.
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CHAPTER 11
Audits

A. NON-FEDERAL AUDITS

Cross-reference: Subpart H of 45 CFR Part 74

Subpart H of 45 CFR Part 74 (and 45 CFR Part 74, Appendix J) incorporates the audit requirements in OMB Circular
A-128 covering governmental recipients and OMB Circular A-110 (Attachment F) for nongovernmental recipients. The
audit requirements in Cirgulars A-128 and A-110 are reproduced in Attachment A of this Manual. In summary, Cir-
cular A-128 replaces Attachment P to OMB Circular A-102. The Circular implements the Single Audit Act of 1984.
All governmental recipients receiving $100,000 or more in Federal funds are to be audited annually unless the govern-
ment has specific authority to perform less frequent audits. Circular A-110 provides that each recipient must have itself
audited by non-Federal auditors at least every two y.ars and that the audit is to be performed on an organization-wide
basis, with appropriate sampling of grant-related transactions. Unless authorized by program legislation or regulations,
the granting office may not impose grant-by:grant (or subgrant-by-subgrant) audit requirements.

The audit provisions do not limit the authority of Federal agencies to make audits of recipient organizations. However,
if independent audits arranged for by recipients meet the requirements prescribed in the OMB Circulars, all Federal
agencies must rely on them, and any additional work must build upon the work already done.

Recipients are required to have audits performed by individuals who are sufficiently independent of those who authorize
the expenditure of project funds in order to produce unbiased opinions, conclusions, and judgments. Theseaudits may
be conducted by (1) an internal auditor of the recipient organization who meets the standard of independence; or (2)
an independent accountant selected by the recipient, who is certified or licensed by a regulatory authority of a State
or other political subdivision of the United States. When public accountants are to perform the audits, only certified
public accountants or those public accountants licensed on or before December 31, 1970, or persons working for a
certified public accounting firm or a public accounting firm licensed on or before December 31, 1970, should be engaged.
The following Genetal Accounting Office publications provide additional information on audits and may be obtained
as follows:

"S'amdards for Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs, Activities, and Functions" (1981 Revision) available
frQm the:.

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402

El "Guidelines for Financial and Compliance Audit of Federally Assisted Programs" (February 1980) availablefrom the:

U.S. General Accounting Office
Distribution Section, Room 1518
441 "G" Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Failure to submit timely responses will result in a unilateral determination on the audit findings. If appropriate, the
Action Official will also initiate "safeguard" procedures to protect the Government's interests. At the completion of
the audit resolution process, the grantee will be notified of the final decision. The grantee may appeal this decision
in accordance with the applicable appeal procedures. [See Chapter 121

8 5
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B. AUDIT RESOLUTION

Grantees must take timely and appropriate action to resolve audit findings and recommendations, including (1) manage-
ment and systems deficiencies and (2) monetary findings (i.e., questioned costs). Grantees are usually allowed a 30-day
period from the date of request to respond to the responsible audit resolution official (referred to as the "Action Official")
concerning audit findings. Thus, grantee organizations have an opportunity to provide any further information they
may wish to provide on the audit report. Both monetary and nonmonetary findings must be resolved within six months.
This means that (1) a final decision on the amount of any monetary recovery must be reached and (2) a satisfactory
plan of corrective action, including time schedules, to correct all deficiencies must be established.

C. DEBT COLLECTION

Funds owed to the Federal Government as a result of audit disallowances signed by the appropriate HDS official
must be repaid. The Finance Office is primarily responsible for intcrest calculation and all other debt collection activities.
Interest charges will be assessed from the date of the HDS Official's notification of the disallowance if the disallowance
is not paid within 30 days of the date of the disallowance letter. If the grantee appeals the final decision and the disallowed
amount is sustained in its entirety or is reduced through a negotiated agreement, interest will be charged for the full
period on the sustained amount of the disallowance which was not paid by the date of the disallowance letter.

8 6
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CHAPTER 12
Appeals

A. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Cross-references: 45 CFR 16 and 75

Grantees have the right to appeal certain adverse final decisions by 1-111S officials. The following decisions may be
appealed in all HDS discretionary grant programs:

II Termination, in whole or in part, of a grant for failure of the grantee to conform with the grant terms and condi-
tions, including any law, regulation, or assurance applicable to the grant;

II A denial of a noncompeting continuation award under the project period system of funding where the denial is
for failure to comply with terms of a previous award;

III A disallowance or other determination denying payment of an amount claimed under an award, or requiring return
or offset of funds already received. This does not apply to determinations of award amount, disposition of unobligated
balances, or selection in the award document of an option for disposition of program income;

Il Annulment (voiding) of a grant (i.e., a decision that an award is invalid because it was not authorized by statute
or regulation or because it was fraudulently obtained);

U Cost allocation plans negotiated with State and local governments; and

611 Indirect cost rates, research patient care rates and amounts, computer, fringe benefit, and other special rates.

In reviewing cost allocation and rate disputes, the Board n 's the final written decisions issued as a result of the
preliminary appeal process at 45 CFR Part 75.

B. INDIRECT COST RATE APPEALS

Cross-reference: 45 CFR Part 75

Informal procedures for resolving disputes arising from determinations made by a Director in the HHS Regional
Division of Cost Allocation (DCA) are set forth in 45 CFR Part 75, "Informal Grant Appeals Procedures". W'i.en
an agreement cannot be reached in a negotiation, the Director, DCA, will promptly notify the grantee in writing of
the Director's determination. Grantees must submit their written request for reconsideration to the appropriate HHS
Regional Director (RD) no later than thirty (30) days after the postmark date of the notification to the grantee, unless
an extension of time is granted by the RD. Although the reconsideration application need not follow any prescribed
format, it must clearly identify the issue(s) in dispute and must contain a full statement of the grantee's position on
the issue(s) along with pertinent facts and reasons in support of its position.

If the Regional Director's decision is adverse to the grantee, the notification will state the basis of the decision and
will inform the grantee of its right to appeal the decision to the Departmental Grant Appeals Board under 45 CFR
Part 16. Such an appeal must be made within thirty (30) days after the postmark date of the written notification or
the decision will become final (unless an extension is granted by the Grant Appeals Board).

C. APPEALS TO GRANT APPEALS BOARD

Cross-references: 45 CFR Parts 16 and 74.304 8 7
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Grantec,;', may appeal certain adverse decisions to the Departrrol.tal Grant Appeals Board under 45 CFR Part 16. The
Departmental Grant Appeals Board is in the Office of the Secretary of MIS. Filing shall be made with UK! Executive
Secretary, Grant Appeals Board, U.S. Department of Health and 'Human Services, 330 C Street SW., Switzer Building,
Washington, D.C. 20201.

The appellant must have received a final decision, and must appeal that decision within 30 days after receiving it.
Details of how final decisions are developed and issued, and what must be in them, are contained in 45 CFR 74.304.

The notice of appeal must be submitted by registered or certified mail directly to the Board and need not follow any
prescribed form. The notice of appeal must include a copy of the final decisions, a statement of the amount in dispute
in the appeal, and a brief statement of why the decision is wrong.

The responsible HDS granting office is notified by the Grant Appeals Board when such an appeal has been made.
The filing of the application for appeal shall not affect HDS authority to suspend the grant during appeal proceedings

or to withhold payments under the grant.

Rg
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SUBPART A
General

§ 74.1 Purpose and scope of this part.

This part establishes uniform requirements for the
administration of HHS grants and principles for de-
termining costs applicable to activities assisted by HHS
grants.

§ 74.2 Scope of subpart.

This subpart contains general rules rertaining to
this Part 74 (definitions, purpose and scope, appli-
cability, and appeals) and procedurcs for control of
deviations from the part.

§ 74.3 Definitions.

/1% used 'r this part:
"hwarding party" means (1) with respect to z

gtv. the granting agency, a -,d (2) with respect to
n', the grantee. (See § 74.4(b))
.act" means (except as used in the definitions

ant" and "subgrant" in this section and except
whn- qualified by "Federal") a procurement contract
undo a grant or subgrant, and "subcontract" means a
procurement subcontract under such a contract.

"Cost-type contract" means a contract or subcon-
u act in which the contractor or subcontractor is paid
on the basis of the costs it incurs, but the term does
not include such subcontracts under a non-cost-type
contract or subcontract.

"Expenditure report" means: (1) For nonconstrue-
don grants, the "Financial Status Repot t" (or other
equivalent report); (2) for construction grants, the
"Outlay Report and Request for Reimbursement for
Construction Programs" (or other equivalent report).
(See subpart I of this part.)

"Federally recognized Indian tribal government"
means the governing body or a governmental agency
of any Indian tribe, band, nation, or other organized
group or community (including any Native village as
defined in section 3 of the Alaska Native Claims Set-
tlement Act, 85 Stat. 688) certified by the Secretary
of the Interior as eligible for the special programs
and services provided by him through the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. However, for policies applicable to
tribal government hospitals and institutions of higher
education, see § 74.4(c), "Applicability of this part."

"Government" means a State or local government
or a Federally recognized Indian tribal government.
However, for policies applicable to government hos-
pitals and institutions of higher education, see
§ 74.4(c), "Applicability of this part."

"Grant" means an award of financial assistance in
the form of money, or property in lieu of money, by the
Federal Government to an eligible recipient. The
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term includes such financial assistance when provided
by contract, but does not include any Federal pro-
curements subject to the procurement regulations in
41 CFR, nor does it include technical assistance,
which provides services instead of money, or other
assistance in the form of revenue sharing, loans, loan
guarantees, interest subsidies, insurance, or direct ap-
propriations. Also, the term does not include assistance,
such as a fellowship or other lump sum award, which
the recipient is not required to account for on an
actual cost basis.

"Grantee" means the government, nonprofit corpora-
tion, or other legal entity to which a grant is awarded
and which is accountable to the Federal Government
for the use of the funds provided, The grante the
entire legal entity even if only a particular component
of the entity is designated in the award document.
For example, a grant award document may name as
the grantee an agency of a State, or one school or
campus of a university. In thcse cases, the granting
agency usually intcnds, or actually requires, that the
named component assume primary or sole responsi-
bility fOr administering the grant-assisted project or
program. Nevertheless, the naming of a component of
a legal entity as the grantee in a grant award document
shall not be construed as relieving the whole legal en-
tity from accountability to the Federal Government
for the use of the funds provided. (This definition is
not intended to affect the eligibility provisions of grant
programs in which eligibility is limited to organiza-
tions, such as State welfare departments, which may
be only components of a legal entity.) The term
"grantee" does not include any secondary recipients
such as subgrantees, contractors, etc., who may re-
ceive funds from a grantee pursuant to a grant.

"Granting agency" means any organizational com-
ponent of HHS authorized to award and administer
grants.

"HHS" means the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services.

"Local government" means a local unit of govern-
ment including specifically a county, municipality,
city, town, township, local public authority, school
district, special district, intrasta'- district, council of
governments (whether or not incorporated as a non-
profit corporation under State law), "sponsor or spon-
soring local organization" of a watershcd project (as
defined in 7 CFR 620.2, 40 FR 12472, March 19,
1975), any other regional or interstate government
entity, or any agency or instrumentality of a local
government. However, for policies applicable to gov-
ernment hospitals and institutions of higher education,
see § 74.4(c), "Applicability of this part."
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"OGP" means the Office of Grants and Procure-
ment, which is an organizational component within
the Office of the Secretary, HHS, and reports to the
Assistant Secretary for Management and Budget.

"OMB" means the Office of Management and Budg-
et within the Executive Office of the President.

"Recipient" means grantee or subgrantee. (See
§ 74.4 (b ) . )

"State" means any of the several States of the
United States, the District of Columbia, the Com-
monwealth of Puerto Rico, any territory or possession
of the United States, or any agency or instrumentality
of a State exclusive of local governments. However,
for policies applicable to government hospitals and
institutions of higher education, see § 74.4(c), "Ap-
plicability of this part."

"Subgrant" means an award of financial assistance
in the form of money, or property in lieu of money,
made under a grant by a grantee to an eligible sub-
grantee. The term includes financial assistance when
provided by contract, but does not indude procure-
ments; nor does it include any form of assistance which
is excluded from the definition of "grant" in this
section.

"Subgrantee" means the government, nonprofit cor-
poration, or other legal entity to which a subgrant is
awarded and which is accountable to the grantee for
the use of the funds provided. The subgrantee is the
entire legal entity even if only a particular component
of the entity is designated in the subgrant award docu-
ment.

"Terms of a grant or subgrant" means all require-
ments of the grant or subgrant, whether in statute,
regulations, the award document or elsewhere.

§74.4 Applicability of this part.

(a) General. Except where inconsistent with Fed-
eral statutes, regulations, or other terms of a grant,
this part applies to all HHS grants. However, unless
expressly made applicable by the granting agency, this
part shall not apply when the grantee is a Federal
agency, foreign government or organization, interna-
tional organization such as the United Nations, for-
profit organization, or individual.

(b) Subgrants. For each substantive provision in
this part, either the language of the provision itself or
other text in the same subpart will indicate whether the
provision affects only grants, only subgrants, or both.
Use of the term "recipient" (as defined in § 74.3) in
a provision shall be taken as referring equally to
grantees and subgrantees. Similarly, use of the term
"awarding party" (as defined in § 74.3) shall be taken
as referring equally to granting agencies and to
grantees awarding subgrants. However, unless express-
ly made applicable by the granting agency, this part
need not be applied by the grantee to a subgrant if
the subgrantee is a Federal agency, foreign govern-

2

meat or organization, international organization such as
the United Nations, for-profit organization, or indi-
vidual.

(c) Public institutions of higher education and hos-
pitals. Grants and subgrants to institutions of higher
education and hospitals operated by a government
shall be subject only to provisions of this subpart that
apply to nongovernmental organizations.

§74.S Appeals.

In accordance with parts 16 and 75 of this title,
grantees may appeal certain postaward administrative
decisions made by HHS officials.

§74.6 Deviations.

(a) Except as provided in § 74.7, a deviation is
any exception to this part not required by Federal
statute without allowance of agency discretion. A
deviation may be either:

(1) Use of any policy, procedure, form, standard,
or grant or subgrant term which is inconsistent with
an applicable provision of this part, or

(2) Failure to use any applicable policy, procedure,
form, standard, or grant or subgrant term which is re-
quired by this part.

(b) In order to maintain uniformity to the greatest
extent feasible, deviations shall be kept to a minimum.
A deviation, whether proposed by an applicant, a re-
cipient, or an official of the granting agency, may be
authorized only when it is necessary to meet program-
matic objectives, or to conse:ve grant funds, or when
it is otherwise essential in the public interest.

(c) Except as provided in paragraph (d) of this
section, a deviation from this part may be made only
when authorized by both:

(1) The head of the granting agency or other of-
ficials if designated in or pursuant to formal deviation
control procedures established by the agency, and

(2) OGP.
(d) Deviations from subpart Q of this part and

appendixes C, D, E, and F to this part in individual
cases (i.e., where only a single grant or subgrant is
involved) shall not require OGP appmval.

§74.7 Special grant or subgrant conditions.

(a) Without regard to the deviation control pro-
cedures of § 74.6, special grant conditions more re-
strictive than those prescribed in this part 74 may be
imposed as needed when the granting agency has de-
termined that the grantee:

(1) Is financially unstable,
(2) Has a history of poor performance, or
(3) Has a management system which does not

meet the standards of this part.
(b) When special conditions are imposed under

7
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paragraph (a) of this section, the grantee will be noti-
fied in writing:

(1) Why the special conditions were imposed and
(2) What corrective action is needed.

Furthermore, in accordance with OMB Circulars A-
102 and A-110, OMB and other Federal agencies in

a granting relationship with the grantee will be pro-
vided copies of the notice to the grantee.

(c) Grantees may apply the provisions of para-
graphs (a) and (b) of this section to their subgrantecs.
Whenever they do so, a copy of the notice to the
subgrantee shall be furnished to the granting agency.

SUBPART B
Cash Depositories

§ 74.10 Physical segregation and eligibility.

Except as provided in § 74.11, awarding parties
shall not impose grant or subgrant terms which:

(a) Require the recipient to use a separate bank
account for the deposit of grant or subgrant funds,
Or

(b) Establish any eligibility requirements for banks
or other financial institutions in which recipients de-
posit grant or subgrant funds.

§74.11 Cbecks-paid basis letter of credit.

A separate bank account shall be used when pay-
ments under letter of credit are made on a "checks-

paid" basis. A checks-paid basis letter of credit is
one under which funds are not drawn until the recip-
ient's checks have been presented to its bank for pay-
ment. (See Subpart K for definition of "letter of
credit.")

§ 74.12 Minority-owned banks.

Consistent with the national goal of expanding op-
portunities for minority business enterprises, grantees
and subgrantees are encouraged to use minority-owned
banks. Upon request, OGP will furnish a list of minori-
ty-owned banks.

SUBPART C
Bonding and Insurance

§ 74.15 General.

In administering grants and subgrants, recipients
shall observe their regular requirements and practices
with respect to bonding and insurance. No additional
bonding and insurance requirements, including fidelity
bonds, shall be imposed by the terms of the grant or
subgrant except as provided in §§ 74.16 through
74.18.

§ 74.16 Construction and fadlity improvement.

(a) Scope of this section. This section covers re-
quirements for bid guarantees, performance bonds,
and payments bonds when the recipient will contract
for construction or facility improvement (including
alterations and renovations of real property) under a
grant or subgrant.

(b) Definitions. (1) "Bid guarantee" means a firm
commitment such as a bid bond, certified check, or
other negotiable instrument accompanying a bid as as-
surance that the bidder will, if its bid is accepted, exe-
cute the required contractual documents within the
time specified.

(2) "Performance bond" means a bond executed in
connection with a contract to secure fulfillment of all
the confractor's obligations under the contract.

(3) "Payment bond" means a bond executed in
connection with a contract to assure payment as re-
quired by law of all persons supplying labor and ma-
terial in the execution of the work provided for in the
contract.

(c) Bids and contacts of $100,000 or less. The re-
cipient shall follow its own requirements and practices
relating to bid guarantees, performance bonds, and
payment bonds.

(d) Bids and contracts exceeding $100,000. The
recipient may follow its own regular policy and require-
ments if the HHS granting agency has determined
that the Federal Government's interest will be ade-
vately protected. If this determination has not been
made, the minimum requirements shall be as follows:

(1) A bid guarantee from each bidder equivalent
to 5 percent of the bid price;

(2) A performance bond on the part of the con-
tractor for 100 percent of the contract price; and

3
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(3) A payment bond on the part of the contractor
for 100 percent of the contract price.

§ 74.17 Fidelity bonds.

(a) If the grantee is not a government, the grant-
ing agency may require it to carry adequate fidelity
bond coverage where the absence of coverage for the
grant-supported activity is considered as creating an
unacceptable risk.

(b) If the subgrantee is not a government, the
granting agency or the grantee may require that it

carry adequate fidelity bond coverage where the ab-
sence of, coverage for the subgrant-supported activity
is considered as creating an unacceptable risk.

(c) A fidelity bond is a bond indemnifying the re-
cipient against losses resulting from the fraud or lack
of integrity, honesty or fidelity of one o: more em-
ployees, officers or other persons holding a position of
trust.

§ 74.18 Source of bonds.

Any bonds required under §§ 74.16(d)(1) through
(3) or 74.17 shall be obtained from companies hold-
ing certificates of authority as acceptable sureties (31
CFR Part 223). A list of these companies is pub-
lished annually by the Department of the Treasury in
its Circular 570.

SUBPART D
Retention and Access Requirements

for Records

§ 74.20 Applicability.

(a) This subpart applies to all financial and pro-
grammatic records, supporting documents, statiFtical
records and other records of recipients, which are:

(1) Required to be maintained by the terms of an
HHS grant, or

(2) Otherwise reasonably considered as pertinent
to an HHS grant.

(b) This subpart does not apply to the records of
contractors and subcontractors under grants and sub-
grants. For a requirement to place a provision concern-
ing those records in certain kinds of contracts, see
Subpart P and Appendices G and H of this pqrt.

§ 74.21 Length of retention period.

(a) Except as provided in paragraphs (b) and (c)
of this section, records shall be retained fOr 3-years
from the starting date specified in § 74.22.

(b) If any litigation, claim, negotiation, audit or
other action involving the records has been started be-
fore the expiration of the 3-year period, the records
shall be retained .until completion of the action and
resolution of all issues which arise from it, or until the
end of the regular 3-year period, whichever is later.

(c) In order to avoid duplicate recordkeeping,
awarding parties may make special arrangements with
recipients to retain any records which are continuously
needed for joint use. The awarding party wiR request
transfer of records to its custody when it determines
that the records possess long-term retention value.
When the records are transferred to or maintained by
the awarding party the 3-year retention requirement
is not applicable to the recipient.

4

§ 74.22 Starting date of retention period.

(a) General. (1) Where FIHS grant support is con-
tinued or renewed at annual or other intervals, the
retention period for the records of each funding period
starts on the day the grantee submits to HHS its
single or last expenditure report for that period. How-
ever, if HHS grant support is continued or renewed
quarterly, the retention period for each year's records
starts on the day the grantee submits to HFIS its ex-
penditure report for the last quarter of the Federal
fiscal year. In all other cases, the retention period
starts on the day the grantee submits its final expendi-
ture report tci HHS. If an expenditure report has
been waived, the retentipn period starts on the day
the report would have been due. "Expenditure report"
is defined in § 74.3.

(2) Exceptions to this paragraph are contained in
paragraphs (b) through (d) of this section.

(b) Equipment records. The retention period for the
equipment records required by § 74.140(a) starts
from the date of the equipment's disposition (§ 74.139)
or replacement (§ 74.138) or transfer at the direction
of the awarding party (§ 74.136).

(c) Records for income transactions after grant' or
subgrant support. (1) In some cases an HHS require-
ment concerning the disposition of program income, as
defined in subpart F of this part, will be satisP:d by
applying the income to costs incurred after expiration
or termination of grant or subgrant support for the
activity giving rise to the income. In such a case, the
retention period for the records pertaining to the costs
starts from the end of the recipient's fiscal year in
which the costs are incurred.
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(2) In some cases, there may be an EHS require-
ment concerning the disposition of copyright royalties
or other program income which is earned after ex-
piration or termination of grant or subgrant support.
Where there is such a requirement, the retention
period for the records pertaining to the earning of the
income starts from the end of the recipient's fiscal
year in which the income is earned. (See subpart F
of this part.)

(d) Indirect cost rate proposals, cost allocation
glans, etc.(1) Applicability. This paragraph applies
.o the following types of documents, and their sup-
porting records:

\ (i) Indirect cost rate computations or proposals;
(ii) Cost allocation plans under Appendix C to this

part;
(iii) Hospital patient care rate computations or pro-

posals; and
(iv) Any similar account,ng computations of the

rate at which a particular group of costs is chargeable
(such as computer usage chargeback rates or com-
posite fringe benefit rates).

(7) If submitted for negotiation. If the proposal,
plan, or other computation is required to be submitted
to the Federal Government (or to the grantee) to
form the basis for negotiation of the rate, then the
3-year retention period for its supporting records
starts from the date of such submission.

(3) If not submitted for negotiation. If the pro-
posal, plan, or other computation is not required to be
submitted to the Federal Government (or to the
grantee) for negotiation purposes, then the 3-year re-
tention period for the proposal, plan, or computation
and its supporting records starts from the end of the
fiscal year (or other accounting period) covered by the
proposal, plan, or other computation.

§ 74.23 Substitution of microfilm.

Copies made by microfilming, photocopying, or
similar methods may be substituted for the original
records.

§ 74.24 Access to records.

(a) Records of grantees. HES and the Comptroller
General of the United States, or any of their author-
ized representatives, shall have the right of access to
any books, documents, papers, or other records of the
grantee which are pertinent to the HHS grant, in
order to make audit, examination, excerpts, and
transcripts.

(b) Records of subgrantees. HHS, the Comptroller
Gener.al of the United States, and the grantee, or any
of their authorized r' presentatives, shall have the
right of access to any books, documents, papers, or
other records of the subgrantee which are pertinent to
the HES grant, in order to make audit, examination,
excerpts, and transcripts.

(c) [Reserved].
(d) Expiration of right of access. The rights of ac-

cess in this section shall not be limited to the required
ret,Intion period but shall last as long as the records
are retained.

§ 74.25 Restrictions on public access.

Unlesc required by Federal statutes, awarding parties
may not impose grant or subgrant terms which limit
public access to records covered by this subpart ex-
cept afwr a determination by the granting agency that
the records must be kept confidential and would have
been excepted from disclosure under HHS's "Freedom
of Information" regulation (part 5 of this title) if the
records had belonged to HHS. This section does
not require recipients to permit public access ?.o their
records.

SUBPART E
Waiver of Eingle State Agency Requirements

§ 74.30 Policy.

Requests to 1-THS from Governors, ur other duly
constituted State authorities, for waiver of single State
agency requirements in accordance with section 204
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of tile Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 196E
will be given expeditious handling. Whenever possible,
such r;:quests will be granted.
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SUBPART F
Grant Related Income

§ 74.40 Scope of subpart.

This subpart contains policies and requirements re-
lating to (a) program income and (b) interest and
other investment income earned on advances of grant
funds.

§ 74.41 Meaning of program income.

(a) Except as explained in paragraphs (b) and (c)
of this section, program income means gross income
earned by a recipient from activities part or all of the
cost of which is either borne as a direct cost by a grant
or counted as a direct cost towards meeting a cost
sharing or matching requirement of a gram. It includes
but is not limited to such income in the form of fees for
services performed during the grant or subgrant period,
proceeds from sale of tangible personal or real prop-
erty, usage or rental fees, and patent or copyright
royalties. If income meets this definition, it shall be
considered program income regardless of the method
used to calculate the amount paid to the recipient
whether, for example, by a cost-reimbursement method
or fixed price arrangement. Nor will the fact that the
income is earned by the recipient from a Federal pro-
curement contract or from a procurement contract
under a Federal grant awarded to another party affect
the income's clasjfication as program income.

(b) For research grants that are subject to an insti-
tutional cost-sharing agreement, income shall be con-
sidered program income only if it is earned from an
activity part or all of the cost of which is borne as a
direct cost by the Federal grant funds. An institu-
tional cost-sharing agreement is one entered into
between HHS and a grantee covering all of HHS's
research project grants to the grantee in the aggregate.

(c) The following shall not be considered program
income:

(1) Revenues raised by a government recipient
under its governing powers, such as taxes, special as-
sessments, levies, and fines. (However, the receipt and
expenditure of such revenues shall be recorded as h
part of grant or subgrant project transactions when
such revenues are specifically earmarked for the proj-
ect in accordance With the terms of the grant or sub-
grant.)

(2) Tuition and related fees received by an insti-
tution of highet education for a regularly offered course
taught by an employee performing under a grant or
subgrant.

(d) For the purposes of this subpart, program in-
come is divided into several categories. Each category
is treated in a separate section of this subpart.

6

§ 74.42 General program income.

(a) Definition. General program income means all
program income accruing to a grantee during the period
of grant support or to a subgrantee during the period
of subgrant support, other than the special categories
of such income treated in §§ 74.43 through 74.45.

(b) Use. (1) General program income shall be re-
tained by the recipient and used in accordance with
one or a combination of the alternatives in paragraphs
(c), (d), and (e) of this section, as follows: The al-
ternative in paragraph (c) may always be used by
recipients and must be used if neither of the other two
alternatives is permitted by the terms of the grant. The
alternatives in paragraphs (d) or (e) may be used only
if expressly permitted by the terms of the grant. In
specifying alternatives that may be used, the terms of
the grant may distinguish between income earned by
the grantee and income earned by stibgrantees and be-
tween the sources, kinds, or amounts of income.

(2) The terms of a subgrant may restrict the use
of general program income earned by the subgrantee t"
only one or some of the alternatives pernitted by the
terms of the grant, but the alternative in paugraph (c)
of this section shall always be permitted.

(c) Deduction alternative. (1) Under this alterna-
tive, the income is used for allowable costs of the
project or drogram. If there is a cost-sharing or match-
ing requirement, costs borne by the :ncome may not
count toward satisfying that requirement. Therefore,
the maximum percentage of Federal participation is
applied to the net amount determined by deducting
the income from total allowable costs and third-party
in-kind contributions. The income shall be used for
current costs unless the granting agency authorizes de-
ferral to a later period.

(2) To illustrate this alternative, assume a project
in which the grantee incurs $100,000 of allowable
costs and receives. no third-party in-kind contributions.
If the grantee earns $10,000 in general program income
and this alternative applies, that $10,000 must be de-
ducted from the $100,000 before applying the maxi-
mum percentage of Federal participation. If that per-
centage is 90 percent, the most that could be paid to
the grantee would therefore be $81,000 (90 percent
times $90,000).

(d) Cost-sharing or matching alternative (1) Un-
der this alternative, the income is ,ised for allowable
costs of the project or program but, in this case, the
"osts borne by the income may court! ,ward satisfying
a cost-sharing or matching requirement. Therefore, the
maximum percentage of Federal participation is ap-
plied to total allowable costs and third-party in-kind
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contributions, The income shall be used for current
costs unless the granting agency authorizes deferral to
a later period.

(2) To illustrate this alternative, assume the same
situation as in paragraph (c)(2) of this section. Under
this alternative, the 90 percent maximum percentage
of participation would be applied to the full $100,000,
and $90,000 could therefore be paid to the grantee.
(It should be noted that if $20,000 of general pro-
gram income is earned, only $80,000 could be paid,
since a grant cannot pay for costs which have been
borne by general program income.)

(e) Additioncl costs alternative. Under thk alterna-
tive, the income is used for costs which are in addi-
tion to the allowable costs of the project or program
but which nevertheless further the objectives of the
Federal statute under which the grant was made. Pro-
vided that the costs borne by the income further the
broad objectives of that statute, they need nut be of a
kind that would be permissible as charges to Federal
funds.

Examples of purposes for which the income may
be used are:

(1) Expanding the project or program.
(2) Continuing the project or program after grant

or subgrant support ends.
(3) Supportin. other projects or programs that

further the broau objectives of the statute.
(4) Obtaining equipment or other assets needed fur

the project or program or for other activities that fur-
ther the statute's objectives.

§ 74.43 Program incomeproceeds from sale of real
property and from sale of equipment and sup-
plies acquired for use.

The following kinds of program income shall be
governed by subpart 0 of this part:

(a) Proceeds from the sale qf real property pur-
chased or constructed under a grant or subgrant.

(b) Proceeds iron.' the sale of equipment and sup-
plies fabricated or purchased under a grant or subgrant
and intended 7.1rnarily for use in the grant- or sub-
grant-supported project or program rather than for sale

rental.

§ 74.44 Program incomeroyalties and other income
earned from a copyrighted work.

(a) This section applies to royalties, license fees,
and other income earned by a recipient from a copy-
rightc-1 work developed under the grant or subgrant.
Income of that kind is covered by this section whether
a third party or the recipient itselk acts as the publisher,
seller, exhibitor, or performer of the copyrighted work.
In some cases the recipient incurs costs to earn the
income but does not charge these costs to HHS grant
funds, to required co5t-sharing or matching funds, or
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to other program income. Costs of that kind may be
deducted from the gross income in order to determine
how much must be treated as program income.

(b) The terms of the grant govern the disposition
of income subject to this section. If the terms do not
treat this kind of income, there are no HHS require-
ments governing the disposition. A grantee is not pro-
hibited from imposing requirements lf its own on the
disposition of this kind of income which is earned by
its subgrantees provided those requirements are in addi-
tion to and not inconsistent with any requirements
imposed by the terms of the grant.

§ 74.45 Program incomeroyalties or equivalent in-
come earned from patents or from inventions.

Disposition of royalties or equivalent income earned
on patents or inventions arising out of activities as-
sisted by a grant or subgrant shall be governed by
determinations made or agreements entered into under
HHS's patent regulations. (See parts 6 and 8 of this
title.) If the determination or agreement does not pro-
vide for the disposition of the royalties or equivalent
income, the disposition shall be in accordance with the
recipient's own policies.

§ 74.46 Program income after grant or subgrant sup-
port not otherwise treated.

(a) This section applies to program income not
treated elsewhere in this part which arises LIJITI or is
attributable to an activity while supported by a grant
or subgrant but which does not accrue until after the
period of grant or subgrant support. An example is
proceeds from the sale or rental of a residual inventory
of merchandise fabricated or purchased by a grant-
supported workshop during the period of support.

(b) The terms of the grant govern the disposition
of income subject to this section. If the term3 do not
treat this kind of income, there are no P.M reciuire-
ments governing the disposition. A grantee is not pro-
hibited from imposing requirements of its own on the
disposition of this kind of income which is earned by
its subgrantees provided those requirements are in addi-
tion to and not inconsistent with any requirements
imposed by the terms of the grant.

§ 74.47 Interest earned on advances of grant funds.

(a) Except when exempted by Federal statute (see
paragraph (b) of this section for the principal exemp-
tion), grantees shall remit to the Federal Government
any interest or other investment income earned on ad-
vances of HHS grant funds. This includes any interest
or investment income earned by subgrantees and cost-
type contractors on advances to them that are attrib-
utable to advances of HHS grant funds to the
grantee. Unless the grantee receives other instructions
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from the responsible HHS official, the grantee shall
remit the amount due by check or money order payable
to the Department of Health and Human Services.

(b) In accordance with the Intergovernmental Co-
operation Act of 1968 (Pub. L. 90-577), States, as
defined in the act, shall not be accountable to the
Federal Government for Interest or investment income
earned by the State itself, or by its subgrantees, where
this income is attributable to grants-in-aid, as defined
in the act (42 U.S.C. 4213).'

(c) Recipients are cautioned that they are subject
to the provisions in § 74.61(e) for minimizing the time

between the transfer of advances and their disburse-
ment. Those provisions apply even if there is no ac-
countability to the Federal Government for interest or
other investment income earned on the advances.

"State" is defined in thc act to include any agency or
instrumeutality of a State, and the definition docs not exclude
a hospital or institution of higher education which is such an
agency or instrumentality. "Grant-in-aid" is defined in the act
to exclude "paymcnts under research and development con-
tracts or grants which arc awardcd directly and on similar
terms to all qualifying organizations, whether public or
private." (42 U.S.C. 4201)

SUBPART G
Cost Sharing or Matching

§ 74.50 Scope of subpart.

(a) This subpart contains rules for satisfying Fed-
eral requirements for cost-sharing or matching. These
rules apply whether the cost sharing or matching is
required hy Federal statute or by other terms of tbe
grant.

(b) HHS and a grantee may enter into an institu-
tional cost-sharing agreement covering all of HHS's
research project grants to that grantee in the aggregate.
Except as provided by the institutional cost-sharing
agreement, this subpart applies to the satisfaction or
the grantee's obligation under the agreement, as well as
to the satisfaction of cost-sharing or matching require-
ments that apply only to a single grant.

§ 74.51 Definitions.

For purposes of this subpart:
"Cost shathig or matching" means the valme of

third-party in-Idnd contributions and that pc:h Con of
the costs of a gnmt-supported project or program not
borne by the Federal Government.

"Equipment'. has the same meaning given to that
term 4.n § 74.132, except that instead of "acquisition
cost," the words 'market value at the time of donation"
shall be substituted.

"Supplies" means all tangible personal property
other than "equipment" as defined in this section.

"Third-party in-kind contributions" means property
or services which benefit a grant-supported project or
program and which are contributed by non-Federal
third parties without charge to the grantee, the sub-
gtantee, or a cost-type contractor under the grant or
subgrant.

§ 74.52 Basic rule: Costs and contributions accept-
able.

With the qualifications and exceptions listed in
§ 74.53, a cost-sharing or matching requirement may

8
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be satisfied by either or both of the following:
(a) Allowable costs incurred by the grantee, sub-

grantee, or a cost-type contractor under the grant or
subgrant. This includes allowable costs borne by non-
Federal grants or by other cash donations from non-
Federal third parties.

(b) The value of third-party in-kind contributions
applicable to the period to which the cost-sharing or
matching requirement applies.

§ 74.53 Qualifications and exceptions.

(a) Costs borne by other Federal grants. (1) Ex-
cept as provided by Federal statute, a cost-sharing or
matching requirement may not be met by costs borne
by another Federal grant. This prohibition does not
apply to costs borne by general program income earned
from a contract awarded under another Federal grant.

(2) For the purposes of this part, general revenue
sharing funds under 31 U.S.C. 1221 are not considered
a Federal grant. Therefore, in the absence of any pro-
vision of Federal statute to the contrary, allowable costs
borne by these funds may count towards satisfying a
cost-sharing or matching requirement.

(b) Costs or contributions counted towards other
Federal cost-sharing requirenwnts. Neither costs nor
the values of third-party in-kind contributions may
count towards satisfying a cost-sharing or matching
requirement of an HHS grant if they have been or will
be counted towards satisfying a cost-sharing or match-
ing requirement of another Federal grant, a Federal
procurement contract, or any other award of Federal
funds.

(c) Costs financed by general program income.
Costs financed by general program income, as defined
in § 74.42, shall not count towards satisfying a cost-
sharing or matching requirement of the HHS grant sup-
porting the activity giving rise to the income unless the
terms of the grant expressly permit the income to be
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used for cost sharing or matching. (This is the alterna-
tive for use of general program income described in
§ 74.42(d).)

(d) Recor,!s. Costs and third-party in-kind contri-
butions counting towards satisfying a cost-sharing or
matching requirement must be verifiable from the rec-
ords of recipients or cost-type contractors. These rec-
ords musi show how the value placed on third-party
in-kind contributions was arrived at. To the extent
feasible, volunteer services shall be supported by the
same methods that the organization uses to support the
allocability of its regular personnel costs.

(e) Special standards for third-party in-kind contri-
butions. (1) Third-party in-kind contributions shall
count towards satisfying a cost-sharing or matching
requirement only where, it the party receiving the con-
tributions were to pay for them, the payments would
be allowable costs.

(2) A third-party in kind contribution shall not
count as direct cost sharing or matching where, if the
party receiving the contribution were to pay for it, the
payment would be an indirect cost. Cost-sharing or
matching credit for such contributions shall be given
only if the recipient or contractor has established,
along with its regular indirect cost rate, a special rate
for allocating to individual projects or programs the
value of the contributions. (Information on how to
establish these rates can be obtained from the Division
of Cost Allocation in any HHS regional office's
Regional Administrative Support Center.)

(3) The values placed on third-party in-kind con-
tributions for cost-sharing or matching purposes shall
conform to the rules in the succeeding sections of this
subpart. If a third-party in-kind contribution is of a
type not treated in those sections, the value placed
upon it shall be fair and reasonable.

§ 74.54 Valuation of donated services.

(a) Volunteer services. Unpaid services provided
to a recipient by individuals shall be valued at rates
consistent with those ordinarily paid for similar work
in the recipient's organization. If the recipient does
not have employees performing similar work, the rates
shall be consistent with those ordinarily paid by other
employers for similar work in the same labor market.
In either case, a reasonable amount for fringe benefits
may be included in the valuation.

(b) Employees of other Organizations. When an
employer other than a recipient or cost-type contractor
furnishes free of charge the services of an employee
in the employee's normal line of work, the services
shall be valued at the employee's regular rate of pay
exclusive of the employer's fringe benefits and over-
head costs. If the services are in a different line of
work, paragraph (a) of this section shall apply.
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§ 74.55 Valuation of donated supplies and loaned
equipment or space.

(a) If a third party donates supplies, the contribu-
tion shall be valued at the market value of the supplies
at the time of donation.

(b) If a third party donates the use of equipment
or space in a building but retains title, the contribu-
tion shall be valued at the fair rental rate of the equip-
ment or space.

§ 74.55 Valuation of donated equipment, buildings,
and land.

:If a third party donates equipment, buildings, or
land, and title passes to a recipient, the treatment of
the donated property shall depend upon the purpose of
the grant or subgrant, as follows:

(a) Awards for capital expenditures. If the purpose
of the grant or subgrant is to assist the recipient in the
acquisition of property, the markct value of that
property at the time of donation may be counted as
cost sharing or matching.

(b) Other awards. If assisting in the acquisition of
property is not the purpose of the grant or subgrant,
the following rules apply:

(1) If approval is obtained from the awarding
party, the market value at the time of donation of the
donated equipment or buildings and the fair rental
rate of the donated land may be. counted as cost shar-
ing or matching. In the case of a subgrant, the terms
of the HEW grant may require that the approval be
obtained from the granting agency as well as the
grantee. In all cases, the approval may be given only
if a purchase of the equipment or rental of the land
would be approved as an allowable direct cost.

(2) If approval is not obtained under paragraph
(b)(1) of this section, no amount may be counted
for donated land, and only depreciation or use allow-
ances may be counted for donated equipment and .
buildings. The depreciation or use allowances for this
property are not treated as third-party in-kind con-
tributions. Instead, they are treated as costs incurred
by the recipient. They are computed and allocated
(usually as indirect costs) in accordance with the cost
principles specified in subpart Q of this part, in the
same way as depreciation or use allowances for pur-
chased equipment and buildings. The amount of de-
preciation or use allowances for donated equipment
and buildings is based on the property's market value
at the time it was donated.

§ 74.57 Appraisal of real property.

In some cases under §§ 74.55 and 74.56, it will be
necessary to establish the market value of land or a
building or the fair rental rate of land or of space in a
building. In these cases, the granting agency may
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require that the market value or fair rental rate be
established by a certified real property appraiser (or
by a representative of the U.S. General Services Ad-
ministration, if available) and that the value or rate

be certified by a responsible official of the party to
which the property or its use is donated. For sub-
grants, this requirement may also be imposed by the
grantee.

SUBPART H

Standards for Grantee and Subgrantee Financial Management Systems and Audits

§ 74.60 Scope of subpart.

(a) This subpart contains standards for financial
management systems and non-Federal audits of re-
cipients.

(b) Awarding parties may not impose on recipients
additional financial management standards or require-
ments concerning non-Federal audits. They may, how-
ever, provide recipients with suggestions and assistance
on these subjects.

§ 74.61 Financial Management Standards.

Grantees and subgrantees shall meet the following
standards for their grant and subgrant financial man-
agement systems.

(a) Financial reporting. Accurate, current, and
complete disclosure of the financial results of each
project or program shall be made in accordance with
the financial reporting requirements of the grant or
subgrant. The terms of grants and subgrants shall not
require financial reporting on the accrual basis if the
recipient's accounting system is maintained on the cash
basis. When accrual reporting is statutorily required, a
recipient whose accounting system is not maintained
on that basis shall not be required to convert it to the
accrual basis; the recipient may develop the accrual
informatien through an anaiysis of the documentation
on hand.

(b) Accounting records. Records which identify
adequately the source and application of funds for
grant- or subgrant-supported activities shall be main-
tained. These records shall contain information per-
taining to grant or subgrant awards, authorizations,
obligations, unobligated balances, assets, outlays, in-
come, and if the recipient is a government, liabilities.

(c) Internal control. Effective control and account-
ability shall be maintained for all grant or subgrant
cash, real and personal property covered by subpart 0
of this part, and other assets. Recipients shall ade-
quately safeguard all such property and shall assure
that it is used solely for authorized purposes.

(d) Budgetary control. The actual and budgeted
amounts for each grant or subgrant shall be compared.
If appropriate or specifically required, recipients shall
relate financial information to performance or pro-
ductivity data, including the production of unit cost
information. If unit cost data are required, estimates
based on available documentation will be accepted
whenever possible.
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(c) Advance payments.. Procedures shall be estab-
lished to minimize the time elapsing between the ad-
vance of Federal grant or subgrant funds and their
disbursement by the recipient. When advances arc
made by letter-of-credit method, the recipient shall
make drawdowns as close as possible to the time of
'making disbursements. Grantees advancing cash to
subgrantees shall conform substantially to the same
standards of timing and amount as apply to advances
by Federal agencies to grantees, including require-
ments for timely reporting of cash disbursnments and
balances. (See subpart K of this part.)

(f) Allowable costs. Procedures shall be established
for determining the reasonableness, allowability, and
allocability of costs in accordance with the applicable
cost principles prescribed by subpart Q of this part
and the terms of the grant.

(g) Source docwnentation. Accounting records
shall be supported by source documentation such as
cancelled checks, paid bills, payrolls, contract and
subgrant award documents, etc.

(h) Audit resolution. Each recipient shall follow a
systematic method to assure timely and appropriate
resolution of audit findings and recommendations.

§ 74.62 Non-Federal Audits

(a) Governmental recipients. ReApients that are
governments shall comply with the requirements con-
cerning non-Federal audits in OMB Circular No. A-
102, including any aniendments to those requirements
published in the Federal Register by OMB.'

(b) All other recipients. Recipients that are not
governments shall comply with the requirements con-
cerning non-Federal audits in OMB Circular No.
A-110, including any amendments to those require-
ments published in the Federal Register by OMB.'

' OMB Circulars A-102 and A-110 are available on request
from the Office of Management and Budget, Publications
Room, New Executive Office Building, Washington, D.C.
20503. Here is a summary of some of the main provisions
concerning non-Federal audits in those two circulars:

(1) Each recipient must have itself audited by non-Federal
auditors at least every two years.

(2) The recipient's auditors must meet certzin standards of
independence.

(3) The audit is to be performed on an organization-wide
basis, with appropriate sampling of grant-related transactions.
Awarding parties may not impose grant-by-grant (or subgrant-
by-subgrant) audit requirements.
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SUBPART I
Financial Reporting Requirements

§ 74.70 Scope and applicability of subpart.

(a) This subpart prescribes requirements and forms
for grantees to report financial information to HHS
and to request grant payments when a letter of credit
is not used.

(b) This subpart need not bc applied by grantees
in dealing with their subgrantecs. However, grantees
are encouraged not to impose on subgrantees more
burdensome requirements than HHS imposes on
grantees.

§74.71 Definitions.

As used in this subpart or in the forms identified by
this subpart:

"Accrued expenditures" are the charges by grantee
during a given period requiring the provision of funds
for: (a) goods and other tangible property received;
(b) services performed by employees, contractors,
subgrantees, and other payees; and (c) amounts "be-
coming owed" for which no current services or per-
formance is required, such as annuities, insurance
claims, and other benefit payments.

"Accrued income" is the sum of (a) earnings dur-
ing a given period from services performed by the
grantee and from goods and other tangible property
delivered to purchasers, and (b) amounts "becoming
owed" to the grantee for which no current services or
performance is required by the grantee.

"Federal funds authorized" means the total amount
of Federal funds obligated by the Federal Government
and authorized for use by the grantee.

"In-kind contributions" means "third-party in-kind
contributions" as defined in subpart G of this part.

"Obligations" are the amounts of orders placed,
contracts and subgrants awarded, services received,
and similar transactions during a given period, which
will require payment during the same or a future period.

"Outlays" arc charges made to the grant project or
program. Outlays may be reported on a cash or ac-
crual basis.

"Program income" has the same meaning it has in
subpart F of this part.

"Unobligated balance" is the portion of the Federal
funds authorized which has not been obligated by the
grantee and is determined by deducting the grantee's
cumulative obligations from the cumulative Federal
funds authorized.

"Unliquidated obligations," for reports prepared on
a cash basis, are the amount of obligations incurred
Y.,y the grantee that has not been paid. For reports
prepared on an accrued expenditure basis, they are
the amount of obligations incurred by the grantee for
which an outlay has not been recorded.
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§ 74.72 General

(a) Except as provided in paragraphs (d) and (c)
of this section, grantees shall use only the forms
specified in §§ 74.73 through 74.76, and such supple-
mentary or other forms as may from time to time be
authorized by OGP, for:

( 1 ) Submitting grant financial reports to granting
agencies, or

(2) Requesting advances or reimbursements when
letters of credit arc not used.

(b) Grantees shall follow all applicable standard
instructions issued by OMB for use in connection
with the forms specified in §§ 74.73 through 74.76.
Granting agencies may issue substantive supplementary
instructions only with the approval of OGP. Granting
agencies may shade out or instruct the grantee to dis-
regard any line item that the granting agency finds
unnecessary for its decision making purposes.

(c) Gtantees will not be required to submit more
than the original and two copies of forms required
under this subpart.

(d) Granting agencies may provide computer out-
puts to grantees to expedite or contribute to the accu-
racy of reporting. Granting agencies may accept the
required information from grantees in machine usable
format or computer printouts instead of prescribed
formats.

(e) When a granting agency has determined that a
grantee's accounting system does not meet the stand-
ards for financial management systems contained in
subpart H of this part, it may require financial reports
with more frequency or more detail (or both), upon
written notice to the grantee (without regard to § 74.7),
until such time as the standards are met.

(f) HHS may waive any report required by this
subpart if not needed.

(g) Granting agencies may extend the due date for
any financial report upon receiving a justified request
from the grantee.

§ 74.73 Financial Status Report.

(a) Form. Grantees shall use Standard Form 269,
Financial Status Report, to report the Status of funds
for all nonconstruction grants.

(b) Accounting basis. Each grantee shall report
program outlays and program income on the same ac-
counting basis, i.e., cash or accrued expenditure
(accrual), which it uses in its accounting system.

(c) Frequency. The granting agency may prescribe
the frequency of the report for each project or pro-
gram. However, the report shall not be required more
frequently than quarterly except as provided in §§ 74.7
and 74.72(e). If the granting agency does not specify
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the frequency of the report, it shall be submitted an-
nually. A final report shall be required upon expiration
or termination of grant support.

(d) Due date. When reports arc required on a
quarterly or semiannual basis, they shall be duc 30
days after the reporting period. When required on an
annual basis, they shall be due 90 days after the grant
year. Final reports shall be due 90 days after thc ex-
piration or termination of grant support.

§ 74.74 Federal Cash Transactions Report.

(a) Form. (1) For grants paid by letters of credit
(or Treasury check advances) through any HI-1S pay-
ment office except the Departmental Federal Assistance
Financing System (DFAFS), the grantee shall submit
to the payment office Standard Form 272, Federal
Cash Transactions Report, and when necessary, its
continuation sheet, Standard Form 272a. For grants
paid by DFAFS, the grantee shall submit DFAFS Re-
port 27, Recipient Report of Expenditures, to DFAFS.

(2) These reports will be used by the HHS pay-
ment office to monitor cash advanced to grantees and
to obtain disbursement or outlay information for each
grant from grantees. The format of the report may be
adapted as appropriate when reporting is to be ac-
complished with the assistance of automatic data
processing equipment: Provided, that the information
to be submitted is not changed in substance.

(b) Forecasts of Federal cash requirements. Fore-
casts of Federal cash requirements may be required in
the "Remarks" section of the report.

(c) Cash in hands of secondary recipients. When
considered necessary and feasible by the responsible
HHS payment office, grantees may be required to re-
port the amount of cash subadvances in excess of three
days' needs in the hands of their subgrantees or con-
tractors and to provide short narrative explanations of
actions taken by the grantee to reduce the excess bal-
ances.

(d) Frequency and due date. Grantees shall submit
the report no later than 15 working days following the
end of each quarter. However, where a letter of credit
authorizes advances at an annualized rate of one mil-
lion dollars or more, the HHS payment office may re-
quire the report to be submitted within 15 working
days following the end of each month.
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§ 74.75 Request (or Advance or Reimbursement.

(a)(1) Advance payments. Requests for Treasury
check advance payments shall be submitted on Standard
Form 270, Request for Advance or Reimbursement.
(This form is not used for drawdowns under a letter
of ciedit or when Treasury check advance payments
arc made to the grantee automatically on a predeter-
mined basis.)

(2) Reimbursements, Requests for reimbursement
under non-construction grants shall also be submitted
on Standard Form 270. (For reimbursement requests
under construction grants, see § 74.76(a).)

(b) The frequency for submitting payment requests
is treated in § 74.96.

§ 74.76 Outlay Report and Request for Reimbursed
ment for Construction Programs.

(a) Construction grants paid by reimbursement
method. (1) Requests for reimbursement under con-
struction grants shall be submitted on Standard Form
271, Outlay Report and Request for Reimbursement
for Construction Programs, Granting agenoies may,
however, prescribe the Request for Advance or Re-
imbursement form specified in § 74.75 instead of this
form.

(2) The frequency for submitting reimbursement
requests is treated in § 74.96.

(b) Construction grants paid by letter of credit or
Treasury check advance. (1) When a construction
grant is paid by letter of credit or Treasury check ad-
vances, the grantee shall report its outlays to the
granting agency using Standard Form 271, Outlay
Report and Request for Reimbursement for Construc-
tion Programs. The granting agency will provide any
necessary special instruction. However, frequency and
due date shall be governed by § 74.73(c) and (d).

(2) When a construction grant is paid by Treasury
check advances based on periodic requests from the
grantee, the advances shall be requested on the form
specified in § 74.75.

(3) The granting agency may substitute the Finan-
cial Status Report specified in § 74.73 for the Outlay
Report and Request for Reimbursement.

(c) Accounting basis. The accounting basis for the
Outlay Report and Request for Reimbursement for
anstruction Programs shall be governed by § 74.73
(b).
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SUBPART J
Monitoring and Reporting of Program

Performance

§ 74.80 Scope of subpart.

This subpart sets forth the procedures for monitor-
ing and reporting program performance of recipients.
These procedures arc designed to place reliance on
recipients to manage the day-to-day operations of their
grant- and subgrant-supported activities.

§ 74.81 Monitoring by recipients.

Recipients shall monitor the performance of grant-
and subgrant-supported activities. They shall review
each program, function, or activity to assure that ade-
quate progress is being made towards achieving the
goals of the grant or,subgrant.

§ 74.82 Performance reports under non-construction
grants.

(a) Where the granting agency determines that per-
formance information sufficient to meet its program-
matic needs will be available from subsequent appli-
cations, the granting agency will require the grantee
to submit a performance report only upon expiration
or termination of grant support. This report will be
due on the same date as the final Financial Status
Report unless waived by the granting agency. Note that
the "Application for Federal Assistance (Nonconstrue-
don Programs)" prescribed by subpart N of this part,
when used to request continued support, provides in-
formation substantially equivalent to a performance
report.

(b) Except as provided in paragraph (a) of this
section, grantees shall submit annual performance re-
ports unless the granting agency requires quarterly or
semiannual reports. Annual reports shall be .due 90
days after the grant year; qurterly or seminnual re-
ports shall be due 30 days after the reporting period.
A final performance report shall be due 90 days after
the expiration or termination of grant support. Grant-
ing agencies may extend the due date for any per-
formance report upon receiving a justified request from
the grantee. In addition, granting agencies may waive
the requirement for any performance report which is
not needed.

(c) The content of performance reports shall con-
form to any instructions issued by the granting agency,
including, to the extent appropriate to the particular
grant, a brief presentation of the following for each
program, function, or activity involved:

(1) A comparison of actual accomplishments to the
goals established for the period. Where the output of
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the project or program can bc readily expressed in
numbers, a computation of thc cost per unit of output
may be required if that information will be useful.

(2) The reasons for slippage if established goals
were not met.

(3) Other pertinent information including, when ap-
propriate, analysis and explanation of unexpectedly
high overall or unit costs.

(d) Grantees will not be required to submit more
than the original and two copies of performance re-
ports.

(c) Grantees shall adhere to the standards in para-
graphs (a) through (d) of this section in prescribing
performance reporting requirements for subgrantees.

§ 74.83 Performance reports under construction
grants.

In general, awarding parties rely heavily on on-site
technical inspection and certified percentage-of-comple-
tion data to keep themselves informed as to progress
under construction grants and subgrants. Formal per-
formance reports to supplement those sources of in-
formation shall be required only if considered neces-
sary by the awarding party, and in no case more
frequently than quarterly.

§ 74.84 Significant developments between scheduled
reporting dates.

Between the scheduled performance reporting dates,
events may occur which have significant impact upon
the grant- or subgrant-supported activity. In such cases,
the recipient shall inform the awarding party as soon
as the following types of conditions become known:

(a) Problems, delays, or adverse conditions which
will materially impair the ability to attain the objective
of the award. This disclosure shall be accompanied by
a statement of the action taken, or contemplated, and
any assistance needed to resolve the situation.

(b) Favorable developments which enable meeting
time schedules and goals sooner or at less cost than
anticipated or producing more beneficial results than
originally projected.

§ 74.85 Site visits.

Site visits may be made as necessary by representa-
tives of HHS to:

(a) Review program accomplishments and manage-
ment control systems.

(b) Provide such technical assistance as may be
required.
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SUBPART K
Grant and Subgrant Payment Requirements

§ 74.90 Scope of subpart.

This subpart prescribes the basic standard and the
methods under which HHS will make grant payments
to grantees, and grantees will make subgrant payments
to their subgrantees.

§ 74.91 Definitions.

As used in this subpart:
"Advance by Treasury check" is a payment made by

a Treasury check to a grantee, upon its periodic re-
quest or through the use of predetermined payment
schedules, before payments are made by the gantee.

"Letter of credit" is an instrument certified by an
authorized official Which authorizes a recipient to
draw funds needed for immediate disbursement in ac-
cordance with Treasury Circular No.

"Percentage of completion method" refers to a sys-
tem under which payments are made for construction
work according to the percentage oi completion of the
work, rather than to the grantee's rate of disburse-
ments.

§ 74.92 Basic standard.

Methods and procedures for making payments to
recipients shall minimize the time elapsing between
the transfer of funds and the recipient's disbursements.

§ 74.93 Payment methods under nonconstruction
grants.

(a) Letters of credit will be used to pay HHS
grantees when all of the following conditions exist:

(1) There is or will be 2 continuing relationship
between the grantee and the HHS payment office for
at least a year and the total amount of advances to be
received from the HHS payment office is $120,000 or
more per year.

(2) The grantee has maintained, or demonstrated
to HEW the wintgness and ability to maintain, pro-
cedures that minimize the time elapsing between the
transfer of funds from the Treasury and their disburse-
ment by the grantee, and

(3) The grantee's financial management system
meets the standards for fund control and accountability
in Subpart H of this part.

(b) Advances by Treasury check will be used, in
accordance with Treasury Circular No. 1075, when the
grantee does not meet the requirements in paragraph
(a) (1) of this section but does meet the requirements
in paragraphs (a) (2) and (3) of this section.

(c) Reimbursement by Treasury check will be pre-
ferred method when the requirements of eitber para-
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graph (a) (2 ) or paragraph (a) (3 ) of this section are
not met. This method may also be used when the major
portion of the program is accomplished through pri-
vate market financing or Federal loans, and the Fed-
eral grant assistance constitutes a minor portion of
the program.

§ 74.94 Payment, methods under construction grants.

(a) Reimbursement by Treasury check shall be the
preferred method when the grantee does not meet the
requirements specified in § 74.93 (a) (2) or (3), and
may be used for any HHS construction grant unless
HHS has entered into an agreement with the grantee
to use a letter of credit for all HHS grants, including
construction grants.

(b) When the reimbursement by Treasury check
method is not used, § 74.93 (a) and (b) shall apply
to the construction grant. Implementing procedures
under § 74.93 (a) and (b) will be insofar as possible
the same for construction grants as for nonconstruction
grants awarded to the same grantee.

(c) HHS will not use the percentage of completion
method to pay its construction grants. The grantee may
use that method to pay its construction contractor, but
if it does, HHS's payments to the grantee will never-
theless be based on the grantee's actual rate of dis-
bursements.

§ 74.95 Withholding of payments.

(a) Unless otherwise required by Federal statute,
payments for proper charges incurred by grantees will
not be withheld unless (1) the grantee has failed to
comply with Federal reporting requirements or (2)
the grant is suspended pursuant to § 74.114 or (3)
the grantee owes money to the United States and col-
lection of the debt by withholding grant payments will
not impair the accomplishment of the objectives of any
grant program sponsored by the United States.

(b) Cash withheld for failure to comply with report-
ing requirements but without suspension of the grant
will be released to the grantee upon subsequent com-
pliance. Whcn a grant is suspended, payment adjust-
ments will be made in accordance with § 74.114. When
a debt is to be collected, HHS may withhold payments
or require appropriate accounting adjustments to
recorded grant cash balances for which the grantee is
accountable to the Federal Government, in order to
liquidate the indebtedness.

§ 74.96 Requesting advances or reimbursements.

(a) If advances are madc by Treasury check and
the advances are not prescheduled, the grantee shall
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submit its requests for payment monthly. Less frequent
requests are not permitted because they would result
in advances covering excessive periods of time The
grantee shall not request advances in excess of the
Federal share of reasonable estimates of its outlays for
the month covered. The grantee shall make these esti-
mates on a cash basis, even if it uses an accrual
accounting system.

(b) If payments are made through reimbursement
by Treasury check:

(1) The grantee may submit its requests for re-
imbursement monthly and may submit them more
often if authorized. The grantee will be paid as prompt-
ly as possible, odinarily within 30 days after receipt of
a proper request for reimbursement.

(2) The grantee shall not request reimbursement
for the Federal share of amounts withheld from con-
tractors to ensure satisfactory completion of work until
after it makes those payments. To meet this require-
ment, a grantee with an accural accounting system need

not convert to cash basis accounting. It may bill in
general on an accrued cost basis, handling these retained
amounts as adjustments in the billing system.

(c) The forms for requesting advances or reim-
bursements are identified in subpart I of this part.

§ 74.97 Payments to subgrantees.

Grantees shall observe the requirements of this
subpart in making (or withholding) payments to sub-
grantees, with the following exceptions:

(a) Advance payment by check may be used in-
stead of letter of credit;

(b) "The forms specified in subpart I of this part
for requesting advances and reimbursements are not
required to be used by subgrantees; and

(c) The reimbursement by check method may be
used to pay any construction subgrant, whether or
not HHS has agreed to use a letter of credit for all
direct HFIS grants to that same recipient.

SUBPART L
Programatic Changes and Budget Revisions

§ 74.100 Scope and applicability of this subpart.

(a) Scope. This subpart deals with prior approval
requirements for post-award programmatic changes
and budget revisions by recipients.

(b) Exemption of mandatory grants. Sections
74.103 through 74.106 do not apply to programmatic
changes or budget revisions made by grantees under
State plan or other grants which the granting agency
is required by law to award if the applicant meets all
applicable requirements for entitlement. (These are
generally called "mandatory" or "formula" grants.)

(c) Exemption of certain subgrants. Sections 74.103
through 74.106 do not apply to subgrants from States
to their local governments under a mandatory or formu-
la grant, if the local government is not required to
apply for the subgrant on a project basis. Generally,
such exempt subgrants will occur under a State plan
which provides for local administration of a State-wide
program under State supervision.

§ 74.101 Relationship to cost principles.

The cost principles in Appendices C, D, E, and F
to this part contain requirements for prior approval of
certain types of costs (see § 74.176). Except when
waived, those requirements apply to all grants and sub-
grants even if §§ 74.103 through 74.106 do not.
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§ 74.102 Prior approval procedures.

(a) For grants. When requesting a prior approval
required by this subpart, grantees shall address their
requests to the responsible grants officer of the grant-
ing agency. Approvals shall not be valid unless they
are in writing and signed by either the grants officer,
the head of the granting agency, or the head of the
granting agency's regional office.

(b) For subgrants. Grantees shall be responsible
for reviewing requests from their subgrantees for the
approvals required by this subpart and for giving or
denying the approval. A grantee shall not approve any
action which is inconsistent with the purpose or terms
of the Federal grant. If an action by a subgrantee will
result in a change in the overall grant project or bud-
get requiring granting agency approval, the grantee
shall obtain that approval before giving its approval
to the subgrantee. Approvals shall not be valid unless
they are in writing and signed by an authorized of-
ficial of the grantee.

(c) Timing. Within 30 days from the date of re-
ceipt of a request for approval, the approval authority
shall review the request and notify the recipient of
its decision. If the request for approval is still under
consideration at the end of 30 days, the approval au-
thority shall inform the recipient in writing as to when
to expect the decision.
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§ 74.103 Programmatic changes.

(a) Scope. This section contains requirements for
prior approval of departures, other than budget re-
visions, from approved project plans. In addition to the
requirements in this section, awarding parties may re-
quire prior approval for other kinds of programmatic
changes to an approved grant or subgrant project.

(b) Changes to project scope or objectives. The re-
cipient shall obtain prior approval for any change to
the scope or objectives of the approved project. (For
construction projects, any material change in approved
space utilization or functional layout shall be consid-
ered a change in scope.)

(c) Changes in key people. The recipient of a grant
or subgrant for research (or any other kind of grant
or subgrant if the terms of the award make this rule
applicable) shall obtain prior approval:

(1) To continue the project during any continuous
period of more than 3 months without the active direc-
tion of an approved project director or principal in-
vestigator; or

(2) To replace the project director or principal
investigator (or any other persons named and ex-
pressly identified as key project people in the notice
of grant or subgrant award) or to permit any such
people to devote substantially less effort to the project
than was anticipated when the grant or subgrant was
awarded.

(d) Other progranImatic changes. The following
shall require prior approval except to the extent ex-
plicitly included in the project plan as approved by the
awarding party at the time of award:

(1) Provinding financial assistance to a third party
by subgranting or any other means.

(2) Transferring to a third party, by contracting or
any other means, the actual performance of the sub-
stantive programmatic work. The term "substantive
programmatic work" means activities which are central
to carrying out the purpose of the project, and not
merely incidental. Transfer of substantive program-
matic work does not include purchase of supplies, ma-
terials, or equipment; acquisition of general or inci-
dental support services; obtaining advice; or transfer
of activities whose cost is treated as an indirect cost.

(3) Providing medical care to individuals under re-
search grants.

§ 74.104 Budgets generally.

(a) Definitioni. In this subpart:
(1) "Budget" means the recipient's fmancial plan

for carrying out the project or program.
(2) "Approved budget" means a budgeE (including

any revised budget) which has been approved by the
awarding party.
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(b) Research project budgets. For research proj-
ects, approved budgets shall not include the recipient's
share of project costs.

(c) Non-research project budgets. For non-research
projects which involve cost sharing or matching, ap-
proved budgets shall ordinarily consist of a single set
of figures covering total project cost (the sum of the
awarding party's share and the recipient's share). How-
ever, the awarding party may specify that the recipi-
ent's share not be included in the approved budget. In
no case, however, shall the approved budget be in the
form of a separate set of figures for each share.

(d) Subdivision by programmatic segments. Some
grants and subgrants encompass two or more program-
matic segments (such as discrete programs, projects,
functions, or types of activities). In these cases, the
awarding party may require that the approved budget
be subdivided to show the anticipated cost of each
programmatic segment.

§ 74.105 Budget revisionsnonconsfruction projects.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this
section, the recipient of a grant or subgrant having an
approved budget shall obtain prior approval for any
budget revision which will:

(1) Involve transfer of amounts budgeted for in-
direct costs to absorb increases in direct costs, or

(2) Involve transfer of amounts previously bud-
geted for student support (tuition waivers, stipends,
and other payments to or for trainees), or

(3) Result in a need for the award of additional
funds, e.g., an increase in the base upon which indirect
costs are calculated which will increase allocable in-
direct costs and result in a claim for a supplementary
award.

(b) Any or all of the prior approval requirements in
paragraph (a) of this section may be waived by the
awarding party.

(c) Except as provided in §§ 74.107 and 74.176,
other budget changes under nonconstruction grants do
not require approval.

§ 74.106 Budget revisionsconstruction projects.

Unless provided otherwise by the terms of the grant
or subgrant, revisions to construction project budgets
do not require approval.

§ 74.107 Construction and nonconstruction work
under the same grant or subgrant.

When a grant or subgrant provides support for
both construction and nonconstruction work, the
awarding party may require prior approval before any
fund or budget transfers between the two types of
work.
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§ 74.108 Authorized funds exceeding needs.

The recipient shall notify the awarding party prompt-
ly whenever the amount of grant or subgrant author-
ized funds is expected to exceed needs by more than
$5,000 or 5 percent of the grant or subgrant, which-

ever is greater. This notification will not be required
under continuing grants or subgrants if the application
for the next period's funding will include,an estimate
of what the unobligated balance of authorized funds
will be at the end of the current period.

SUBPART M
Grant and Subgrant Closeout, Suspension,

and Termination

§ 74.110 Definitions.

"Grant closeout" means the process by which a
granting agency determines that all applicable adminis-
trative actions and all required work of the grant have
been completed by the grantee and the granting agen-
cy.

"Suspension" of a grant means temporary with-
drawal of the grantee's authority to obligate grant
funds pending corrective action by the grantee or a
decision to terminate the grant.

"Termination" of a grant means permanent with-
drawal of the grantee's authority to obligate previously
awarded grant funds before that authority would other-
wise expire. It also means the voluntary relinquishment
of that authority by the grantee. "Terrrization" does
not include:

(a) Withdrawal of funds awarded on ti., asis of the
grantee's underestimate of the unobligated balance in
a prior period;

(b) Refusal by the granting agency to extend a
grant or award additional funds (such as refusal to
make a competing or noncompeting continuation, re-
newal, extension, or supplemental award);

(c) Withdrawal of the unobligated balance as of
the expiration of a grant;

(d) Annulment, i.e., voiding, of a grant upon de-
termination that the award was obtained fraudulently,
or was otherwise illegal or invalid from inception.

§ 74.111 Closeout.

(a) Each grant shall be closed out as promptly as
is feasible after expiration or termination.

(b) In closing out HHS grants, the following shall
be observed:

(1) Upon request, HHS shall promptly pay the
grantee for any allowable reimbursable costs not cov-
ered by previous payments.

(2) The grantee shall immediately refund or other-
wise dispose of, in accordance with instructions from
HHS, any unobligated balance of cash advanced to the
grantee.
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(3) The grantee shall submit, within 90 days of the
date of expiration or termination, all financial, perform-
ance, and other reports required by the terms of the
grant. HHS may extend the due date for any report
upon receiving a justified request from the grantee,
and may waive any report which is not needed.

(4) The granting agency shall make a settlement for
any upward or downward adjustment of the Federal
share of costs, to the extent called for by the terms of
the grant.

(c) (1) The closeout of a grant does not affect the
retention period for, or Federal rights of access to,
grant records. See subpart D of this part.

(2) If a grant is closed out without audit, the
granting agency retains the right to disallow and re-
cover an appropriate amount after fully considering
any recommended disallowances resulting from an
audit which may be conducted later.

(3) The closeout of a grant does not affect the
grantee's responsibilities with respect to property under
subpart 0 of this part, or with respect to any program
income for which the grantee is still accountable under
subpart F of this part.

§ 74.112 Amounts payable to the Federal Govern-
ment.

For each grant, the following sums shall constitute
a debt or debts owed by the grantee to the Federal
Government, and shall, if not paid upon demand, be
recovered from the grantee or its successor or assignees
by setoff or other action as provided by law:

(a) Any grant funds paid to the grantee by the
Federal Government in excess of the amount to which
the grantee is finally determined to be entitled under
the terms of the grant;

(b) Any interest or other investment income earned
on advances of grant funds which is due the Federal
Government pursuant to § 74.47;

(c) Any royalties or other special classes of pro-
gram income which, under the terms of the grant, are
required to be remitted to the Federal Government
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(see subpart F of this part);
(d) Any amounts due the Federal Government

under subpart 0 of this part; and
(e) Any other amounts finally determined to be

due the Federal Government under the terms of the
grant.

§ 74.113 Violation of terms.

(a) When a grantee has materially failed to comply
with the terms of a grant, the granting agency may
suspend the grant, in accordance with §74.114, ter-
minate the grant for cause, as provided in § 74.115, or
take such other remedies as may be legally available
and appropriate in the circumstances.

(b) If a project or program is supported over two or
more funding periods, a grant may be suspended or
terminated in the current period for failure to submit a
report still due from a prior period.

§ 74.114 Suspension.

(a) When a grantee has materially failed to com-
ply with the terms of a grant, the granting agency may,
upon reasonable notice to the grantee, suspend the
grant in whole or in part. The notice of suspension will
state the reasons for the suspefision, any corrective
action required of the grantee, and the effective date.
The suspension may be made effective at once if a de-
layed effective date would be unreasonable considering
the granting agency's responsibilities to protect the
Federal Government's interest. Suspensions shall re-
main in effect until the grantee has taken corrective
action satisfactory to the granting agency, or given
evidence satisfactory to the granting agency that such
corrective action will be taken, or until the granting
agency terminates the grant.

(b) New obligations incurred by the grantee during
the suspension period will not be allowed unless the
granting agency expressly authorizes them in the notice
of suspension or an amendment to it. Necessary and
otherwise allowable costs which the grantee could not
reasonably avoid during the suspension period will be
allowed if they result from obligations properly incurred
by the grantee before the effective date of the sus-
pension and not in anticipation of suspension or ter-
mination. At the discretion of the granting agency,
third-party in-kind contributions applicable to the sus-
pension period may be allowed in satisfaction of cost
sharing or matching requirements.

(c) Appropriate adjustments to payMents under the
suspended grant will be made either by withholding
subsequent payments or by not allowing the grantee
rxcdi t for disbursements made in payment of unau-
thorized obligations incurred during the suspension
period.

§ 74.115 Termination.

(a) Terminoion for cause. The granting agency
may terminate.. any grant in whole, or in part, at any
time before the date of expiration, whenever it deter-
mines that the grantee has materially failed to comply
with the terms of the grant. The granting agency shall
promptly notify the grantee in writing of the deter-
mination rind the reasons for the termination, together
with the effective date.

(b) Termination on other grounds. Except as pro-
vided in paragraph (a) of this section, grants may be
terminated in whole or in part only as follows:

(1) By the granting agency with the consent of the
grantee, in which ease the two parties shall agree upon
the termination conditions, including the effective date
and in the cue of partial termination, the portion to
be terminated, or

(2) By the grantee, upon written notification to the
granting agency, setting forth the reasons for such
termination, the effective date, and in the case of
partial termination, the portion to be terminated. How-
ever, if, in the case of a partial termination, the grant-
ing agency determines that the remaining portion of the
grant will not accomplish the purposes for which the
grant was made, the granting agency may terminate
the grant in its entirety under either paragraph (a) or
paragraph (b) (1) of this section.

(c) Termination settlements. When a grant is ter-
minated, the grantee shall not incur new obligations
for the terminated portion after the effective date, and
shall cancel as many outstanding obligations as possi-
ble. The granting agency shall allow full credit to the
grantee for the Federal share of the noncancellable
obligations properly incurred by the grantee prior to
terminat ion.

§ 74.116 Applicability to subgrants.

Grantees shall adhere to the same standards regard-
ing closeout, suspension, and termination of subgrants
as are prescribed in this subpart for granting agencies.

SUBPART N
Forms for Applying for Grants

§ 74.120 Scope of subpart.

(a) This subpart prescribes forms and instructions
to be used by governmental organizations (except hos-
pitals and institutions of higher education operated by
a government) in applying to HHS for grants. This
subpart is not applicable, however, to mandatory or
18
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formula grant programs which do not require appli-
cants to apply to HHS for funds on a project basis.

(b) This subpart permits granting agencies to
prescribe the form of applications by nongovernmental
organizations (including hospitals and institutions of
higher education operated by a government), but
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prescribes the use of a standard facesheet for certain
of these app2ications.

(c) This subpart applies only to applications for
grants, and is not required to be applied by grantees in
dealing with applicants for subgrants. However, grant-
ees are encouraged not to adopt more detailed or
burdensome application requirements for subgrants.

§ 74.121 Authorized forms and instructions for
governmental organizations.

(a) In applying to HHS for grants, governments
shall use only the forms specified in §§ 74.122 through
74.126, and such supplementary or other forms as may
from time to time be prescribed by the granting agency
with the approval of OGP.

(b) Governments will not be required to submit
more than the original and two copies of their appli-
cations.

(c) Governments shall follow all applicable stand-
ard instructions promulgated by OMB for use in con-
nection with the forms specified in §§ 74.122 through
74.126. Granting agencies may specify and describe
the programs, functions, or activities that will be used
to plan, budget, and evaluate the work under a grant.
Other supplementary instructions may be issued only
with the approval of OGP. For any form, the granting
agency may shade out or instruct the applicant to dis-
regard any line item that is not needed.

(d) When a government applies for additional fund-
ing (such as a continuation or supplemental award) or
amends a previously submitted application, only the
facesheet and any other affected pages need be sub-
mitted. Previously submitted pages whose information
is still current need not be resubmitted.

§ 74.122 Preapplications for Federal Assistance for
governmental organizations.

(a) When a preapplication is submitted by a govern-
ment, the preapplication for Federal assistance form
prescribed by OMB Circular A-102 shall be used. The
purposes of preapplications shall be to:

(1) Establish communication between the appli-
cant and the granting agency;

(2) Determine the applicant's eligibility;
(3) Determine how well the project can compete

with similar applications from others in order to dis-
courage proposals which have little or no chance for
Federal funding before applicants incur significant ex-
penditures for preparing an application.

(b) Preapplication shall be mandatory when the
potential applicant is a government and the proposed
project (1) is for construction, land acquisition, or
land development, and (2) would require more than
$100,000 of Federal funding. The granting agency
may require preapplications regardless of the type of
project and regardless of the estimated amount of
Federal funding. In addition, any government may sub-
mit a preapplicution even when not required by the
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granting agency.

§ 74.123 Notice of preapplication review action for
governmental organizations.

The notice of preapplication review action Lorin
prescribed by attachment M of OMB Circular No. A-
102 will be used by granting agencies to inform gov-
ernmental applicants of the .esults of the review of the
preapplications submitted to them. The granting agcncy
will send a notice to the applicant ordinarily wiihin 45
days of the receipt of the preapplication form. I: the
review cannot be made within 45 days, the applicant
will be informed by letter as to when the review will be
completed.

§ 74.124 Applications for Federal assistance (nor-
construction programs) for governmental
organizafions.

The applicant for Federal assistance (nonconstruc-
tion programs) form prescribed by attachment M of
OMB Circular No. A-102 shall be used by govern-
ments in applying for any grant to which this subpart
is applicable except where a form specified in § 74.125
or § 74.126 is to be used.

§ 74.125 Application for Federal assistance (for
conslrucdon programs) for governmental
organizations.

The applicant for Federal assistance (for construc-
tion programs) form prescribed by attachment M of
OMB Circular No. A-102 shall be used by govern-
ments in applying for any grant whose purpose is
solely or primarily construction, land acquisition, or
land development.

§ 74.126 Application for Federal assistance (short
form) for governmental organizations.

The applicant for Federal assistance (short forin)
form prescribed by attachment M of OMB Circular No.
A-102 shall be used by governments in applying for
any single-purpose one-time grant of less than $10,000
not requiring clearinghouse review, an environmental
impact statement, or the relocation of persons, busi-
nesEes, or farms. Granting agencies may, at their dis-
cretion, authorize or prescribe this form for applica-
tions for larger amounts.

§ 74.127 Authorized forms and instructions for non-
governmental organizations.

Nongovernmental organizations shall use applica-
tion forms and instructions prescribed by the granting
agency, except that the facesheet of such applications
shall be standard form 424 for grants under programs
covered by attachment A. part I, of OMB Circular
No. A-95.

1 149
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SUBPART 0
Property

GENERA

§ 74.130 Scope and applicabilt of this subpa.l.

(a) Except as explained in paragraphs (c), (d),
and (e) of this section this subpart applies to real
property, equipment, and supplies acquired with grant
support. To be considered acquired with grant support,
some or all of the property's acquisition cost must be
a direct cost under the grant, a subgrant, or a cost-
type contract and must be either borne by grant funds
or counted toward satisfying a grant cost-sharing or
matching requirement.

(b) This subpart aiso deals with inventions, patents,
and copyrights arising out of activities assisted by a
grant or subgrant.

(c) This subpart does not apply to
(1) Property for which only depreciation or use

allowances are charged;
(2) Property donated entirely as a third-party in-

kind contribution (as defined in § 74.51); or
(3) Equipment or supplies acquired primarily for

sale or rental rather than for use.
(d) Equipment or supplies acquired by a contractor

under a grant or subgrant shall be subject to this sub-
part only ;f, by terms of the contract, fide vests in the
grantee or subgrantee.

(e) For research grants that are subject to an insti-
tutional cost-sharing agreement (see § 74.50(b)),
real property, equipment, and supplies shall be subject
to this subpart only if at least some part of the acquisi-
tion cost is borne as -a direct cost by Federal grant
funds.

§ 74.131 Prohibition against Rdditional requirements.

Recipients may follow their own property manage-
ment politics and procedurls: Provided, They observe
the requirements of this subpart. Awarding parties may
not impose on recipients property requirements (includ-
ing property reporting requirements) not authorized
by this subpart unless specifically required by Federsal
statutes or Executive Orders.

§ 74.132 Definitions.

As used in this subpart:
"Acquisition" of property includes purchase, con-

struction, or fabrication of property, but does not in-
clude rental of property or alterations and renovations
of real property.

"Acquisition cost" of an item of purchased equip-
ment means the net invoice price of the equipment,
including the cost of modifications, attachments, acces-
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sories, or auxiliary apparatus necessary to make the
equipment usabiz for the purpose for which it was
acquired. Other charges such as the cost of installation,
transportation, taxes, duty or protective in-transit in-
surance shall be included in or excluded from the unit
acquisition cost in accordance with the regular account-
ing practices of the organization purchasing the equip-,
ment. If the item is acquired by trading in another item
and paying an additiond amount, "acquisition cost"
means the amount received for trade-in plus the addi-
tional outlay.

"Amount received for trade-in" of an item of equip-,
ment traded in for replacement equipment means the
amount that would have been paid for the replacement
equipment without a trade-in minus the amount paid
with the trade4n. The term refers to the actual differ-
ence, not necessarily the trade-in value shown on an
invoice.

"Equipment" means an article of tangible personal
property that has a useful life of mor.e than two years
and an acquisition cost of $500 or more. Any recipient
may use its own definition of equipment if its definition
would at least include all items of equipment as defined
here.

"Personal property" means property of any kind
except real property. It may be tangiblehaving physi-
cal existence, or intangiblehaving no physical ex-
istence, such as paturts, inventions, and copyrights.

"Real property" means land, including land improve-
ments, structures and appurtenances thereto, but ex-
cluding movable machinery and equipment.

"Replacement equipment" means property acquired
to take the place of other equipment. To qualify as
replacement equipment, it must serve the same function
as the equipment replaced and must be of the same
aature or character, although not necessarily the same
model, grade, or quality.

"Supplies" means all tangible personal property
other than equipment.

A-30

§ 74.13:3 Title to real property, equipment, and sup-
plies.

Subject to the obligations and conditions set forth
in this subpart,, title to real property, equipment, and
supplies acquired under a grant or subgrant shall vest,
upon acquisition, in the grantee or subgrantee re-
spectively.
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REAL PROPhRTY

§ 74.134 Real property,

Except as c,hecwise provided by federal statutes,
real property to which this subpart applies shall be
subject to the io Rowing requirements, in addition to
any other requirements imposed by the terms of the
grant.:

(a) Use. The property shall be used for the original-
ly authorized purpose as long as needed for that
purpose. When no longer so needed, approval of the
gi -aging agency may be requested to use the property
for other purposes. Use for other purposes shall be
limited to:

(1) Projects or programs supported by other Fed-
eral grants or assistance agreements.

(2) Activities not supported by other Federal
grants or assistance agreements but having, nev70.y....
less, purposes consistent with those of the legislation
under which the original grant was made.

(b) Transfer of title. Approval may be requested
from the granting agency to transfer title .to an eliftle
third party for continued use for authorized purposes
in accordance with paragraph (a) of this section. If
appioval is permissible under Federal statutes and is
given, the terms of the transfer shall provide that the
transferee shall assume all the rights and obligations
of the transferor set forth in this subpart or in other
terms of the grant or subgrant.

(c) Disposition. When the real property is no
longer to be used as provided in paragraphs (a) and
(b) of this section, the disposition instructions of the
granting agency shall be followed. Those instructions
will provide for one of the following alternatives:

(1) The prperty shall be sold and the Federal
Government shall be paid an amount computed by
multiplying the Federal share of the property (see
§ 74.142) times the proceeds from sale (after de-
ducting actual and reasonable selling and fix-up ex-
penses, if any, from the sales proceeds). Proper sales
procedures shall be used that provide for competition
to the extent practicable and result in the highest pos-
sible return.

(2) The recipient shall have the option either of
selling the property tn accordance with paragraph
(c) (1) of this section or of retaining title. If title is
retained, the Federal Government shall be paid an
amount computed by multiplying the market value of
the property by the Federal share of the property.

(3) The recipient shall transfer the title to either
the Federal Government or an eligible non-Federal
party named by the granting agency. The grantee shall
be entitled to be paid an amount computed by multi-
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plying the market value of the property by the non-
Fedek al share of the property. If the property belonged
*o a subgrautee, see § 74.143 for subgrantee's share.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

§ 74.135 Exemptions for equipment and supplies
subject to cetiain statutes.

(a) Some Federal statutes, in certain circumstances,
permit title to equipment or &applies acquired with
grant funds to vest in the recipient without further ob-
ligation to the Federal Government or on such terms
,and conditions as deemed appropriate. An example of
such a statute is the Federal Grant and Cooperative
Agreement Act of 1977, Pub. L. 95-224, which pro-
vides this authority for equipment and supplies pur-
ehased with the funds of grants (and Federal contracts
and cooperative agreements) for the conduct of basic
or applied scientific research at nonprofit institutions of
higher education or at nonprofit organizations whose
primry purpose is the conduct of scientific research.

(b) If equipment is subject to a statute of the kind
described in paragraph (a) of this section, it shall be
exempt from the requirements in the remaining sections
of this subpart. However, an item of such equipment
having a unit acquisition cost of $1,000 or more shall
be subject to § 74.136, concerning .ights to require
transfer, and, while subject to such a right, to the
rules on replacement in § 74.138.

(c) If supplies are subject to a statute of the kind
described in paragraph (a) of this section, they shall
be exempt from all provisions of the remainder of this
subpart which would otherwise apply.

§ 74.136 Rights to require transfer of equipment.

(a) HHS right. For items of equipment having a
unit acquisition cost of $1,000 or more, the granting
agency shall have the right to require transfer of the
equipment (including title) to the Federal Govern-
ment or to an eligible non-Federal party named by the
granting agency. This right will normally be exercised
by HHS granting agencies only if the project or pro-
gram for which the equipment was acquired is trans-
ferred from one grantee to another. The right shall
be subject to the following conditions:

(1) In order for the granting agency to exercise the
right, a specific notice that it is exercising the right
or considering doing so must be issued no later than
the 120th day after the end of HHS grant support
for the project or program for which the equipment
was acquired. Furthermore:

(i) If the equipment, is eligible for the exemptions
in § 74.135 and ceases to be needed for the project or
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program for which it was acquired while the project
or program is still being performed by the recipient, the
notice must have been received by the grantee while
the equipment was still needed for that project or
program.

(ii) If the equipmen is not eligible for those ex-
emptions, the notice must have been received by the
grantee before other permissible disposition of the
equipment took place in accordance with § 74.139.

(2) If the right is exercised, the grantee shall be
entitled to be paid any reasonable, resulting shipping or
storage costs incurred, plus an amount computed by
multiplying the market value of the equipment by the
non-Federal clare of the equipment. (See §§ 74.142
and 74.143.)

(b) Right of partiec awarding subgrants. When a
grantee awards a subgrant, it may resen .1 for itself a
right similar to that in paragraph (a) of this section
for items of equipment having a unit acquisition cost
of $1,000 or more which are acquired under that sub-
grant. Without the approval of the granting agency,
the right may be exercised only if the project or pro-
gram for which the equipment was acquired is trans-
ferred to another subgrantee and only for the purpose
of transfering the equipment to the new subgrantee for
continued use in the project or program.

(c) Equipment lists. If at any time an awarding
'party is considering exercising its right to require trans-
fer of equipment, it may require the recipient to fur-
nish it a list of all items of equipment that are subject
to the right. This will enable the awarding party to
determine which items, if any, should be transferred.

§ 74.137 Use of equipmect.

(a) Basic rule. Equipment which has not teen trans-
ferred under § 74.136 shall be used by the recipient in
the project or program for which it was acquired as
long as needed, whether or not the project or program
continues to be supported by Federal funds. When no
longer needed for the original project or program, the
recipient shall use the equipment, if needed, in other
projects or programs currently or previously spon-
sored by the Federal Government, in the following
order of priority:

(1) Projects or programs currently or previously
sponsored by the same granting agency.

(2) Projects or programs currently or previously
sponsored by other Federal agencies.

(b) Shared use. If equipment is being used less than
full time in the project or program for which it was
originally acquired, the recipient shall make it available
for use in other projects or programs currently or
peviously sponsored by the Federal Government: Pro-
vided, Such other use will not interfere with the work
on the original project or program. First preference
for such other use shall be given to other projects or
programs sponsored by the same granting agency.
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(c) Use by other recipients. When le recipient can
no longer use the equipment as required by paragraph
(a) of this section, it may voluntarily make the equip-
ment available for use on projects or programs cur-
rently or previously sponsored by t Federal Gov-
ernment which the recipient is supporting through
subgrants or through non-Federal grants. If the recip-
ient is a subgrantee, it may also voluntarily make the
equipment available for use on projects or programs
currently or previously sponsored by the Federal Gov-
ernment which are being conducted or supported by
the grantee.

(d) Other uses. Unless the granting agency provides
otherwise, while equipment is being used as described
in the preceding paragraphs of this section, it may
also be used part time for other purposes. However,
use as described in those paragraphs shall be given pri-
ority over other uses.

A-32

§ 74.138 Replacement of equipment.

(a) Equipment may be exchanged for replacement
equipment if needed. The replacement may take place
either through trade-in or through sale and applica-
tion of the proceeds to the acquisition cost of the re-
placement equipment. In either case, the transaction
must be one which a prudent person would make in
like curcumstances.

(b) If an additional outlay to acquire the replace-
ment equipment is charged as a direct cost to either
Federal funds or required cost-sharing or matching
under a Federal award, the replacement' equipment
shall be subject to whatever property requirements or
exemptions are applicable to that award. If the award
is a grant from HHS, the full acquisition cost of .the
replacement equipment shall determine which provi-
sions of this subpart apply.

(c) For any replacement not covered by paragraph
(b) of this section, the provisions of this subpart ap-
plicable to the equipment replaced shall carry over to
the replacement equipment. However, none of the pro-
visions of this subpart shall carry over if (1) the
Federal share of the equipment replaced was 10 per-
cent or less or (2) the product of that share times the
amount received for trade-in or sale is $100 or less.

§ 74.139 Disposition of equipment.

When original or replacement equipment is no
longer to be used in projects or programs currently or
previously sponsored by the Federal Government, dis-
position of the equipment shall be made as follows:

(a) Equipment with a unit acquisition cost of less
than $1,000 and equipment with no further use value.
The equipment may be retained, soid, or otherwise dis-
posed of, with no further obligation to the Federal
Government.

1 1 7
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(b) All other equipment. (1) The equipment may
be retained or sold, and the Federal Government shall
have a r;ght to an amount calculated by multiplying
the current market value or the proceeds from sale by
the Federal share of the equipment (see § 74.142).
If part of the Federal share in the equipment came
from an award under which the exemptions in § 74.135
were applicable, the amount due shall be reduced pro
rata. In any case, if the equipment is sold, $100 or 10
percent of the total sales proceeds, whichever is greater,
may be deducted and retained from the amount other-
wise due for selling and handling expenses.

(2) If the grantee's project or program for which
or under which the equipment was acquired is still
receiving grant support from the same Federal program
and if the granting agency approves, the net amount
due may be used for allowable costs of that project or
program. Otherwise, the net amount must be remitted
to the granting agency by check.

§ 74.140 Equipment management requirements.

Procedures for managing equipment (including re-
placement equipment) until transfer, replacement, or
disposition takes place shall, as a minimum, meet the
following requirements:

(a) Property records shall be maintained accurately.
(Retention and access requirements for these records
are explained in subpart D of this part.) For each
item of equipment, the records shall include:

(1) A description of the equipment including manu-
facturer's model number, if any.

(2) An identification number, such as the manu-
facturer's serial number.

(3) Identification of the grant under which the re-
cipient acquired the equipment.

(4) The information needed to calculate the Fed-
eral share of the equipment. (See § 74.142.)

(5) Acquisition date and unit acquisition cost.
(6) Location, use, and condition of the equipment

and the date the information was reported.
(7) All pertinent information on the ultimate trans-

fer, replacement, or disposition of the equipment.
(b) A physical inventory of equipment shall be

taken and the results reconciled with the property
records at least once every 2 years to verify the ex-
istence, current utilization, and continued need for the
equipment. A statistical sampling basis is acceptable.
Any differences between quantities determined by the
physical inspection and those shOwn in the accounting
records shall be investigated to determine the causes
of the differences.

(c) A control system shall be in effect to insure
adequate safeguards to prevent loss, damage, or theft
of the equipment. Any loss, damage, or theft of equip-
ment shall be investigated and fully documented.

(d) Adequate maintenance procedures shall be im-
plemented to keep the equipment in good condition.
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(e) Where equipment is to be sold and the Federal
Government is to have a right to part or all of the pro-
ceeds, selling procedures shall be established wh;ch
will provide for competition to the extent practicable
and result in the highest possible return.

§ 74.141 Unused supplies.

(a) This section applies to supplies which have not yet
been put to use in the project or program for which they
were acquired when the grant or subgrant under which
they were acquired expires or is terminated.

(b) If the unused supplies exceed $1,000 in total ag-
gregate fair market value and are not needed for any
project or program currently or previously funded by
the Federal Government, the recipient may either retain
or sell the supplies, and must credit the grant as follows:

(I) Retained supplies. The credit is computed by
multiplying the Federal share of the supplies times their
current market value.

(2) Sold supplies. The credit is computed by multiply-
ing the Federal share of the supplies times the proceeds
from sale. However, the recipient may reduce the credit
by 10% of the sales proceeds, for selling and handling
expenses.

(c) For possible exemptions from this section, see
§ 74.135.

FEDERAL SHARE OF REAL PROPERTY,
EQUIPMENT, AND SUPPLIES

§ 74.142 Federal share of property.

Several sections of this subpart require a determina-
tion of the Federal (or non-Federal) share of real prop-
erty, equipment, or supplies. In making such a deter-
mination, the following principles shall be observed:

(a) General. (1) Except as explained in the suc-
ceeding paragraphs of this section, the Federal share
of the property shall be the same percentage as the
Federal share of the acquiring party's total costs under
the grant during the grant or subgrant year (or other
funding period) to which the acquisition cost of the
property was charged. For this purpose, "costs under
the grant" means allowable costs which are either
borne by the grant or counted towards satisfying a
cost-sharing or matching requirement of the grant.
Only costs are to be countednot the value of third-
party in-kind contributions. Moreover, if the property
was acquired by a grantee that awarded subgrants,
costs incurred by its subgrantees shall be included only
to the extent borne by the subgrants. (For example, if
a subgrantee incurred $200,000 of the project costs, of
which $150,000 was borne by the subgrant, only the
$150,000 shall be included in the grantee's costs.)

(2) If the property is acquired by a subgrantee, the
Federal share of the subgrantee's costs under the grant
and hence of the property shall be calculated by
multiplying the Federal share of the grantees costs by
the latter's share of the subgrantee's costs. For example,
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if the Federal share of a grantee's costs is 50 percent
and the subgrant bears only 50 percent of a sub-
grantee's costs, then the Federal share of that sub-
grantee's costs (and of the property acquired by that
subgrantee) is 25 percent.

(b) Property acquired only partly under a grant.
(1) Sometimes only a part of the acquisition cost of an
item of property is borne as a direct cost by the grant
or counted as a direct cost towards a cost-sharing or
matching requirement. The remainder might, for ex-
ample, represent voluntary cosf sharing or matching,
or it might be charged to a different activity. Occa-
sionally, the amount paid for the property is only a
part of its value, and the remainder is donated as an
inkind contribution by the party that provided the
property.

(2) To calculate the Federal share of such prop-
erty, first determine the Federal share of the acquiring
party's total costs under the grant, as explained in the
paragraph (a) of this section. Then multiply that share
by the percentage of the property's acquisition cost
(or its market value, if the item was partly donated)
which was borne as a direct cost by the grant or
counted as a direct cost towards a cost-sharing or
matching requirement.

(c) Replacement equipment. The Federal share of
replacement equipment shall be calculated as follows:

(1) Step 1. Determine the Federal share (per-
centage) of the equipment replaced.

(2) Step 2. Determine the percentage of the re-
placement equipment's cost that was covered by the
amount received for trade-in or the sales proceeds from
the equipment replaced.

(3) Step 3. Multiply the step 1 percent by the step
2 pernntage.

(4) Step 4. If an additional outlay for the replace-
ment equipment was charged as a direct cost either to
HEW grant funds or to required cost-sharing or match-
ing funds, calculate the Federal share attributable to
that additional outlay as explained in paragraph (b) (2)
of this section. Add that additional percentage to the
step 3 percentage.

(d) Institutional cost-sharing agreements. If a grant
is subject to an institutional cost-sharing agreement
(see § 74.130(e)), the Federal share of property ac-
quired under the grant shall be calculated as though
there were no cost-sharing requirement applicable to
the grant (that is, as if all the grantee's cost sharing
were voluntary).

§ 74.143 Subgrantee's share of market value or sales
proceeds.

Where this subpart requires a sharing of the market
value or sales proceeds of property acquired under a
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subgrant, the non-Federal share shall be proportionally
divided between the grantee and the subgrantee. The
subgrantee shall be entitled to the amount it would have
received or retained if the award to it had been made
directly by the Federal Government. The remainder of
the non-Federal share shall belong to the grantee.

INTANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY

§ 74.144 Inventions and patents.

HHS's regulations on inventions and patents aris-
ing out of activities assisted by a grant are set forth
in parti 6 and 8 of this title.

§74.145 Copyrights.

(a) Works under grants. Unless otherwise provided
by the terms of the grant, when copyrightable material
is developed in the course of or under a grant, the
grantee is free to copyright the material or permit
others to do so.

(b) Works under subgrants. Unless otherwise pro-
vided by the terms of the grant or subgrant, when copy-
rightable material is developed in the course of or under
a subgr ant, the subgrantee is free to copyright the ma-
terial or permit others to do so.

(c) HIM rights. If any copyrightable material is
developed in the course of or under a HHS grant or
subgrant, HHS shall have a royalty-free, nonexclusive,
and irrevocable right to reproduce, publish, or other-
wise use, and to authorize others to use, the work for
Federal Government purposes. A grantee awarding a
subgrant may reserve a similar right for itself with
respect to copyrightable material developed under that
subgrant.

(d) Exemption of student-developed works. HHS
awards training grants and other kinds of grants under
which individuals are provided stipends or other finan-
cial assistance for the primary purpose of aiding them
to further their education or training. Except as pro-
vided by the terms of the grant, copyrightable material
developed by an individual or group of individuals in
the course of education or training pursued with such
assistance shall not be subject to the HHS right de-
cribed in paragraph (c) of this section, unless the
development of the material also receives other forms
of support under the same or another HHS grant
(such as a research grant).

A-34
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SUBPART V'
r:.ocurernents by Grantees and Subgrantees

§ 74.160 What procurements are subject to this sub-
part?

(a) This subpart applies to recipient procurements
of supplies, equipment, and services (including con-
struction).

(b) This subpart applies if any part of the cost of
the property or service being procured by a recipient
is treated as a direct ccst under a grant or subgrant
and is either borne by grant funds or counted toward
satisfying a cost-sharing or matching requirement of
the Federal grant. However, for research grants sub-
ject to an institutional cost-sharing agreement (see
§74.50(b)), this subpart applies only if some part of
the cost is borne by grant funds.

(c) This subpart does not apply to the acquisition of
property or services by one government from another
government or by one agency or instrumentality of a
government from another agency or instrumentality of
the same or another government.'

§ 74.161 What rules govern the procurements?

For procurements by governmental recipients, award-
ing parties and recipients shall comply with Attachment
0, "Procurement Standards," of OMB Circular A-102.
For procurements by nongovernmental recipients,
awarding parties and recipients shall comply with
Attachment 0, "Procurement Standards," of OMB
Circular A-110. The versions of the attachments that
apply are those in effect on October 1, 1979. The texts
of those versions are in Appendices G and H of this
part.

§ 74.162 Must request for OMB authorizations go
through IIHS' Office of Grants and Procurement
(OGP)?

Requests for the Office of Federal Procurement
Policy approval or authorizations referred to in para-
graphs 1.b, 1.c, and 14.j of the OMB Circular A-102
attachment must be submitted, through appropriate
HHS granting agency channels, to OGP. If OGP
concurs in the request, OGP sends it to the Office of
Federal Procurement Policy of OMB.

§ 74.163 How do the rules apply to subgrants?

(a) The Attachments 0 of the OMB circulars apply
to procurements under subgrants as well as grants,
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although written, for the most part, in terms of grants.
Except as explained in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this
section, in the case of a subgrant, text that applies to a
Federal agency is to be construed as applying to the
grantee awarding the subgrant and text that applies to
a grantee is to be construed as applying to the recipient
of the subgrant.

(b) In section 4 and paragraphs 14.d through 14.i
of Attachment 0 of OMB Circular A-102 and in
paragraphs 4.e through 4.j of Attachment 0 of OMB
Circular A-110, the references to Federal agencies
apply to Federal agencies even in the case of a subgrant.

(c) In paragraph 2.a of Attachment 0 of OMB
Circular A-102, the reference to a Federal concern is
to be construed, in the case of a subgrant, as referring
to a concern of either the Federal Government or the
grantee awarding the subgrant.

§74.164 What clarifications are needed for the rule
on access to contractor records?

The Attachments 0 require recipients to include in
specified kinds of contracts a provision for access to
thz contractor's records by the recipient and the
Federal Government. The following applies to the
provision:

(a) The provision must require the contractor to
place the same provision in any subcontract which
would have to have the provision were it awarded
directly by the recipient.

(b) Tin provision must require retention of records
for three years after final payment is made under the
contract or subcontract and all pending matters are
closed. The provision must also require that, if an
audit, litigation, or other action involving the records is
started before the end of the three-year period, the
records must be retained until all issues arising out of
the action are resolved or until the end of the three-year
period, whichever is later.

(c) In contracts and subcontracts under a subgrant,
the provision must require that access to the records
be provided to the grantee as well as the subgrantee and
the Federal Government:

'Instrumentalities of a government include government in-
stitutions of higher education and government hospitals. How-
ever, those institutions and hospitals are not considered
governmental organizations for the other purposes of this
subpart. (See paragraph (c) of § 74.4, "Applicability of this
part.")
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SUBPART Q
Cost Principles

§ 74.170 Basic policy; scope of subpart.
Grant funds may be used only for allowable costs of

the activities for which the grant was awarded. This
subpart identifies the principles to be used in deter-
mining allowable costs. The principles apply to grant-
support activities conducted by grantees as well as by
subgrantees and cost-type contractors (and subcontrac-
tors) under grants.

§ 74.171 Governments.

(a) The principles to be used in determining the
allowable costs of activities conducted by governments
are contained in Federal Management Circular 74-4,
including any amendments to the Circular published in
the Federal Register by OMB. A copy of this Circular
may be obtained from the Division of Cost Allocation
in any HHS Regional Office.

(b) Unless otherwise prescribed by OMB, future
amendments to the Circular shall apply as of the start
of a government's first fiscal year beginning after the
amendment is published in the Federal Register.

§ 74.172 Institutions of higher education.

(a) The principles to be used in determining the
allowable costs of activities conducted by institutions
of higher educ'ation (other than for profit institutions)
are contained in OMB Circular No. A-21, including
any amendments to the Circular published in the
Fede.al Register by OMB. A copy of this Circular may
be obtained from the Division of Cost Allocation in any
HHS Regional Office.

(b) Unless otherwise prescribed by OMB, future
amendments to the Circular shall apply as of the start
of an institution's first fiscal year beginning after the
amendment is published in the Federal Register.

§ 74.173 Hospitals.

(a) Research and development. The principles for
determining the allowable costs of research and de-
velopment work performed by hospitals arc in Appen-
dix E to this part.

(b) Other activities. Appendix E to this part shall
be used as a guide for determining the allowable costs
of other activities conducted by hospitals.

§ 74.174 Other nonprofit organizations

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (c) of this sec-
tion, the principles to be used in determining allowable
costs of activities conducted by nonprofit organizations
(other than governments, institutions of higher educa-
tion, and hospitals) are contained in OMB Circular
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A-I 22, including any amendments to the Circular
published in the Federal Register by OMB. A copy of
this Circular may be obtained from the Division of Cost
Allocation in any HHS Regional Office. Unless other-
wise prescribed by. OMB, amendments to the Circular
shall apply as of the start of an organization's first fiscal
year beginning after the amendment is published in the
Federal Register.

(b) OMB Circular A-122 does not cover the treatment
of bid and proposal costs or independent research and
development costs. The following rules apply to these
costs for nonprofit organizations subject to the Cir-
cular:

(1) Bid and proposal costs. Bid and proposal costs are
the immediate costs of preparing bids, proposals, and
applications for potential Federal and non-Federal
grants, contracts, and agreements, including the
development of scientific, cost, and other data needed
to support the bids, proposals and applications. Bid and
proposal costs of the current accounting period are
allowable as indirect costs. Bid and proposal costs of
past accounting periods are unallowable in the current
period. However, if the organization's established prac-
tice is to treat these costs by some other method, they
may be accepted if they are found to be reasonable and
equitable. Bid and proposal costs do not include in-
deperident research and development costs covered by
subparagraph (2) of this paragraph, or preaward costs
covered by Attachment B, Paragraph 33, of OMB Cir-
cular A-122.

(2) Independent research and development costs. In-
dependent research and development is research and
development conducted by an organization which is not
sponsored by Federal or non-Federal grants, contracts,
or other agreements. Independent rcsearch and develop-
ment shall be allocated its proportionate share of in-
direct costs on the same basis as the allocation of in-
direct costs to sponsored research and development.
The costs of independent research and development, in-
cluding its proportionate share of indirect costs, are
unallowable.

(c) The principles to be used in determining allowable
costs of activities conducted by the nonprofit organiza-
tions listed in Attachment C to OMB Circular A-122 are
contained in Subpart 1-15.2 of the Federal Procurement
Regulations (41 CFR 1-15.2), except that the costs of in-
dependent research and development, including its pro-
portionate share of indirect costs, are unallowable.

§ 74.175 Subgrants and cost-type contracts.

(a) The cost principles applicable to a subgrantee
or cost-type contractor under an HHS grant will not
necessarily be the same as those applicable to the
grantee. For example, where a State government awards
a subgrant or cost-type contract to an institution of
higher education, OMB Circular No. A-21 would ap-
ply to the costs incurred by the institution of higher
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education, even though Federal Management Circular
74-4 would apply to the costs incurred by the State.

(b) The principles to be used in determining the
allowable costs of work performed by for-profit or-
ganizations (other than hospitals) under cost-type
contracts awarded to them under HHS grants are in
41 CFR Subpart 1-15.2.

§ 74.176 Costs allowable with approval.

Each set of cost principles identifies certain costs
that, in order to be allowable, must be approved by the
granting agency. Other costs do not require approval.
The following procedures govern approval of these
costs.

(a) When costs are treated as indirect costs (or
are allocated pursuant to a government-wide cost allo-
cation plan), acceptance of the costs as part of the in-
direct cost rate or cost allocation plan shall constitute
approval.

(b) (1) When the costs are treated as direct costs,
they must be approved in advance by the awarding
party.
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(2) If the costs are specified in the budget, approval
of the budget shall constitute approval of the costs.

(3) If the costs are not specified in the budget, or
there is no approved budget, the recipient shall obtain
specific prior approval in writing from the awarding
party. For this purpose the prior approval procedures
of § 74.102 shall be followed, except that for formula
or mandatory grants, the granting agency's written ap-
proval may be signed by any authorized official of
the granting agency.

(c) The awarding party may waive or conditionally
waive the requirement for its approval of the costs.
Such a waiver shall apply only to the requirement for
approval. If, upon audit or otherwise, it is determined
that the costs do not meet other requirements or tests
for allowability specified by the applicable cost prin-
ciples, such as reasonableness and necessity, the costs
may be disallowed.

(d) In the case of subgrants and cost-type contracts,
no approval shall be given which is inconsistent with
the purpose or the terms of the Federal grant.

Appendix A [Reserved]
Appendix B [Reserved]
Appendix C [Reserved]
Appendix D [Reserved]

APPENDIX EPRINCIPLES FOR DETERMINING COSTS
APPLICABLE TO RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
UNDER GRANTS AND CONTRACTS WITH HOSPITALS

(Appendix E is not included in this reprint of Part 74. A copy of
Appendix E may be obtained from the Division of Cost Allocation
in any Regional Office of The Department.)

Appendix F [Reserved]
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Appendix GAttachment 0,"Procurement Standards,"
of OMB Circular A-102, "Uniform Administrative
Requirements for Grants-in-Aid to State and Local
Governments"

1. Applicability.
a. This Attachment establishes standards and guide-

lines for the procurement of supplies, equipment, con-
struction, and services for Federal assistance programs.
These standards are furnished to ensure that such
materials and services are obtained efficiently and
economically and in compliance with the provisions of
applicable Federal law and Executive orders.

b. No additional procurement requirements or sub-
ordinate regulations shall be imposed upon grantees by
Executive agencies unless specifically required by Fed-
eral law or Executive orders or authorized by the
Administrator for Federal Procurement Policy. This
prohibition is not applicable to payment conditions
issued in accordance with Treasury Circular 1075,
individual grantee requirements pursuant to' section 10
of the basic circular 1 or the provisions of this or other
OMB circulars

c. Provisions of current subordinate requirements
not conforming to this attachment shall be rescinded by
grantor agencies unless approved by the Office of

Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP).
2. Grantee/Grantor Responsibility.
a. These standards do not relieve the grantee of any

contramal responsibilities under its contracts. The
grantee is responsible, in accordance with good ad-
ministrative practice and sound business judgment, for
the settlement of all contractual and administrative
issues arising out of procurements entered into in sup-
port of a grant. These include but are not limited to:
source evaluation, protests, disputes, and claims. Execu-
tive agencies shall not substitute their judgment for that
of the grantee unless the matter is primarily a Federal
concern. Violations of law are to be referred to the
local, State, c, Federal authority having proper jurisdic-
tion.

b. Grantees shall use their own procurement pro-
cedures which reflect applicable State and local laws
and regulations, provided that procurements for Fed-
eral Assistance Programs conform to the standards set
forth in this attachment and applicable Federal law.

3. Grantee Procurement Improvement.
Executive agencies awarding Federal grants or other

assistance which require or allow for procurement by

I For HHS grants and subgrants, the requirements referred
to are those issued under 45 CFR 74.7, "Special grant or
subgrant conditions."
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the recipients are encouraged to assist recipients in
improving their procurement capabilities by providing
them with technical assistance, training, publications,
and other aid.

4. Procurement System Reviews.
a. Executive agencies are encouraged to perform

reviews of their grantees' procurement systems if a

continuing relationship with the grantee is anticipated
or a substantial amount of the Federal assistance is to
be used for procurement and review of individual
contracts is anticipated. The purpose of the review
shall be to determine: (1) whether a grantee's pro-
curement system meets the standards prescribed by this
Attachment or other criteria acceptable to the OFPP,
such as provisions of the model procurement code for
State and local government and (2) whether the
grantee's procurement system should be certified by the
reviewing agency. Such a review will also give an
agency an opportunity to give technical assistance to a
grantee to remedy its procurement system if it does not
fully comply. In addition, such a review may provide
a basis for deciding whether the grantee's contracts
and related procurement documents should be subject
to the grantor's prior approval, as provided by Section
6.

b. In conducting procurement system reviews,
grantor agencies will evaluate a grantee's procurement
system in terms of whether it complies with the stand-
ards prescribed by this Attachment and represents a
fair, efficient and effective procurement system. To the
maximum extent feasible, reviewers will rely upon
State or local evaluations and analyses performed by
agencies or organizations independent of the grantee
contracting activity.

c. When a Federal grantor agency completes a pro-
curement review, it shall furnish a report to the grantee,
with a copy to OFPP.

d. All agencies should normally rely upon the result-
ant findings or certification for a period of 24 months
before another review is performed.

e. Reviews shall be conducted in accordance with
standards and guidelines approved or issued by OFPP.

f. The reviews authorized by Section 6 are waived
if a grantee's procurement system is certified.

5. Protest Procedures.
Grantor agencies may develop an administrative pro-

cedure to handle complaints or protests regarding
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grantee contractor selection actions. The procedure
shall be limited as follows:

a. No protest shall be accepted by the grantor agency
until all administrative remedies at the grantee level
have been exhausted.

b. Review is limited to:
(i) Violations of Federal law or regulations. Viola-

tions of State or local law shall be under the jurisdiction
of State or local authorities.

(ii) Violations of grantee's protest procedures or
failure to review a complaint or protest.

6. Grantor Review of Proposed Contracts.
Federal grantor pre-award review and approval of

the grantee's proposed contracts and related procure-
ment documents, such as requests for proposals and
invitations for bids, is permitted only under the follow-
ing circumstances:

a. The procurement is expected to exceed $10,000
and is to be awarded without competition or only one
bid or offer is received in response to solicitation.

b. The procurement expected to exceed $10,000
specifies a "brand name" product; or

c. The grantee's procurement procedures or opera-
tion fails to com?ly with one or more significant aspects
of this Attachment. The grantor agency shall notify the
grantee in writing, with a copy of such notification to
the OFPP.

7. Code of Conduct.
Grantees shall maintain a written code or standards

of conduct which shall govern the performance of their
officers, employees or agents engaged in the award and
administration of contracts supported by Federal funds.
No employee, officer or agent of the grantee shall par-
ticipate in selection, or in the award or administration
of a contract supported by Federal funds if a conflict
of interest, real or apparent, would be involved. Such a
conflict would arise when:

a. the employee, officer or agent;
b. any member of his immediate family;
c. his or her partner; or
d. an organization which employs, or is about to

employ, any of the above, has a financial or other
interest in the firm selected for award.

The grantee's officers, employees or agents shall
neither solicit nor accept gratuities, favors or anything
of monetary value from contractors, potential con-
tractors, or parties to subagreements.

Grantees may set minimum rules where the financial
interest is not substantial or the gift is an unsolicited
item of nominal intrinsic value.

To the extent permitted by State or local law or
regulations, strb standards of conduct shall provide for
penalties, sanctions, or other disciplinary actions for
violations of such standards by the grantee's officers,
employees, or agents, or by contractors or their agents.
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8. Procurement Procedures.
The grantee shall establish procurement procedures

which provide that proposed procurement action shall
be reviewed by grantee officials to avoid the purchase
of unnecessary or duplicative items. Consideration
should be given to consolidation or breaking out to
obtain a more economical purchase. Where appropriate,
an analysis shall be made of lease versus purchase
alternatives, and any other appropriate analysis to de-.
termine which approach would be the most economical.
To foster greater economy and efficiency grantees are
encouraged to enter into State and local intergovern-
mental agreements for procurement or use of common
goods and services.

9. Contracting With Small and Minority Firms,
Women's Business Enterprise and Labor Surplus Area
Firms.

a. It is national policy to award a fair share of
contracts to small and minority business firms. Accord-
ingly, affirmative steps must be taken to assure that
small and minority businesses are utilized when possible
as sources of supplies, equipment, construction and
services. Affirmative steps shall include the following:

(1) Including qualified small and minority busi-
nesses on solicitation lists.

(2) Assuring that small and minority businesses are
solicited whenever they are potential sources.

(3) When economically feasible, dividing total re-
quirements into smaller tasks or quantities so as to
permit maximum small and minority business participa-
tion.

(4) Where the requirement permits, establishing
delivery schedules which will encourage participation
by small and minority business.

(5) Using the services and assistance of the Small
Business Administration, the Office of Minority Busi-
ness Enterprise of the Department of Commerce and
the Community Services Administration as required.2

(6) If any subcontracts are to be let, requiring the
priine contractor to take the affirmative steps in 1

through 5 above.
b. Grantees shall take similar appropriate affirmative

action in support of women's business enterprises.
c. Grantees are encouraged to procure goods and

services from labor surplus areas.
d. Grantor agencies may impose additional regula-

tions and requirements in the foregoing areas only to

Additional advice and assistance regarding the use of small
or minority businesses may be obtained from the following
HHS components:

1. The Office of Facilities Engineering and its regional
offices (for assistance in identifying minority-owned firms
interested in performing construction, alteration, or renovation
work).

2. The Office of Grants and Procurement.
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the extent specifically mandated by statute or presiden-
tial direction.

10. Selection Procedures.
a. All procurement transactions, regardless of

whether by sealed bids or by negotiation and without
regard to dollar value, shall be conducted in a manner
that provides maximum open and free competition
consistent with this attachment. Procurement pro-
cedures shall not restrict or eliminate competition.
Examples of what is considered to be restrictive of
competition include, but are not limited to: (1) placing
unreasonable requirements on firms in order for them
to qualify to do business, (2) noncompetitive practices
between firms, (3) organizational conflicts of interest,
and (4) unnecessary experience and bonding require-
ments.

b. The grantee shall have written selection pro-
cedures which shall provide, as a minimum, the follow-
ing procedural requirements:

(1) Solicitations of offers, whether by competitive
sealed bids or competitive negotiation, shall:

(a) incorporate a clear and accurate description of
the technical requirements for the material, product, or
service to be procured. Such description shall not, in
competitive procurements, contain features which un-
duly restrict competition. The description may include
a statement of the qualitative nature of the material,
product or service to be procured, and when necessary,
shall set forth those minimum essential characteristics
and standards to which it must conform if it is to
satisfy its intended use. Detailed product specifications
should be avoided if at all possible. When it is im-
practical or uneconomical to make a clear and accurate
description of the technical requirements, a "brand
name or equal" description may be used as a means to
define the performance or other salient requirements of
a procurement. The specific features of the named
brand which must be met by offerors shall be clearly
stated.

(b) clearly set forth all requirements which offerors
must fulfill and all other factors to be used in evaluating
bids or proposals.

(2) Awards shall be made only to responsible con-
tractors that possess the potential ability to perform
successfully under the terms and conditions of a pro-
posed procurement. Consideration shall be given to
such matters as contractor integrity, compliance with
public policy, record of past performance, and financial
and technical resources.

11. Method of Procurement.
Procurement under grants shall be made by one of

the following methods, as described herein: (a) small
purchase procedures; (b) competitive sealed bids
(formal advertising); (c) competitive negotiation; (d)
noncompetitive negotiation.
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a. Small purchase procedures are those relatively
simple and informal procurement methods that are
sound and appropriate for a procurement of services,
supplies or other property, costing in the aggregate not
more than $10,000. Grantees shall comply with State
or local small purchase dollar limits under $10,000. If
small purchase procedures are used for a procurement
under a grant, price or rate quotations shall be ob-
tained from an adequate number of qualified sources.

b. In competitive sealed bids (formal advertising),
sealed bids are publicly solicited and a firm-fixed-price
contract (lump sum or unit price) is awarded to the
responsible bidder whose bid, conforming with all the
material terms and conditions of the invitation for bids,

is lowest in price.
(1) In order for formal advertising to be feasible,

appropriate conditions must be present, including, as a
minimum, the following:

(a) A complete, adequate and realistic specification
or purchase description is available.

(b) Two or more responsible suppliers are willing
and able to compete effectively for the grantee's busi-

ness.
(c) The procurement lends itself to a firm-fixed-

price contract, and selection of the successful bidder
can appropriately be made principally on the basis of
price.

(2) If formal advertising is used for a procurement
under a grant, the following requirements shall apply:

(a) A sufficient time prior to the date set for open-
ing of bids, bids shall be solicited from an adequate
number of known suppliers. In addition, the invitation

shall be publicly advertised.
(b) The invitation for bids, including specifications

and pertinent attachments, shall clearly define the items
or services needed in order for the bidders to properly
respond to the invitation.

(c) All bids shall be opened publicly at the time
and place stated in the invitation for bids.

(d) A firm-fixed-price contract award shall be made
by written notice to that responsible bidder whose bid,
conforming to the invitation for bids, is lowest. Where
specified in the bidding documents, factors such as dis-
counts, transportation costs and life cycle costs shall be
considered in determining which bid is lowest. Pay-
ment discounts may only be used to determine low bid
when prior experience of the Grantee indicates that
such discounts are generally taken.

(e) Any or all bids may be rejected when there are
sound documented business reasons in the best interest

of the program.
c. In competitive negotiation, proposals are requested

from a number of sources and the Request for Proposal
is publicized, negotiations are normally conducted with
more than one of the sources submitting offers, and
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either a fixed-price or cost-reimbursable type contract
is awarded, as appropriate. Competitive negotiation
may be used if conditions are not appropriate for the
use of formal advertising. If competitive negotiation is
used for a procurement under a grant, the following
requirements shall apply:

(1) Proposals shall be solicited from an adequate
number of qualified sources to permit reasonable com-
petition consistent with the nature and requirements of
the procurement. The Request for Proposals shall be
publicized and reasonable requests by other sources to
compete shall be honored to the maximum extent
practicable.

(2) The request for proposal shall identify all sig-
nifilzant evaluation factors, including price or cost where
required and their relative importance.

(3) The grantee shall provide mechanisms for
technical evaluation of the proposals received, deter-
minations of responsible offerors for the purpose of
written or oral discussions, and selection for contract
award.

(4) Award may be made to the responsible offeror
whose proposal will be most advantageous to the pro-
curing party, price and other factors considered. Un-
successful offerors should be notified promptly.

(5) Grantees may utilize competitive negotiation
procedures for procurement of Architectural/Engineer-
ing professional services, whereby competitors' qualifi-
cations are evaluated and the most qualified competitor
is selected, subject to negotiation of fair and reasonable
compensation.

d. Noncompetitive negotiation is procurement
through solicitation of a proposal from only one source,
or after solicitation of a number of sources, competition
is determined inadequate. Noncompetitive negotiation
may be used when the award of a contract is infeasible
under small purchase, competitive bidding (formal
advertising) or competitive negotiation procedures.
Circumstances under which a contract may be awarded
by noncompetitive negotiation are limited to the follow-
ing:

(1) the item is available only from a single source;
(2) public exigency or emergency when the urgency

for the requirement will not permit a delay incident to
competitive solicitation;

(3) the Federal grantor agency authorizes non-
competitive negotiations; or

(4) after solicitation of a number of sources, com-
petition is determined inadequate.

e. Additional innovative procurement methods may
be used by Grantees with the approval of the Grantor
Agency. A copy of such approval shall be sent to OFPP.

12. Contract Pricing.
The cost plus a percentage of cost and percentage

of construction cost method of contracting shall not be
used. Grantees shall perform some form of cost or price
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analysis in connection with every procurement action
including contract modifications. Costs or prices based
on estimated costs for contracts under grants shall be
allowed only to the extent that costs incurred or cost
estimates included in negotiated prices are consistent
with Federal cost principles.

13. Grantee Procurement Records.
Grantees shall maintain records sufficient to detail

the significant history of a procurement. These records
shall include, but are not necessarily limited to, in-
formation pertinent to the following: rationale for the
method of procurement, selection of contract type,
contractor selection or rejection, and the basis for the
cost or price.

14. Contract Provisions.
In addition to provisions defining a sound and com-

plete procurement contract, any recipient of Federal
grant funds shall include the following contract pro-
visions or conditions in all procurement contracts and
subcontracts as required by the provision, Federal Law
or the Grantor Agency.

a. Contracts other than small purchases shall con-
tain provisions or conditions which will allow for ad-
ministrative, contractual, or legal remedies in instances
where contractors violate or breach contract terms, and
provide for such sanctions and penalties as may be
appropriate.

b. All contracts in excess of $10,000 shall contain
suitable provisions for termination by the grantee in-
cluding the manner by which it will be effected and the
basis for settlement. In addition, such contracts shall
describe conditions under which the contract may be
terminated, for default as well as conditions where the
contract may be terminated because of circumstances
beyond the control of the contractor.

c. All contracts awarded in excess of $10,000 by
grantees and their contractors or subgrantees shall con-
tain a provision requiring compliance with Executive
Order 11246, entitled "Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity," as amended by Executive Order 11375, and as
supplemented in Department of Labor regulations (41
CFR Part 60).

d. All contracts and subgrants for construction or
repair shall include a provision for compliance with the
Copeland "Anti-Kickback" Act (18 USC 874) as sup-
plemented in Department of Labor regulations (29
CFR, Part 3). This Act provides that each contractor
or subgrantee shall be prohibited from inducing, by any
means, any person employed in the construction, com-
pletion, or repair of public work, to give up any part of
the compensation to which he is otherwise entitled.
The grantee shall report all suspected or reported
violations to the grantor agency.

e. When required by the Federal grant program
legislation, all construction contracts in excess of $2,000
awarded by grantees and subgrantees shall include a
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provision for compliance with the Davis-Bacon Act
(40 USC 276a to a-7) as supplemented by Department
of Labor regulations (29 CFR Part 5). Under this Act
contractors shall be required to pay wages to laborers
and mechanics at a rate not less than the minimum
wages specified in a wage determination made by the
Secretary of Labor. In addition, contractors shall be
required to pay wages not less often than once a week.
The grantee shall place a copy of the current prevail-
ing wage determination issued by the Department of
Labor in each solicitation and the award of a contract
shall be conditioned upon the acceptance of the wage
determination. The grantee shall report all suspected
or reported violations to the grantor agency.

f. Where applicable, all contracts awarded by grant-
ees and subgrantees in excess of $2,000 for construc-
tion Contracts and in excess of $2,500 for other con-
tracts which involve the employment of mechanics or
laborers shall include a provision for compliance with
sections 103 and 107 of the Contract Work Hours and
Safety Standards Act (40 USC 327-330) as supple-
mented by Department of Labor regulations (29 CFR,
Part 5). Under section 103 of the Act, each contractor
shall be required to compute the wages of every
mechanic and laborer on the basis of a standard work
day of 8 hours and a standard work week of 40 hours.
Work in excess of the standard workday or workweek
is permissible provided that the worker is compensated
at a rate of not less than 11/2 times the basic rate of
pay for all hours worked in excess of 3 hours in any
calendar day or 40 hours in the work week. Section 107
of the Act is applicable to construction work and pro-
vides that no laborer or mechanic shall be required to
work in surroundings or under working conditions
which are unsanitary, hazardous, or dangerous to his
health and safety as determined under construction,
safety and health standards promulgated by the Sec-
retary of Labor. These requirements do not apply .to
the purchases of supplies or materials or articles ordi-
narily available on the open market, or contracts for
transportation or transmission of intelligence.

g. The contract shall include notice of grantor agency
requirements and regulations pertaining to reporting
and patent rights under any contract involving research,
developmental, experimental or demonstration work
with respect to any discovery or invention which
arises or is developed in the course of or under such
contract, and of grantor agency requirements and regu-
lations pertaining to copyrights and rights in data.8

h. All negotiated contracts (except those awarded
by small purchases procedures) awarded by grantees

shall include a provision to the effect that the grantee,
the Federal grantor agency, the Comptroller General
of the United States, or any o their duly authorized
representatives, shall have access to any books, docu-
ments, papers, and records of the contractor which are
directly pertinent to that specific contract, for the pur-
pose of making audit, examination, excerpts, and
transcriptions.

Grantees shall require contractors to maintain all
required records for three years after grantees make
final payments and all other pending matters are
closed.*

i. Contracts, subcontracts, and subgrants of amounts
in excess of $100,000 shall contain a provision which
requires compliance with all applicable standards,
orders, or requirements issued under Section 306 of the
Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 1857(h)), Section 508 of
the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. 1368), Executive
Order 11738, and Environmental Protection Agency
regulations (40 CFR Part 15), which prohibit thc
use under non-exempt Federal contracts, grants or
loans of facilities included on the EPA List of Violat-
ing Facilities. The provision shall require reporting of
violations to the grantor agency and to the U.S.E.P.A.
Assistant Administrator for Enforcement (EN-329).

j. Contracts shall recognize mandatory standards
and policies relating to energy efficiency which are con-
tained in the State energy conservation plan issued in
compliance with the Energy Policy and Conservation
Act (Pub. L. 94-165).

Grantor Agencies are permitted to require changes,
remedies, changed conditions, access and record re-
tention and suspension of work clauses approved by
the Office of Federal Procurement Policy.

15. Contract Administration.
Grantees shall maintain a contract administration

system insuring that contractors perform in accordance
with the terms, conditions, and specifications of their
contracts or purchase orders.

'HHS Departmentwide provisions on inventions and patents
arising out of activities assisted by a grant are in 45 CFR
Parts 6 and 8. Department-wide provisions on copyrights under
grants and subgrants are in 45 CFR Part 74, Subpart 0. Other
provisions on these topics or on rights to data may be in other
terms of a grant. If any contract may give rise to works,
inventions, patents, or data subject to any of these provisions,
the recipient shall place a requirement in the contract for
contractor and subcontractor compliance with the provisions.
The recipient need not place requirements of this kind in all
contracts.

For clarification of paragraph 14.b as it applies to HHS
grants and subgrants, see 45 CFR 74.164.
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Appendix HAttachment 0, "Procurement Standards,"
of OMB Circular A-110, "Grants and Agreements
with Institutions of Higher Education, Hospitals,
and Other Nonprofit Organizations"

I. This attachment provides standards for use by
recipients in establishing procedures for the procure-
ment of supplies, equipment, construction and other
services with Federal funds.' These standards are fur-
nished to ensure that such materials and services are
obtained in an effective manner and in compliance with
the provisions of applicable Federal law and executive
orders. No additional procurement standards or require-
ments shall be imposed by the Federal sponsoring
agencies upon recipients unless specifically required by
Federal statute or executive orders.

2. The standards contained in this attachment do not
relieve the recipient of the contractual responsibilities
arising under its contracts. The recipient is the respon-
sible authority, without recourse to the Federal spon-
soring agency regarding the settlement and satisfaction
of all contractual and administrative issues arising our
of procurements entered into, in support of a grant or
other agreement. This includes disputes, claims, pro-
tests of award, source evaluation or other matters of a
contractual nature. Matters concerning violation of law
are to be referred to such local, State or Federal au-
thority as may have proper jurisdiction.

3. Recipients, may use their own procurement
policies and procedures. However, all recipients shall
adhere to the standards set forth in paragraphs 3
and 4.

a. The recipient shall maintain a code or standards
of conduct that shall govern the performance of its
officers, employees or agents engaged in the awarding
and administration of contracts using Federal funds.
No employee, officer or agent shall participate in the
selection, award or administration of a contract in
which Federal funds are used, where, to his knowledge,
he or his immediate family, partners, or organization
in which he or his immediate family or partner has a
financial interest or with whom he is negotiating or has
any arrangement concerning prospective employment.
The recipients' officers, employees or agents shall
neither solicit nor accept gratuities, favors or anything
of monetary value from contractors or potential con-
tractors. Such standards shall provide for disciplinary
actions to be applied for violations of such standards
by the recipients' officers, employees or agents.

b. All procurement transactions shall be conducted
in a manner to provide, to the maximum extent prac-
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tical, open and free competition. The recipient should
be alert to organizational conflicts of interest or non-
competitive practices among contractors that may
restrict or eliminate competition or otherwise restrain
trade. In order to ensure objective contractor per-
formance and eliminate unfair competitive advantage,
contractors that develop or draft specifications, re-
quirements, statements of work, invitations for bids
and/or requests for proposals should be excluded from
competing for such procurements.2 Awards shall be
made to the bidder/offeror whose bid/offer is respon-
sive to the solicitation and is most advantageous to
the recipient, price and other factors considered. Socic-
itations shall clearly set forth all requirements that
the bidder/offeror must fulfill in order for his bid/
offer to be evaluated by the recipient. Any and all
bids/offers may be rejected when it is in the recipient's
interest to do so.

c. All recipients shall establish procurement pro-
cedures that provide for, at a minimum, the following
procedural requirements.

(1) Proposed procurement actions shall follow a
procedure to assure the avoidance of purchasing un-
necessary or duplicative items. Where appropriate, an
analysis shall be made of lease and purchase, alterna-.
tives to determine which would be the most economical,
practical procurement.

(2) Solicitations fot goods and services shall be
based upon a clear and accurate description of tile
technical requirements for the material, product or
service to be procured. Such a description shall not, in
competitive procurements, contain features which un-
duly restrict competition. "Brand name or equal"
descriptions may be used as a means to define the
performance or other salient requirements of a pro-
curement, and when so used the specific features of the
named brand which must be met by bidders/offerors
shall be clearly specified.

(3) Positive efforts shall be made by the recipients
to utilize small business and minority-owned business
sources of supplies and services. Such efforts should

'For the applicability of this attachment under HHS grants
and subgrants, see 45 CFR 74.160 and 74.161.

'HHS granting agencies have been authorized by OMB to
waive this requirement for a particular procurement upon
request of the recipient making the procurement.
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allow these sources the maximum feasible opportunity
to compete for contracts utilizing Federal funds.'

(4) The type of procuring instruments used, e.g.,
fixed price contracts, cost reimbursable contracts, pur-
chase orders, incentive contracts, shall be determined
by the recipient but must be appropriate for the particu-
lar procurement and for promoting the best interest of
the program involved. The "cost-plus-a-percentage-
of-cost" method of contracting shall not be used.

(5) Contracts shall *be made only with responsible
contractors who possess the potential ability to perform
successfully under the terms and conditions of a pro-
posed procurement. Consideration shall be given to
such matters as contractor integrity, record of past
performance, financial and technical resources or
accessibility to other necessary resources.

(6; All proposed sole source contracts or where
only one bid or proposal is received in which the aggre-
gate expenditure is expected to exceed $5,000 shall
be subject to prior approval at the discretion of the
Federal sponsoring agency.

(7) Some form of price or cost analysis should
be made in connection with every procurement action.
Price analysis may be accomplished in various ways,
including the comparison of price quotations submitted,
market prices and similar indicia, together with dis-
counts. Cost analysis is the review and evaluation of
each element of cost to determine reasonableness,
allocability and allowability.

(8) Procurement records and files for purchases in
excess of $10,000 shall include the following:

(a) Basis for contractors selection;
(b) Justification for lack of competition when com-

petitive bids or offers are not obtained;
(c) Basis for award cost or price.
(9) A system for contract administration shall be

maintained to ensure contractor conformance with
terms, conditions and specifications of the contract,
and to ensure adequate and timely followup of all
purchases.

4. The recipient shall include, in addition to pro-
visions to define a sound and complete agreement,
the following provisions in all contracts. These pro-
visions shall also be applied to subcontracts.

a. Contracts in excess of $10,000 shall contain con-
tractual provisions or conditions that will allow for
administrative, contractual or legal remedies in in-
stances in which contractors violate or breach contract
terms, and provide for such remedial actions as may
be appropriate.

b. All contracts in excess of $10,000 shall contain
suitable provisions for termination by the recipient
including the manner by which termination will be
effected and the basis for settlement. In addition, such
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contracts shall describe conditions under which the
contract may be terminated for default as well as
conditions where the contract may be terminated
because of circumstances beyond the control of the
contractor.

c. In all contracts for construction or facility im-
provement awarded for more than $100,000, recipients
shall observe the bonding requirements provided in
Attachment B to this circular.*

d. All contracts awarded by recipients and their
contractors or subgrantees having a value of more
than $10,000, shall contain a provision requiring com-
pliance with Executive Order 11246, entitled "Equal
Employment Opportunity," as amended by Executive
Order 11375, and as supplenented in Department of
Labor regulations (41 CFR, Part 60).

e. All contracts and subgrants in* excess of $2,000
for construction or repair awarded by recipients and
subrecipients shall include a provision for compliance
with the Copeland "Anti-Kick Back" Act (18 U.S.C.
874) as supplemented in Department of Labor regula-
tions (29 CFR, Part 3). This Act provides that each
contractor or subgrantee shall be prohibited from
inducing, by any means, any person employed in the
construction, completion, or repair of public work, to
give up any part of the compensation to which he is
otherwise entitled. The recipient shall report all sus-
pected or reported violations to the Federal sponsoring
agency.

f. When required by the Federal program legisla-
tion, all construction contracts awarded by the recipi-
ents and subrecipients of more than $2,000 shall in-
clude a provision for compliance with the Davis-Bacon
Act (40 U.S.C. 276a to a-7) and as supplemented by
Department of Labor regulations (29 CFR, Part 5).
Under this Act contractors shall be required to pay
wages to laborers and mechawcs at a rate not less than
the minimum wages specified h s wage determination
made by the Secretary of Labor. In addition, contrac-
tors shall be required to pay wages not less than once a
week. The recipient shall place a copy of the current

' Advice and assistance regarding the usc of small or minority
businesses may be obtained from the following organizations:

1. The Small Business Administration and its field offices.
2. The Office of Minority Business Enterprise, Department

of Commerce.
3. The Community Services Administration.
4. The Office of Facilities Engineering, HHS, and its region-

al offices (for assistance in identifying minority-owned firms
interested in performing construction, alteration, or renovation
work).

5. The Office of Grants and Procurement, HHS.

' For HHS grants and subgrants, the requirements referred
to are those in 45 CFR 74.16.
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prevailing wage determination issued by the Department
of Labor in each solicitation and the award of a con-
tract shall be conditioned upon the acceptance of the
wage determination. The recipient shall report all
suspected or reported violations to the Federal spon-
soring agency.

g. When applicable, all contracts awarded by re-
cipients in excess of $2,000 for construction contracts
and in excess of $2,500 for other contracts that involve
the employment of mechanics or laborers, shall include
a provision for compliance with sections 103 and 107
of the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act
(40 U.S.C. 327-330) as supplemented by Department
of Labor regulations (2 ) CFR., Part 5). Under section
103 of the Act, each cmtractor shall be required to
compute the wages of every mechanic and laborer on
the basis of a standard work day of 8 hours and a
standard work week of 40 hours. Work in excess of the
standard workday or workweek is permissible provided
that the vyorker is compensated at a rate of not less
than 11/2 times the basic rate of pay for all hours
worked in excess of 8 hours in any calendar day or
40 hours in the workweek. Section 107 of the Act
is applicable to construction work and provides that
no laborer or mechanic shall be required to work in
surroundings or under working conditions which are
unsanitary, hazardous or dangerous to his health awl
safety as determined under construction safety and
health standards promulgated by the Secretary of
Labor. These requirements do not apply to the pur-
chases of supplies or materials or articles ordinarily
available on the open market, or contracts for traps-
portation or transmission of intelligence.

h. Contracts or agreements, the principal purpose
of which is to create, develop or improve products,
processes or methods; or for exploration into fields
that directly concern public health, safety or welfare;
or contracts in the field of science or technology in
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which there has been little significant experience out-
side of work funded by Federal assistance, shall con-
tain a notice to the effect that matters regarding rights
to inventions and materials generated under the con-
tract or agreement are subject to the regulations issued
by the Federal sponsoring agency and the recipient.
The contractor shall be advised as to the source of
additional information regarding these matters.°

I. All negotiated contracts (except those of $10,000
or less) awarded by recipients shall include a provision
to the effect that the recipient, the Federal sponsoring
agency, the Comptroller General of the United States,
or any of their duly authorized representatives, shall
have access to any books, documents, papers and
records of the contractor which are directly pertinent
to a specific program for the purpose of making
audits, examinations, excerpts and transcriptions.°

j. Contracts and subgrants of amounts in excess of
$100,000 shall contain a provision that requires the
recipient to agree to comply with all applicable stand-
ards, orders or regulations issued pursuant to the
Clean Air Act of 1970 (42 U.S.C. 1857 et seq.) and
the Federal Watei Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C.
1251 et seq.) as amended. Violations shall be reported
to the Federzl sponsoring agency and the Regional
Office of the Environmental Protection Agency.

'HHS Department-wide provisions on inventions arising out
of activities assisted by a grant are in 45 CFR Parts 6 and 8.
Department-wide provisions on copyrights arising under grants
and subgrants are in 45 CFR Part 74, Subpart 0. Other
provisions on these topics and on rights to data may be in
other terms of a grant. If any contract may give rise to works,
inventions, patents or data subject to these provisions, the
recipient shall place a requirement in the contract for con-
tractor and subcontractor compliance with the provisions.

'For clarification of this requirement as it applies to HHS
grants and subgrants, see 45 CFR 74.164.
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OMB Circular A-110
Grants and Agreements with Institutions of Higher Education,

Hospitals and Other Nonprofit OTganizations--Uniform Administrative Requirements

Attachment F
Standards for Financial NWnagement Systems

1. This attachment prescribes standards for financial management
systems of recipients. Federal sponsoring agencies shall not impose additional
standards on recipients unless specifically provided for in the applicable
statutes (e.g., the Joint Funding Simplification Act, P.L 93-510) or other
attachments to this circular. However, Federal sponsoring agencies are
encouraged to make suggestions and assist recipients in establishing or
improving financing management systems when such assistance is needed or
requested.

2. Recipients' financial management systems shall provide for:
a. Accurate, current, and complete disclosure of the financial results

of each federally sponsored project or program in accordance with the
reporting requirements set forth in Attachment G to this circular. When a
Federal sponsoring agency requires reporting on an accrual basis, the
recipient shall not be required to establish an accrual accounting system
but shall develop such accrual data for its reports on the basis of an analysis
of the documentation on hand.

b. Records that identify adequately the source and application of funds
for federally sponsored activities. These records shall contain information
pertaining to Federal awards, authorizations, obligations, unobligated balances,
arisets, outlays, and income.

c. Effective control over and accountability for all funds, property
and other assets. Recipients shall adequately safeguard all such assets and
shall assure that they are used solely for authorized purposes.

d. Comparison of actual outlays with budget amounts for each grant or
other agreement. Whenever appropriate or required by the Federal sponsoring
agency, financial information should be related to performance and unit cost
data.

e. Procedures to minimize the time elapsing between the transfer of
funds from the U.S. Treasury and the disbursement by the recipient, whenever
funds are advanced by the Federal Government. When advances are made by a
letter-of-credit method, the recipient shall make drawdowns as close as
possible to the time of making disbursements.

f. Procedures for determining the reasonableness, allowability and
allocability of costs in accordance with the provisions of the applicable
Federal cost principles and the terms of the grant or other agreements.

g. Accounting records that are supported by source documentation.

Note: Paragraph 2.h contains the audit requirements referred to in
45 CFR 74.62(b).
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h. Examinations in the form of audits or internal audits. Such
audits shall be made by qualified individuals who are sufficiently independent
of those who authorize the expenditure of Federal funds, to produce unbiased
opinions, conclusions or judgments. They shall meet the independence criteria
along the lines of Chapter 3, Part 3 of the U.S. General Accounting Office
publication, Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs,
Activities and Functions. These examinations are intended to ascertain the
effectiveness of the financial management systems and internal procedures
that have been established to meet the terms and conditions of the agreements.
It is not intended that each agreement awarded to the recipient be examined.
Generally, examinations should be conducted on an organization-wide basis
to test the fiscal integrity of financial transactions, as well as compliance
with the terms and conditions of the Federal grants and other agreements.
Such tests would include an appropriate sampling of Federal agreements.
Examinations will be conducted with reasonable frequency, on a continuing
basis or at scheduled intervals, usually annually, but not less frequently
than every two years. The frequency of these examinations shall depend
upon the nature, size and the complexity of the activity. These examinations
do not relieve Federal agencies of their audit responsibilities, but may affect
the frequency and scope of such audits.

i. A systematic method to assure timely and appropriate resolution
of audit findings and recommendations.

3. Primary recipients shall require subrecipients (as defined in
paragraph S of the basic circular) to adopt the standards in paragraph 2,
above except for the requirement in subparagraph 2e, regarding the use of
the letter-of-credit method and that part of subparagraph 2a, regarding
reporting forms and frequencies prescribed in Attachment G to this circular.
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Men Federal Re&stor I Vol. 47, No. 227 / Wednesday, November 24, 1082 1 Rules and Regulations, 4=/11NI

Title 45(Amended)

E. 45 CFR Part 74 is amended as
follows:

1. The table of contents is amended as
follows:

PART 74ADMINISTRATION OF
GRANTS

Subpart PProcurements by Grantees and
Subgranteee

sic.
74.102 Must requests for OMB

authorizations go through FII-1S's Office
of Procurement. Assistance and Logistics
(OPAL)?

a a

subpart QCost Principles

74.175 For-profit organizations other than
for-profit hoepitals.

74.175 Subgrants and cost-type contract&
74.177 Costs allowable with approval.

Subparts U-Z illeeervedl

Subpart AASpecial Provisions for Grants
and Subgrants to For-Profit Organizations
74.701 Scope of subpart.
74.705 Prohibition against profit.
74.710 Real property, equipment, and

supplies.
74.715 General program income.
74.720 Cost sharing under research granta.

2. Section 74.3 is amended to add the
following definition after the definition
of "Federally recognized Indian tribal
government":

1 74.3 Definitions.

"For-profit" organization or institution
means a corporation or other legal entity
which is organized or operated for the
profifor benefit of its shareholders or
other owners.

3. Section 74.3 is further amended to
remove the dermition of "OGP" and to
add the following definition afier the
definition of "OMB":

"OPAL" means the Office of
Procurement, Assistance and Logistics.
which is an organizational component
within the Office of the Secretary. I-11-IS.
and reports to the Assistant Secretary
for Management and BudgeL

4. Section 74.4 is amended to remove
the words "for-profit organization" from
paragraphs (a) and (b) and to add a new
paragraph (d). As revised, 4 74.4 reads
as follows:
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I 74.4 Applicability of this part.
(a) General. Except where

inconsistent with Federal statutes,
regulations, or other terms of a grant.
this part applies to all 1-11-IS grants, other
than the block grant programs identified
in 45 CFR 96.1. However, unless
expressly made applicable by the
granting agency, this part shall not apply
when the grantee is a Federal agency.
foreign government or organization,
international organization such as the
United Nations, or individual.

(b) Subgrants. for each substantive
provision in this part, either the
language, of the provision itself or other
text in the same subpart will indicate
whether the provision affecta only
grants, only subgrante, or both. Use of
the term "recipient" (as defined in
§ 74.3) in a provision shall be taken as
referring equally to grantees and
subgrantees. Similarly, use of the term
"awarding party" (as defined in § 74.3)
shall be taken as referring equally to
granting agencies and to grantees
awarding subgrants. However, unless
expressly made applicable by the
granting agency, this part need not be
applied by the grantee to a subgrant if
the subgrantee is a Federal agency,
foreign government or organization,
international organization such as the
United Nations, or individual.

(c) Public institutions of higher
education and hospitals. Grants and
subgrants to institutions of higher
education and hospitals operated by a
government shall be subject only to
provisions of this subpart that apply to
nongovernmental organizations.

(d) For-profit organizations. The
attention of for-profit organizations is
directed to Subpart AA of this part. The
special provisions in that subpart for
grants and subgrants to those
organizations contain. exceptions to
other portions of this part.

74.0 (Amended)
5. Section 74.6 is amended to revise

the abbreviation "OGP" in paragraphs
(c)(2) and (d) to read "OPAL".

74.12 (Amended]
6. Section 74.12 is amended to revise

the abbreviation "OGP" in the second
sentence to read "OPAL".

1 74.72 [Anteadod]
7. Section 74.72 is amended to revise

the abbreviation "OGP" in paragraphs
(a) and (b) to read "OPAL".

.8. Section 74.101 is: 'vised to read as
follows:

74.101 Relationship to cost principles.
The cost principles prescribed by

Subpart Q of this part contain
requirements for prior approval of
certain types of costs (see 4 74.177).
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Except when waived, those
requirements apply to all-grants and
subgrants even if §§ 74.103 through
74.106 do not.

9. Section 74.105 is amended by
revising, paragraph (0) to read as
follows:

§ 74.106 Budget revisions
noriconstruction projetts.

(c) Except as provided in H 74.107
and 74.177, other budget changes under
nonconstruction grants do not require
approval.

§ 74.121 (Amended]
10. Section 74.121 is amended to

revise the abbreviation "OGP" in
paragraphs (a) and (a) to read "OPAL".

11, Section 74.130 is amended to
revise paragraph (d) to read as follows:

s§u7b4pa.1"rt. ScoPe end aPplicability °f this
4

(d) Equipment or supplies acquired by
a contractor under its contract are not
subject to this subpart if. 1.4 the terms of
the contract, title to the property vests in
the contractor or another third party.

12. Section 74.162 is revised to read as
follows:

§ 74.162 Must requests tor 0M13
authorizations go through HMS's Office of
Procurement, Assistance and Logistics
(OPAL)?

Requests for the Office of Federal
Procurement Policy approval or
auth nizations referred to in paragraphs
1,1). :..c. and 14.j of the OMB Circular A-
102 attachment newt be animated.
through appropriete fikagrandag
agency channels, to OPAL. If OPAL
concus in the request. OPAL sends it to
the 0 Tice of Federal Procurement Polley
of OWB.

1 74.171 (Amended)
13. Section 74.171 is amended to

revise the words "Federal Management
Circular 744" in paragraph (a) to read
"OMB Circular No. A-87".

14. Subpart Q is amended by adding
new 474.175, by redeaignating and
revising the current 74.175 as 4 74.176
and by redesignating the current
§ 74.176 as 4 74.177. As added; 74.17K
and the newly redesignated and revised

74.176 reads as follows:

74.175 For-profit organizadmotettsr
than for-proM hospitals.

(a) The principles to ba nscd
determining the allowable rnele of
activities conducted by for-profit
organizations (other than for-profit
hospitals) are contained in the Federal
Procurement Regulations at 41 CFR
Subpart 1-15.2. Exception: Independent
research and development costs
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(including the indirent Costs allocable to
them) aro unallowable. Independent
research and development are defined
in the Federal Procurement Regulatioos
at 41 CFR 1-15.205-35.

(b) For hospitals, see I 74.173.
I 74.170 Subgrants and cost-type
centred&

The coat principles applicable to a,
subgrantee or cost-type contractor, under
an }MS grant will not necessarily be the
same as those applicable to the ornate&
For example, where a State govanmemt
awards a subgrant or cosi-twe contract
to an institution of higher education..
OMB Circular No. A-21 will apply to the
costa incurred by the institutioa of
higher education even though OMB
Circular No. A-87 will apply to the costs
incurred by the State.

74.177 (Redesignated from* 74.1731
15. Subparts U through Z are reserved.

and a new Subpart AA is added as
follows:

Subparts U Through Z--(Reservedi
Subpart AASpecial Provisions for Grants
and Subgrants to For-Profft Organizations
Sec.
74.701 Scope of subpart.
74.705 Prohibition against profit.
74.710 Real property, equipment, andsupplies.
74.715 General program income.
74.720 Coat sharing under research grants.
Subparts U Through ZVieserved]

Subpart AASpecial Provisions for
Grants and Subgrants to For-Profit
Organizations

1 74.701 Scope of subpart.
(a) This subpart contains provisions

that apply to grants and subgrants to
for-profit organizations. These
provisions are in addition to other
applicable portions of this part, or they
make exceptions for awards to for-profit
organizations from other provisions of
this part.

b. This subpart also draws attention
to. or discusses, provisions elsewhere in
this part that need special emphasis or
clarification with respect to awards to
for-profit organizations.

II 74.705 Prohibition against profit.
Attention is directed to § 74.170,

which provides, in effect, that no grant
funds may be paid as profit to any
recipient of a grant or subgrant, even if
the recipient is a for-profit organization.
Profit is any amount in excess of
allowable direct and indirect costs of
the recipient.

1 74.710 Real propety, equipment, and
supplies.

(a) Scope. (1) This section applies to
real property, equipment, and supplies
which, in accordance with § 74.130,
would be subject to Subpart 0 of this
part but is acquired under a grant or
subgrant to a for-profit organization.

(2) A grantee that is not a for-profit
organization may take title to property
acquired under a.subgrant to a for-profit
organization. If so, the property will be
considered as acquired by the grantee
under its grant, and this section will not
apply to the property.

(b) Applicable rules. (1) Property
subject to this section is exempt from
Subpart 0 of this port. Instead, the
clause entitled "Government Property"
in 41 CFR 1-7.203-21(a) is deemed to be
in every grant or subgrant to a for-profit
organization, and the provisions in that
clause that apply to property acquired
for the Government apply to property
subject to this section. For this purpose,
the terms "contract" and its derivatives
in that claiise are considered to refer to
the grant or subgrant under which the
property is acquired, "subcontract" and
its derivatives to refer to any subaward
under that grant or subgrant, and
"contracting Officer" to refer to the HHS
grants officer.

(2) Records subject to the Government
Property clause are exempt from
Subpart D of this part.

(c) Approval for acquisition. A
recipient shall not acquire property to be

subject to this section without the prior
approval of the granting agency.

1174.715 General program income.
Th6 additional costs alternative

described in 1 74.42(e) of this part may
not be applied to general program
income earned by a recipient that is a
for-profit organization.

74.720 Coot sharing under research
grants.

Under research grants to for-profit
organizations, IIHS does not enterinto
institutional cost-sharing agreements
that cover all or a number of its research
project gran.: 'o the grantee in the
aggregate. In research grants to these
organizations, HHS implements
statutory requirements for cost sharing
through separate cost-sharing
agreements negotiated for each research
project.
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PART 74fAmended)

1. The authority citation for Part 74 is
revised to read as follows:

Authority: 5 U.S.C. 801; aec. 74.02(a) dnd
Appendix Jalso issued under sec. 7505, Pub.
L. 98-502, 98 Stat. 2333 (31 U.S.C. 7505).

2. In 74.62, paragraph (a) is revised
to read as follows:

$74.6.2 Non-Federal audits.
(a) Governmental recipients-0)

Fiscal periods of recipients beginning
before January 1, 1985. Recipients that
are governments shall comply with the
requirements concerning non-Federal
audits in OMB Circular A-102, including
any amendments to those requirements
published in the Federal Register by
OMB.'
' (2) Fiscal periods of recipients
beginning on or after January 1,1985.
Recipients that are governments shall
comply with OMB Circular A-128,
including any amendments published in
the Federal Register by OMB. The
Circular is codified verbatim.as
Appendix J to this part.

(3) Submission of audit reports. All
copies of audit reports that a recipient is
required under OMB Circular A-128 to
submit to HI-IS shall be addressed to the
HHS Regional Inspector General for
Audit responsible for the HHS region in
whith the recipient is located. The HHS
Office of Inspector General will
distribute copies as appropriate within .

OMB Circulars A-102 and A-110 are available
on request from the Office of Management and
Budget. Publications Room. New Executive Office
Building, Washington. D.C. 20503: Hare is a
summary of some of the main provisions concerning
norpfederal audits in those two circulars:

Each recipient must have itself audited by non-
Federal auditors at least every two years.

(2) The reciplenrs auditors must meet certain
standardrof fokiendence.

(3) The audit is to be performed on an
organization-wide basis, with approrpiate sampling
of grant.related transactions. Awarding parties may
not impose grant-by-grant (or subgrant.by-subgrant)
audit requirements.
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the Department. Recipients therefore are
not required to send their audit reports
to any FINS officials, other than the
responsible Regional inspector General
for Audit.

Appendix I(Reservedl
3. Appendix I is added and reserved.
4. Appendix J is added to read as

follows:

Appendix jOMB Circulak A-128,
"Audits of State and Local
Governments"
Circular No. A-128
April 12, 1985.
To the Heads of Executive Departments and

Establishments
Subject Audits of State endLodal

'Governments.
.1. PuiPose. This Circular is issued pursuant

to the Single Audit Act of 1984, Pub. L 98-
502. It establishes audit requirements for
State and local governments that receive
Federal aid, and defines Federal
responsibilities for implementing and
monitoring those requirements.

2. Supersession. The Circular supersedes
Attachment P. "Audit ReciaireMents," of
Circular A-102, "Uniform requirements for
grants to State and local govermnents."

3. Background The Single Audit Act builds
upon earlier efforts to improve audits of
Federal aid programs. The Act requires State
or local governments that receive $100,000 or
more a year in Federal funds to have an audit
made for that year. Section 7505 of the Act
requires the Director of the Office of
Management and Budgef tó prescribe
policies, procedures and guidelines to
implement the Act. It specifies that the
Director shall designate "congnizant" Federal
agencies, determine criteria for thaking
appropriate charges to Federal programs for
the cost of audits, and provide procedures to
assure that small firms or firms owned and
controlled by disadvantaged individuals have
the opportunity to participate in contracts for
single audits.

4. Policy. The Single Audit Act requires the
following:

a. State or local governments that receive
$100.000 or more a year in Federal financial
assistance shall have an audit made in
accordance with this Circular.

b. State or local governments that receive
between.$25,000 and $100,000 a year shall
have an audit made in accordance with this
Circular, or in accordance with Federal laws
and regulations governing the programs they
participate in.

C. State or local governments that receive
less than $25,000 a year shall be exempt from
compliance with the Act and other Federal
audit requirements. These State and local
governments shall be governed by audit
requirements prescribed by State or local lriw
or regulation.

d. Nothing in this paragraph exempts State
or local governments from maintaining
records of Federal financial assistance or
from providing access to such records to
Federal agencies, as provided for in Federal
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low or in Circular A-102, "Uniform
requirements for grants to stale or local
governments."

5. Dofinitions. For the purposes of this
Circular the following definitions from the
Single Audit Act apply:

a. "Cognizant agency" means the Federal
agency assigned by the Office of
Mat.agement and Budget to carry out the
responsibilities described in paragraph 11 of
this Circular.

b. "Federal finanical assistance" means
aiisistance provided by a Federal agency in
the form of grants, contracts, cooperative
agreements, loans, loan guarantees, property,
interest subsidies, insurance, or direct
appropriations, but does not include direct
Federal cash assistance to individuals. It
includes awarda received directly from
Federal agencies. or indirectly through other
units of States and local governments.

c. "Federal agency" has the same meaning
as the term 'agency' in section 551(1) of Title
5, United States Code.

d. "Generally accepted accounting
principles" has the meaning specified in the
generally accepted government auditing
standards.

.e. "Generally accepted government
auditing standards" means the Standards For
Audit of Government Organizations,
Prvgmms, Activities, and Functions,
developed by the Comptroller General, dated
February 27, 1981.

f. "Independent auditor" means:
(1) A State or local government auditor

who meets the independence standards
specified in generally accepted government
auditing standards; or .

(2) A public accoinitani who meets such
independence standards.

g. "Internal centrols" means the plan of
organization and methods and procedures
adopted by management to ensure that:

(1) Resource use is consistent With laws,
regulations, and policies;

(2) Resources are safeguarded against
waste, loss, and misuse; and

(3) Reliable data are obtained, maintained,
and fairly disclosed in reports.

h. "Indian tribe" means any Indian tribe,
band, nations, or other organized group or
community, including any Alaskan Native
village or regional or village corporations (as
defined in. or established under. the Alaskan
Native Claims Settlement Act) that is
recognized by the United States as eligible
for the special programs and services
provided by the United States to Indians
because of their status as Indians.

i. "Local government" means any unit of
local government within a State. including a
county, a borough. municipality, city, town,
township, parish, local public authority,
special district, school district, intrastate
district, council of governmentond any other
instrumentality of local government.

j. "Major Federal Assistance Program," as
defined by Pub. L. 98-502. is described in the
Attachment to this Circular.

k. "Public accountants" means those
individuals who meet the qualification
standards included in generally accepted
government auditing standards for personnel
performing government audits.
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I. "State" moans any State or the United
States, the District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, Guam, American Samoa, the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana
Iolanda, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands, any instrumentality thereof, and any
multi-State, regional, or interstate entity that
has govonmental functions and any Indian.
tribe..

m. "Subrocipient" means any 'person or
government department, agency, or
establishment that receives Federal financial
assistance to carry out a program through a
Stale or local government, but does not
include an individual that is a beneficiary of
such a program. A subrecelpient may also be
a direct recipient of Federal financial
assistance.

0. Scope of audit. The Single Audit Act
provides that:

a. The audit shall be made by an
independent auditor in accordance with
generally accepted government auditing
standards covering financial and compliance
audits.

b. The audit shall cover the entire
operations of a State or local government or.
at the option of that government, it may cover
departments, agencies or establishments that
received, expended, or otherwise
administered Federal financial aasistance
during the year. However, if a State or local
government receives $25,000 or more in
General Revenue Sharing Funds in a fiscal
year, it shall have an audit of its entire
operations. A series of audits of individual
departments, agencies, and establishments
for the same fiscal year may be considered a
single audit.

c. Public hospitals and public colleges and
universities may be excluded from State and
local audits and the requirements of this
Circular. However, if such entities are
excluded, audits of these entities shall be
made in accordance with statutory
requirements and the provisions of Circular
A-110, "Uniform requirements for grants te
universities, hospitals, and other nonprofit
organizations.".

d. The auditor shall determine whether:
(1) The financial statements of the

government, department, agency or
establishment present fairly its financiJI
position and the results of its financial
operations in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles;

(2) The organization has internal
accounting and other control systems to
provide reasonable assurance that it is
managing Federal financial assistance
programs in compliance with applicable laws
and regulations; and

(3) The organization has complied with
laws and regulations that may have material
effect on its financial statements and on each
major Federal assistance program. .

7. Frequency of audit. Audits shall be made
annually unless the Slate or local government
has, by January], 1987. a Constitutional or
statutory requirement for less frequent audits.
For those governments, the cognizant agency
shall permit biennial audits, covering both
years. if the giavernment so requests. It shall
also honor requests for biennial audits by
governments that have an administrative
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policy calling.for audits less frequent than
annual, but only for fiscal years beginning
before January 1, 1087,

0. Internal control and compliance reviews,
The Single Audit Ant requires that the
independent auditor determine and report on
whether the organization has internal control
systems tb provide reasonable assurance that
it is managing Federal assistance programs in
compliance with applicable laws and
regulations.

a, Internal control review. In prder to
provide this assurance the auditor must make
a study and evaluation of internal control
systems used In administering Federal
assistance programs. The study and
evaluation must be made whether or not the
auditor intends to place reliance on such
systems. As part of this review, the auditor
shall:

(1) Test whether these internal control
systems aro functioning in accordance with
prescribed procedures.

(2) Examine the recelpient's system for
monitoring subrecipients and obtaining and
acting on subreciplent audit reports.

b. Compliance review, The law also
requires the auditor to determine whether'the
organization has complied with laws and
regulations that may have a material effect
on each major Federal assistance program.

(1) In order to determine which major
programa are to be tested for compliance.
State and local governments shall identify in
their accounts all Federal funds received and
expended and the programs under which they
were received. This shall include funds
received directly from Federal agencies and
through other State and local governments.

(2) The review must include the selection
and testing of a representative number of
charges from each major Federal assistance
program. The selection and testing of
transactions shall be based on the auditor's
professional judgment considering such
factors as the amount of expenditures fur the
program and the individual awards; the
newness of the program or changes in its
cOnditions; prior experience with the
program, particularly as revealed in audits and
other evaluations (e.g., inspections program
reviews): the extent to which the program is
carried out through subrecipients; the extent
to which the program contracts for goods or
services; the level to which the program is
already subject to program reviews or other
forma of independent oversight; the adequacy
of the controls for ensuring compliance; the
expectation of adherence or lack of
adherence to the applicable laws and
regulations: and the potential impact of
adverse findings.

(a) In niaking the test of transactions. the
auditor shall determinewhethen
The amounts reported as expenditures

were for allowable services, and
The records show that those who received

services or benefits were eligible to receive
them.
(b) In addition to transaction testing. the

auditor shall determine whether:
Matching requirements. levels of effort and

earmarking limitations were met.
Federal financial reports and claims ior

advances imd reimbursements contain
information that is supported by the hooks

la

end records from which the basic financial
otatements hnve been prepared. and

Amounts claimed or used for matching
were determined in accordance with OMB
Circular A-07, "Cost principles for State
and local governments," and Attachment F
of Circular A-102, "Uniform requirements
for grants to State and local governments."
(c) The principal compliance requirements

of the largest Federal nid programs may be
ascertained by referring to the Compliance
Supplement for Single Audits of State and
Local Governments, Issued by OMB and
available from the Government Printing
Office. For those programs not covered in the
Compliance Supplement, the auditor may
ascertain compliance requirements by
researching the statutes, regulations, and
agreements governing individual programs.

(3) Transactions related to other Federal
assistance programs that are selected in
connection with examinations of financial
statements and evaluations of Internal
controls shall be tested for compliance with
Federal laws and regulations that apply to
such transactions.

9. Subrecipients, Stale or local
governments that receive Federal financial
assistance and provide $25,000 or more of it
in a fiscal year to a subreciplent

a, Determine Whether State or local
subrecipients have met the audit
requirements of this Circular and whether
subrecipients covered by Circular A-110.
"Uniform requirements for grants to
universities. hospitals. and other nonprofit
organizations," have met that requirement;

b. Determine whether the subrecipient
spent Federal assistance funds provided in
accordance with applicable laws and
regulations. This may be accomplished by
reviewing an audit of the subrecipient made
in accordance with this Circular. Circular A-
110, or through other means (e.g., program
reviews) if the subreclpient has not yet had
such an audit:

c. Ensure that appropriate corrective action
is taken within six months after receipt of the
audit report in Instances of noncompliance
with Federal laws and regulations;

d. Consider whether subrecipient audits
necessitate adjustment of the recipient's own
records; and

e. Require each subrecipient to permit
independent auditors to have access to the
records and financial statements as
necessary to comply with this Circular.

10. Relation to other audit requirements.
The Single Audit Act provides that an audit
made in accordance with this Circular shall
be in lieu of any financial or financial
compliance audit required under individual
Federal assistance programs. To the extent
that a single audit provides Federal agencies
with information and assurances they need to
carry out their overall responsibilities, they
shall rely upon and use such information.
However. a Federal agencj shall make any
additional audits which are necessary to
carry out its responsibilities under Federal
law and regulation. Any additional Federal
audit effort shall be planned and carried out
in such a way as to avoid duplication.

a. The provisions of this Circular do not
limit the authority of Federal agencies to
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make, or contract for audits and evaluations
of 'Federal financial assistance programs, nor
do they limit the authority of any Federal
agency Inspector General or other Federal
audit official.

b. The provisons of this Circular do not
authorize any State or local government or
subrecipient thereof to constrain Federal
agencies, in any manner. from carrying out
additional audits.

c. A Federal agency that makes or
contracts for audits in addition to the audits
made by recipients purseant to this Circular
shall, conaistent with other applicable laws
and regulations, arrange for funding the cost
of such additional audits. Such additional
audits include economy and efficiency audits,
program results audits, and program
evaluations.

11. Cognizant agency responsiblities. The
Single Audit Act provides for cogniZant
Federalagencies to oversee the
implementation of this Circular.

a. The Office of Management and Budget
will assign cognizant agencies for States and
their subdivisions and larger local
governments and their subdivisions. Other
Federal agencies may participate with an
assigned cognizant agency, in order to fulfill
the cognizance responsibilities. Smaller
governments not aosigned acognizant agency
will be under the general oversight of the
Federal agency That provides them the most
funds whether directly or indirectly.

b.A cognizant agency shell have the
following responsibilities:

(1) Ensure that audits are made and reports
are received in a timely manner and in
accordance with the requirements of this
Circular.

(2) Provide technical advice and liaison to
State and local governments and independent
auditors.

43) Obtain or mike quality control reviews
of selected audits made by non-Federal audit
organizations, and provide the results, when
appropriate, to other interested organizations.

(4) Promptly inform other affected Federal
agencies and appropriate Federal law
enforceinent officials of any reported Illegal
acts or irregularities.They should also inform
State or local law enforcement and
prosecuting au)horities. if not advised by the
recipient, of any violation of law within their
jurisdiction.

(5) Advise the recipient of audits that have
been found not to have met the requirements
set forth in this Circular, In such instances,
the recipient will be expected to work with
the auditor to take corrective action. If
corrective action is not taken, the cognizant
agency shall notify the recipient and Federal
awarding agencies of the facts and make
recommendations for followup action. Major
inadequacies or repetitive mibstandard
performance of independent auditors shall be
referred to appropriate professional bodies-
for disciplinary action.

(6) Coordinate, to the extent practicable,
audits made by or for Federal agencies that
are in addition to the audits made pursuant to
this Circular; so that the-additional audits
build upon such audits.

(7) Oversee the resolution of audit findings
that affect the programs of more than one
agency.

12-Illegal acts or irregularities. If the
auditor becomes aware of illegal acts or Jther
irregularities, prompt notice shall be given to
recipient management officials above the
level of involvement. (eee also paragraph
13(a)(3) below for the auditor's reporting
responsibilities.) The recipient, in turn. shall
promptly notify the cognizant agency of the
illegal acts-or irregularities and of proposed
and actual actions, ff any. Illegal acti and
irregularities include such matters as
conflicts of interest, falsification of records or
reports.and misappropriations of funds or
other assets.

13. Audit Reports. Audit reports must be
prepared at the completion of the audit.
Reports serve many needsof State and local
governments as well as meeting the
requirements of the Single Audit AcL

a. The audit report shall state that the audit
was male in accordance with the provisions
of this Circular. The report shall be made up
of at least:

(1) The auditOr's report on financial
statements and-ona schedule of Federal
assistance; the financial statements; and a
schedule of Federal assistance, showing the
total expenditures far each Federal
assistance program as identified in the
Catalog.of Federal Domestic Assistance.
Federal programs or grants that have not
been-assigned a catalog number shall be
identified under the caption "other Federal
assistance."

(2) Theauditor's report on the study and
evaluation of internal control systems must
identify the organization's significant internal
accounting controls, and those controls
designed to provide reasonable assurance
that Federal programs are being managed in
compliance with laws and regulations. It
must also identify the controls that were
evaluated, the controls that were not
evaluated, and the material weaknesees
identified as a result of the evaluation.

(3) The auditor's report an compliance
containing:

A statement of positive assurance with
respect to those items tested far
compliance, including compliance with law
and regulations pertaining to financial
reports and claims far advances and
reimbursements;

Negative assurance on those items not
tested:
A summary of all instances of
noncompliance; and

An identification af total amounts
questioned, if any, far each Federal
assistance award, as a result of
noncompliance.
b. The three parts of the audit report may

be bound into a single repdit, or presented at
the same time as separate documents.

c. All fraud abuse, or Illegal ects or
indications of such acts, Including all
questioned costs found as the result of these
acts that auditors become aware of, should
normally be covered in a separate written
report submitted in accordance with
paragraph 13f.

d. In addition to the audit report, the
recipient shaffprovide comments on the
findings and recommendations in the report,
including a plan for corrective action taken or
planned and comments on the status of
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corrective action taken on prior findings. If
corrective action is not necessary a
statement describing the reason it is not
should accompany the audit report.

e. The reports shall be made available by
the State or local government for public
inspection within 30 days after the
completion of the audit.

. f. In accordance with generally accepted
government audit standards, reports shall be
submitted by the auditor to the organization
audited and to those requiring or arranging
for the audit. In addition, the recipient shall
submit copies of the reports to each Federal
department or agency that provided Federal
aasistance funds to the redipient.
Subrecipients shall submit copies to
recipients that provided them Federal
assistance funds. The reports shall be sent
within 30 days after the completion of the
audit, but no later than one year after the end
of the audit period unless a longer period is
agreed to with the cognizant agency.

g. Recipient, of more than $100,000 in
Federal funds shall submit one copy of the
audit repori within 30days after issuance to a
central clearinghouse to be designated by the
Office ofManagement and Budget. The
clearinghouse will keep completed audits -on
file and follow up with State and local
governments that have not submitted
required audit reports.

'h. Recipients shall keep audit reports on
file for three years from their issuance.

14. Audit Resolution. As provided in
paragraph 11, the cognizant agency shall be
responsible for monitoring the resolution of
audit Endings that affect the programs of
more than one Federal agency. Resolution of
findings that relate to the programs of a
single Federal agency willbe the
responsibility of the recipient and that
agency. Alternate arrangemehts may be
made on a case-by-case basis by agreement
among the agencies concerned.

Resolution shall be made within six months
after receipt of the report by the Federal
departments and agencies. Corrective action
should proceed as rapidly as possible.

15. Audit workpapers and reports.
Workpapers and reports shall be retained for
a minimum of three years from the-date of the
audit report, unless the auditor is notified in
writing by the cognizant agency to extend the
retention period. Audit workpapers shall be
made available upon request to the cognizant
agency or its designee or the General
Aceounting Office. at the completion of the
audit.

16. Audit Costs. The cost of audits made in
accordance with the proviiions of this
Circular are allowable charges to Federal
assistance programs.

a. The charges may be considered a direct
cost or an allocated indirect cost, determined
in accordance with the provision of Circular
A-87. "Cost principles for State and local
governments."

b. Generally the percentage of coals
charged to Federal assistance programs for a
single audit shall-not exceed the percentage
that Federal funds expended represent of
total funds expended by the recipient.during
the fiscal year. The percentage may be
exceeded, however. if appropriate
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documentation demonstrates higher actual
cost.

17. Sanctions. The Single Audit Act
provides that no cost may be charged to
Federal assistance programs for audits
required by the Act that are not made in
accordance with this Circular. In cases of
continued inability or unwillingness to have a
proper audit. Federal agencies must consider
other appropriate sanctions including:
Withholding a percentage of assistance

payments until the audit is completed
satisfactorily,

Withholding or disallowing. overhead costs.
and

Suspending the Federal assistance
agreement until the audit is made.
18. Auditor Selection. In arranging for audit

services State and local governments shall
follow the procurement standards prescribed
by Attachment 0 of Cireular 'A-102, "Uniform
requirements for grants to State and local
governments." The standards provide that
while recipients are encouraged to enter into
intergovernmental agreements for audit and
other services, analysis should be made to
determine whether it would be more
economical to purchase the servicesfrom
private firms. In instances where use of such
intergovernmental agreements are required
by State statutes (e.g.. audit servides) these
statutes will take precedence.

19. Small and Minority Audit Firms. Small
audit firms and audit firms owned and
controlled by socially and economically
-disadvantaged individuals shall have the
maximum practicable oppottunity to
participate in contracts awarded to fulfill the
requirements of this Circular. Recipients of
Federal assistance shall take the follow;ng
steps to further this goal:

a. Assure that small audit firms and audit
firms owned and controlled by socially and
economically disadvantaged individuals ;.-re
used to the fullest extent practicable.

b. Make information on forthcoming
opportunities available and arrange
timeframes for the audit so as to encourage
and ficilitate participation by small audit
firms and audit firms owned and controlled
by socially and economically disadvantaged
individuals.

c. Consider in the contract process whether
firms competing for larger audits intend to
subcontract with small audit firms and audit
firms owned and controlled by socially and
economically disadvantaged individuals.

d. Encourage contracting with small audit
firms or audit firms owned and controlled by
socially and economically disadvantaged
individuals which haVe traditionally audited
government programs and, in such cases
where this is not possible. assure that these
firms are given consideration for audit
subcontrating opportunities.

e. Encourage contracting with consortiums
of small audit firms as described in
paragraph (a)-above when a contract is too
large for an individual small audit firm or
audit firm owned and Controlled by socially
and economically disadvantaged individuals,

f. Use the services and assistance, as
appropriate, of such organizations as the
Small Business Administration in the
solicitation and utilization of small audit
firms or audit firms owned and controlled by
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socially and economically disadvantaged
individuals.

20. Reporting. Each Federal agency will
report to the Director of OMB on or before
March 1, 1987. and annually thereafter on the
effectiveness of State and local governments
in carrying out the provisions of this Circular.
The report must identify each State or local
government or Indian tribe that, in the
opinion of the agency, is failing to comply
with Circular.

21. Regulations. Each Federal agency shall
include the provisions of this Circular in its
regulations implementing the Single Audit
Act.

22. Effective date. This Circular is effective
upon publication and shall apply to fiscal
years of State and local governments that
begin after December 31,1984. Earlier
implementation is encouraged. However,
until it is implemented, the audit provisions
of Attachment P to Circular A-102 shall
continue to be observed.

23. Inquiries. All questions or inquiries
should be addressed to Financial
Management Division, Office of Management
and Budget. telephone number 202/395-3993.

24. Sunset review date. This Circular shall
have an independent policy review to
ascertain its effectiveness three years from
the date of issuance.
David A. Stockman.
Director.

Circular A-128 Attachment

Definition of Major Program as Provided in
Pub. L 98-502

"Major Federal Assistance Program," for
State and local governments having Federal
assistance expenditures between $100,000
and $100.000,000. means any program for
which Federal expenditures during the
applicable year exceed the larger 000.
or 3 percent of such total expenditi.

Where total expenditures of Fedes
assistance exceed S100.000.000, the fc
criteria apply:

Total evenditures of Federal financial
assistance Mc al programs

More than

$100 mlhon
1 billion
2.billion
3 billion
4 billion
5 billion
6 billion

Oyer 7 billion

But less than

Major Fec
assistanc

progt5 m rrie ;
any r:ogram that

exceeds

1 biMon
2 billion
3 billion
4 billion
5 billion
6 billion
7 billion

$3 millkm
4 million
7 millMn

10 million
13 million
16 million
19 million
20 million

[FR Doc. 85z-18542 Filed 8-5-35; 8:45 aml
BILLING CODE 4150-0441
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T1FAC ENT B
HDS Programs Covered/Not Covered

By Executive Order 12372

HDS PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES COVERED BY EXECUTIVE ORDER 12372

CFDA Number DISCRETIONARY GRANTS MANDATORY OR FORMULA GRANTS

13.600 Head Start -
Basic Head Start Program, Research,
Training & Technical Assistance,
Demonstration, & Pilot Projects

13.623 Runaway Youth -
All projects

13.630 * Developmental Disabilities -
Basic Support;
Protection and Advocacy

13.631 Developmental Disabilities
Special Projects

13.633 * Aging - Title III-A &
Grants for Supportive
Services & Senior Centers

13.635 * Aging - Title III-C,
Nutrition Services

13.645 * Child Welfare Services -
Title IV-B State Grants

13.646 Work Incentive Program * Work Incentive Program (WIN)
Discretionary Projects

13.669 Child Abuse and Neglect
State Grants

13.670 Child Abuse and Neglect
Discretionary Projects

*Excluded from the "accommodate or explain rule"
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HDS PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES NOT COVERED BY EXECUTIVE ORDER 12372

CFDA Number DISCRETIONARY GRANTS MANDATORY OR FORMULA GRANTS 1

13.608 Child Welfare Research & Demonstration
Section 426 of Social Security Act (SSA)

13.612 Native American Programs
Financial Assistance Grants

13.632 Developmental Disabilities
University Affiliated Facilities
& Satellite Centers

13.647 Social Services Research & Demonstration
Section 1110 of Social Security Act

13.648 Child Welfare Services (426) Training

13.652 Adoption Opportunities
Research & Demonstration

13.655 Aging Title VI
Grants to Indian Tribes

13.658

13.659

13.661 Native American Programs
Research, Demonstration & Evaluation

13.662 Native American Programs
Training & Technical Assistance

13.667

13.668 Aging Title IV
Research, Demonstration & Training

Title IV-E Foster Care

Title IV-E Adoption Assistance

Social Services Block Grant
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ATTACHMENT C
Cost Principles

OMB Circular A-21 C-3

OMB Circular A-87 C- 21

OMB Circular A-122 C -29

Appendix E to 45 CFR Part 74 C-45

Federal Acquisition Regulation 48 CFR Subpart 31.2 C-63
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12368 NOTICES

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND
BUDGET

CIRCULAR A-21--COST PRINCIPLES FOR
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

This notice revises Federal Manage-
ment Circular 73-8. It will be renum-
bered OMB Circular No. A-21. The re-
vision originated from recommenda-
tions made by the Department of
Health. Education, and Welfare after
urging by the House and Senate Ap-
propriations Committees.

On March 10, 1978, the Office of
Management and Budget published a
proposed revision in the FEDERAL Rzo-
IS= for comment. In response to the
publication, we received approximate-
ly 300 letters from Members of Con-
gress. Federal agencies, university ad-
ministrators, faculty members, profes-
sional associations, and members of
the public.

There follows a sununary of the
major comments grouped by subject,
and a response to each, including a de-
scription of any changes made as a
result of the comment. In addition to
the changes described specifically,
other changes have been made to im-
prove clarity, readability, and preci-
sion; and to reduce the burden of com-
pliance as much as possible.

For further information, contact Mr.
John J. Lordan, Chief. Financial Man-
agement Branch, Office of Manage-
ment and Budget. New Executive
Office Building, 726 Jackson Place,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20503, (202)
395-6823.

PURPOSE

Comment. Several commentators
pointed out that the proposed revision
contained too much detail, and that it
seemed to establish cost accounting
procedures and instructions, rather
than cost accounting principles.

Response. In our opinion, the revi-
sion does not change the fundamental
nature of the Circular. It provised for
more consistent treatment of costs,
and clarifies many provisions that
were considered too vague and which
left the way open to widely varying in-
terpretations. This subject is covered
in more detail below in specific com-
ments on other sections of the Circu-
lar.

Comment. Several commentators
had a favorable reaction to the provi-
sion which says that agencies are not
expected to place additional restric-
tions on individual items of cost.

Response. This provision remains in
the Circular.

APPLICABILITY

Comment, Several commentators
agreed with the provision which ex-
tends regulations of the Cost Account-
ing Standards Board to federally

funded research and development cen-
ters operated by universities. This was
a coordinated action with the CASB,
which has exempted other work at
universities from coverage.

Response. This provision remains in
the Circular.

EFFECTIVE DATE

Comment. Several commentators
pointed out the need for adequate
time for implementation. Some sug-
gested a two-year transition period.

Response. The Circular now estab-
lishes an effective date of October 1,
1979, and says that implementation
will begin in the institution's first
fiscal year beginning after that date.
This can be speeded up or extended
with the agreement of the cognizant
Federal agency. We would expect this
provision to be used to assure an or-
derly phase in of new provisions such
as the accounting for tuition remission
and specialized service facilities.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Comment. Many commentators
stated that "other sponsored activi-
ties" should not include agricultural
extension programs, which had been
cited as an example.

Response. This example has been re-
moved from the Circular and we are
now studying a request to exempt this
program from coverage by the Circu-
lar.

INDIRECT COSTS

Comment. Many commentators ob-
jected to the inclusion of a standard
allocation method to be used for each
of the categories of indirect cost.

Response. The Circular has been re-
vised to more clearly state that the
standard allocation method is used
only in the absence of a cost analysis
study, or a mutual agreement between
the institution and the cognizant
agency on use of a different method.

Comment. Several commentators
argued that it was inequitable to allo-
cate depreciation on certain capital
improvements on a standard base of
unweighted headcount of students and
employees.

Response. The unweighted head-
count base has been replaced by a full-
time equivalent base.

Comment. As proposed, the modified
total direct cost base consisted of sala-
ries and wages, fringe benefits, materi-
als and supplies, travel, and subgrants
and subcontracts up to $5,000 each.
Several commentators Proposed an in-
crease in the dollar level of subgrants
and subcontracts. Suggestions ranged
from $10,000 to $50,000.

Response. The amount has been
raised to $25,000.

Comment. A number of commenta-
tors objected to the use of the number
of sponsored agreements as the stand-

ard base for allocating the costs of
sponsored projects administration.

Response. The standard allocation
base has been changed to modified
total direct COStS.

LIBRARY EXPENSES

Comment. Many commentators ob-
jected to the unweighted headcount
base for allocating library expenses.

Response. The unweighted head.:
count base has been changed to the
full-time equivalent base.

STUDENT ADMINISTRATION AND SERVICES

Comment. Several commentators ob-
jected that the Circular would not rec-
ognize student administration and
service costs as applicable to the spon-
sored agreements. They contended
that these services benefit all stu-
dents, including those employed by
the institution.

Response. The standard base for al-
locating student service costs would
call for allocation to the instruction
function, and subsequently to any
sponsored agreement in that function.

DETERMINATION AND APPLICATION OF
INDIRECT COSTS OR RATES

Comment. Several commentators ob-
jected to the use of modified total
direct cost as the standard base for al-
locating indirect costs to sponsored
agreements.

Response. The definition has been
modified to include all subgrants and
subcontracts up to $25,000 each,
COMPENSATION FOR PERSONAL SERVICES

Comment. Several commentators ob-
jected to the frequency of personnel
activity reports.

Response. Compared to present re-
quirements, frequency has been re-
duced from monthly to once an aca-
demic term. Also, the Circular has
been Oarified to explain that employ:
ees whose salaries and wages are not
charged direct, or not involved in the
distribution of indirect costs would not
be included in the reporting system.

Comment. Several commentators
criticized applying the monitored
workload system only to professional
employees.

Response. Introducing the moni-
tored workload concept for profession-
al employees recognizes that their ac-
tivities cannot be measured with the
same degree of accuracy as nonprofes-
sionals. We believe that the monitored
workload alternative represents a good
balance between reducing paperwork
and achieving AM acceptable level of
accountability.

DEPRECIAnON AND USE ALLOWANCES

Comment. Several commentators
stated that the requirement for a
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physical equipment inventory every
two years was burdensome.

Response. The two-year inventory
requirement remains. However, it has
been clarified to recognize that statis-
tical sampling techniques may be used
in making the inventory. We believe
an institution wishing to recover de-
preciation or use allowances on equip-
ment must take the normal business
precaution of assuring by physical in-
ventory that the equipment is still on
hand.

EQUIPMENT Ann OTHER CAPITAL
EEPENDITURES

Comment. Many commentators re-
conuneded that the definition of
equipment be changed from an acqui-
sition cost of $300 and a useful life of
mere than one year. The most
common suggestion was $500 and a
useful life of more than two years.

Response. The Circular has been
amended to define equipment as tangi-
ble personal property having a useful
life of more than two years and an ac-
quisition cost of $500 or more per Unit.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND STuDmir Am COSTS

Comment. Some commentators ob-
jected to the provision that tuition re-
mission for student employees be
treated as a direct charge to sponsored
agreements.

Response. The Circular would not
prohibit tuition remission as an indi-
rect cost in all cases. It would require
t.hat tuition remission be treated as a
direct or indirect cost in accordance
with the actual work being performed.
This is consistent with the general
rules stated earlier in the Circular and
with basic principles of cost account-
ing.

Comment. Some commentators
stated that the tuition remiqcion provi-
sion would discriminate against out-of-
state students. Since the tuition they
would ordinarily pay at State universi-
ties is higher than that of in-state stu-
dents, their remission would be higher,
thereby encouraging research faculty
to favor in-state graduate assistants.

Response. The Circular has been
modified to permit tuition remission to
be charged on an average rate basis.

SPECIALIZED SERVICE FACILITIES

Comment. Many commentators ob-
jected to the inclusion of "animal re-
sources centers" as a specialized serv-
ice facility.

Response. "Animal resource centers"
has been deleted as an example, but
may be treated as a specialized service
facility as circumstances dictate at
each institution.

Comment. Many commentators cited
the possibility that including indirect
costs in the charges for specialized
service facilities might raise the appar-
ent cost of the services to such a high
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level that research faculty would de-
cline to use them. They also cited
unique situations where it might be
appropriate to recover less than the
full cost of a specialized service facili-
ty.

Response. The Circular provides
that normally charges for these serv-
ices should include both direct and in-
direct costs, It allows for exclusion of
indirect costs where not material in
amount.

VELMA N. BALDWIN,
Assistant to the Director

for Administration.
EXECUTIVE Orme or THE PRESIDENT.

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET,
Washington, D.C., February 26, 1979.

[Circular No. A-21, Revised)

To the Heads of Executive Departments
and Establishments.

Subject: Cost principles for educational in-
stitutions.

1. Purpose. This circular e.tablishes prin-
ciples for determining costs applicable, to
grants, contracts, and other agreements
with educational institutions. The principles
deal with the subject of cost determination,
and make no attempt to identify the cir-
cumstances or dictate the extent of agency
and institutional participation in the financ-
ing of a particular project. The principles
are designed to provide that the Federal
Government bear its fair share of total
costs, determined in accordance with gener-
ally accepted accounting principles, except
where restricted or prohibited by law. Agen-
cies are not expected to place additional re-
strictions on individual items of cost. Provi-
sion for profit or other increment above cost
is outside the scope of this Circular.

2. Supersession. The Circular supersedes
Federal Management Circular 73-8. dated
Deeember 19, 1973. MC 73-8 is revised and
reissued under tts original designation of
OMB Circular No. A-21.

3. APPlicability.
a. All Federal agencies that sponsor re-

search and development, training, and other
work at educational institutions shall apPly
the provisions of this Circular in determin-
ing the costs incurred for such work. The
principles shall also be used as a guide in
the pricing of fixed price or lump sum
agreements.

b. In addition, Federally Funded Research
and Development Centers associated with
educational institutions shall be required to
comply with the Cost Accounting Stand-
ards, rules and regulations issued by the
Cost Accounting Standards Board, and set
forth in 4 CFR Ch. III; provided that they
are subject thereto under defense related
contracts.

4. Responsibilities. The successful appli-
cation of cost accounting principles requires
development of mutual understanding be-
tween representatives of educational institu-
tions and of the Federal Government as to
their scope, implementation, and interpreta-
tion.

5. Attachment The priniciples and related
policy guides are set forth in the Attach-
ment, "Principles for determining costs al>.
plicable to grants, contracts, and other
agreements with educational institutions."

G. Effective date. The provisions of this
Circular shall be effective October 1, 1979.

The previsions shall be implemented bY in-
stitutions as of the start of their first fiscal
year beginning after that date. Earlier im-
plementation. or a delay ln implementation
of individual provisions, is permitted by
mutual agreement between an institution
and the cognizant Fedral agency.

7. Inquiries. Further information concern-
ing this Circular may be obtained by con-

,tacting the Financial Management Branch,
Budget Review Division, Office of Manage-
ment and Budget. Washington, D.C. 20503,
telephone (202) 395-6823.

JAMES T. McbrrYar., Jr.,
Director.

PRINCIPLES FOR DETERMINING COSTS APPLICA-
nu TO GRANTS. Colrntscrs, AHD On=
AGRIXMENTS WITH EDUCATIONAL INSTITU.
TIONS

TABIX or Corn:errs

A. PURPOSE AND soot's

1. Objectives.
2. Policy guides.
3:Application.

D. DEFINITION OP TERMS

1. Major functions of an institution.
a. Instruction.
b. Departmental research.
c. Organized research.
d. Other sponsored activities.
e. Other institutional activities.
2. Sponsored agreement.
3. Allocation.

C. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

1. Composition of total costs.
2. Factors affecting allowability of costs.
3. Reasonable costs.
4. Allocable costs.
5- APPlicable credits.
6. Costs incurred by State and local gov-

ernments.
7. Limitations on allowance of costs.

m:sscr COSTS

1. General.
2. Application to sponsored agreements.

E. INDIRECT COSTS

1. General.
2. Criteria for distribution.

F. IDENTIFICATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF
INDIRECT COSTS

1. Depreciation and use allowances.
2. Operation and maintenance expenses.
S. General administration and general ex-

penses.
4. Departmental administration expenses.
5. Sponsored projects administration.
6. Library expenses.
7. Student administration and services.
8. Offset for indirect expenses otherwise

provided for by the Government.

O. DETERMINATION AND APPLICATION OF
INDIRECT COST RATE OR RATES

1. Indirect cost Pools-
2. The distribution basis.
3. Negotiated lump sum for indirect costs.
4. Predetermined fixed rates for indirect

costs.
5. Negotiated fixed rates and carry-for-

ward provisions.
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12370 NOTICES

N. SIMPLIFIED METHOD FOR SMALL
INSTITUTIONS

1. General.
2. Simplified procedure.

.1. GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR SELECTED ITEMS OF
COST

1. Advertising costs.
2. Bad debts.
3. Civil defense costs.
4. Conunencement and convocation costs.
5. Communication costs.
6. Compensation for personal services.
7. Contingency provisions.
8. Deans of faculty and graduate schools.
9. Depreciation and use allowances.
10. Donated services and property.
11. Employee morale, health, and welfare

costs and credits,
12. Entertainment costs.
13. Equipment and other capital expendi-

tures.
14. Fines and penalties.
15. Fringe benefits.
16. Insurance and indemnification.
17. Interest, fund raising, and investment

management costs.
18. Labor relations costs.
19. Losses on other sponsored agreements

or contracts.
20. Maintenance and repair costs.
21. Material costs.
22. Memberships, subscriptions, and pro-

fessional activity costs.
23. Patent costs.
24. Plant security costs.
25. Preagreement costs.
26. Professional Services costs.
27. Profits and losses on disposition of

plant equipment or other capital assets.
28. Proposal costs.
29. Public information services costs.
30. Rearrangement and alteration costs.
31. Reconversion costs.
32. Recruiting costs.
33. Rental cost of buildings and equip-

ment.
34. Royalties and other costs for use of

patents.
35. Sabbatical leave costs.
36. Scholarships and student aid costs.
37. Severance paY.
38. Specialized service facilities.
39. Special services costs.
40. Student activity Costs.
41. Taxes.
42. Transportation costs.
43. Travel costs.
44. Termination costs applicable to spon-

sored agreements.

H. CERTIFICATION OF CHARGES

PRINCIPLES FOR DETERMINING COSTS APPLICA-
BLE TO GRANTS, CONTRACTS, AND Gram
AGREEMENTS WITH EDUCATIONAL INSTITU-
'TIONS

A. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. Objective. This Attachment provides
principles for determning the costs applica-
ble to research and development, training,
and other sponsored work performed by col-
leges and universities under grants, con-
tracts, and other agreements with the Fed-
eral Government. These agreements are re-
ferred to as sponsored agreements.

2. Policy guides. The successful applica-
tion of these cost accounting principles re-
quires development of mutual understand-
ing between representatives of universities
and of the Federal Government as to their

scope, implementation, and interpretation.
It is recognized that-

a. The arrangements for Federal agency
and institutional participation in the financ-
ing of a research. tranining, or other project
are properly subject to negotiation between
the agency and the institution concerned, in
accordance with such Government-wide cri-
teria or legal requirements as may be appli-
cable.

b. Each institution, possessing its own
unique combination of staff, facilities, and
experience, should be encouraged to con-
duct research and educational activities in a
manner consonant with its own academic
philosophies and institutional objectives.

c. The dual role of students engaged in re-
search and the resulting benefits to spon-
sored agreements are fundamental to the
research effort and shall be recognized in
the application of these principles.

d. Each institution, in the fulfillment of
its obligations, should employ sound man-
agement practices.

e. The application of these cost account-
ing principles should require no significant
changes in the generally accepted account-
ing practices of colleges and universities.
However, the accounting practices of indi-
vidual colleges and universities must sup-
port the accumulation of costs as required
by the principles, and must provide for ade-
quate documentation to support costs
charged to sponsored agreements.

f. Cognizant Federal agencies involved in
negotiating indirect cost rates and auditing
should assure that institutions are generally
applying these cost accounting principles on
a consistent basis. Where wide variations
exist in the treatment of a given cost item
among institutions, the reasonableness and
equitableness of such treatments should be
fully considered during the rate negotia-
tions and audit.

3. Application. These principles shall be
used in determining the allowable costs of
work performed by colleges and universities
under sponsored agreements, The principles
shall also be used in determining the costs
of work performed by such institutions
under subgrants, cost-reimbursement sub-
contracts, and other awards made to them
under sponsored agreements. They also
shall be used es a guide in the pricing of
fixed-price contracts and subcontracts
where costs are used in determining the ap-
propriate price. The principles do not apply
to: ,

a. Arrangements under which Federal fi-
nancing is in the form of loans, scholar-
ships, fellowships, traineeships, or other
fixed amounts based on such items as edti-
cation allowance or published tuition rates
and fees of an institution.

b. Capitation awards.
c. Other awards under which the institu-

tion is not required to account to the Gov-
ernment for actual costs incurred.

B. DEFINITION oF TERMS

1. Major functions of an institution refers
to instruction (includes departmental re-
search), organized research, other sponsored
activities, and other institutional activities
as defined below:

a. Instruction means the teaching and
training activities of an institution. Except
for research training as provided in c below,
this term includes all teaching and training
activities, whether they are offered for cred-
its toward a degree or certificate or on a
noncredit basis, and whether they are of-

fered through regular acadcmic depart-
ments or separate divisions, such as summer
school division or an extension division.

b. Departmental research means all re-
search and development activities that are
not organized research and, consequently,
are not separately budgeted and accounted
for. Departmental research, for purposes of
this document, is not considered as a major
function of an institution but as a part of
the instruction function of the institution.

c. Organized research means all research
and development activities of an institution
that are separately budgeted and accounted
for. This term includes research and devel-
opment activities that ase sponsored by Fed-
eral and non-Federal agencies and organiza-
tions, as well es those that are separately
bedgeted by the institution under an inter-
nal allocation of institutional funds. It also
includes activities involving the training of
individuals in research techniques (commoly
called research training) where such activi-
ties utilize the same facilities as other re-
search and development activities, and
where such activities are not included in the
instruction function. The costs of organized
research and development activities include
all costs incurred by the institution in per-
forming the activities.

d. Other sponsored activities means pro-
grams and projects financed by Federal and
non-Federal agencies and organizations
Which involve the performance of work
other than instruction and organized re-
search. Examples of such programs and Pro-
jects are health service projects, and com-
munity service programs. However, when
any of these activities are undertaken by
the institution without outside support,
they may be classified as other institutional
activities.

e. Other institutional activities means all
activities of an institution except: (1) in-
struction, departmental research, organized
research, and other sponsored activities, as
defined above; (2) indirect cost activities in-
dentified in Section P, and (3) specialized
service facilities described in Section J38.
Other institutional activities include oper-
ation of residence halls, dining halls, hospi-
tals and clinics, student unions, intercolle-
giate athletics, bookstores, faculty housing,
student apartment, guest houses, chapels,
theaters, public museums, and other similar
auxiliary enterprises. This definition also in-
cludes any other categories of activities,
costs of which are "unallowable" to spon-
sored agreements, unless otherwise indicat-
ed in the agreements.

2. Sponsored agreement, for purposes of
this circular, means any grant, contract, or
other agreement between the institution
and the Federal Government.

3. Allocation means the process of assign-
ing a cost, or a group of costs, to one or
more cost objective, in reasonable and real-
istic proportion to the benefit provided or
other equitable relationship. A cost objec-
tive may be a major function of the institu-
tion, a particular service or project, a spon-
sored agreement, or an indirect cost activity,
as described in Section F. The process may
entail assigning a cost(s) directly to a final
cost objective or through one or more inter-
mediate cost objectives.

C. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

1. Composition of total costs. The cost of a
sponsored agreement is comprised of the al-
lowable direct costs incident to its perform-
ance, plus the allocable portion of the allow-
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able indirect costs of the institution, less ap-
plicable credits as described in 5 below.

2. Factors affecting allowability of costs.
The tests of allowability of costs under
these principles are: (a) they must be rea-
sonable; (b) they must be allocable to spon-
sored agreements under the principles and
methods provided herein; (c) they must be
given consistent treatment through applica-
tion of those generally accepted accounting
principles appropriate to the circumstances;
and (d) they must conform to any limita-
tions or exclusions set forth in these princi-
ples or in the sponsored agreement as to
types or amounts of cost items.

3. Reasonable costs. A cost may be consid-
ered reasonable if the nature of the goods
or services acquired or applied, and the
amount involved therefor, reflect the action
that a prudent person would have taken
under the circumstances prevailing at the
time the decizion to incur the cost was
made. Major considerations involved in the
determination of the reasonableness of a
cost are: (a) whether or not the cost Ls of a
type generally recognized as necessary for
the operation of the institution or the per-
formance of the sponsored agreement; (b)
the restraints or requirements imposed by
such factors as arm's-length bargaining,
Federal and State laws and regulations, and
sponsored agreement terms and conditions;
(c) whether or not the individuals concerned
acted with due prudence in the circum-
stances. considering their responsibilities to
the institution, it employees, it students, the
Goverrunent, and the public at large; and
(d) the extent to which the actions taken
with respect to the incurrence of the cost
are consistent with established institutional
policies and practices applicable to the work
of the institution generally, including spon-
sored agreements.

4. Allocable costs.
a. A cost is allocable to a particular cost

objective (i.e., a specific function, project,
sponsored agreement, department, or the
like) if the goods or services involved are
chargeable or assignable to such cost objec-
tive in accordance with relative benefits re-
ceived or other equitable relationship. Sub-
ject to the foregoing, a cost is allocable to a
sponsored agreement if (1) it is incurred
solely to advance the work under the spon-
sored agreement; (2) its benefits both the
sponsored agreement and other work of .the
institution, in proportions that can be ap-
proximated through use of reasonatfle
methods, or (3) it is necessary to the overall
operation of the institution and, in light of
the principles provided in this Circular, is-
deemed to be assignable in part to spon-
sored projects. Where the purchase of
equipment or other capital items is specifi-
cally authorized under a sponsored agree-
ment, the amounts thus authorized for such
purchases are assignable to the sponsored
agreement regardless of the use that may
subsequently be made of the equipment or
other capital items involved.

b. Any costs allocable to a particular spon-
sored agreement under the standards pro-
vided in this Circular may not be shifted to
other sponsored agreements in order to
meet deficiencies caused by overruns or
other fund considerations, to avoid restric-
tions imposed by law or by terms of the
sponsored agreement, or for other reasons
of convience.

5. Applicable credits.
a. The term applicable credits refers to

those receipts or negative expenditures that
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operate to offset or reduce direct or indirect
cost items. Typical examples of such trans-
actions are: purchase discounts, rebates, or
allowances; recoveries or indemnites on
losses; and adjustments of overpayments or
erroneous charges. This term also includes
"educational discounts" on products or serv-
ices provided specifically to educational in-
stitutions, such as discounts on computer
equipment, except where the arrangement
is clearly and explicitly identified as a gift
by the vendor.

b. In some instances, the amounts received
from the Federal Government to finance in-
stitutional activities or service operations
should be treated as applicable credits. Spe-
cifically, the concept of netting such credit
items against related expenditures should
be applied by the institution in determining
the rates or amounts to be charged to spon-
sored agreements for services rendered
whenever the facilities or other resources
used in providing such services have been fi-
nanced directly, in whole or in part, by Fed-
eral funds. (See Sections F8, J9a, and J38
for areas of potential application in the
matter of direct Federal financing.)

6. Costs incurred by State and local gov-
ernment& Costs incurred or paid by State or
local governments on behalf of their col-
leges and universities for fringe benefit pro-
grams such as pension costs and FICA and
any other costs specifically incurred on
behalf of, and in direct benefit to, the insti-
tutions are allowable costs of such institu-
tions whether or not these costs are record-
ed in the accounting records of the institu-
tions, subject to the following:

a. The costs meet the requirements of Cl
through 5 above.

b. The costs are properly supported by
cost allocation plans in accordance with ap-
plicable Federal cost accounting principles.

C. The costs are not otherwise borne di-
rectly or indirectly by the Federal Govern-
ment.

7. Limitations on allowance of costs.
Sponsored agreements may be subject to
statutory requirements that limit the allow-
ance of costs. When the maximum/amount
allowable under a limitation is less than the
total amount determined in accordance with
the principles in this Circular, the amount
not recoverable under a sponsored agree-
ment may not be charged to other spon-
sored agreements.

D. DIRECT COSS

1. GeneraL Direct costs are those costs
that can he identified specifically with a
particular sponsored project, and instruc-
tional activity, or any other institutional ac-
tivity; or that can be directly assigned to
such activities relatively easily with a high
degree of accuracy.

2. Application to sponsored agreements.
Identification with the sponsored work
rather than the nature of the goods and
services involved is the determining factor
in distinguishing direct from indirect costs
of sponsored agreements. Typical costs
charged directly to a sponsored agreement
are the compensation of employees for per-
formance of work under the sponsored
agreement, including related fringe benefit
costs to the extent they are consistently
treated, in like circumstances, by the insti-
tution as direct rather than indirect costs;
the costs of materials consumed or expend-
ed in the performance of the work; and
other items of expense incurred for the
sponsored agreement, including extraordi-
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nary utility consumption. The cost of mate-
ials supplied from stock or services ren-

dered by specialized facilities or other insti-
tutional service operations may be included
as direct costs of sponsored agreements, pro-
vided such items are consistently treated, in
like circumstances, by the institution as
direct rather than indirect costa. and are
charged under a recognized method of com-
puting actual costs, and conform to general-
ly accepted cost accounting practices con-
sistently followed by the institution.

IL INDIRECT COSTS

1. GeneraL Indirect costs are those that
are incurred for common or joint objectives
and therefore cannot be identified readily
and specifically with a particular sponsored
project, and instructional activity, or any
other institutional activity. At educational
institutions such costs normally are classi-
fied under the following indirect cost cate-
gories: depreciation and use allowances, gen-
eral administration and general expenses,
sponsored projects administration expenses,
operation and maintenance expenses, li-
brary expenses, departmental administra-
tion expenses, and student administration
and services.

2. Criteria for distribution.
3. Base period A base period for distribu-

tion of indirect costs is the period during
which the costs are incurred. The base
period normally should coincide with the
fiscal year established by the institution,
but in any event the base period should be
so selected as to avoid inequities in the db.
tribution of costs.

b. Need for cost groupings. The overall ob
jective a the indirect cost allocation process
is to distribute the indirect costs described
in Section F to the major functions of the
institution in proportions reasonably con-
sistent with the nature and extent of their
use of the institution's resources. In order
to achieve this objective, it may be neces-
sary to provide for selective distribution by
establishing separate groupings of cost
within one or more of the indirect cost cate-
gories referred to in El above. In general,
the cost groupings established within a cate-
gory should constitute, in each case, a pool
of those items of expense that are consid-
ered to be of like nature in terms of their
relative contribution to (or degree of re-
moteness from) the particular cost objec-
tives to which distribution is appropriate.
Cost groupings should be established consid-
ering the general guides provided in c below.
Each such pool or cost grouping should
then be distributed individually to the relat-
ed cost objectives, using the distribution
base or method most appropriate in the
light of the guides set forth in d below.

c. General considerations on cost group-
ings. The extent to which separate cost
groupings and selective distribution would
be appropriate at an institution is a matter
of judgment to be determined on a case-by-
case basis. Typical situations which may
warrant the establishment of two or more
separate cost groupings (based on account
classification or analysis) within an indirect
cost category include but are not limited to
the following:

(1) Where certain items or categories of
expense relate solely to one of the major
functions of the institution or to less than
all functions, such expenses should be set
aside as a separate cost grouping for direct
assignment or selective allocation in accord-
ance with the guides provided In E2b and d.
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(2) Where any types of expense ordinarily
treated as general administration or depart-
mental administration are charged to spon-
sored agreements as direct costs, expenses
applicable to other activities of the institu-
tion whcn incurred for the same purposes in
like circumstances must, through separate
cost groupmgs, be excluded from the indi-
rect costs allocable to those sponsored
agreements and included in the direct cost
of other activities for cost allocation pur-
Poses.

(3) Where it Ls determined that certain ex-
'penses are for the support of a service unit
or facility whose output Ls susceptible of
measurement on a workload or other quan-
titative basis, such expenses should be set
aside as a separate cost gouping for distribu-
tion on such basis to organized research, in-
structional, and other activities at the insti-
tution or within the department.

(4) Where activities provide their own pur-
chasing, personnel administration, building
maintenance or similar service, the distribu-
tion of general administration and general
espenses, or operation and maintenance ex-
penses to such activities should be accom-
plished through cost groupings which in-
clude only that portion of central indirect
costs (such as for overall management)
which are properly allocable to such activi-
ties.

(5) Where the institution elects to treat
fringe benefits RS indirect charges, such
costs should be set aside as a separate cost
grouping for selective distribution to related
cost objectives.

(6! The number of separate cost groupings
within a category should be held within
praetical limits, after taking into conzidera-
tion the materiality of the amounts involved
and the degree of precision attainable
through less selective methods of distribu-
tion.

d. Sr/action a/distribution method.
(1) Actual conditions must be taken into

account in selecting the method or base to
be used in distributing individual cost
groupings. The essential consideration in se-
lecting a base is that it be the one best
suited for assigning the pool of costs to cost
objectives in accordance with benefits de-
rived; a traceable cause and effect relation-
ship; or logic and reason, where neither
benefit nor cause and effect relationship is
determinable.

(2) Where a cost grouping can be identi-
fied d:rectly with the cost objective benefit-
ed, it should be assigned to that cost objec-
tive.

(3) Where the expenses in a cost grouping
are more general in nature, the distribution
may bc based on a cost analysis study v. hich
results in an equitable distribution of the
costs. Such cost analysis studies may take
into consideration weighting factors, popu-
lation, or space occupied if appropriate.
Cost analysis studies, however, must (a) be
appropriately documented in sufficient
detail for subsequent review by the cogni-
zant Federal agency, (b) distribute the costs
to the related cost objectives in accordance
with the relative benefits derived, (c) be sta-
tistically sound, (d) be performed specifical-
ly at the institution at which the results are
to be used. and (e) be reviewed periodically,
but not less frequently than every two
years. updated if necessary, and used con-
sistently. Any assumptions made in the
study must be stated and explained. The use
of cost analysis studies and periodic changes

in the method of cost distribution must be
fully justified.

(4) If a cost analysis study is not per-
formed, or if thc study docs not result in an
equitable distribution of the costs, thc dis-
tribution shall be made in accordance with
the appropriate base cited in Section F.,
unless one of the following conditions is
met: (a) it can be demonstrated that the tise
of a different base would result in a more
equitable allocation of the costs, or that a
more readily available base would not in-
crease the costs charged to sponsored agree-
ments, or (b) the institution qualifies for,
and elects to use, the simplified method for
computing indirect cost rates described in
Section H.

e. Order of Distribution.
(1) Indirect cost categories consist of de-

preciation and use allowance, operation and
maintenance, general administration and
general expenses, departmental administra-
tion, sponsored projects administration, li-
brary, and student administration and serv-
ices, as described in Section F.

(2) Dcpreciation and use allowances, oper-
ation and maintenance expenses, and gener-
al administrative and general expenses
should be allocated in that order to the re-
maining indirect cost categories as well as to
the major functions and specialized service
facilities of the institution. Other cost cate-
gories may be allocated in the order deter-
mined to be most appropriate by the institu-
tions. When cross allocation of costs is made
as provided in (3) below, this order of alloca-
tion does not apply.

(3) Normally an indirect cost category will
be considered closed once it has been allo-
cated to other cost objectives, and costs may
not be subsequently allocated to it. Howev-
er, a cross allocation of casts between two or
mor a! indirect cost categories may be used if
such allocation will result in a more equita-
ble allocation of costs. If a cross allocation is
used, an appropriate modification to the
composition of the indirect cost categories
described in Section F is required.

F. IDENTIFICATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF
INDIRECT COSTS

1. Depreciation and use allowances.
a. .The expenses under this heading are

the portion of the, costs of the institution's
buildings, capital improvements to land and
bnildings. and equipment which are comput-
ed in accordance with Section J9.

b.' In the absence of the alternatives pro-
vided for in Section E2d. the expenses in-
cluded in this category shall be allocated in
the following manner:

(1) Depreciation or use allowances on
buildings used exclusively in the conduct of
a single function, and on capital improve-
ments and equipment used in such build-
ings, shall be assigned to that function.

(2) Depreciation or use allowances on
buildings. used for more than one function,
and on capital improvements and equipment
used in such buildings, shall be allocated to
the individual functions performed in each
building on the basis of usable square feet
of space, excluding common areas such as
hallwrys, stairwells, and restrooms.

(3) Depreciation or use allowances on
buildings and capital improvements where
space is used jointly, and on equipment used
jointly, shall be allocated to benefiting func-
tions in proportion to the total salaries and
wages applicable to the Joint functions.

(4) Depreciation or use allowances on
buildings, capital improvements, and equip-

ment used predominantly for one function
and only incidentally for other(s), may be
assigned to the function in which it is used
predominantly.

(5) Depreciation or use allowances on cer-
tain capital improvements to land. such as
paved parking areas, fences, sidewalks. and
the like, not included in the cost of build-
ings, shall be allocated to user categories of
students and employees on a full-time equiv-
alent basis. The amount allocated to the
student category shall be assigned to the in-
struction function of the institution. The
amount allocated to the employee category
shall be further allocated to the major func-
tions of the institution in proportion to the
salaries and wages of all employees applica-
ble to those functions.

2. Operation and maintenance expenses.
a. The expenses under this heading are

those that have been incurred by a central
service organization or at the departmental
level for the administration, supervision, op-
eration, maintenance, preservation, and pro-
tection of the institution's physical plant.
They include expenses normally incurred
for such items as janitorial and utility serv-
ices; repairs and ordinary or normal alter-
ations of buildings, furniture and equip-
ment; and care of grounds and maintenance
and operation of buildings and other plant
facilities. The operation and maintenance
expenses category should also include the
fringe benefit costs applicable to the sala-
ries and wages included therein, and depre-
ciation and use allowance.

b. In the absence of the alternatives pro-
vided for in Section E2d, the expenses in-
cluded in this category shall bc allocated in
the same manner as described in Section
Flb for depreciation and use t 'la-- ^es.

3. General administration a . . ox-
pcnses.

a. The expenses under this heaCing are
those that have been incurred for the gener-
al executive and administrative offices of
educational institutions and other expenses
of a general character which do not relate
solely to any major function of the institu-
tion; i.e., solely to (1) instruction, (2) orga-
nized research, (3) other sponsored activi-
ties, or (4) other institutional activities. The
general administration and general expense
category should also include the fringe
benefit costs applicable to the salaries and
wages included therein, an appropriate
share of operation and maintenance ex-
pense, and depreciation and use allowances.

b. In the absence of the alternatives pro-
vided for in Section E2d, the expenses in-

acluded in this category shall be grouped
first according to common major functions
of the institution to which they render serv-
ices or provide benefits. The aggregate ex-
penses of each group shall then be allocated
to serviced or benefited functions on the
modified total cost basis. Modified total
costs consist of salaries and wages, fringe
benefits, materials and supplies, services,
travel, and subgrants and subcontracts up to
$25,000 each. When an activity included in
this indirect cost category provides a service
or product to another institution or organi-
zation, an appropriate adjustment must be
made to either the expenses or the basis of
allocation or both, to assure a proper alloca-
tion of costs.,

4. Departmental administration expenses.
a. The expenses under this heading are

those that have been incurred for adminis-
trative and supporting services that benefit
common or joint departmental activities or
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objectives in academic deans' offices, aca-
demic departments and divisions, and orga-
nized research institutes, study centers, and
research centers. Departmental administra-
tion expenses are subject to the following
limitations.

(1) Academic deans' offices. Salaries and
operating expenses are limited to those at-
tributable to administrative functions.

(2) Academic departments:
(a) The salaries of the heads of academic

departments, divisions, and organized re-
search units are limited to amounts attrib-
utable to their administrative duties. Sala-
ries of professorial or professional staff,
whose appointment or assignment require
administrative work that benefits sponsored
projects, may also be included to the extent
that the portion so charged la clearly and
specifically supported as required in Section
.76.

(b) Other administrative and supporting
expenses incurred within scadanic depart-
ments are allowable provided they are treat-
ed consistently in like circumstances. This
would include expenses such as the salaries
of secretarial and clerical staffs, the salaries
of administrative officers and assistants,
travel, office supplies, stockrooms, and the
like.

(3) Other fringe benefit costs applicable to
the salaries and wages included in (i) and
(2) above are allowable, as well as an appro-
priate share of general administration and
general expenses, operation and mainte-
nance expenses, and depreciation and/or
use allowances.

b. In the absence of the alternatives pro-
vided for in Section E2d, the expenses in-
cluded in this category shall be allomted as
follows:

(1) The administrative expenses of the
dean's office of each college and school
shall be allocated to the academic depart-
ments within that college or school on the
modified total cost basis.

(2) The administrative expenses of each
academic department, and the department's
share of the expenses allocated in (1) above
shall be allocated to the appropriate func-
tions of the department on the modified
total coast basis.

5. Sponsored projects administration.
a. The expenses under this heading are

those that have been incurred by a separate
organization(s) established primarily to ad-
minister sponsored projects, including such
functions as grant and contract administri-
tion (Federal and Non-Federal), special se-
curity, purchasing, personnel administra-
tion, and editing and publishing of research
and other reports. They include the salaries
and expenses of the head of such organiza-
tion, his assistants, and their immediate
staff, together with the salaries and ex-
penses of personnel engaged in supporting
activitiea maintained by the organization,
such as stock rooms, stenographic pools,
and the like. The salaries of professorial or
professional staff whose appointments or
assignments involve the performance of
such administrative work may also be in-
cluded to the extent that the portion so
charged to sponsored agreements adminis-
tration is clearly identified and supported as
required by Section .76. This category
should also include the fringe benefit costs
applicable to the salaries and wages includ-
ed therein, an appropriate share of general
administration and general expenses, the
operation and maintenance expenses, and
,depreciation and use allowance. Appropriate
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adjustments should be made for services
provided to other functions or organiza-
tiona.

b. In the absence of the alternatives pro-
vided for in Section E2d, the expenses in-
cluded in this category shall be allocated to
the major functions of the institution under
which the sponsored projects are conducted
on the basis of the modified total cost of
sponsored projects.

c. An appropriate adjustment shall be
made to eliminate any duplicate charges to
sponsored agreements when this category
includes similar or identical activities es
those included in the general administration
and general expense category or other indi-
rect cost items, such as accounting. procure-
ment, or personnel administration.

O. Library expenses.
a. The expenses under this heading are

those that have been incurred for the oper-
ation of the library, including the cost 6f
books and library materials purchased for
the library, leas any items of library income
that qualify as applicable credits under Sec-
tion C5. The library expense category
should also include the fringe benefits ap-
plicable to the salaries and wages included
therein, an appropriate share of general ad-
ministration and general expense, operation
and maintenance expense, and depreciation
and use allowances. Costs incurred in the
purchases of rare books (museum-type
books) with no value to sponsored agree-
ments should not be allocated to them.

b. In the absence of the alternatives pro-
vided for in Section E2d, the expenses in-
cluded in this category shall be allocated
first on the basis of primary aategories of
users, including students, professional em-
ployees, and other users.

(1) The student category shall consist of
full-time equivalent students enrolled at the
institution, regardless of whether they earn
credits toward a degree or certificate.

(2) The professional employee category
shall consist of all faculty members and
other professional amployees of the institu-
tion, on a full-time equivalent basis.

(3) The other users category shall consist
of all other users of library facilities.

c. Amounts allocated in b above shall be
assigned further as follows: (1) The
amount in the student category shall be as-
signed to the instruction function of the in-
stitution.

(2) The amount in the professional em-
ployee category shall be assigned to the
major functions of the institution in propor-
tion to the salaries and wages of all faculty
members and other professional employees
applicable to those functions.

(3) The amount in the other users catego-
rY shall be assigned to the other institution-
al activities function of the institution.

7. Student administration and services.
a. The expenses under this heading are

those that have been incurred for the ad-
ministration of student affairs and for serv-
ices to students, including expenses of such
activities aa deans of students, admissions,
registrar, counseling and placement services,
student advisers, student health and infir-
mary services, catalogs, and commence-
ments and convocations. The salaries of
members of the academic staff whose aca-
demic appointments or assignments involve
the performance of such administrative or
service work may also be included to the
extent that the portion so charged is sup-
ported pursuant to Section .76. This expense
category also inductee the fringe benefit

costs applicable to the salaries and wages in-
cluded therein, an appropriate share of gen-
eral administration and general expenses,
operation and maintenance, and use
allowances and/or depreciation.

b. In the absence of the alternatives pro-
vided for in Section E2d, the expenses in
this category shall be allocated to the in-
struction function, and subsequently to
sponsored agreements in that function.

8. Offset for indirect expenses otherwise
provided for by the Government.

a. The items to be accumulated under this
heading are the reimbursements and other
payments from the Federal Government
which are made to the institution to sun-
port solely, specifically, and directly, in
whole or in part, any of the administrative
or service activities described in Fl through
7 above.

b. The items in this group shall be treated
as a credit to the affected individual indirect
cost category before that category is allo-
cated to benefiting functions.

G. DETERNINATION AND APPLICATION OF
INDIRECT COST RATE OR RATES

1. Indirect cost pools.
a. Subject to b below, the separate catego-

ries of indirect costs allocated to each major
function of the institution as prescribed in
Section f shall be aggregated and treated as
a common pool for that function. The
amount in each pool shall be divided by the
distribution base described in 02 below to
arrive at a single indirect cost rate for each
function. The rate for each function is used
to distribute indirect costs to individual
sponsored agreements of that function.
Since a common pool established for each
major function of the institution, a separate
indirect cost rate would be established for
each of the major functions described in
Section B1 under which sPonsored agree-
ments are carried out.

b. In some instanoes a single rate basis for
use across the board on all work within a
major function at an institution may not be
appropriate. A single rate for research, for
example, might not take into account those
different environmental factors and other
conditions which may affect substantially
the indirect costs applicable to a particular
segment of research at the institution. A
particular segment of researcli may be that
Performed under a single sponsored agree-
ment or It may consist of research under a
group of sponsored agreements performed
in a common environment. The environmen-
tal factors are not limited to the physical la
cation of the work. Other important factors
are the level of the administrative support
required, the nature of the facilities or
other resources employed, the scientific dis-
ciplines or technical skills involved, the or-
ganizational arrangements used, or any
combination thereof. Where a particular
segment of a sponsored agreement is per-
formed within an environment which an-
Pears to generate a significantly different
level of indirect costs, provision should be
made for a separate indirect cost pool appli-
cable to such work. The separate indirect
cost pool should be developed during the
regular course of the rate determination
process and the separate indirect cost rate
resulting therefrom should be utilized; pro-
vided it is determined that (1) such indirect
cost rate differs significantly from that
which would have been obtained under a.
above, and (2) the volume of work to which
such rate would apply is material in relation
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to other sponsored agreements at the insti-
tution.

2. 77w distribution basis, Indirect costs
shall be distributed to applicable sponsored
agreements on the basis of modified total
direct costs. consisting of salaries and wages,
fringe benefits, materials and supplies, serv-
ices, travel, and subgrants and subcontracts
up to $25,000 each. For this purpose, an in-
direct cost rate should be determined for
each of the separate indirect cost pools de-
veloped pursuant to GI, above. The rate in
each case should be stated as the percentage
which the amount of the particular indirect
cost pool is of the modified total direct costs
identified with such pool. Other bases may
be used where It can be demonstrated that
they produce more equitable results.

3. Negotiated lump sum for indirect costs.
A negotiated fixed amount in lieu of indi-
rect costs may be appropriate for self-con-
tained, off-campus, or primarily subcon-
tracted activities where the benefits derived
from an institution's indirect services
cannot be readily determined. Such negoti-
ated indirect costs will be treated as an
offset before allocation to instruction, orga-
nized research, other sponsored activities.
and other institutional activities. The base
on which such remaining expenses are allo-
cated should be appropriately adjusted.

4. Predetermined fixed rates for indirect
costs. Public Law 87-638 (78 Stat. 437) au-
thorizes the use of predetermined fixed
rates in determining the indirect costs appli-
cable under research agreements with edu-
cational institution& The stated objectives
of the law are to simplify the administra-
tion of cost-type research and development
contracts (including grants) with education-
al institutions, to facilitate the preparation
of their budgets, and to permit more expedi-
tious closeout of such contracts when the
work is completed. In view of the potential
advantages offered by this procedure, con-
sideration should be given to the negotia-
tion of predetermined fixed rates for indi-
rect costs in those situations where the cost
experience and other pertinent facts availa-
ble are deemed sufficient to enable the par-
ties involved to reach an informed judgment
as to the probable level of indirect costs
during the ensuing accounting period.

5. Negotiated fixed rates and carry-for-
ward provisions. When a fixed rate is nego-
tiated in advance for a fiscal year (or other
time Period), the over- or under-recovery for
that year may be included as an adjustment
to the indirect cost for the next rate negoti-
ation. When the rate is negotiated before
the carry-forward adjustment is determined,
the carry-forward amount may be applied to
the next subsequent rate negotiation. When
such adjustments are to be made, each fixed
rate negotiated in advance for a given
period will be computed by applying the ex-
pected indirect costs allocable to sponsored
agreements for the forecast period plus or
minus the carry-forward adjustment (over-
or under-recovery) from the prior period, to
the forecast distribution base. Unrecovered
amounts under lump-sum agreements or
cost-sharing provisions of prior years shall
not be carried forward for consideration in
the new rate negotiation. There must, how-
ever, be an advance understanding in each
case between the institution and the cogni-
zant Federal agency as to whether these dif-
ferences will be considered in the rate nego-
tiation rather than making the determina-
tion after the differences are known. Fur-
ther, institutions electing to use this carry-
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forward provision may not subsequently
change without prior approval of the cogni-
zant Federal agency. In the event that an
institution returns to a nostdeterrnined rate,
any over- or under-recovery during the
period in which negotiated fixed rates and
carry-forward provisions were followed will
be included in the subsequent postdeter-
mined rate& Where multiple rates are used,
the same procedure will be applicable for
determining each rate.

H. SIMPLIFIED Komori FOR SMALL
INSTITIMONS

1. Genera
a. Where the total direct cost of work cov-

ered by this Circular at an institution does
not exceed $3.000.000 in a fiscal year, the
use of the simplified procedure described in
2, below, may be used in determining allow-
able indirect costs. Under this simplified
procedure, the institution's most recent
annual financial report and immediately
available supporting information with sala-
ries and wages segregated from other costs,
will be utilized as a basis for determining
the indireét cost rate applicable to all spon-
sored agreements.

b. The simplified procedure should not be
used where it produces results which appear
inequitable to the Government or the insti-
tution. In any such case, indirect costs
should be determined through use of the
regular procedure.

2. Simplified procedure.
a. Establish the total amount of salaries

and wages paid to all employees of the insti-
tution.

b. Establish an indirect cost pool consist-
ing of the expenditures (exclusive of capital
items and other costs specifically identified
as unallowable) which customarily are clas-
sified under the following titles or their
equivalents:

(1) General administration and general
expenses (exclusive of costs of student ad-
ministration and services, student activities,
student aid, and scholarships).

(2) Operation and maintenance of physi-
cal plant; and depreciation and use
allowances; after appropriate adjustment
for costs applicable to other institutional ac-
tivities.

(3) Library.
(4) Department administration expenses,

which will be computed as 20 percent of the
salaries and expenses of leans and heads of
departments.

In those cases where expenditures classi-
fied under (1) above have previously been
allocated to other institutional activities,
they may be included in the indirect cost
pool. The total amount of salaries and
wages included in the indirect cost pool
must be separately identified.

c. Establish a salary and wage distribution
base, deternilned by deducting from the
total of salaries and wages as established in
a above the amount of salaries and wages in-
cluded under b above.

d. Establish the indirect cost rate, deter-
mined by dividing the amount in the indi-
rect cost pool, b above, by the amount of
the distribution base, c above.

e. Apply the indirect cost rate to direct
salaries and wages for individual agreements
to determine the amount of indirect costs
allocable to such agreements.

3, GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR SELECTED muds OF
COST

Sections 1 through 44 below provide prin-
ciples to be applied in establishing the
allowability of certain items involved in de-
termining cost. These principles should
apply irrespective of whether a particular
item of cost is properly treated as direct cost
or indirect cost. Failure to mention a partic-
ular item of cost is not intended to imply
that it is either allowable or unallowable;
rather determination as to allowability in
each case should be based on the treatment
provided for similar or related Items of cost,
In case of a discrepancy between the provi-
sions of a specific sponsored agreement and
the provisions below, the agreement should
goverr.

1. idvertising costs.
a. The term advertising costs means the

costs of advertising media and corollary ad-
ministrative costs. Advertising media in-
clude magazines, newspapers, radio and tele-
vision programs, direct mail, exhibits, and
the like.

b. The only advertising costs allowable are
those which are solely for (1) the recruit-
ment of personnel required for the perform-
ance by the institution of obligations arising
under the sponsored agreement, when con-
sidered in conjunction with all other re-
cruitment costs, as set forth in Section J32;
(2) the procurement of goods and services
for the performance of the sponsored agree-
ment; (3) the disposal of scrap or surplus
materials acquired in the performance of
the sponsored agreement except when insti-
tutions are reimbursed for disposal costs at
a predetermined amount in accordance with
Attachment N, OMB Circular No. A-110; or
(4) other specific purposes necessary to
meet the requirements of the sponsored
agreement.

c. Costs of this nature, if incurred for
more than one sponsored agreement or for
both sponsored work and other work of the
institution, are allowable to the extent that
the principles in Sections D and E are ob-
served.

2. Bad debts. Any losses, whether actual or
estimated, arising from uncollectible ac-
counts and other claims, related collections
costs, and related legal costs, are unallowa-
ble.

3. Civil defense costs. Civil defense costs
are those incurred in planning for, and the
protection of life and property against, the
possible effects of enemy attack. Rea-son-
able costs of civil defense measures (includ-
ing costs in excess of normal plant protec-
tion costs, first-aid training and supplies,
firefighting training, posting of additional
exit notices and directions, and other ap-
proved civil defense measures) undertaken
on the institution's premises pursuant to
suggestions or requirements of civil defense
authorities are allowable When distributed
to all activities of the institution. Capital
expenditures for civil defense purposes will
not be allowed, but a use allowance or de-
preciation may be permitted in accordance
with provisions set forth in Section J9.
Costs of local civil defense projects not on
the institution's premises are unallowable.

4. Commencement and convocation costs.
Costs incurred for commencements and con-
vocations are unallowable, except as pro-
vided for in Section F7.

5. Communication costs. Costs incurred
for telephone services, local and long dis-
tance telephone calls, telegrams, radio-
grams, postage and the like, are allowable.
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6. Compensation for personal services
a. General. Compensation for personal

services covers all amounts paid currently or
accrued by the institution for services of
employees rendered during the period of
performance under sponsored agreements.
Such amounts include salaries, wages, and
fringe benefits (See Section J15.). These
costs are allowable to the extent that the
total compensation to individual employees
conforms to the established policies of the
institution, consistently applied, and pro-
vided that the charges for work performed
directly on sponsored agreements and for
other work allocable as indirect costs are de-
termined and supported as provided below.
Charges to sponsored agreements may in-
crade reasonable amounts for activities con-
tributing and intimately related to work
under the agreements, such as delivering
special lectures about specific aspects of the
ongoing activity, writing reports and arti-
cles, participating in appropriate seminars,
consulting with colleagues and graduate stu-
dents, and attending meetings and confer-
ences. Incidental work (that in excess of
normal for the individual), for which sup-
plemental compensation Ls paid by an insti-
tution under institutional policy, need not
be included in the payroll distribution sys-
tems described below, provided such work
and compensation are separately identified
and documented in the financial manage.
tnent system of the institution.

b. Payroll distribution. For each organiza-
tional unit of an institution, the distribution
of salaries and wages of professorial or pro-
fessional staff (whether charged direct or
required to be distributed to more than one
activity for purposes of allocating indirect
costs) will be based on either a system of
monitored workload or a system of person-
nel activity The latter system will
be used fo nonprofessional employees
whose costs are charged direct or are re-
quired to be distributed to more than one
activity for purposes of allocating indirect
costs. In the use of either method, it is rec-
ognized that, because of the nature of work
involved in academic institutions, the var-
ious and often interrelated activities of pro-
fessorial and professional employees fre-
quently cannot be measured with a high
degree of precision, that reliance must be
placed on reasonably accurate approxima-
tions, and that acceptance of a degree of tol-
erance in measurement is appropriate.

c. Monitored work/oad. 'Under this methcid
the distribution of salaries and wages appli-
cable to sponsored agreements is based on
budgeted or assigned workload, updated to
reflect any significant changes in workload
distributions. A monitored workload system
used for salaries and wages charged directly
or indirectly to sponsored agreements will
meet the following standards:

(1) A system of budgeted or assigned
workload will be incorporated into the offi-
cial records of the institution and encom-
pass both sponsored and all other activities
on an integrated basis. The system may in-
clude the use of subsidiary records.

(2) The system will reasonably reflect
workload of employees, accounting for 100
percent of the work for which the employee
is compensated and which is required in ful-
fillment of the employee's obligations to the
institution. Because practices vary among
institutions and within institutions as to the
total activity constituting a full workload
when expressed in measurable units, such as
contact hours in teachingthe system will
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be based on a determination for each indi-
vidual, reflecting the ratio of each of the ac-
tivities which comprise the total workload
of the individual. (But see Section 11 for
treatment of indirect costs under the simpli.
fled method for small institutions.)

(3) The system will provide for modifica-
tion of an individual's salary or salary distri-
bution commensurate with any significant
change in the employee's workload or the
ratio of activities comprising the total work-
load. A significant change in an employee's
workload shall be considered to include the
following as a minimum: when work begins
or ends on a sponsored agreement, when a
teaching load is materially modified, when
additional unanticipated assignments are re-
ceived or taken away, when an individual
begins or ends a sabbatical leave, prolonged
sick leave, or leave without pay. etc. Short-
term (such e..s one or two months) fluctu-
ation between workload categories need not
be considered as long as the distribution of
salaries and wages is reasonable over the
longer term such as an academie period.
Whenever it is apparent that a change in
workload will occur or has occurred, the
change will be documented over the signa-
ture of a responsible official and, if signifi-
cant, entered into the system.

(4) The system will utilize workload cate-
gories reflecting activity which is applicable
to each sponsored agreement, each indirect
cost activity, and each major function of the
institution.

(5) At least annually a statement will be
signed by the employee, principal investiga-
tor, or responsible official, having first hand
knowledge of the work stating that salaries
and wages charged to sponsored agreements
as direct charges, or that salaries and wages
charged to both direct and indirect cost cat-
egories, or to more than one indirect cost
category are reasonable.

(6) The system will provide for independ-
ent internal evaluations to insure that it is
working effectively.

(7) In the use of this method an institu-
tion shall not be required to provide addi-
tional support or documentation for the
effort actually performed, but is responsible
for assuring that the system meets the
above standards,

d. Personnel activity reports. 'Under this
system the distribution of salaries and
wages will be supported by personnel activi-
ty reports as prescribed below.

(1) Personnel activity reports will reflect
the distribution of activity expended by
each employee covered by the system.

(2) The reports will reflect an after-the.
fact reporting of the percentage of activity
of each employee. Charges may be made ini-
tially on the basis of estimates made before
the services are performed, provided that
such charges are promptly adjusted if sig-
nificant differences are indicated by activity
reports.

(3) Each report will account for 100 per-
cent of the activity for which the employee
is compensated and which is required in Rd-
filhnent of the employee's obligations to the
institution. The report will reasonable re-
flect the percentage of activity applicable to
each sponsored agreement, each indirect
cost category, and each major function of
the institution.

(4) To confirm that the distribution of ace
tivity represents a reasonable estimate of
the work performed by the employee during
the period, each report will be signed by the
employee or by a responsible official having

first hand knowledge of the work per-
formed.

(5) ,,or professorial and professional staff,
the .!ports will be prepared each academic
term, but no less frequently than every slx
months. For other individuals, the reports
will be prepared no less frequently than
monthly and will coincide with one or more
paY periods.

(6) Where the institutioe uses time cards
or other forms of after-the-fae payroll doc-
uments as original documentatien for pay-
roll and payroll charges, such documents
shall qualify as a personnel activity report
provided that they are meet the require-
ments in (1) through (5) above.

e. Salary rates for faculty members.
(1) Salary rates for academic year.

Charges for work performed on sponsored
agreements by faculty members during the
academic year will be based on the individu-
al faculty member's regular compensation
for the continuous period which, under the
policy of the institution concerned, consti-
tutes the basis of his salary. Charges for
work performed on sponsored agreements
during all or any portion of such period are
allowable at the base salary rate. In no
event will charges to sponsored agreements,
irrespective of the basis of computation,
exceed the proportionate share of the base
salarY for that period. This principle applies
to all members of the faculty at an institu-
tion. Since intra-university consulting is as-
sumed to be undertaken as a university obli-
gation requiring no compensation in addi-
tion to full-time base salary, the principle
also applies to faculty members who func-
tion as consultants or otherwise contribute
to a sponsored agreement conducted by an-
other faculty member of the same institu-
tion. However, in unusual cases where con-
sultstion is across departmental lines or in-
volves a separate or remote operation, and
the work performed by the consultant is in
addition to his regular departmental load.
any charges for such work representing
extra compensation above the base salary
are allowable provided that such consulting
arrangements are specifically provided for
in the agreement or approved in writing by
the sponsoring agency.

(2) Periods outside the acadmeic year.
(a) Except as otherwise specified for

teaching activity in (b) below, charges
for work performed by faculty mem-
bers on sponsored agreements. during
the summer months or other period
not included in the base salary period
will be determined for each faculty
member at a rate not in excess of the
base salary divided by the period to
which the base salary relates, and will
be limited to charges made in accord-
ance with other parts of this section.
The base salary period used in com-
puting charges for work performed
during the summer months will be the
number of months covered by the fac-
ulty member's official academic year
appointment.

(b) Charges for teaching activities per-
formed by faculty members on sponsored
agreements during the summer months or
other periods not included in the base
salary period will be based on the normal
policy of the institution governing compen-
sation to faculty members for teaching as
signments during such Periods.
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(3) Pat-time faculty. Charges for work per-

formed on sponsored agreements by faculty
members having only part-time appoint-
ments will be determined at a rate not in
cacess of that regularly paid for the part-
time assignments; e.g., an institution pays
$5,000 to a faculty member for half-time
teaching during the academic year. He de-
voted one-half of his remaining time to a
aPonsored agreement. Thus, his additional
compensation, chargeable by the institution
to the agreement, would be one-half of
$5,000, or $2,500.

f. Noninstitutiona/ professional activities.
Unless an arrangement is specifically au-
thorized by a Federal sponsoring agency, an
institution must follow its institution-wide
policies and practices concerning the per-
missible extent of professional services that
can be provided outside the institution for
noninstitutional compensation. Where such
Institution-wide policies do not exist or do
not adequately define the permissible
extent of consulting or other noninstitu-
tional activities undertaken for extra out-
side pay. the Government may require that
the effort of professional staff working on
sponsored agreements be allocated between
(1) institutional activities, and (2) noninsti-
tutional professional activities. If the spon-
soring agency considers the extent of nonin-
stitutional professional effort excessive, ap-
propriate arrangements governing compen-
sation will be negotiated on a case-by-case
basis.

7. Contingency provisions. Contributions
to a contingency reserve or any similar pro-
vision made for events, the occurrence of
which cannot be foretold with certainty as
to time, intensity, or with an assurance of
their happening, are unallowable. (But see
also Section J16c.)

8. Deans of faculty and graduate schools.
The salaries and expenses of deans of facul-
ty and graduate schools, or their equiv-
alents, and their staffs, are allowable.

9. Depreciation and use allowances. Insti-
tutions may be compensated for the use of
their buildings, capital improvements, and
equipment; provided that they are used.
needed in the institutions' activities, and
properly allocable to sponsored agreements.
Such compensation shall be made by com-
puting either depreciation or use allowance.
Use allowances are the means of providing
such compensation when depreciation or
other equivalent costs are not computed.
The allocation for depreciation or use allow-
ance shall be made in accordance with Sec-
tion Fl. Depreciation and use allowances
are computed applying the following rules:

a. The computation of depreciation or use
allowances shall be based on the acquisition
cost of the assets involved. For this Purpose,
the acquisition cost will exclude (1) the cost
of land; (2) any portion of the cost of build-
ings and equipment borne by or donated by
the Government, Irrespective of where title
was originally vested of where it is presently
located; and (3) any portion of the cost of
buildings and equipment contributed by or
for the institution where law or agreement
prohibit recovery. For an asset donated to
the institution by a third party, its fair
market value at the time of the donation
shall be considered as the acquisition cost.

b. In the use of the depreciation method,
the following shall be observed:

(1) The period of useful service or useful
life established in each case for usable capi-
tal assets must take into consideration such
factors as type of construction,, nature of
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the equipment, technological developments
in the particular area, and the renewal and
replacement policies followed for the indi-
vidual items or classes of assets involved.

(2) The depreciation method used to
charge the cost of an asset (or group of
assets) to accounting periods shall reflect
the pattern of consumption of the asset
during its useful life. In the absence of clear
evidence indicating that the expected con-
sumption of the asset will be significantly
greater in the early portions than in the
later portions of its useful life, the straight-
line method shall be Presumed to be the ap-
propriate method. Depreciation methods
once used shall not be changed unless ap-
proved in advance by the cognizant Federal
agency.

(3) Where the depreciation method is in-
troduced for application to assets for which
use allowance was previously charged, the
aggregate amount of use allowances and de-
preciation applicable to such assets must
not exceed the total acquisition cost of the
assets.

(4) When the depreciation method is used
for buildings, a building "shell" may be
treated separately from other building com-
ponents, such as plumbing system and heat-
ing and air conditioning system. Each com-
ponent item may then be depreciated over
its estimated useful life, On the other hand,
the entire building, including the shell and
all components, may be treated as a single
asset and depreciated over a single useful
life.

(5) Where the depreciation method is used
for a particular class of assets, no depreci-
ation may be allowed on any such assets
that have outlived their depreciable lives.
(But see also c(3), below.)

c. Under the use allowance method, the
following shall ba observed:

(1) The use allowance for buildigs and im-
provements (including improvements such
as paved parking areas, fences, and
sidewalks) will be computed at an annual
rate not exceeding two percent of acquisi-
tion cost. The use allowance for equipment
will be computed at an annual rate not ex-
ceeding six and two-thirds percent of acqui-
sition cost.

(2) In contrast to the depreciation
method, the entire building must be treated
as a single asset without separating its
"shell" from other building components
ufider the use allowance method. The entire
building must be treated as a single asset,
and the two-percent use allowance limita-
tion must be applied to all parts of the
building. The two-percent limitation, howev-
er, need not be applied to equipment or
other assets that are merely attached or fas-
tened to the building but not permanently
fixed and are used as furnishings, decora-
tions or for specialized purposes (e.g., den-
tist chairs and dental treatment units,
counters, laboratory benches bolted to the
floor, dishwashers, and carpeting). Such
equipment and assets will be considered as
not being permanently fixed to the building
it they can be removed without the need for
costly or extensive alterations or repairs to
the building to make the space usable for
other purposes. Equipment and assets
which meet these criteria will be subject to
the six and two-thirds percent equipment
use allowance.

(8) A reasonable use allowance may be ne-
gotiated for any assets that are considered
to be fully depreciated, after taking into
consideration the amount of depreciation

previously charged to the Government, the
estimated useful life remaining at the time
of negotiation, the effect of any increased
maintenance charges, decreased efficiency
due to age, and any othe factors pertinent
to the utilization of the asset for the pur-
pose contemplated.

d. Except as otherwise provided in b and c
above, a combination of the depreciation
and use allowance methods maY not be
used, in like circumstances, for a single class
of assets (e.g., buildings, office equipmet.
arid computer equipment).

e. Charges for use allowances or depreci-
ation must be supported by adequate prop-
erty records, and Physical inventories must
be taken at least once every two years to
ensure that the assets exist and are usable,
used, and needed. Statistical sampling tech-
niques may be used in taking these inven-
tories. In addition, when the depreciation
method Is used, adequate depreciation rec-
ords showing the amount of depreciation
taken each period must also be maintained.

10. Donated services and property. The
value of donated services and property are
not allowable either as a direct or indirect
cost, except that depreciation or use
allowances on donated assets are permitted
in accordance with Section .79a. The value
of donated services and property may be
used to meet cost sharing or matching re-
quirements, in accordance with OMB Circu-
lar No, A-110.

11. Employee morale, health, and welfare
costs and credits. The costa of house publi-
cations, health or first-aid clinics and/or in-
firmaries, recreational activities, employees,
counseling services, and other expenses in-
curred in accordance with the institution's
established practice or custom for the im-
provement of working conditions, employer-
employee relations, employee morale, and
employee performance, are allowable.
Income generatiad from any of these activi-
ties will be credited to the cost thereof
unless such income has been irrevocably set
over to employee welfare organizations.

12. Entertainment costs. Costs incurred
for amusment, social activities, entertain-
ment, and any items relating thereto, such
as meals, lodging, rentals, transportation,
akid gratuities, are unallowable.

LI. Equipment and other capital expendi-
tures.

a. For purposes of this paragraph, the fol-
lowing definitions apply;

(1) Equipment means an article of nonex-
vendable tangible personal property having
a useful life or more than two years, and an
acquisition cost of $500 or more per unit.
However, consistent with institutional
policy, lower limits may be established.

(2) Capita/ expenditure means the cost of
the asset including the cost to put it in
place. Capital expenditure for equipment,
for example, means the net invoice price of
the equipment, including the cost of any
modifications, attachments, accessories, or
auxiliary apparatus necessary to make it
usable for the purpose for which it is ac-
quired. Ancillary charges, such as taxes,
duty, protective intransit insurance, freight,
and installation may be included in, or ex-
cluded from, capital expenditure cost in ac-
cordance with the institution's regular ac-
counting practices.

(3) Special purpose equipment means
equipment which is used only for research,
medical, scientific, or other technical activi-
ties.
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(4) General purpose equipment means
equipment, the use of which Ls not limited
only to research, medical, scientific or other
technical activities. Examples of general
purpose equipment include office equip-
ment and furnishings, air conditioning
equipment, reproduction and printing
equipment, motor vehicles, and automatic
data processing equipment.

b. The following rules of allowability shall
apply to equipment and other capital ex-
penditures:

(1) Capital expenditures for general pur-
pose equipment, buildings, and the land are
unallowable as direct charges, except where
approved in advance by the sponsoring
agency.

(2) Capital expenditures for special pur-
pose equipment are allowable as direct
charges, provided that the acquisition of
items having a unit cost of $1,000 or more i3
approved in advance by the sponsoring
agency.

(3) Capital expenditures for improvements
to land. buildings, or equipment which ma-
terially increase their value or useful life
are unallowable as direct charges, except
where approved in advance by the sponsor-
ing agency.

(4) Capital expenditures are unallowable
as indirect costs. But see Section J9 for
allowability of depreciation or use allowance
on buildings, capital Improvements, and
equipment. Also see Section J33 for allowa-
bility of rental costs on land, buildings, and
equipment.

14, Fines and penalties. Costs resulting
from violations of, or failure of the institu-
tion to comply with, Federal, State. and
local laws and regulations are unallowable,
except when incurred as a result of compli-
ance with specific provisions of the spon-
sored agreement, or instructions in writing
from the contracting officer or equivalent.

15. Fringe benefits.
a. Fringe benefits in the form of regular

omnpensation paid to employees during pe-
riods of authorized absences from the Job,
such as for annual leave, sick leave, military
leave, and the like, are allowable, provided
such costs are distributed to all institutional
activities in proportion to the relative
amount of time or effort actually devoted
by the employees, See Section J35 for treat-
ment of sabbatical leave.

b. Fringe benefits in the form of emploier
contributions or expenses for social security,
employee insurance, workmen's compensa-
tion insurance, tuition or remission of tu-
ition for individual employees or their fami-
lies and the like are allowable, provided
such benefits are granted in accordance
with established institutional policies, and
are distributed to all institutional activities
on an equitable basis. See Section J36b for
treatment of tuition remission provided to
students.

c. Rules for pension plan costs are as fol-
lows:

(1) Costs of the institution's pension plan
which are incurred in accordance with the
established policies of the institution are al-
lowable, provided (a) such polides meet the
test of reasonableness; (b) the methods of
cost allocation are equitable for all activi-
ties; (c) the amount of pension cost assigned
to each fiscal year is determined in accord-
ance with (2) below; and (d) the cost as-
signed to a given fiscal year ls paid or
funded for all plan participants within six
Tonths after the end of that year,
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(2) The amount of pension cost assigned
to each fiscal year shall be determined in ac-
cordance with generally accepted account-
ing principles. Institutions may elect to
follow the "Cost Accounting Standard for
Composition and Measurement of Pension
Cost" (4 CFR Part 412).

(3) Premiums paid for pension plan termi-
nation insurance pursuant to the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
(Public Law 93-406) are allowable. Late pay-
ment charges on such premiums are un-
allowable. Excise taxes on accumulated
funding deficiencies and prohibited transac-
tions of pension plan fiduciairies imposed
under the Employee Retirement Income Se-
curity Act are also unallowable.

d. Fringe benefit may be assigned to cost
objectives by identifying specific benefits to
specific individual employees or by allocat-
ing on the basis of the salaries and wages of
the employees receiving the benefit.s. When
the allocation method is used, separate allo-
cations must be made to selective groupings
of employees, if the costs in relationship to
salaries and wages differ significantly for
different groups of employees. Also fringe
benefits related to institutional salaries and
wages treated as direct costs may be treated
as direct costs.

16. Insurance and indemnification-
a. Costs of insurance required or approve,

and maintained, pursuant to the sponsored
agreement, are allowable.

b. Costs of other insurance milntained by
the institution in connection with the gener-
al conduct of its activities, are allowable
subject to the following lbnitations: (1)
types and extent and cost of coverage must
be in accordance with sound institutional
practice; (2) costs of insurance or of any
contributions to any reserve covering the
risk of loss of or damage to Government-
owned property are unallowable, except to
the extent that the Government has specifi-
cally required or approved such costs; and
(3) costs of insurance on the lives of officers
or trustees are unallowable except where
such insurance is part of an employee plan
which Is not unduly restricted.

C. Contributions to a reserve for a self-in-
surance program are allowable, to the
extent that the types of coverage, extent of
coverage, and the rates and premiums would
have been allowed had insurance been pur-
chased to cover the risks.

d. Actual losses which could have been
covered by permissible insurance (whether
through purchased incurance or self.insur-
ance) are unallowable, unless expressly pro-
vided for in the sponsored agreement,
except that costs incurred because of losses
not covered under existing deductible
clauses for insurance coverage provided in
keeping with sound management practice as
well as minor losses not covered by insur-
ance, such as spoilage, breakage and disap-
pearance of small hand tools, which occur in
the ordinary course of operations, are allow-
able.

e. Indemnification includes securing the
institution against liabilities to third per-
sons and other losses not compensated by
insurance or otherwise. The Government is
obligated to indemnify the institution only
to the extent expressly provided for in the
sponsored agreement, except as provided in
d above.

17. Interest, fund raising, and investment
management costs,

a. Costs incurred for interest on borrowed
capital or temporary use of endowment

funds,
ble.

b. Costs of organized fund raising, includ-
ing financial campaigns, .endowment drives,
solicitation of gifts and bequests, and simi-
lar expenses incurred solely to raise capital
or obtain contributions, are unallowable.

c. Costs of investment counsel and staff
and similar expenses incurred solely to en-
hance income from investments are un-
allowable.

d. Costs related to the physical custody
and control of monies and securities are al-
lowable.

18. Labor relations costs. Costs incurred in
maintaining satisfactory relations between
the institution and its employees, including
costs of labor management committees, Em-
ployees' publications, and other related ac.
tivities, are allowable.

19. Losses on other sponsered agreements
or contracts. Any excess of costs over
income under any other sponsored agree-
ment or contract of any nature is unallowa-
ble. This includes, but is not limited to, the
institution's contributed portion by reason
of cost-sharing agreements or any under-re-
coveries through negotiation of flat
amounts for indirect costs.

20. Maintenance and repair costs. Costs
incurred for necessary maintenance, repair
or upkeep of property (including Govern-
ment property unless otherwise provided
for) which neither add to the permanent
value of the property nor appreciably pro-
long its intended Ilfe but keep it in an effi-
cient operating condition, are allowable.

21. Material costs. Costs incurred for pur-
chased materials, supplies, and fabricated
parts directly or indirectly related to the
sponsored agreement, are allowable. Pur-
chases made specifically for the sponsored
agreement should, be charged thereto at
their actual prices after deducting all cash
discounts, trade discounts, rebates, and
allowances received by the institution.
Withdrawals from general stores or stock-
rooms should be charged at their cost under
any recognized method of pricing stores
withdrawals conforming to sound account-
ing practices consistently followed by the in-
stitution. Incoming transportation charges
are a proper part of material cost. Direct
material cost should include only the mate-
rials and supplies actually used for the per-
formance of the sponsored agreement, and
due credit should be given for any excess
materials retained, or returned to vendors.
Due credit should be given for all proceeds
or value received for any scrap resulting
from work under the sponsored agreement.
Where Government-donated or furnished
material is used in performing the spon-
sored agreement, such material will be used
without charge.

22. Memberships, subscriptions and profes-
sional activity costs.

a. Costs of the institution's membership in
civic, business, technical, and professional
organizations are allowable.

b. Costs of the institution's subscriptions
to civic, business, professional, and technical
periodicals are allowable.

c. Costs of meetings and conferences,
when the primary purpose is the dissemina-
tion of technical information, are allowable.
This includes costs of meals, transportation,
rental of facilities, and other Items inciden-
tal to such meetings or conferences.

23. Patent costs. Costs of preparing disclo-
sures, reports, and other documents re-
quired by the sponsored agreement, and of

however represented, are unallowa-
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searching the art to the extent necessary to
make such invention disclosures, are allow-
able. In accordance with the clauses of the
sponsored agreement relating to patents,
costs of preparing documents and any other
patent costs, in connection with the filing of
a patent application where title th conveyed
to the Government, are allowable. (See also
Section J34.)

24, Plant security cost& Necessary ex-
penses incurred to comply with security re-
quirements, including wages, uniforms ,and
equipment of personnel engaged in plant
protection, are allowable.

25. Preagreement costs. Costs incurred
prior to the effective date of the sPonsored
agreement, whether or not they would have
been allowable thereunder if incurred after
such date, are unallowable unless approved
by the sponsoring agency.

26, Professional services costs.
a. Costs of professional services rendered

by the members of a particular profession
who are not employees of the institution are
allowable, subject to b and c below, when
reasonable in relation to the services ren-
dered and when not contingent upon recov-
ery of the costs from the Government. Re-
tainer fees to be allowable must be reason-
ably supported by evidence of services ren-
dered.

b. Factors to be considered in deWrmining
the allowability of costs in a particular case
include (1) the past pattern of such costs,
particularly in the years prior to the award
of sponsored agreements; (2) the impact of
sponsored agreements on the institution's
total activity; (3) the nature and scope of
managerial services expected of the institu-
tion's own organizations; and (4) whether
the proportion of Government work to the
institution's total activity is such as to influ-
ence the institution in favor of incuning
the cost, particularly where the services ren-
dered are not of a continuing nature and
have little relationship to work under spon-
sored agreements.

c. Costs of legal, amounting, and consult-
ing services, and related costs, incurred in
connection with the prosecution of claims
against the Government, are unallowable.
Costs of legal, accounting and consulting
services, and related costs, incurred in con-
nection with patent infringement litigation,
are unallowable unless otherwise provided
for in the sponsored agreements.

27. Profits and losses on diapotition of
plant equipment or other capita/ assets,
Profits or losses arising from the sale or ex-
change of plant, facilities, equipment or
other capital assets, including sale or ex-
change of either short-term or long-term in-
vestments, shall not be considered in com-
puting the costs of sponsored agreements
except for pension plans as provided in Sec-
tion J15c. When assets acquired with Feder-
al funds, in part or wholly, are disposed of,
the distribution of the proceeds shall be
made in accordance with Attachment N,
OMB Circular No. A-110.

28, Proposal cost& Proposal costs are the
costs of preparing bids or proposals on po-
tential Government and nongovernment
sponsored agreements or projects, including
the development of data necessary to sup-
port the institution's bids or proposals. Pro-
posal costs of the current accounting period
of both successful and unsuccessful bids and
proposals normally should be treated as in-
direct costa and allocated currently to all ac-
tivities of the institution, and no proposal
casts of past accounting periods will be alio-
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cable to the current period. However, the in.
stitution's established practices may be to
treat proposal costs by some other recog
nized method. Regardless of the method
used, the results obtained may be accepted
only if found to be reasonable and equita-
ble.

29. Public Wonnation services costs, Cost
of news releases pertaining to specific re-
search or scientific accomplishment are al.
lowable, when they result from performance
of sponsored agreements.

30. Rearrangement and alteration costs.
Cost incurred for ordinary or normal rear.
rangement and alteration of facilities are al-
lowable. Special arrangement and alteration
costs incurred specifically for the project
are allowable when such work has been ap-
proved in advance by the sponsoring agency.

31. Reconvereion cost& Costs incurred in
the restoration or rehabilitation of th! insti-
tution's facilities to approximately the same
condition existing immediately prior to com-
mencement of a sponsored agreement, fair
wear and tear excepted, are allowable.

32. Recruiting costs.
a. Subject to b, c, and d below, and pro-

vided that the size of the staff recruited and
maintained is in keeping with workload re-
quirements, costs of "help wanted" advertis-
ing, operating costs of an employment office
necessary to secure and maintain an ade-
quote staff, costs of operating an aptitude
and educational testing program, travel
costs of employees while engaged in recruit-
ing personnel, travel costs of applicants for
interViews for prospective employment, and
relocation costs incurred incident to recruit-
ment of new employees, are allowable to the
extent that such costs are incurred pursu-
ant to a well managed recruitment program.
Where the institution uses employment
agencies, costs not in excess of standard
coramercial rates for such services are allow-
able.

b. In publications, costs of help wanted ad-
vertising that includes color, includes adver-
tising material for other than recruitment
purposes, or is excessive in size (taking into
consideration recruitment purposes for
which intended and normal institutional
practices in this respect), are unallowable.

c. Costs of help wanted advertising, special
emoluments, fringe benefits, and salary
allowances incurred to attract professionsl
personnel from other institutions that do
not meet the test of reasonableness or do
ndt conform with the established practices
of the institution, are unallowable.

d. Where relocation costs incurred inci-
dent to recruitment of a new employee have
been allowed either as an allocable direct or
indirect cost, and the newly hired employee
resigns for reasons within his control within
twelve months after hire, the institution
will be required to refund or credit such re-
location costs to the Government.

33. Rental cost of buildings and equip.
ment.

a. Rental costs of buildings or equipment
are allowable to the extent that the decision
to rent or lease is in accord with Section C-
3. Rental arrangements should be reviewed
Periodically to determine if circumstances
have changed and other options are availa-
ble.

b. Rental coats under leale and lease
hack" arrangements are allowable only up
to the amount that would be allowed if the
institution continued to own the property.

c. Rental meta under "less-than-runts-
length" leaser; are o.11owable only up to the

amount that would be allowed if the institu-
tion owned the property. For this purpose, ft
"leas-than-arms-length" lease is one under
which one party to the lease agreement is
able to control or substantially influence
the actIOns of the other.

d. Where significant rental costs are in-
curred under leases which create a material
equity in the leased property, they are al-
loNvable only up to the amount that would
be allowed if the institution purchased the
property on the date the lease agreement
was executed. For this purpose, a material
equity in the property exists when the lease:

(1) is noncancelable or is cancclable only
?von the occurrence of some remote contin-
gency, and

(2) has one or more of the following char-
acteristics:

(a) Title to the property passes to the in-
stitution at some time during or after the
lease period.

(b) The term of the lease corresponds sub-
stantially to the estimated useful life of the
property (1.e., the period of economic useful-
ness to the legal owner of the property).

(c) The initial term is less than the useful
life of the property and the institution has
the option to renew the lease for the re-
maining useful life at substantially less than
fair rental value.

(d) The property was acquired by the
leasor to meet the special needs of the insti-
tution and will probably be usuable only for
that purpose and only by the institution.

(e) The institution has the right, during
or at the expiration of the lease, to pur-
chase the property at a price which at the
inception of the lease appears to be substan-
tially less that the probable fair market
value at the time it is permitted to purchase
the property (commonly called a lease with
a bargain purchase option), except for any
discount normally given to educational in-
stitutions.

34. Royalties and other costs for use of
patent& Royalties on a patent or amortiza-
tion of the cost of acquiring a patent or in-
vention or rights thereto, necessary for the
proper performance of the sponsored agree-
ment and applicable to tasks or processes
thereunder, are allowable unless the Gov-
eminent has a license or the right to free
use of the patent, the patent has been adju-
dicated to be invalid or has been administra-
tively determined to be invalid, the patent is
considered to be unenforceable, or the
patent has expired.

35. Sabbatical leave cost& Costs of leave
of absence by employees for performance of
graduate work or sabbatical study, travel, or
research are allowable provided the institu-
tion has a uniform policy on sabbatical
leave for persons engagd in instruction and
persons engaged in research. Such costs will
be allocated on an equitable basis among all
related activities of the institution. Where
sabbatical leave is included in fringe bene-
fits for which a cost is determined for as-
sessment as a direct charge, the aggregate
amount of such assessments applicable to
all work of the institution during the base
Period must be reasonable in relation to the
institution's actual experience under its sab-
batical leave policy.

36. Scholarships and student aid costs.
a. Costs of scholarships, fellowships, arid

other programs of student aid are allowable
only when the purpose of the sponsored
agreement is to provide training to selected
participants and the charge is approved by
the sponsoring agency. However, tuition re-
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mission and other forms of compensation
pald as, or in lieu of, wages to students per-
forming necessary work are allowable pro-
vided that (1) there is a bonafide employer-
employee relationship between the student
and the institution for the work performed,
(2) the tuition or other payments are rea-
sonable compensation for the work per-
formed and are conditioned explicitly upon
the performance of necessary work. and (3)
it Ls the institution's practice to similarly
compensate students in nonsponsored as
well as sponsored activities.

b. Charges for tuition remission and other
forms of compensation paid to students as,
or in lieu of, salaries and wages shall be sub-
ject to the reporting requirements stipulat-
ed in Section J6, and shall be treated as
direct or indirect cost in accordance with
the actual work being performet Tuition
remission may be charged on an average
rate basis.

37. Severance pay.
a, Severance pay is compensation in addi.

tion to regular salary and wages which Ls
paid by an institution to employees whose
services are being terminated. Cost.s of sev-
erance pay are allowable only to the extent
that such payments are required by law, by
employer-employee agreement, by estab-
lished policy that constitutes in effect an
implie.d agreement on the institution's part,
or by circumstances of the particular em-
ployment.

b. Severance payments that are due to
normal recurring turnover and which other-
wise meet the conditions of a above may be
aliowed protided the actual costs of such
severance payments are regarded as ex-
penses applicable to the current fiscal year
and are equitably distributed among the in-
stitution's activities during that period.

c. Severance payments that are due to ab-
normal or mass terminations are of such
conjectural nature that allowabllity must be
determined on a case.by-case basis. Howev-
er. the Government recognizes its obligation
to participate, to the extent of its fair share,
in any specific payment.

38. Specialized service facilities.
a. The costs of institutional services in .

volving the use of highly complex or special.
ized facilities such as electronic computers,
wind tunnels, and reactors are allowable.
provided the charge for the service meets
the conditions of b through d below.

b. The cost of each service normally shall
con.sist of both its direct costs and its alloca.
ble share of Indirect costs with deductions
for appropriate income or Federal financing
as describing in Section C5.

c. The cost of such institutional services
when material in amount will be charged di-
rectly to users, including sponsored agree-
ments based on actual use of the services
and a schedule of rates that does not dis-
criminate between federally and nonfederal-
ly supported activities of the institution, in-
cluding used by the institution for internal
purposes. Charges for the use of specialized
facilities should be designed to recover not
more than the aggregate cost of the services
over a long-terrn period agreed to by the in-
stitution and the cognizant Federal agency.
Accordingly. it is not necessary that the
rates charged for services be equal to the
cost of providing those services daring any
one fiscal year as long as rates are reviewed
periodically for consistency with the long-
term plan and adjusted if necessary.

d. Where the costs incurred for such insti-
tutional services are not material, they may
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be allocated as indirect costs. Such arrange.
ments must be agreed to by the tnstitution
and the cognizant Federal agency.

e. Where it is in the best interest of the
Government and the institution to establish
alternative costing arrangements, such ar-
rangements may be worked out with the
cognizant Federal agency.

39. Specica urvices costs. Costs incurred
for general public relations activities,
alumni activities, and similar services, are
unallowable.

40. Student activity costs. Costs incurred
for intramural activities, student publica-
tions, student clubs, and other student ac-
tivities, are unallowable, unless specifically
provided for in the sponsored agreements.

41. Taxes.
a. In general. taxes which the institution

is required to pay and which are paid or ac-
crued in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles are allowable. Pay-
ments made to local governments in lleu of
taxes which are commensurate with the
local government services received are al-
lowable, except for (1) taxes from which ex-
emptions are available to the institution di-
rectly or which are available to the institu-
tion based on an exemption afforded the
Government, and in the latter case when
the sponsoring agency makes available the
necessary exmption certificates: and (2)
special assesssments on land which repre-
sent capital improvements.

b. Any refund of taxes, interest, or penal.
ties, and any payment to the institution of
interest thereon, attributable to taxes, hi-
terest. or penalties which were allowed as
sponsored agreement costs. wlll be credited
or paid to the Government in the manner
directed by the Government. However, any
interest actually paid or credited to an insti-
tution incident to a refund of tax, interest,
and penalty will be paid or credited to the
Government only to the extent that such
interest accrued over the period during
which the institution had been reimbursed
by the Government for the taxes, interest,
and penalties.

42. TransPortation costs. Costs incurred
for freight, express, cartage, postage, and
other transportation services relating either
to goods purchased, in process, or delivered.
are allowable. When such costs can readily
be identified with the items involved, they
may be charged directly as transportation
costs or added to the cost of such items.
Where identification with the materials re-
ceived cannot readily be made, inbound
transportation costs may be charged to the
appropriate indirect cost accounts if the in-
stitution follows a consistent, equitable pro-
cedure in this respect. Outbound freight, if
reimbursable under the terms of the spon-
sored agreement, should be treated as a
direct cost.

43. Travel costs.
a. Travel costs are the expenses for trans-

portation, lodging, subsistence, and related
items incurred by employees who are in
travel status on official business of the trod-
tution. Such costs may be charged on tin
actual basis, on a per diem or mileage basis
in lieu of actual costs incurred, or on a com-
bination of the two, provided the method
Used is applied to an entire trip and not to
selected days of the trip, and results in
charges consistent with those normally al-
lowed by the institution in its regular oper-
ations.

b. Travel costs are allowable subject to c,
d. e. and I below, when they are directly at.

tributable to specific work under a spon
gored agreement or are incurred in the
normal course of adininistration of the insti-
tution or a department or program thereof.

c. The difference in cost between first.
class air accommodations and less than
first-class air accommodations Ls unallowa.
ble except when less than first-class air ac-
commodations are not reasonably available
to meet necessary mission requirements.
such as where less than first-class accommo-
dations would (1) require circuitous routing.
(2) require travel during unreasonabie
hours. (3) greatly increase the duration of
the flight, (4) result in additional costs
which would offset the transportation sav-
ings, or (5) offer accommodations which are
not reasonably adequate for the medical
needs of the traveler.

d. Costs of personnel movements of a spe-
cial or mass nature are allowable only when
authorized or approved in writing by the
sponsoring agency or its authorized repre-
sentative.

e. Foreign travel costs are allowable only
when the travel has received specific prior
approval. Each separate foreign trip must
be specifically approved. For purposes of
this provision, foreign travel Ls defined as
any travel outside of Canada and the United
States and its territories and possessions.
However, for an organization located out-
side Canada and the United States and its
territories and possessions, foreign travel
means travel outside that country.

f. Domestic travel costs are allowable
when permitted by the sponsored agree-
ment. Expenditures for such travel will not
be allowed if they exceed the amount speci-
fied by more than 25% or $500, whichever is
greater, except with an advanced approval
of the sponsoring agency.

44. Termination costs app/icable to spon-
sored agreements.

a. Termination (If sponsored agreements
generally gives rise to the incurrence of
costs or to the need for special treatment of
costs, which would not have arisen had the
agreement not been terminated. Items pecu-
liar to termination are set forth below. They
are to be used in conjunction with all other
provisions of this Circular in the case of ter-
mination.

b. The cost of common items of material
reasonably usable on the institution's other
work will not be allowable unless the insti-
tution submits evidence that it could riot
retain such items at cost without sustaining
a loss. In deciding whether such items are
reasonably usable on other work of the in-
stitution, consideration should be given to
the institution's plans and orders for cur-
rent and scheduled work. Contemporaneous
purchases of common items by the institu-
tion will be regarded as evidence that such
items are reasonably usable on the institu-
tkai's other work. Any acceptance of
common items as allowable to the terminat-
ed portion of the agreement should be limit-
ed to the extent that the quantities of such
items on hand, in transit. and on order are
in excess of the reasonable quantitative re-
quirements of other work.

c. If in a particular case, despite all rea-
sonable efforts by the institution. certain
costs cannot be discontinued immediately
after the effective date of termination, such
costs are generally allowable within the
limitations set forth in this Circular, except
that any such costs continuing after termi-
nation due to the negligent or willful failure
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of the Institution to discontinue such costs
will be Considered unacceptable.

d. Loss of useful value of special tooling,
and special machinery and equipment is
generally allowable, provided a) such spe-
cial tooling, machinery, or equipment is not
reasonably capable of use in the other work
of the institution; (2) the interest of the
Government is protected by transfer of title
or by other means deemed appropriate by
the contracting officer or equivalent; and
(3) the loss of useful value as to any one ter-
minated agreement is limited to that por-
tion of the acquisition cost which bears the
same ratio to the total acquisition cost as
the terminated portion of the agreement
bears to the entire terminated agreement
and other Government agreements for
which the special tooling, special machin-
ery, or equipment was acquired.

e. Rental costs under unexpired leases are
generally allowable where clearly shown to
have been reasonably necessary for the per-
formance of the terminated agreement, less
the residual value of such leases, If (1) the
amount of such rental claimed does not
exceed the reasonable use value of the prop-
erty leased for the period of the agreement
and such further period as may be reason-
able; and (2) the institution makes all rea-
sonable efforts to terminate, assign, settle,
or otherwise reduce the cost of such lease.
There also may be included the cost of al-
terations of such leased property, orovided
such alterations were necessary for the per-
formance of the agreement, and of reason-
able restoration required by the provisions
of the lease.

f. Settlement expenses including the fol-
lowing are generally allowable: (1) account-
ing, legal, clerical, and similar costs reason-
ably necessary for the preparation and prcs-
entation to contracting officers or equiva-
lent of settlement claims and supporting
data with respect to the terminated portion
of the agreement, and the termination and
settlement of subagreements; and (2) rea-
sonable costs for the storage, transporta-
tion, protection, and disposition of property
provided by the Government or acquired or
produced by the institution for the agree-
ment, except when the institution is reim-
bursed for disposals at a predetermined
amount in accordance with the provisions of
Circular No. A-I10.

g. Claims under subagreements, including
the allocable portion of claims which are
common to the agreement and to other
work of the institution, are generally allow-
able.

K. CERTIFICATION OF CHARGES

To assure that expenditures for sponsored
agreements are proper and in accordance
with the agreement documents and ap-
proved project budgets, the annual and/or
final fiscal reports or vouchers requesting
payment under the agreements will include
a certification, signed by an authorized offi-
cial of the university, which reads essential-
ly as follows: "I certify that all expenditures
reported (or payment requested) are for ap-
propriate purposes and in accordance with
the provisions of the application and award
documents."

(FR Doc. 79-6448 Filed 3-5-79; 8:45 am)
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Circular No. A-21, Re Vise. Transmittal
Memorandum No. 1
July 23. 1a82.
To: The Heads of Executive Departments and

Establishments.
Subject. Cost principles for universities.

This Transmittal Memorandum revises
OMB Circular No. A-21, "Cost principles for
educational institutions."

The revision cha nges the procedures
covering allocation of personal service costs
and recognizes interest costs in certain
circumstances.
David A. Stockman,
Director.

Circular A-21Cost Principles for
Educational institutions
. Circular A-21 is revised as follows:
Paragraph B.1.
The following replalces section B.1:
B. Definition of Terms.
I. Major functions of an institution refers to

instruction, organized research, other
sponsored activities, and other institutional
activities as defined below:

a.Instruction means the teaching and
training activities of an institution, Except for
research training as provided in c. be/ow, this
term includes all teaching and training
activities, whether they are offered for credits
toward a degree or certificate or on a non-
credit basis, and whether they are offered
through regular academic departments or
separate divisions, such as a summer school
division or an extension division. Also
considered part of this major function are
departmental research, and, where agreed to.
university research.

(1) Sponsored instruction and training
means specific instructional or training -
activity established by grant, contract, or
cooperative agreement. For purposes of the
cost principles, this activity may be
considered a major function even though an
institution's accounting treatment may
include it in the instruction function.

(2)Departmentol r:search means research
development and scholarly activities that are
not organized research and, consequently,
are not separately budgeted and accounted
for. Departmental research. for purposes of
this document. is not considered as a major
function, but as a part of the instruction
function of the institution.

b. Organized research means all research
and development activities of an institution
that are separately budgeted and accounted
for. It includes:

(1) Sponsored research means all research
and development activities that are -
sponsored by Federal and non-Federal
agencies and organizations. This term
includes activities involving the training of
L.d.: :a-di in u.sciach techniques ( commonly
called research training) where such
activities utilize the same facilities as other
research and development activities and

where such activities are not included in the
instruction function.

(2) University research means all research
and development activities that are
separately budgeted by the institution under
an internal application of institutional funds.
University research, for purposes of this
document. may be considered a part of the
instruction function, or may be combined
with sponsored research under the function,
of organized research, or may be treated as a
separate major function, as agreed to with
the cognizant agency.

c. d. becomes c,
d. e. becomes d.
Paragraph JAL
The following replaces sections 1.6. b.

through d.
J. Compensation for Personal Services.
6.b.(1) General Principles. (a) The

distribution of salaries and wages whether
treated as direct or indirect costs, will be
based on payrolls documented in accordance
with the generally accepted practices of
colleges and universities. Institutions may
include in a residual category all activities
that are not directly charged to sponsored
agreements. and that need not be distributed
io more than one activity for purposes of
identifying indirect costs and the functions to
which they are allocable. The components of
the residual category are not required to be
separately documented..

(b) The apportionment of employee's
salaries and wages which are chargeable to
more than one sponsored agreement or other
cost objective will be accomplirhed by
methods which will (1) be in accordance with
Sections A-2 and C above, (2) produce an
equitable distribution of charges for
employee's activities, and (3) distinguish the
employees' direct activities from their
indirect activities.

(c) In the use of any methods for
apportioning salaries, it is recognized that. in
an academic setting. teaching. research,
service, and administration are often
inextricably intermingled. A precise
assessment of factors that contribute to costs
is not always feasible, nor is it expected.
Reliance, therefore, is placed on estimates in
which a degree of tolerance is appropriate.

(d) There is no single best method for
documenting the distribution of charges for
personal services.
Methods for apportioning salaries and wages,
however, must meet the criteria specified in
J.6.b.(2) below. Examples of acceptable
methods am contained M 1.6.c. below. Other
methods which meet the criteria specified in
J.6.b.(2) below also shall be deemed
acceptable, if a mutually satisfactory
alternative agreement is reached.

(2) Criteria for Acceptable Methods. (s)
The payroll distribution system will fij be
incorporated into the official records of the
institution, (il) reasonably reflect the activity
for which the employee is compensated by
the institution. and OM encompass both
sponsored and all other activities on an
integrated basis. but may include the use of
subsidiary records. (Compensation for
incidental work described in 1.6.a. need not
be included.)

(b) The method must recognize the
principle of after-the-fact confirmation or
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determination so that costs distributed
represent actual costs, unless a mutually
satisfactory alternative agreement is reached.
Direct cost activities and indirect cost
activities may be confirmed by responsible
persons with suitable means of verification
that the work was performed. Confirmation
by the employee is not a requirement for
either direct or indirect cost activities if other
responsible persons make appropriate
confirmations.

(c) The payroll distribution system will
allow confirmation of activity allocable to
each sponsored agreement and each of the
categories of activity needed to identify
indirect costs and the functions to which they
are allocable. The activities chargeable to
indirect cost categories or the major functions
of the institution for employees whose
salaries must be apportioned Isee J. 6.b.1.(b)
above), if not initially identified as separate
categories. may be subsequently distributed
by any reasonable method mutually agreed
to. including, but not limited to, suitably
conducted surveys, statistical sampling
procedures, or the application of negotiated
fixed rates.

(d) Practices vary among Institutions and
within institutions as to the activity
constituting a full workload. Therefore. the
payroll distribution system may reflect
categories of activities expressed as a
percentage distribution of total activities.

(e) Direct and indirect charges may be
made initially to sponsored agreements on
the basis of estimates made before services
are performed. When such estimates are
used, significant changes in the
corresponding work activity must be
identified end entered into the payroll
distribution system. Short-term (such as one
or two months) fluctation between workload
categories need not be considered as long as
the distribution of salaries and wages is
reasonable over the longer term, such as an
academic period.

(f) The system will provide for independent
internal evaluatLns to ensure the system's
effectiveness and compliance with the above
standards.

(g) For systems which meet these
standards, the institution will not be required
to provide additional support or
documentation for the effort actually
performed.

1.6.C. Examples of Acceptable Methods for
Poyroll Distribution:

I. PlonConfirmation: Under this method.
Lie distribution of salaries and wages of
professorial or professional staff applicable
to sponsored agreements is based on
budgeted. planned. or assigned work activity.
updated to reflect any significant changes in
work distribution. A plan-confirmation
system used for salaries and wages charged
directly or indirectly to sponsored
agreements will meet the following
standards:

(a) A system of budgeted. planned. or
assigned work activity will be incorporated
into the official records of the institution and
encompass both sponsored and all other
activities on an integrated basis. The system
may include the use of subsidiary records.
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(b) The system will reasonably reflect only
the activity for which the employee is
compensated by tbe institution
(compensation for incidental work described
in 1.6.a. need not be included), Practices vary
among institutions and within institutions as
to the activity constituting a full workload.
Hence, the system will reflect categories of
activities expressed as a percentage
distribution of total activities. (But see
Section H for treatment of indirect costs
under the simplified method for small
institutions.)

(c) The system will reflect activity
applicable to each sponsored agreement and
to each category needed to identify indirect
costs and the functions to which they are
allocable. The system may treat indirect cost
activities initially within a residual category
and subsequently determine them by
alternate methods as discussed in J.6.b.(2)(c).

(d)The system will provide for
modification of an individual's salary or
salary distribution commensurate with an
significant change in the employee's work
activity. Short-term (such as one of two
months) fluctuation between workload
categories need.not be considered as long as
lhe distribution of salaries and wages is
reasonable over the longer term such as an
academic period. Whenever it is apparent
that a significant change in work activity
which is directly or indirectly charged to
sponsored agreements will occur or has
occurred, the change will be documented
over the signature of a responsible official
and entered into the system.

(e) At least senually a statement will be
signed by the employee, principal
investigator, or responsible official(s) using
enitalle means of verification that the work
was performed, stating that salaries and
wages charged to sponsored agreements as
direct charges, and to residual, indirect cost
cr ether catcgories are reasonable in relation
to work performed.

(f) The system will provide for independent
internal evaluation to ensure the system's
integrity and compliance with the above
standards.

(g) In the use of this method, an institution
shall not be required to provide additional
support or documentation for the effort
actually performed.

2. After-thelact Activif Records: Under
this system the distribte of salaries and
wages by the institution v.ill be supported by
actfvity reports as prescribed below.

(a) Activity reports will reflect the
distribution of activity expended by
employees covered by the system
(compensation for incidental work as
described in J.6.a. need not be included).

(b) These reports will reflect an after.the-
fact reporting or the percentage distribution
of activity of employees. Charges may be
made initially on the basis of estimates made
before the services are performed. provided
that such charges are promptly adjusted if
significant difierences are indicated by
activity records.

(c) Reports will reasonably reflect the
emgloyees are

compensated by the institution. To confirm
that the distribution of activity represents a
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reasonable estimate of the work performed
by the employee during the period, the
reports will be signed by the employee.
principal investigator, or responsible
official(s) using suitable means of verification
that the work was performed.

(d) The system will reflect activity
applicable to eacb sponsored agreement and
to eacb category needed to identify indirect
costs and the functions to which they are
allocable. The eystem may treat indirect cost
activities initially within a residual category
and subsequently determine them by
alternate methods as discussed in J.6.b.(2)(c).

(e) For professorial and professional staff,
the reports will be prepared each academic
term. but no less frequently than every six
months. For other employees, unless
alternate arrangements are agreed to, the
reports will be prepared no less frequently
than monthly and will coincide with one or
more pay periods.

(f) Where the institution uses time cards or
other forms of after-the-fact payroll
documents as original documentation for
payroll and payroll charges, such documents
shall qualify ae records for this purpose
provided that they meet the requirements in
(a) through (e) above.

3. Multiple Confirmation Records: Under
this system the distribution of salaries and
wages of professorial and professional staff
will be supported by records which certify
separately for direct and indirect cost
activities as prescribed below.

(a) For employees covered by the system,
iltere will be direct cost records to reflect the
distribution of that activity expended which
is to be allocable as direct cost to each
sponsored agreement. There will also be
indirect cost records to reflect the
distribution of that activity to indirect costs.
These records may be kept jointly or
separately (but are to be certified separately,
see below).

(b) Salary and wage charges may be made
initially on the basis of estimates made
before the services are performed provided
that such charges are promptly adjusted if
significant differences occur.

(c) Institutional records will reasonably
reflect only the activity for which employees
are compensatbd by the institution
(compensation for incidental work as
described in J.6.a. need not be included).

(d) The system will reflect activity
applicable to each sponsored agreement and
to each category needed to identify indirect
costs and the functions to which they are
allocable.

(e) To confirm that distribution of ace% ity
represents a reasonable estimate of the work
performed by the employee during the period.
the record for each employee will include:

(1) The signature of the employee or of a
persun having direct knov ledge of the work,
confirming that the record of activities
allocable as direct costs of each sponsored
agreement is appropriate.

(2) The record of indirect costs will include
the signature of responsible person(s) who
use suitable means of verification that the
work was performed and is consistent with
the overall distribution of the employee's
compensated activities.

5 8

These signatures may all be on the same
document.

(f) The reports will be prepared each
aoademic term, but no less frequently than
every six months.

(g) Where the institution uses time cards or
other forms of after-the-fact payroll
document' as original documentation for
payroll and payroll charges, such documents
shall qualify as records for this purpose
provided they meet the requirements In (a)
through (I) above.

Related Chonges

Change F.4,a.(2)(a) (in Departmental
Administration Expenses) sentence 2, to read.

Salaries of professorial and professional
staff whose responsib;lities to the institution
require administrative work that benefits
sponsored projects may also be included to
the extent that the portion charged to
departmental administration is determined in
accordance with Section JAL

Change F.5.a. (in Sponsored Projects
Administration). sentence 3, to read:

The salaries of professorial and
professional staff whose responsibilities to
the institution require administrative work
that benefits sponsored projects may also be
included to the extent that the portion
charged to sponsored agreements
administration is determined in accordance
with Section J.6.

Change F.7.a. (in Student Administration
and Services). sentence 2, to read:

The salaries of members of the academic
staff whose responsibilities to the Idstitution
require administrative work that benefita
sponsored projects may also be included to
the extent that the portion charged to Student
Administration is determined in accordanc.!
with Section 1.6.

Deleted J.6.c. Monitored Worltlood
Deleted 1.6.d Person.-iel Activity Reports
Relabel J.6.e. as 3.6.d.
Relabel J.6.f. as J.6.e.
Paragraph J.17.
Add at the end of section a., "except as

indicated in e. below."
Add a new section e.. as follows:
1.17.e. The cost of interest paid to an

external party is allowable where associated
with the following assets, provided the assets
are used in support of sponsored agreements,
and the total cost (including depreciation or
use allowance, operation and maintenance
costs, interest, etc.,) dces not exceed the
rental cost of comparable assets in the same
locality.

(1) Buildings acquired or completed on or
after July 1. 1982.

(2) Major reconstruction and remodeling of
existing buildings completed on or after July
1. 1982.

(3) Acquisition or fabrication of capital
equipment (as defined in paragraph J.13.
"Equipment and other capital expenditures")
complete 3 on or after July 1, 1982, costing
$10.000 or more, if agreed to by the
Government.
IFR Doc 82-2081,19 Filed 11-2-112. a* am j

(OWNS CODE 3410-0141
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Revision of Circular A-21

Circular No. A-21, Revised Transmittal
Memorandum No. 2

To the Heads of Executive Departments
and Establishments

SUBJECT: Cost Principles for
Educational Institutions
This transmittal memorandum revises

OMB Circular No. A-21, "Cost
Principles for Educational Institutions,"
to establish a 3 percent allowance to
cover the administrative work of
department heads and faculty.

Effective on grants and contracts
awarded on or after July 1, 1987,
Circular A-21 is revised as follows:

Departmental administration
expenses.

Revise F.4.a.(2)(a):
(2) Academic departments
(a) Salaries and fringe benefits

attributable to the administrative work
of department heads, directors of
divisions and organized research units,
faculty and professional staff shall be
allowed at a rate of 3 percent of
modified total direct costs. This
allowance shall be added to the
computation of the indirect cost rate for
major function in section G.; the
expenses covered by the allowance
shall be excluded from the development
and allocation of the .departmental
adminatration cost pool. No
documentation is required to support
this allowance.

General Administration and General
Expenses

Add the following sentence to F.3.a.:
General administration and general

expenses shall not include expenses
incurred within dean's offices, academic
departments, organized researCh units.
or similar organizational units (see
section F.4., departmental
administration expenses).

Sponsored Prvjects Administration

Revise F.5.a. as follows:
(a) The expenses under this heading

are limited to those incurred by a
separate organization(s) established
primarily to administer sponsored
projects, including such functions as
grant and contract administration
(Federal and non-Federal) special
security, purchasing , personnel
administration, and editing and
publishing of research and other reports.
They include the salaries and expenses
of the head of such organization,
assistants, and immediate staff, together
with the salaries and expenses of
personnel engaged in supporting
activities maintained by the
organization, such as stock rooms,
stenographic pools and the like. This
category oleo includes an allocable
share of fringe benefit costs, gen 'nal
administration and general expenses.
operation and maintenance expenses.
and depreciation/use allowances.
Appropriate adjustments will be made
for services priovided to other functions
or organizations.

Federal agencies may authorize
reimbursement of additional costs for
department heads.and faculty only in
exceptional cases where an institution
can demonstrate undue hardship or
detriment to project performance.

C-20 1 59

Federal agencies are authorized to
implement these changes earlier if they
choose.
James G. Miller HI,
Director.
IFR Doc. 88-12888 Filed 6-8-88. 8:45 aml
DILLIVO CODE 3110-014/1
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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND
BUDGET

Cost PrInclplcz for State and Local
Governments

AGENCY: Office of Management and
Budget.
ACTION: Final policy.

SUMMARY; This notice advises that
Federal Management Circular 74-4
(Revised), dated July 18,1974, is
reissued under its original designation of
Office of Management and Budget
Circular No. A-87. No substantive
changes are made in the Circular. The
Circular is set forth below in its entirety.
EFFECTIVE DATE: The revision was
effective January 15,1981.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Palmer Marcantonio, Deputy Chief,
Financial Management Branch, Budget
Review Division, 8002 New Executive
Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20503,
202/395A773.
TO OBTAIN SINGLE COPIES OF THE
CIRCULAR, CONTACT: Document
Distribution Center, Office of
Administration, G-238 New Executive
Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20503.
TO OBTAIN MULTIPLE COPIES, CONTACT:
Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402.
Daniel F. Mann,
Budget and Management Officer.
January 15,1981.
To: The Heads of Executive Departments and

Establishments.
Subject: Cost principles for State and local

governments.
1. Purpose. This Circular establishes

principles and standards for determining
costs applicable to grants, contracts, and
other agreements with State and local
governments and federally-recognized Indian
tribal governments.

2. Supersession. This Circular supersedes
Federal Management Circular 74-4 as
revised. The Circular is reissued under its
original designation of OMB Circular A-87.

3. Summary of changes. No substantive
changes are made in the Circular.

4. Policy intent. This Circular provides
principles for determining the allowable costs
,of programs administered by State, local, and
federally-recognized Indian tribal
governments under grants from and contracts
with the Federal Government. They are
designed to provide the basis for a uniform
approach to the problem of determining costs
and to promote efficiency and better
relationships between grantees and the
Federal Government. The principles are for
determining costs only and are not intended
to identify the circumstances nor to dictate
the extent of Federal and State or local
participation in the financing of a particular
project. They are designed to provide that
federally-assisted programs bear their fair

share of costs recognized under these
principles except where restricted or
prohibited by law. No provision for profit or
other increment above cost is intended.

S. Applicability and scope.
a. The provisions of this Circular apply to

all Federal agencies responsible for
administering programs that involve grants
and contracts with State, local, and federally-
recognized Indian tribal governments.

b. Its provisions do not apply to grants and
contracts with:

(1) Publicly-financed educational
institutions subject to Office of Management
and Budget Circular A-21, and

(2) Publicly owned hospitals and other
providers of medical care subject to
requirements promulgated by the sponsoring
Federal agencies.

Any other exceptions will be approved by
the Office of Management and Budget in
particular cases where adequate justification
is presented.

6. Attachments. The principles and related
policy guides are set forth in the attachmentc,
which are:
Attachment A-Principles for determining

costs applicable to grants and contracts
with State, local, and federally-recognized
Indian tribal governments.

Attachment B-Standards for selected items
of cost.
7. Inquiries. Further information concerning

this Circular may be obtained by contacting
the Financial Management Branch, Budget
Review Division, Office of Management and
Budget, Washington, D.C. 20503, telephone
202-395-4773.
James T. McIntyre, Jr.
Director.
[Circular No. A-87j

Attachment A-Principles for
Determining Costs Applicable to Grants
and Contracts With State, Local, and
Federally Recognized Indian Tribal
Governments
TABLE OF CONTENTS
A. Purpose and scope

1. Objectives
2. Policy guides
3. Application

B. Definitions
1. Approval or authorization of the grantor

Federal agency
2. Cost allocation plan
3. Cost
4. Cost objective
5. Federal agency
6. Federally-recognized Indian tribal

governments
7. Grant
8. Grant program
9. Grantee
10. Local unit
11. Other State or local agencies
12. Services
13. Supporting services

C. Basic guidelines
1. Factors affecting allowability of costs
2. Allocable costs
3. Applicable credits

D. Composition of cost
1. Total cost
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2. Classification of costs
E. Direct costs

1. General
2. Application

F. Indirect costs
1. General
2. Grantee departmental indirect costs
3. Limitation on indirect costs

G. Cost incurred by agencies other than the
grantee

1. General
2. Alternative methods of determining

indirect cost
H. Cost incurred by grantee department for
others

1. General
J. Cost allocation plan

1. General
2. Requirements
3. Instructions for preparation of cost

allocation plans
4. Negotiation and approval of indirect cost

proposals for States
5. Negotiation and approval of indirect cost

proposals for local governments
6. Negotiation and approval of indirect cost

proposals for federally-recognized Indian
tribal governments

7. Resolution of problems

A. Purpose and scope.
1. Objectives. This Attachment sets

forth principles for determining the
allowable costs of programs
administered by State, local, and
federally-recognized Indian tribal
governments under grants from and
contracts with the Federal Government.
The principles are for the purpose of
cost determination and are not intended
to identify the circumstances or dictate
the extent of Federal and State or local
participation in the financing of a
particular grant. They are designed to
provide that federally-assisted programs
bear their fair share of costs recognized
under these principles, except where
restricted or prohibited by law. No
provision for profit or other increment
above cost is intended.

2. Policy guides. The application of
these principles is based on the
fundamental premises that:

a. State, local, and federally
recognized Indian tribal governments
are responsible for the efficient and
effective administration of grant and
contract programs through the
application of sound management
practices.

b. The grantee or contractor assumes
the responsibility for seeing that
federally-assisted program funds have
been expended and accounted for
consistent with underlying agreements
and program objectives.

c. Each grantee or contractor
organization, in recognition of its own
unique combination of staff facilities
anA experience, will have the primary
responsibility for employing whatever
form of organization and management
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techniques may be necessary to assure
proper and efficient administration.

3. Application. These principles will
be applied by all Federal agencies in
determining costs incurred by State,
local, and federally recognized Indian
tribal governments under Federal grants
and cost reimbursement type contracts
(including subgranta and subcontracts)
except those with (a) publicly-financed
educational institutions subject to Office
of Management and Budget Circular A-
21, and (b) publicly-owned hospitals and
other providers of medical care subject
to requirements promulgated by the
sponsoring Federal agencies.
B. Definitions.

1. Approval or authorization of the
grantc: Federal agency means
documentation evidencing consent prior
to incurring specific cost.

2. Cost allocation plan means the
documentation identifying,
accumulating, and distributing
allowable costs under grants and
contracts together with the allocation
methods used.

3. Cost, as used herein, means cost as
determined on a cash, accrual, or other
basis acceptable to the Federal grantor
agency as a discharge of the grantee's
accountability for Federal funds.

4. Cost objective means a pool, center,
or area established for the accumulation
of cost. Such areas include
organizational units, functions, objects
or items of expense, as well as ultimate
cost objectives including specific grants,
projects, contracts, and other activities.

5. Federal agency means any
department, agency, commission, or
instrumentality in the executive branch
of the Federal Government which makes
grants to or contracts with State, local,
or federally-recognized Indian tribal
governments.

6. Federally-recognized Indian tribal
governments means the governing body
or a gcniernmental agency of any Indian
tribe, band, nation, or other organized
group or conmiunity (including any
native village as defined in Section 3 of
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, 85 Stat. 686) certified by the
S,..,:xetary of the Interior as eligible for
the special programs and services
provided by him through the Bureau of
Indian Affairs.

7. Grant means an agreement between
the Federal Government and a State,
local, or federally-recognized Indian
tribal government whereby the Federal
Government provides funds or aid in
kind to carry out specified programs,
services, or activities. The principles
and policies stated in this Circular as
applicable to grants in general also
apply to any federally-sponsored cost
reimbursement-type of agreement
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performed by a State, local, or federally-
recognized Indian tribal government.

8. Grant program means those
activities and operations of the grantee
which are nem -wary to carry out the
purposes of the grant, including any
portion of the program financed by the
grantee.

9. Grantee means the department or
agency of State, local, or federally
recognized Indian tribal government
which is responsible for administration
of the grant.

10. Local unit means any political
subdivision of government below the
State level.

11. Other Slate or local agencies
means department or agencies of the
State or local unit which provide goods,
facilities, and services to a grantee.

12. Services, as used herein, means
goods and facilities, as well as services.

13. Supporting services means
auxiliary functions necessary to sustain
the direct effort involved in
administering a grant program or an
activity providing service to the grant
program. These services may be
centralized in the grantee department or
in some other agency, and inlcude
procurement, payroll, personnel
functions, maintenance and operation of
space, data processing, accounting,
budgeting, auditing, mail and messenger
service, and the like.
C. Basic guidelines.

1. Factors affecting .2;. /ability of
costs. To allowable unir a grant
program, costs must meet the following
general criteria:

a. Be necessary and reasonable for
proper and efficient administration of
the grant programs, be allocable thereto
under these principles, and except as
specifically provided herein, not be a
general expense required to carry out
the overall responsibilities of State,
local or federally-recognized Indian
tribal governments.

b. Be authorized or not prohibited
under State or local kws or regulations.

c. Conform to any limitations or
exclusions set forth in these principles,
Federal laws, or other governing
limitations as to types or amounts of
cost items.

d. Be consistent with policies,
regulations, and procedures that apply
uniformly to both federally assisted and
other activities of the unit of government
of which the grantee is a part.

e. Be accorded consistent treatmem
through application of generally
accepted accounting principles
appropriate to the circumstances.

f. Not be allocable to or included as a
cost of any other federally financed
program in either the current or a prior
period.

1 (Pa3

g. Be net of all applicable credits.
2. Allocable costs.

a. A cost is allocable to a particular
cost objective to the extent of benefits
received by such objective.

b. Any cost allocable to a particular
grant or cost objective under the
principles provided for in this Circular
may not be shifted to other Federal
grant programs to overcome fund
deficiencies, avoid restrictions imposed
by law or grant agreements, or for other
reasons.

c. Where an allocation of joint cost
will ultimately result in charges to a
grant program, an allocation plan will be
required as prescribe,' in Section J.
3. Applicable credits.

a. Applicable credits refer to those
receipts or reduction of expenditure-
type transactions which offset or reduce
expense items allocable to grants as
direct or indirect costs. Examples of
such transactions are: purchase
discounts; rebates or allowances,
recoveries or indeminties on losses; sale
of publications, equipment, and scrap;
income from parsonal or incidental
services; and adjustments of
overpayments or erroneous charges.

b. Applicable credits may also arise
when Federal funds are received or are
available from sources other than the
grant program involved to finance
operations or capital items of the
grantee. This includes costs arising from
the use or depreciation of items donated
or financed by the Federal Government
to fulfill matching requirments under
another grant program. These types of
credits should likewise be used to
reduce related expenditures in
determining the rates or amounts
applicable to a given grant.

D. Composition of Cost
1. Total cost. The total cost of a grant

program is comprised of the allowable
direct cost incident to its performance,
plus its allocable portion of allowable
indirect costs, less applicable credits.

2. Classification of costs. There is no
universal rule for classifying certain
costs as either direct or indirect under
every accounting system. A cost may be
direct with respect to some specific
Service or function, but indirect with
respect to the grant or other ultimate
cost objectiveit is essential, therefore,
that each itemof cost be treated
consistently either as a direct or an
indirect cost. Specific guides for
determining direct and indirect costs
allocable under grant programs are
provided in the sections which follow:

E. Direct Costs
1. General. Direct costs are those that

can be identified specifically with a
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particular cost objective. These costs
may be charged directly to grants,
contracts, or to other programs against
which costs are finally lodged. Direct
costs may also be charged to cost
objectives used for the accumulation of
costs pending distribution in due course
to grants and other ultimate cost
objectives.

2. Application. Typical direct costs
chargeable to grant programs are:

a. Compensation of employees for the
time and efforts devoted specifically to
the execution of grant programs.

b. Cost of materials acquired,
consumed, or expended specifically for
the purpose of the grant.

c. Equipment and other approved
capital expenditures.

d. Other items of expense incurred
specifically to carry out the grant
agreement.

e. Services furnished specifically for
the grant program by other agencies,
provided such charges are consistent
with criteria outlined in Section G of
these principles.

F. Indirect Costs
1. General. Indirect costs are those (a)

incurred for a common or joint purpose
benefiting more than one cost objective,
and (b) not readily assignable to the cost
objectives specifically benefited,
without effort disproportionate to the
results achieved. The term "indirect
costs," as used herein, applies to costs
of this type originating in the grantee
department, as well as those incurred by
other departments in supplying goods,
services, and facilities, to the grantee
department. To facilitate equitable
distribution of indirect expenses to the
cost objectives served, it may be
necessary to establish a number of pools
of indirect cost within a grantee
department or in other agencies
providing services to a grantee
department. Indirect cost pools should
be distributed to benefiting cost
objectives on bases which will produce
an equitable result in consideration of
relative benefits derived.

2. Grantee departmental indirect
costs. All grantee departmental ineirect
costs, including the various levels of
supervision, are eligible for allocation to
grant programs provided they meet the
conditions set forth in this Circular. In
lieu of determining the actual amount of
grantee departmental indirect cost
allocable to a grant program, the
following methods may be used.

a. Predetermined fixed rates for
indirect costs. A predetermined fixed
rate for computing indirect costs
applicable to a grant may be negotiated
annually in situations where the cost
experience and other pertinent facts

available are deemed sufficient to
enable the contracting parties to reach
an informed judgment (1) as to the
probable level of indirect costs in the
grantee department during the period to
be covered by the negotiated rate, and
(2) that the amount allowable under the
predetermined rate would not exceed
actual indirect cost.

b. Negotiated lump sum for overhead.
A negotiated fixed amount in lieu of
indirect costs may be appropriate under
circumstances where the benefits
derived from a grantee department's
indirect services cannot be readily
determined as in the case of small, self-
contained or isolated activity. When this
method is used, a determination should
be made that the amount negotiated will
be approximately the same as the actual
indirect cost that may be incurred, Such
amounts negotiated in lieu of indirect
costs will be treated as an offset to total
indirect expenses of the grantee
department before allocation to
remaining activities. The base on which
such remaining expenses are allocated
should be appropriately adjusted.

3. Limitation on indirect costs.
a. Federal grants may be subject to

laws that limit the amount of indirect
costs that may be allowed. Agencies
that sponsor grants of this type will
establish procedures which will assure
that the amount actually allowed for
indirect costs under each such grant
does not exceed the maximum
allowable under the statutory limitation
or the amount otherwise allowable
under this Circular, whichever is the
smaller.

b. When the amount allowable under
a stattaory limitation is less than the
amount otherwise allocable as indirect
costs under this Circular, the amount not
recoverable as indirect costs under a
grant not be shifted to another federally-
sponsored grant program or contract.

G. Cost Incurred by Agencies Other
Than the Grantee

1. General. The cost of service
provided by other agencies may only
include allowable direct costs of the
service plus a pro rata share of
allowable supporting costs (Section
B.12.) and supervision directly required
in performing the service, but not
supervision of a general nature such as
that provided by the head of a
department and his staff assistants not
directly involved in operations.
However, supervision by the head of a
department or agency whose sole
function is providing the service
furnished would be an eligible cost.
Supporting costs include those furnished
by other units of the supplying
department or by other agencies.
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2. Alternative methods of determining
indirect cost. In lieu of determining
actual indirect cost related to a
particular service furnished by another
agency, either of the following
alternative methods may be used
provided only one method is used for a
specific service during the fiscal year
involved.

a. Standard indirect rate. An amount
equal to ten percent of direct labor cost
in providing the service performed by
another State agency (excluding
overtime, shift, or holiday premiums and
fringe benefits) may be allowed in lieu
of actual allowable indirect cost for that
service.

b. Predetermined fixed rate. A
predetermined fixed rate for indirect
cost of the unit or activity providing
service may be negotiated as set forth in
Section F.2.a.

H. Cost Incurred by Grantee
Department for Others

1. General. The principles provided in
Section G will also be used in
determining the cost of services
provided by the grantee department to
another agency.

J. Cost Allocation Plan
1. General. A plan for allocation of

costs will be required to support the
distribution of any joint costs related to
the grant program. All costs included in
the plan will be supported by formal
accounting records which will
substantiate the propriety of eventual
charges.

2. Requirements. The allocation plan
of the grantee department should cover
all joint costs of the department as well
as costs to be allocated under plans of
other agencies or organizational units
which are to be included in the costs of
federally-sponsored programs. The cost
allocation plans of all the agencies
rendering services to the grantee
department, to the extent feasible,
should be presented in a single
document:The allocation plan should
contain, but not necessarily be limited
to, the following:

a. The nature and extent of services
provided and their relevance to the
federally-sponsored programs.

b. The items of expense to be
included.

c. The methods to be used in
distributing cost.

3. Instructions for preparation of cost
allocation plans. The Department of
Health and Human Services in
consultation with the other Federal
agencies concerned, will be responsible
for developing and issuing the
instructions for use by grantees in
preparation of cost allocation plans.
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This responsibility applies to both
central support services at the State,
local, and Indian tribal level and
indirect cost proposals of individual
grantee departments.

4. Negotiation and approval of
indirect cost proposals for States.

a. The Department of Health and
Human Services, in collaboration with
the other Federal agencies concerned,
will be responsible for negotiation,
approval, and audit of cost allocation
plans, which will be submitted to it by
the States. These plans will cover
central support service costs of the
State.

b. At the grantee department level in a
Ste te, a single cognizant Federal agency
will have responsibility similar to that
set forth in a. above, for the negotiation,
approval, and audit of the indirect cost
proposal. A current list of agency
assignments is maintained by the Office
of Management and Budget.

c. Questions concerning the cost
allocation plans approved under a. and
b. above, should be directed to the
agency responilible for such approvals.

5. Negotiation and approval of
indirect cost proposals for local
governments.

a. Cost allocation plans will be
retained at the local government level
for audit by a designated Federal agency
except in those cases where that agency
requests that cost allocation plans be
submitted to it for negotiation and
approval.

b. A list of cognizant Federal agencies
assigned responsibility for negotiation.
approval and audit of central support
service cost allocation plans at the local
government level is maintained by the
the Office of Management and Budget.

c. At the grantee department level of
local governments, the Federal agency
with the predominant interest in the
work of the grantee department will be
responsible for necessary negotiation,
approval and audit of the indirect cost
proposal.

6. Negotiation and approval of
indirect cost proposals for federally
recognized Indian tribal governments.
The Federal agency with the
predominant interest in the work of the
grantee department will be responsible
for necessary negotiation, approval and
audit of the indirect cost proposal.

7. Resolution of problems. To the
extent that problems are encountered
among the Federal agencies in
connection with 4 and 5 above, the
Office of Management and Budget will
lend assistance as required.
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[Circular No. A-871

Attachment B-Standards for Selected
Items of Costs
Table of Contents
A. Purpose and applicability

I. Objective
2. Application

13. Allowable costs
I. Accounting
2. Advertising
3. Advisory councils
4. Audit service
5. Bonding
0. Budgeting
7. Building lease management
8. Central stores
9. Communications
10. Compensation for personal services
11. Depreciation and use allowances
12. Disbursing service
13. Employee fringe benefits
14. Employee morale, health and welfare

costs
15. Exhibits
10. Legal expenses
17. Maintenance and repair
18. Materials and supplies
19. Memberships, subscriptions and

professional activites
20. Motor pools
21. Payroll preparation
22. Personnel administration
23. Printing and reproduction
24. Procurement service
25. Taxes
20. Training and education
27. Transportation
28. Travel

C. Costs allowable with approval of grantor
agency

I. Automatic data processing
2. Building space and related facilities
3. Capital expenditures
4. Insurance and indemnification
5. Management studies
0. Preagreement costs
7. Professional services
8. Proposal costs

D. Unallowable costs
1. Bad debts
2.,Contingencies
3. Contributions and donations
4. Entertainment
5. Fines and penalties
0. Governor's expenses
7. Interest and other financial costs
8. Legislative expanses
9. Underrecovery of costs under grant

agreements

A. Purpose and applicability.
1. Objective. This Attachment

provides standards for determining the
allowability of selected items of cost.

2. Application. These standards will
apply irrespective of whether a
particular item of cost is treated as
direct or indirect cost. Failure to
mention a particular item of cost in the
standards is not intended to imply that it
is either allowable or unallowable,
rather determination of allowability in
each case should be based on the
treatment of standards provided for
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aimilar or related items of cost. The
allowability of the selected items of coot
is subject to the general policies and
principles stated in Attachment A of this
Circular.
B. Allowable costs.

1. Accounting. The cost of establishing
and maintaining accounting and other
information systems required for the
management of grant programs is
allowable. This includes costs incurred
by central service agencies for these
purposes. The cost of maintaining
central accounting records required for
overall State or Indian tribal
government purposes, such as
appropriation and fund accounts by the
Treasurer, Comptroller, or similar
officials, is considered to be a general
expense of government and is not
allowable.

2. Advertising. Advertising media
includes newspepers, magazines, radio
and television programs, direct mail,
trade papers, and the like. The
advertising costs allowable are those
which are solely for:

a. Recruitment of personnel required
for the grant program.

b. solicitation of bids for the
procurement of goods and services
required.

c. disposal of scrap or surplus
materials acquired in the performance of
the grant agreement.

d. Other purposes specifically
provided for in the grant agreement.

3. Advisory councils. Costs incurred
by State advisory councils or
committees established pursuant to
Federal requirements to carry out grant
programs are allowable. The cost of like
organizations is allowable when
provided for in the grant agreement.

4. Audit service. The cost of audits
necessary for the administration and
management of functions related to
grant programs is allowable.

5. Bonding. Costs of premiums on
bonds covering employees who handle
grantee agency funds are allowable.

6. Budgeting. Costs incurred for the
development. preparation. presentation.
and execution of budgets are allowable.
Costs for services of a central budget
office are generally not allowable since
these are costs of general government.
However, where employees of the
central budget office actively participate
in the grantee agency's budget process,
the cost of identifiable services is
allowable.

7. Building lease management. The
administrative cost for lease
management which includes review of
lease proposals, maintenance of a list of
available property for lease, and related
activities is allowable.
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8. Central stores. The cost of
maintaining and operating a central
stores organization for supplies,
equipment, and materials used either
directly or indirectly for grant programs
is allowable.

9. Communications. Communication
costs incurred for telephone calls or
service, teletype service, wide area
telephone service (WATS), centrex,
telpak (tie lines), postage, messenger
service and similar expenses are
allowable.

10. Compensation for personal
services.

a. General. Compensation for
personal services includes all
remuneration, paid currently or accured,
for services rendered during the period
of performance under the grant
agreement, including but not necessarily
limited to wages, salaries, and
supplementary compensation and
benefits (Section B.13.). The costs of
such compensation are allowable to the
extent that total compensation for
individual employees: (1) is reasonable
for the services rendered; (2) follows an
appointment made in accordance with
State, local, or Indian tribal government
laws and rules and which meets Federal
merit system or other requirements,
where applicable; and (3) is determined
and supported as provided in b. below.
Compensation for employees engaged in
federally-assisted activities will be
considered reasonable to the extent that
it is consistent with that paid for similar
work in other activities of the State,
local, or Indian tribal government. In
cases where the kinds of employees
required for the federally-assisted
activities are not found in the other
activities of the State, local, or Indian
tribal government, compensation will be
considered reasonable to the extent that
it is comparable to that paid for similar
work in the labor market in which the
employing government competes for the
kind of employees involved.
Compensation surveys providing data
representative of the labor market
involved will be an acceptable basis for
evaluating reasonableness.

b. Payroll and distribution of time.
Amounts charged to grant programs for
personal services, regardless of whether
treated as direct or indirect costs, will
be based on payrolls documented and
provided in accordance with generally
accepted practice of the State, local, or
Indian tribal government. Payrolls must
be supported by time and attendance or
equivalent records for individual
employees. Salaries and wages of
employees chargeable to more than one
grant program'or other cost objective
will be supported by appropriate time
distribution records. The method used

should produce an equitable distribution
of time and effort.

11. Depreciation and use allowances.
a. Grantees may be compensated for

the use of buildings, capital
improvements, and equipment through
use allowances or depreciation. Use
allowances are the means of providing
compensation in lieu of depreciation or
other equivalent costs. However, a
combination of the two methods may
not be used in connection with a single
class of fixed assets.

b. The computation of depreciation or
use allowance will be based on
acquisition cost. Where actual cost
records have not been maintained, a
reasonable estimate of the original
acquisition cost may be used in the
computation. The computation will
exclude the cost or any portion of the
cost of buildings and equipment donated
or borne directly or indirectly by the
Federal Government through charges to
Federal grant propgrams or otherwise,
irrespective of where title was Originally
vested or where it presently resides. In
addition, the computation will also
exclude the cost of land. Depreciation or
a use allowance on idle or excess
facilities is not allowable, except when
specifically authorized by the grantor
Federal agency.

c. Where the depreciation method is
followed, adequate property records
must be maintained, and any generally-
accepted method of computing
depreciation may be used. However, the
method of computing depreciation must
be consistently applied for any specific
asset or class of assets for all affected
federally-sponsored programs and must
result in equitable charges considering
the extent of the use of the assets for the
benefit of such programs.

d. In lieu of depreciation, a use
allowance for buildings and
improvements may be computed at an
annual rate not exceeding two percent
of acquisition cost. The use allowance
for equipment (excluding items properly
capitalized as building cost) will be
computed at an annual rate not
exceeding six and two-thirds percent of
acquisition cost of usuable equipment.

e. No depreciation or use charge may
be allowed on any assets that would be
considered as fully depreciated,
provided, however, that reasonable use
charges may be negotiated for any such
assets if warranted after taking into
consideration the cost of the facility or
item involved, the estimated useful life
remaining at time of negotiation, the
effect of any increased maintenance
charges or decreased efficiency due to
age, and any other factors pertinent to
the utilization of the facility or item for
the purpose contemplated.
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12. Disbursing service. The cost of
disbursing grant program funds by the
Treasurer or other designated officer is
allowable. Disbursing services cover the
processing of checks or warrants, from
preparation to redemption, including the
necessary records of accountability and
reconciliation of such records with
related cash accounts.

13. Employee fringe benefits. Costs
identified under a. and b. below are
allowable to the extent that total
compensation for employees is
reasonable as defined in Section B.10.

a. Employee benefits in the form of
rr mlar compensation paid to employees
during periods of authorized absences
from the job, such as for annual leave,
sick leave, court leave, military leave,
and the like, if they are: (1) provided
prusuant to an approved leave system;
and (2) the cost thereof is equitably
allocated to all related activities,
including grant programs.

b. Employee benefits in the form of
employers' contribution or expenses for
social security, employees' life and
health insurance plans, unemployment
insurance coverage, workmen's
compensation insurance, pension plans,
severance pay, and the like, provided
such benefits are granted under
approved plans and are distributed
equitably to grant programs and to other
activities.

14. Employee morale, health and
welfare costs. The costs of health or
first-aid clinics and/or infirmaries,
re creational facilities, employees'
counseling services, employee
information publications, and any
related expenses incurred in accordance
with general State, local or Indian tribal
policy, are allowable. Income generated
from any of these activities will be
offset against expenses.

15. Exhibits. Costs of exhibits relating
8pecificall7 w the grant programs are

10. Legoilypenses. The cost of legal
expenses E.;.quired in the administration
of grant programs is allowable. Legal
services furnished by the chief legal
officer of a State, local or Indian tribal
government or his staff solely for the
purpose of discharging his general
responsibilities as legal officer are
unallowable. Legal expenses for the
prosecution of claims against the
Federal Government are unallowable.

17. Maintenance and repair. Costs
incurred for necessary maintenance,
repair, or upkeep of property which
neither add to the permanent value of
the property nor appreciably prolong its
intended life, buticeep it in an efficient
operating conditicin, are allowable.

18. Materials and supplies. The cost of
materials and supplies necessary to
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carry out the grant programs is
allowable. Purchases made specifically
for the grant program should be charged
thereto at their actual prices after
deducting all cash discounts, trade
discounts, rebates, and allowances
received by the grantee. Withdrawals
from general stores or stockrooms
should be charged at cost under any
recognized method of pricing
consistently applied. Incoming
transportation charges are a proper part
of material cost.

19. Memberships, subscriptions and
professional activities.

a. Memberships. The cost of
membership in civic, business, technical
and professinnal organizations is
allowable provided: (1) the benefit from
the membership is related to the grant
program; (2) the expenditure is for
agency membership; (3) the cost of the
membership is reasonably related to the
value of the services or benefits
received; and (4) the expenditure is not
for membership in an organization
which devotes a substantial part of its
activities to influencing legislation.

b. Reference material. The cost of
books, and subscriptions to civic,
business, professional, and technical
periodicals is allowable when related to
the grant program.

c. Meetings and conferences. Costs
are allowable when the primary purpose
of the meeting is the dissemination of
technical information relating to the
grant program and they are consistent
with regular practices followed for other
activities of the grantee.

20. Motor pools. The costs of a service
organization which provides
automobiles to user grantee agencies at
a mileage or fixed rate and/or provides
vehicle maintenance, inspection and
repair services are allowable.

21. Payroll preparation. The cost of
preparing payrolls and maintaining
necessary related wage records is
allowable.

22. Personnel administration. Costs
for the recruitment, examination,
certification, classification, training,
establishment of pay standards, and
eelated activities for grant programs, are
allowable.

23. Printing and reproduction. Costs
for printing and reproduction services
necessary for grant administration,
including but not limited to forms,
reports, manuals, and informational
literature, are allowable. Publication
costs of reports or other media relating
to grant program accomplishments or
results are allowable when provided for
in the grant agreement.

24. Procurement service. The cost of
procurement service, including
solicitation of bids, preparation and
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award of contracts, and all phases of
contract administration in providing
goods, facilities and services for grant
programs, is allowable.

25. Taxes. In general, taxes or
payments in lieu of taxes which the
grantee agency is legally required to pay
are allowable.

28. Training and education. The cost
of in-service training, customarily
provided for employee development,
which directly or indirectly benefits
grant programs is allowable. Out-of-
service training involving extended
periods of time is allowable only when
specifically authorized by the grantor
agency.

27. Transportation. Costs incurred for
freight, cartage, express, postage and
other transportation costs relating either
to goods purchased, delivered, or moved
from one location to another are
allowable.

28. Travel. Travel costs are allowable
for expenses for transportation, lodging,
subsistence, and related items incurred
by employees who are in travel status
on official business incident to a grant
program. Such costs may be charged on
an actual basis, on a per diem or
mileage basis in lieu of actual costs
incurred, or on a combination of the
two, provided the method used is
applied to an entire trip, and results in
charges consistent with those normally
allowed in like circumstances in non-
federally sponsored activities. The
difference in cost between first-class air
accommodations and less-than-first-
class air accommodations are not is
unallowable except when less-than-
first-class air accommodations
reasonably available. Notwithstanding
the provisions of paragraphs D.6. and 8.,
travel costs of officials covered by those
paragraphs, when specifically related to
grant programs, are allowable with the
prior approval of a grantor agency.

C. Costs Allowable With Approval of
Grantor Agency

1. Automatic data processing. The
cost of data processing services to grant
programs is allowable. This cost may
include rental of equipment or
depreciation on grantee-owned
equipment. The acquisition of
equipment, whether by outright
purchase, rental-purchase agreement or
other method of purchase, is allowable
only upon specific prior approval of the
grantor Federal agency as provided
under the selected item for capital
expenditures.

2. Building space and related
facilities. The cost of space in privately
or publicly owned buildings used fc .. the
benefit of the grant program is allowable
subject to the conditions stated below.

The total cost of space, whether in a
privately or publicly owned building,
may not exceed the rental cost of
comparable space and facilities in a
privately-owned building in the same
locality. The cost of space procured for
grant program usage may not be charged
to the program for periods of
nonoccupancy, without authorization of
the grantor Federal agency.

a. Rental cost. The rental cost of
space in a privately-owned building is
allowable. Similar costs for publicly
owned buildings newly occupied on or
after October 1, 1980, are allowable
where "rental rate" systems, or
equivalent systems that adequately
reflect actual costs, are employed. Such
charges must be determined on the basis
of actual cost (including depreciation
based on the useful liCe of the building,
interest paid or accrued, operation and
maintenance, and other allowable
costs). Where these costs are included
in rental charges, they may not be
charged elsewhere. No costs will be
included for purchases or construction
that were originally financed by the
Federal Government.

b. Maintenance and operation. The
cost of utilities, insurance, security,
janitorial services, elevator service,
upkeep of grounds, normal eepairs and
alterations and the like, are allowable to
the extent they are not otherwise
included in rental or other charges for
space.

c. Rearrangements and alterations.
Costs incurred for rearrangement and
alteration of facilities required
specifically for the grant program or
those that materially increase the value
or useful life of the facilities (Section
C.3.) are allowable when specifically
approved by the grantor agency.

d. Depreciation and just allowances
on publicly-owned buildings. The costs
are allowable as provided in Section
B.11.

e. Occupancy of space under rental-
purchase or a lease with option-to-
purchase agreement. The cost of space
procured under such arrangements is
allowable when specifically approved
by the Federal grantor agency.

Cc1,1a1 expenditures. The cost of
1.--ti..; equipment, off*r capital

:.-xtta, and repairs which materially
increase the value or useful life of
capital assets is allowable when such
prtcarement is specifically approved by
tin:. Federal grantor agency. When assets
acquired with Federal grant funds are
(a) sold; (b) no longer available for use
in a federally-sponsored program; or (c)
used for purposes not authorized by the
grantor agency, the Federal grantor
agency's equity in the asset will be
refunded in the,same proportion as
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Federal participation in its cost. In case
any assets are traded on new items,
only the net cost of the newly-acquired
assets is allowable.

4. Insurance and indemnification.
a. Costs of insurance required, or

approved and maintained pursuant to
the grant agreement, are allowable.

b. Costs of other insurance in
connection with the general conduct of
activities are allowable subject to the
following limitations:

(1) types and extent and cost of
coverage will be in accordance with
general State or local government policy
and sound business practice.

(2) Costs of insurance or of
contributions to any reserve covering
the risk of loss of, or damage to, Federal
Government property are unallowable
except to the extent that the grantor
agency has specifically required or
approved such costs.

c. Contributions to a reserve for a self-
insurance program approved by the
Federal grantor agency are allowable to
the extent that the type of coverage,
extent of coverage, and the rates and
premiums would have been allowed had
insurance been purchased to cover the
risks.

d. Actual losses which could have
been covered by permissible insurance
(through an approved self-insurance
program or otherwise) are unallowable
unless expressly provided for in the
grant agreement. However, costs
incttrred because of losses not covered
under nominal deductible insurance
coverage provided in keeping with
sound management practice, and minor
losses not covered by insurance, such as
spoilage, breakage and disappearance of
small hand tools which occur in the
ordinary course of operations, are
allowable.

e. Indemnification. Includes securing
the grantee against liabilities to third
persons and other losses not
compensated by insurance or otherwise.
The Government is obligated to
indemnify the grantee only to the extent
expressly provided for in the grant
agreement, except as provided in d.
above.

5. Management studies. The cost of
management studies to improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of grant
management for ongoing programs is
allowable except that the cost of studies
performed by agencies other than the
grantee department or outside
consultants is allowable only when
authorized by the Federal grantor
agency.

8. Preagreement costs. Costs incurred
prior to the effective date of the grant or
contract, whether or not they would
have been allowable thereunder if

incurred after such date, are allowable
when upecifically provided for in the
grant agreement.

7. Professional services. Costs of
professional services rendered by
individuals or organizations not a part
of the grantee departnlent are allowable
subject to such prior authorization as
may be required by the Federal grantor
agency.

8. Proposal costs. Costs of preparing
proposals on potential Federal
Government grant agreements are
allowable when specifically provided
for in the grant agreement.

D. Unallowable Costs
1. Bad debts. Any losses arising from

uncollectible accounts and other claims,
and related costs, are unallowable.

2. Contingencies. Contributions to a
contingency reserve or any similar
provision for unforeseen events are
unallowable.

3. Contributions and donations.
Unallowable.

4. Entertainment. Costs of
amusements, social activities, and
incidental costs relating thereto, such as
meals, beverages, lodgings, rentals,
transportation, and gratuities, are
unallowable.

5. Fines and penalties. Costs resulting
from violations of, or failure to comply
with Federal, State and local laws and
regulations are unallowable.

8. Governor's expenses. The salaries
and expenses of the Office of the
Governor of a State, or the chief
executive of a political subdivision, are
considered a cost of general State or
local government and are unallowable.
However, for a federally-recognized
Indian tribal government, only that
portion of the salaries and expenses of
the office of the chief executive that is a
cost of general government is
unallowable. The portion of salaries and
expenses directly attributable to
managing and operating programs by
the chief executive and his staff is
allowable. The allowable portion shall
be determined by the Federal cognizant
agency and the Indian govemnent
representative on a reasonable basis.

7. Interest and other financial costs.
Interest on borrowings (however
represented), bond discounts, cost of
financing and refinancing operations,
and legal and professional fees paid in
connection therewith, are unallowable
except when authorized by Federal
I :3islation and except as provided for in
paragraph C.2.a of this Attachment.

8. Legislative expenses. Salaries and
other expenses of the State legislature or
shnilar local governmental bodies such
as county supervisors, city councils,
school boards, etc., whether incurred for
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purposes of leghjlation or executive
direction, are unallowable.

9. Underrecovery of costs under grant
agreements. Any excess of cost over the
Federal contribution under one grant
agreement is unallowable under either
grant agreements.
(FR Doc. 81-3200 Filed 1-27-81; 843 am)

BEIJNO CODE 3110-0141
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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND
BUDGET

Circular A-122, "Coot Principles for
Nonprofit OrganiaatIone"
iNote: This reprint incorporates corrections
published at 46 FR 17185, Tuesday. March 17,
1981.1

AGENCY: Office of Management and
Budget.
ACTION: Final Policy.
SUMMARY: This notibe advises of a new
OMB Circular dealing with principles for
determining costs of grants, contracts,
and other agreements with nonprofit
organizations.

The Circular is the product of an
interagency review conducted over a
two-year period. Its purpose is to
provide a set of cost principles to
replace existing principles issued by
individual agencies. These have often
contained varying and conflicting
requirements, and created confusion
among agency administrators, auditors,
and nonprofit officials. The new Circular
will provide a uniform approach to the
problem of determining costs, and
promote efficiency and better
understanding between recipients and
the Federal Government.
EFFECTIVE DATE: The Circular becomes
effective on issuance.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Palmer A. Marcantonio, Financial
Management Branch, Office of
Management and Budget, Washington,
D.C. 20503, (202) 395-4773.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Before
the Circular became final there was
extensive coordination with the affected
nonprofit organizations, professional
associations, Federal agencies and
others. All interested persons were
given an opportunity to commenton the
proposed Circular through informal
consultations and a notice in the Federal
Register. In response to our requests for
comment, we received about 100 letters
from Federal agencies, nonprofit
organizations, associations, and other
interested members of the public. These
comments were considered in the final
version of the Circular. There follows a
summary of the major comments and the
action taken on each.

In addition to the changes described,
.other changes have been made to
improve the clarity and readability of
the Circular. To the extent possible, we
have tried to make the language of this
Circular consistent with that of cost
principles for educational institutions
(Circular A-21), and State and local
governments (Circular 74-4).
Summary of Significant Changes:

Set forth are changes that have been
made in the final Circular as a result of

public comments. The more significant
chimps 1(1 111(1 WHIP; Clrcular and
A thichinotil A Include:

1, Paragraph 2. "Stiptireetislott" Wati
added to the basic Circular to make it
clear that this Circular supersedes cost
principles issued by individual agencies.

2. Paragraph 4 of the basic Circular
has been amended to make it clear that
the absence of an advance agreement on
any element of cost will not in itself
affect the reasonableness of allocability
of that element. Also, this paragraph
was amended to make it clear that
where an item of cost requiring prior
approval is specified in the budget,
approval of the budget constitutes
approval of the cost.

3. Paragraph 5 of the basic Circular
has been changed to remove any doubt
as to which nonprofit o..ganizations
would not be covered by the Circular.
Now, Appendix C to the Circular lists all
exclusions.

4. Paragraph 8 was added to the basic
Circular to permit Federal agencies to
request exceptions from the
requirements of the Circular.

5. Paragraph E.2. was added to
Attachment A to cover the negotiation
and approval of indirect cost rates, and
to provide for cognizance arrangements.

The more significant changes to
Attachment B to the Circular include:

1. Paragraph 6, Compensation for
Personal Services, was modified to:

a. Permit Federal agencies to accept a
substitute system for documenting
personnel costs through means other
than personnel activity reports.

b. Clarify provisions covering the
allowability of costs for unemployment
compensation or workers'
compensation, and costs of insurance
policies on the lives of trustees, officers,
or other employees.

c. Make unallowable any increased
costs of pension plans caused by
delayed funding.

d. Delete a paragraph dealing with
review and approval of compensation of
individual employees.

2. Paragraph 7, Contingencies, was
changed to make it clear that the term
"contingency reserves" excludes self-
insurance reserves or pension funds.

3. Paragraph 10 was modified to
provide that the value of donated
services used in the performance of a
direct cost activity shall be allocated a
share of indirect cost only when (a) the
aggregate value of the service is
material, (b) the services are supported
by a significant amount of the indirect
cost incurred by the organization, and
(c) the direct cost activity is not pursued
primarily for the benefit of the Federal
Government. Provisions were also
added to this paragraph for the
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cognizant agency and the recipient to
negotiate when there is no hosts for
determining the fair market value of lily
services rendered, and to permit indirect
costs allocated to donated services to be
charged to an agreement or used to meet
cost sharing or matching requirements.

4. Paragraph 13, Equipment and Other
Capital Expenditures, was changed.
Capital equipment is now defined as
having an acquisition cost of $500 and a
useful life of more than two years.

5. Paragraph 24, Meetings,
Conferences. The prior approval
requirement for charging meetings and
conferences as a direct cost was
deleted. A sentence was added to make
it clear such costs were allowable
provided they meet the criterion for the
allowability of cost shown in
Attachment A.

6. Paragraph 26, Organization Costs,
was amended to provida that
organization costs may be allowable
when approved in writing by ths
awarding agency.

7. Paragraph 28, Page Charges in
Professional journals, was revised to
provide that page charges may be
allowable.

8. Paragraph 36, Public Information
Service Costs, was modified to make
public information costs allowable as
direct costs with awarding agency
approval.

9. Paragraph 42, Rental Costs, was
rewritten to:

a. Make it clear that rental costs
under leases which create a material
equity on the leased property are
allowable only up to the amount that the
organization would have been allowed
had it purchased the property; e.g.,
depreciation or use allowances,
maintenance, taxes, insurance, etc.

b. Clarify the criteria for material
equity leases.

10. Paragraph 50, Travel Costs, was
amended to delete the prior approval
requirement for domestic travel. In
addition to the above, a number of
editorial changes were made to the
original document.

Suggested Changes Not Considered
Necessary,

Comment. Several respondents
questioned the provision that, for "less
than arm's length" leases, rental casts
are allowable only up to the amount that
would be allowed had title to the
property been vested in the grantee
organization. In their opinion this rule
will result in unnecessary cost to the
Federal Government, since it would
encourage an organization to lease
space on the commercial market at a
higher rate.
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Response. The cosi principles ere
designed to cover most situations;
however, there are always exceptions
that must be considered on a case-by-
case basis. The Circular contains a
provision for Federal agencies to request
exceptions.

Comment. Several respondents
questioned why interest is not an
allowable cost, since it is an ordinary
and necessary cost of doing business.

Response. It has been a longstanding
policy not to recognize interest as a cost.
However, this policy has recently been
revised for State and local governments
in Circular 74-4, with respect to the cost

. of office space. The revision provides
that "rental" rates for publicly owned
buildings may be based on actual costs,
including depreciation, interest,
operation and maintenace costs, and
other allowable costs. This revision was
under consideration for some time. It
was studied extensively by OMB, the
General Accounting Office and others,
and considerable analysis went into its
formulation. Suggestions for extending it
to nonprofit organizations would have to
be examined with equal care. This has
not yet been done; and we were
reluctant to further delay issuance of
this Circular.

Comment. Several respondents
questioned why public information costs
were not allowable as an indirect cost.

Response. Public information costs
are often direct services to an
organization's other programs. They are
allowable, however, as a direct charge
when they are within the scope of work
of a particular agreement.

Comment. One respondent suggested
that smaller grantees be excluded from
complying with the Circular.

Response. Similar rules for the 50
selected items of cost would be needed
regardless of the size of the grantee. To
the extent possible, the Circular
provides simplified methods for smaller
grantees.

Comment. One respondent said the
requirements of the Cost Accounting
Standards Board should be applied to
cover contracts with nonprofit
organizations.

Response. It is unlikely that the type
of grantees covered by this Circular
would have contracts large enough to be
covered by the CASH. In the event that
they do, however, the regulations of the
CASB would apply.

Comment. One respondent said the
allocation of indirect cost to donated
services would pose a tremendous
difficulty to the organization. The
organization relies on a corps of
approximately 8,000 committee members
to carry out obligations in response to
Government requests. There is no
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employer relationship in the
arrangements for this assistance, nor are
there committee members normally
reimbursed for such services. Further, it
was pointed out the committee members
spend many thousands of hours outside
the organization's premises conducting
research.

Response. It would appear that this
type of committee arrangement would
not be considered in the determination
of the organization's indirect cost rate
provided that Federal agreements do not
bear an unreasonable share of indirect
cost. However, the cognizatit agency
will be responsible for evaluating the
allocation of indirect cost where there
are committee-type arrangements on a
case-by-case basis.

Comment. One respondent suggested
that wherever possible the language in
the Federal Procurement Regulations be
used for nonprofit organizations.

Response. The language in the Federal
Procurement Regulations was
designated primarily for commercial
firms, and is not necessarily well suited
to nonprofit organizations. At the
suggestion of the General Accounting
Office, the nonprofit cost principles
were written to conform as closely as
possible to those of educational
institutions (Circular A-21), and State
and local governments (Circular 74-4).
John J. Lordan,
Chief, Financial Management Branch.

[Circular No. A-122]

June 27, 19130

To The Heads of Executive
Departments and Establishments

Subject: Cost principles for nonprofit
organizations.

1. Purpose. This Circular establishes
principles for determining costs of
grants, contracts and other agreements
with nonprofit organizations. It doei not
apply to colleges and universities which
are covered by Circular A-21; State,
local, and federally recognized Indian
tribal governments which are covered
by Circular 74-4; or hospitals. The
principles are designed to provide that
the Federal Government bear its fair
share of costs except where restricted or
prohibited by law. The principles do not
attempt to prescribe the extent of cost
sharing or matching on grants, contracts,
or other agreements. However, such cost
sharing or matching shall not be
accomplished through arbitrary
limitations on individual cost elements
by Federal agencies. Provision for profit
or other increment above cost is outside
the scope of this Circular.

2. Supersession. This Circular
supersedes cost principles issued by

.

individual agencies for nonprofit
organization.

3. Applicability. a. These principles
shall be used by all Federal agencies in
determining the costs of work performe
by nonprofit organizations under grantt
cooperative agreements, cost
reimbursement contracts, and other
contracts in which costs are used in
pricing, administration, or settlement.
All of these instruments are hereafter
r3ferred to as awards. The principles GI(
not apply to awards under which an
organization is not required to account
to the Government for actual costs
incurred.

b. All cost reimbursement subawards
(subgrants, subcontracts, etc.) are
subject to those Federal cost principles
applicable to the particuler organizatiot
concerned. Thus, if a subaward is to a
nonprofit organization, this Circular
shall apply; if a subaward is to a
commercial organization, the cost
principles applicable to commercial
concerns shall apply; if a subaward is ti
a college or university, Circular A-21
shall apply; if a subaward is to a State,
local, or fedet .'".5/ recognized Indian
tribal government, Circular 74-4 shall
apply.

4. Definitions. a. Wonprofit
organization" means any corporation,
trust, association, cooperative, or other
organization which (1) is operated
primarily for scientific, educational,
service, charitable, or similar purposes
in the public interest; (2) is not
organized primarily for profit; and (3)
uses its net proceeds to maintain,
improve, and/or expand its operations.
For this purpose, the term "nonprofit
organization" excludes (i) colleges and
universities; (ii) hospitals; (iii) State,
local, and federally recognized Indian
tribal governments; and (iv) those
nonprofit organizations which are
excluded from coverage of this Circular
in accordance with paragraph 5 below.

b. 'Prior approval" means securing
the awarding agency's permission in
advance to incur cost for those items
that are designated as requiring prior
approval by the Circular. Generally.this
permission will be in writing. Where an
item of cost requiring prior approval is
specified in the bUdget of an award,
approval of the budget constitutes
approval of that cost.

5. Exclusion of some nonprofit
organizations. Some nonprofit
organizations, because of their size and
nature of operations, can be considered
to be similar to commercial concerns foi
purpose of applicability of cost
principles. Such nonprofit organizations
shall operate under Federal cost
principles applicable to commercial
concerns. A listing of these
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organizations is contained in
Attachment C. Other organizations may
be added from time to time.

O. Responsibilities. Agencies
responsible for administering programs
that involve awards to nonprofit
organizations shall implement the
provisions of this Circular. Upon
request, implementing instruction shall
be furnished to the Office of
Management and Budget. Agencies- shall
designate a liaison official to serve as
the agency representative on matters
relating to the implementation of this
Circular. The name and title of such
representative shall be furnished to the
Office of Management and Budget
within 30 days of the date of this
Circular.

7. Attachmerts. The principles and
related policy guides are set forth in the
following Attachments:

Attachment AGeneral Principles
Attachment BSelected Items of Cost
Attachment CNonprofit

Organizations Not Subject to This
Circular

8. Requests for exceptions. The Office
of Management and Budget may grant
exceptions to the requirements of this
Circular when permissible under
existing law. However, in the interest of
achieving rrivimum uniformity,
exceptions will be permitted only in
highly unusual circumstances.

9. Effective Date. The provisions of
this Circular are effective immediately.
Implementation shall be phased in by
incorporating the provisions into new
awards made after the start of the
organization's next fiscal year. For
existing awards the new principles may
be applied if an organization and the
cognizant Federal agency agree. Earlier
implementation, or a delay in
implementation of individual provisions
is also permitted by mutual agreement
between an organization and the
cognizant Federal agency.

10. Inquiries. Further informtion
concerning this Circular may be
obtained by contacting the Financial
Management Branch, Budget Review
Division, Office of Management and
Budget, Washington, D.C. 20503,
telephone (202) 395-4773.
James T. McIntyre, Jr.,
Director.
[Circular No. A-122]

Attachment A

General Principles

Table of Contents
A. Basic Considerations
1. Composition of total costs
2. Factors affecting allowability of costs
3. Reasonable costs
4. Allocable costa

5. Applicable credits
O. Advance understandings
B. Direct Costs

C. Indirect Costs

D. Allocation of indirect Costs and
Determination of Indirect Cost Rates
1. General
2. Simplified allocation method
3. Multiple allocation base method
4. Direct allocation method
5. Special indirect cost rates
E. Negotiation and Approval of Indirect Cost
Rates
1. Definitions
2. Negotiations and approval of rates
[Circular No. A-1221

Attachment A

General Principles

A. Basic Considerations.
1. Composition of total costs. The total cost

of an award is the sum of the allowable
direct and allocable indirect costs less any
applicable credits.

2. Factors affecting allowability of costs.
To be allowable under an award, costs must
meet the following general criteria:

a. Be reasonable for the performance of the
award and be allocable thereto under these
principles.

b. Conform to any limitations or exclusions
set forth in these principles or in the award
as to types or amount of cost items.

c. Be consistent with policies and
procedures that apply uniformly to both
federally financed and other activities of the
organization.

d. Be accorded consistent treatment.
e. Be determined in accordance with

generally accepted accounting principles.
f. Not be included as a cost or used to meet

cost sharing or matching requirements of any
other federally financed program in either the
current or a prior period.

g. Be adequately documented.
3. Reasonable casts. A cost is reasonable

if. in its nature or amount, it does not exceed
that which would be incurred by a prudent
person under the circumstances prevailing at
the time the decision was made to incur the
costs. The question of the reasonableness of
specific costs must be scrutinized with
particular care in connection with
organizations or separate divisions thereof
which receive the preponderance of their
support from awards made by Federal
agencies. In determining tin reasonableness
of a given cost, consideration shall be given
to:

a. Whether the cost is of a type generally
recognized as ordinary and necessary for the
operation of the organization or the
performance of the award.

b. The restraints or requirements imposed
by such factors as generally accepted sound
business practices, arms length bargaining,
Federal and State laws and regulations, and
terms and conditions of the award.

c. Whether the individuals concerned acted
with prudence in the circumstances,
considering their responsibilities to the
organization, its members, employees, and
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clients, the public at large, and the
Government.

d. Significant deviations from the
established practices of the organtzatIon
which may unjustifiably increase the award
costs.

4. Allocable costs.
a. A cost is allocable to a particuler cost

objective, such as a grant, project, service, or
other activity, in accordance with the relative
benefits received. A cost is allocable to 3
Government award if it is treated
consistently with other costs incurred for the
same purpose in like circumstances and if it:

(1) Is incurred specifically for the award.
(2) Benefits both the award and other work

and can be distributed in reasonable
proportion to the benefits received, or

(3) Is necessary to the overall operation of
the organization, although a direct
relationship to any particular cost objective
cannot be shown.

b. Any cost allocable to a particular award
or other cost objective under these principles
may not be shifted to other Federal awards to
overcome funding deficiencies, or to avoid
restrictions imposed by law or by the terms
of the award.

5. Applicable credits.
a. The term applicable credits refers to

those receipts, or reduction of expenditures
which operate to offset or reduce expense
items that are allocable to awards as direct
or indirect costs. Typical examples of such
transactions are: purchase discounts, rebates
or allowances, recoveries or indemnities on
losses, insurance refunds, and adjustments of
overpayments or erroneous charges. To the
extent that such credits accruing or received
by the organization relate to allowable cost
they shall be credited to the Government
either as a cost reduction or cash refund as
appropriate.

b. In some instances, the amounts received
from the Federal Government to finance
organizational activities or service operations
should be treated aa applicable credits.
Specifically, the concept of netting such
credit items against related expenditures
should be applied by the organization in
determining the rates or amounts to be
charged to Federal awards for services
rendered whenever the facilities or other
resources used in providing such services
have been financed directly, in whole or in
part, by Federal funds.

(c) For rules covering program income
(i.e., gross income earned from federally
supported activities) see Attachment D of
OMB Circular A-110.

6. Advance understandings. Under any
given award the reasonableness and
allocability of certain items of costs may be
difficult to determine. This is particularly true
in connection with organizations that receive
a preponderance of their support from
Federal agencies. In order to avoid
subsequent disallowance or dispute based on
unreasonableness or nonallocability, it is
often desirable to seek a written agreement
with the cognizant or awarding agency in
advance of the incurrence of special or
unusual costs. The absence of an advance
agreement on any element of cost will not, in
itself. affect the reasonablenens or
allocability of that element.
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B. Direct Costs
1. Direct costs are those that can be

identified specifically with a particular final
cost objective: i.e.. a particular award.
project. service, or other direct activity of an
organization. However, a cost may not be
assiined to an award as a direct cost if any
other cost incurred for the same purpose. in
like circumstances, has been allocated to an
award as an indirect cost. Costs identified
specifically with awards are direct costs of
the awards and are to be assigned directly
thereto. Costs identified specifically with
other final cost objectives of the organization
are direct costs of those cost objectives and
are not to be assigned to other awards
directly or indirectly.

2. Any direct cost of a minor amount may
be treated as an indirect cost for reasons of
practicality where the accounting treatment
for such cost is consistently applied to all
final cost objectives.

3. The cost of certain activities are not
allowable as charges to Federal awards (see.
for example. fund raising costs in paragraph
19 of Attachment B). However, even though
these costs are unallowable for purposes of
computing charges to Federal awards, they
nonetheless must be treated as direct cost for
purposes of determining indirect cost rates
and be allocated their share of the
organization's indirect costs if they represent
activities which (1) include the salaries of
personnel. (2) occupy space. and (3) benefit
from the organization's indirect costs.

4. The costs of activities performed
primarily as a service to members, clients. or
the general public when significant and
necessary to the organization's mission must
be treated as direct costs whether or not
allowable and be allocated an equitable
share of indirect costs. Some examples of
these types of activities include:

a. Maintenance of membership rolls.
subscriptions, publications, and related
functions.

b. Providing services and information to
members, legislative or administrative
bodies, or the public.

c. Promotion. lobbying, and other forms of
public relations.

d. Meetings and conferences except those
held to conduct the general administration of
the organization.

3. Maintenance. protection. and investment
of special funds not used in operation of the
organization.

f. Administration of group benefits on
behalf of members or clients including life
and hospital insurance, annuity or retirement
plans. financial aid. etc.

C. Indirect Cost.
1. Indirect costs are those that have been

incurred for common or joint objectives and
cannot be readily identified with a particular
final cost objective. Direct cost of minor
amounts may be treated as indireci costs
under the conditions described in paragraph
B.2. above. After direct costs have been
determined and assigned directly to awards
or other work as appropriate, indirect costs
are those remaining to be allocated to
benefiting cost objectives. A cost may not be
allocated to an award as an indirect cost if
any other cost incurred for the same purpose.
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in like circumstances. has been assigned to
an award as a direct cost.

2. Because of the diverse characteristics
and accounting practices of nonprofit
organizations. it is not possible to specify the
types of costs which may be classified as
indirect cost in all situations. However,
typical examples of indirect cost for many
nonprofit organizations may include
depreciation or use allowances on buildings
and equipment. the costs of operating and
maintaining facilities, and general
administration and general expentes. such as
the salazies and expenses of executive
officers, personnel administratina. and
accounting.

D. Allocation of Indirect Costs and
Determination of Indirect Cost Rates.

1. General.
a. Where a nonprofit organization has only

one major function, or where all its major
functions benefit from its indirect costs to
approximately the same degree. the
allocation of indirect costs and the
computation of an indirect cost rate may be
accomplished through simplified allocation
procedures as described in paragraph 2
below.

b. Where an organization has several major
functions which benefit from its indirect costs
in varying degrees. allocation of indirect
costs may require the accumulation of such
costs into separate cost groupings which then
are allocated individually to benefiting
functions by means of a base which best
measures the relative degree of benefit. The
indirect costs allocated to each function are
then distributed to individual awards and
other activities included in that function by
means of an indirect cost rate(s).

c. The determination of what constitutes an
organization's major functions will depend on
its purpose in being: the types of services it
renders to the public, its clients, and its
members: and the amount of effort it devotes
to such activities as fund raising. public
information and membership activities.

d. Specific methods for allocating indirect
costs and computing indirect cost rates along
with the conditions under which each method
should be used are described in paragraphs 2
through 5 below.

e. The base period for the allocation of
indirect costs is the period in which such
costs are incurred and accumulated for
allocation to work performed in that period.
The base period normally should coincide
with the organization's fiscal year. but in any
event. shall be so selected as to avoid
inequities in the allocation of the costs.

2. Simplified allocation method.
a. Where an organization's major functions

benefit from its indirect costs to
approximately the same degree. the
allocation of indirect costs may be
accomplished by (i) separating the
organization's total costs for the base period
as either direct or indirect. and (ii) dividing
the total allowable indirect costs (net of
applicable credits) by an equitable
distribution base. The result of this process is
an indirect cost rate which is used to
distribute indirect costs to individual awards.
The rate should be expressed as the
percentage which the total amount of
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allowable indirect costs bears to the base
selected. This method should also be used
where an organization has only one major
function encompassing a number of
individual projects or activities, and may be
used where the level of Federal awards to an
organization is relatively small.

b. Both the direct costs and the indirect
costs shall exclude capital expenditures and
unallowable costs. However. unallowable
costs which represenfactivities must be
included in the direct costs under the
conditions described in paragraph B.3. above.

c. The distribution base may be total direct
costs (excluding capital expenditures and
other distorting items, such as major
subcontracts or subgrants). direct aviaries
and wages. or other base which t ts in an
equitable distribution. The distrib_uon base
shall generally exclude participant support
costs as defined in paragraph 29 of
Attachment B.

d. Except where a special rate(s) is
required in accordance with paragraph D.5
below, the indirect cost rate developed under
the above principles is applicable to all
awards ai the organization. If a special
rate(s) is required. appropriate modifications
shall be made in order to develop the special
rate(s).

3. Multiple allocation base method.
a. Where an organization's indirect costs

benefit its major functions in varying degrees.
such costs shall be accumulated into separate
cost groupings. Each grouping shall then be
allocated individually to benefiting functions
by means of a base which best measures the
relative benefits.

b. The groupings shall be established
to permit the allocation of each grouping on
the basis of benefits provided to the major
functions. Each grouping should constitute a
pool of expenses that are of like character in
terms of the functions they benefit and in
terms of the allocation base which best
measures the relative benefits provided to
each function. The number of separate
groupings should be held within practical
limits, taking into consideration the
materiality of the amounts involved and the
degree of precision desired.

c. Actual conditions must be taken into
account in selecting the base to be used in
allocating the expenses in each grouping to
benefiting function.2. When an allocation can
be made by assignment of a cost grouping
directly to the function benefited. the
allocation shall be made in that manner.
When the expenses in a grouping are more
general in nature. the allocation should be
made through the use of a selected base
which produces results that are equitable to
both the Government and the organization. In
general. any cost element or cost related
factor associated with the organization's
work is potentially adaptable for use as an
allocation base provided (i) it can readily be
expressed in terms of dollars or other
quantitativf measures (total direct costs.
direct plaros and wages. staff hours applied.
square feecused. hours of usage. number of
documents processed. population served, and
the like) and (ii) it is common to the
benefiting functions during the base period.

d. Except where a special indirect cost
rate(s) is required in accordance tvith
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paragraph D.5. below, the separate groupings
of indirect costs allocated to each major
function shall be aggregated and treated as a
common pool for that function. The costs in
the common pool shall then be distributed to
individual awards included in that function
by use of a single indirect cost rate.

e. The distribution base used in computing
the indirect cost rate for each function may
be total direct costs (excluding capital
expenditures and other distorting items such
aa major subcontracts and subgrants), direct
salaries and wages. or other base which
results in an equitable distribution. The
distribution base shall generally exclude
participant support costs as defined in
paragraph M. Attachment B. An indirect cost
rate should be developed for each separate
indirect cost pool developed. The rate in each
case should be stated as the percentage
which the amount of the particular indirect
cost pool is of the distribution base identified
with that pool.

4. Direct allocation method.
a. Some nonprofit organizations, treat all

coats as direct costs except general
administration and general expenses. These
organizations generally separate their costs
into three basic categories: (i) General
administration and general expenses. (ii)
fund raising. and (iii) other direct functions
(including projects performed under Federal
awards). Joint costs. such as depreciation.
rental costs. operation and maintenance of
facilities, telephone expenses. and the like
are prorated individually as direct costs to
each category and to each award or other
activity using a base most appropriate to the
particular cost being prorated.

b. This method is acceptable provided each
joint cost is prorated using a base which
accurately measures the benefits provided to
each award or other activity. The bases must
be established in accordance with reasonable
=Reda, and be supported by current data.
This method is compatible with the
Standards of Accounting and Financial
Reporting for Voluntary Health and Welfare
Organizations issued jointly by the National
Health Council. Inc.. the National Assembly
of Voluntary Health and Social Welfare
Organizations. and the Urnted Way of
America.

c. Under this method. indirect costs consist
exclusively of general administration and
general expenses. In all other respects. the
organization's indirect cost rates shall be
computed in the same manner as that
described in paragraph D.2 above.

5. Special indirect cost rates. In some
instances, a single indirect cost rate for all
activities of an organization or for each major
function of the organization may not be
appropriate, since it would not take into
account those different factors which may
substantially affect the indirect costs
applicable to a particular segment of work.
For this purpose, a particular segment of
work may be that performed under a single
award or it may consist of work under a
group of awards performed in a common
environment. The factors may include the
physical location of the work, the level of
administrative support required. the nature of
the facilities or other resources employed, the
scientific disciplines or technical skills

involved, the organizational arrangements
used. or any combination thereof. When a
particular segment of work is performed in an
environment which appears to generate a
significantly different level of indirect costs.
provisions should be made for a separate
indirect cost pool applicable to such work.
The separate indirect cost pool should be
developed during the course of the regular
allocation process. and the separate indirect
cost rate resulting therefrom should be used
provided it is determined that (i) the rate
differs significantly from that which would
have been obtained under paragraph D.2. 3,
and 4 above. and (ii) the volume of work to
which the rate would apply is material.

E. Negotiation and Appraval of Indirect Cost
Rates.

1. Definitions. As used in this section, the
following terms have the meanings set forth
below:

a. "Cognizant agency" means the Federal
agency responsible for negotiating and
approving indirect cost rates for a nonprofit
organization on behalf of all Federal
agencies.

b. "Predetermined rate" means an indirect
cost rate. applicable.to a specified current or
future period. usually the organization's fiscal
year. The rate is based on an estimate of the
costs to be incurred during the period. A
predetermined rate is not subject to
adjustment.

c. "Fixed rate" means an indirect cost rate
which has the same characteristics as a
predetermined rate. except that the difference
between the estimated costs and the actual
costs of the period covered by the rate is
carried forward as an adjustment to the rate
computation of a subsequent period.

d. "Final rate" means an indirect cost rate
applicable to a specified past period which is
based on the actual costs of the period. A
final rate is not subject to adjustment.

e. "Provisional rate" or billing rate means a
temporary indirect cost rate applicable to a
specified period which is used for funding,
interim reimbursement. and reporting indirect
costs on awards pending the establishment of
a final rate for the period.

f. "Indirect cost prc polar means the
documentation prepared by an organization
to substantiate its claim for the
reimbursement of indirect costs. This
proposal provides the basis for the review
and negotiation leading to the establishment
of an organization's indirect cost rate.

g. "Cost objective" means a function.
organizational subdivision, contract. grant. or
other work unit for which cost data are
desired and for which provision is made to
accumulate and measure the cost of
processes. projects. jobs and capitalized
projects.

2. Negotiation and approval of rates.
a. Unless different arrangements are

agreed to by the agencies concerned. the
Federal agency with the largest dollar value
of awards with an organization will be
designated as the cognizant agency for the
negotiation and approval of indirect cost
rates and. where necessary, other rates such
as fringe benefit and computer charge-out
rates. Once an agency is assigned cognizance
for a particuiar nonprofit organization. the
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assignment will not be changed unless there
is a major long-term shift in the dollar volume
of the Federal awards to the organization. All
concerned Federal agencies shall be given the
opportunity to participate in the negotiation
process. but after a rate has been agreed
upon it will be accepted by all Federal
agencies. When a Federal agency has reason
to believe that special operating factors
affecting its awards necessitate special
indirect cost rates in accordance with
paragraph D.5 above. it will. prior to the time
the rates are negotiated. notify the cognizant
agency.

b. A nonprofit organization which has not
previously established an indirect cost rate
with a Federal agency shall submit its initial
indirect cost proposal to the cognizant
agency. The proposal shall be submitted as
soon as possible after the organization is
advised that an award will be made and, in
no event, later than three months after the
effective date of the award.

c. Organizations that have previously
established indirect cost rates must submit a
new indirect cost proposal to the cognizant
agency within six months after the close of
each fiscal year.

d. A predetermined rate may be negotiated
for use on awards where there is reasonable
assurance. based on past experience and
reliable projection of the organization's costs.
that the rate is not likely to exceed a rate
based on the organization's actual costs.

e. Fixed rates may be negotiated where
predetermined rates are not considered
appropriate. A fixed rate. however, shall not
be negotiated if (i) all or a substantial porn,
of the organization's awards are expected t
expire before the carry-forward adjustment
can be made: (ii) the mix of Government and
non-government work at the organization is
too erratic to permit an equitable carry-
forward adjustment: or (iii) the organization's
operations fluctuate significantly from year to
year.

f. Provisional and final rates shall be
negotiated where neither predetermined nor
fixed rates are appropriate.

g. The results of each negotiation shall be
formalized in a written agreement between
the cognizant agency and the nonprofit
organization. The cognizant agency shall
distribute copies of the agreetr ..it to all
concerned Federal agenci.-..s.

h. If a dispute arises ii a negotiation of an
indirect cost rate betweel., :he cognizant
agency and the nonprofit lrganization. the
dispute shall be resolved in accordance with
the appeals procedures of the cognizant
agency.

i. To the extent that problems are
encountered among the Federal agencies in
connection with the negotiation and approval
process. the Office of Management and
Budget will lend assistance as required to
resolve such problems in a timely manner.
[Circular No. A-1221

1
Attachment B

Selected Items of Cost

Table of Contents
1. Advertising costs
2. Bad debts
3. Bid and proposal costs (reserved)
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4. Bonding cosu
3. Communication costs
8. Compensation for personal services
7. Contintincy.provioions
8. Contributions
9. Depreciation and use allowances
10. Donations
11. Employee morale, health and welfare

costs and credits
12. Entertainment costs
13. Equipment and other capital expenditures
14. Fines and penalties
15. Fringe benefits
16. Idle facilities and idle capacity
17. Independent research and development

(reserved)
18. Insurance and indemnification
19. Interest, fund raising, and investment

management costs
20. Labor relations costs
21. Losses on other awards
22. Maintenance and repair costs
23. Materials and supplies
24. Meetings, conferences
25. Memberships. subscriptions, ancf

professional activity costs
26. Organization costs
27. Overtime, extra-pay shift, and multishift

premiums
28. Page charges in professional journals
29. Participant support costs
30. Patent costs
31. Pension plans
32. Plant security costs
33. Preaward costs
34. Professional service costs
35. Profits and losses on disposition of

depreciable property or other capital
assets

36. Public information service costs
37. Publication and printing costs
38. Rearrangement and alteration costs
39. Reconversion costs
40. Recruiting costs
41. Relocation costa
42. Rental costs
43. Royalties and other costs for use of

patents and copyrights
44. Severance pay
45. Specialized service facilities
46. Taxes
47. Termination costs
48. Training and education costs
49. Transportation costs
50. Travel costs
[Circular No. A-122)

Attachment

Selected Items of Cost
Paragraphs 1 through 50 provide principles

to be applied in establishing the allowebility
of certain items of cost. These principles
apply whether a cost is treated as direct or
indirect. Failure to mention a particular item
of cost is not intended to imply that it is
unallowable; rather determination as to
allowability in each case should be based on
the treatment or principles provided for
similar or related items of cost.

1. Advertising costs.
a. Advertising costs mean the costs of

media services and associated costs. Media
advertising includes magazines, newspapers,
radio and television programs, direct mail,
exhibits, and the like.
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b. The uniy advertising WON allowable ere
!how which are solely for (i) thu recruitment
of personnel whon coneldered in conjunction
with all other recruitment costs, as set fonh
in paragraph 40; (ii) the procurement of goods
and services; (iii) the disposal of surplus
materials acquired in the performance of the
award except when organizations are
reimbursed for disposals at a predetermined
amount in accordance with Attachment N of
OMB Circular A-11th or (iv) specific
requirements of the award.

t. Bad debts. Bad debts. including losses
(whether actual or estimated) arising from
uncollectible accounts and other claims,
related collection costs, and related legal
costs, are unallowable.

3. Bid and proposal costs. (reserved)
4. Bonding costs.
a. Bonding costs arise when the

Government requires assurance against
financial loss to itself or others by reason of
the act or default of the organization. They
arise also in instances where the organization
requires similar assurance. Included are such
bonds as bid, performance. payment,
advance payment. infringement, and fidelity
bonds.

b. Costs of bonding required pursuant to
the terms of the award are allowable.

c. Costs of bonding required by the
organization in the general conduct of its
operations are allowable to the extent that
such bonding is in accordance with sound
business practice and the rates and premiums
are reasonable under the circumstances.

5. Communication costs. Costs incurred for
telephone services, local and long distance
telephone calls, telegrams, radiograms,
postage and the like, are allowable.

6. Compensation for personal services.
a. DefThition. Compensation for personal

services includes all compensation paid
currently or accrued by the organization for
services of employees rendered during the
period of the award (except as otherwise
provided in paragraph g. below). It includes,
but is not limited to, salaries, wages,
director's and executive committee member's
fees, incentive awards, fringe benefits,
pension plan costs, allowances for off-site
pay, incentive pay, location allowances,
hardship pay, and cost of living differentials.

b. Allowability. Except as otherwise
specifically provided in this paragraph, the
costs of such compensation are allowable to
the extent that:

(1) Total compensation to individual
employees is reasonable for the services
rendered and conforms to the established
policy of the organizationzonsistently
applied to both Government and non-
Government activities; and

(2) Charges to awards whether treated as
direct or indirect costs are determined and
supported as required in this paragraph.

c. Reasonableness.
(1) When the organization is predominantly

engaged in activities other than those
sponsored by the Government, compensation
for employees on Government-sponsored
work will be considered reasonable to the
extent that it is consistent with that paid for
simiYar work in the organization's other
activities.

(2) When the organization is predominantly
engaged in Government-sponsored activities

and in cases where the kind of employees
required tor the Government activities are
not found in the organization's other
activities, compensation for employees on
Government-sponsored work will be
considered reationable to the extent that il is
comparable to that paid for similar work in
the labor markets in which the organization
competes for the kind of employees involved.

d. Special considerations in determining
allowability Certain conditions require
special consideration and possible limitatious
in determining coats under Federal awards
where amounts or types of compensatiun
appear unreasonable. Among such condliions
are the following:

(1) Compentiation to members; of nonprofit
organizations, trustees, directors, associates,
officers, or the immediate families thereof.
Determination should be made that such
compensation is reasonable for the actual
personal services rendered rather than a
distribution of earnings in excess of costs.

(2) Any change in an organization's
compensation policy resulting in a
substantial increase in the organization's
level of compensation, particularly when it
was concurrent with an increase in the ratio
of Government awards to other activities of
the organization or any change in the
treatment of allowebility of specific types of
compensation due to changes in Government
policy.

e. Unallowable costs. Costs which are
unallowable under other paragraphs of this
Attachment shall not be allow:Able under this
paragraph solely on the basis that they
constitute personal compensation.

f. Fringe benefits.
(1) Fringe benefits in the form of regular

compensation paid to employees during
periods of authorized absences from the job,
such as vacation leave, sick leave, military
leave, and thelike, are allowable provided
subh costs are absorbed by all organization
activities in proporiion to the relative amount
of time or effort actually devoted to each.

(2) Fringe benefits in the form of employer
contributions or expenses for social security,
employee insurance, workmen's
compensation insurance, pension plan costs
(see paragraph g. below), and the like, are
allowable provided such benefits are granted
in accordance with established written
organization policies. Such benefits whether
treated as indirect costs or as direct costs,
shall be distributed to particular awards and
other activities in a manner consistent with
the pattern of benefits accruing to the
individuals or group of employees whose
salaries and wages are chargeable to such
awards and other activities.

(3)(a) Provisions for a reserve uxier a self-
insurance program for unemploymeat
compensation or workers' compensation are
allowable to the extent that the provisions
represent reasonable estimates of the
liabilities for such compensation, and the
types of coverage, extent of coverage, and
rates and premiums would have been
allowable had insurance been purchased to
cover the risks. However, provisions for self-
insured liabilities which do not become
payable for more than one year after the
provision is made shall not exceed the
present value of the liability.
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(b) Where an organization follows a
consistent policy of expensing actual
payments to. or on behalf of. employees or
former employees for unemployment
compensation or workers compensation.
such payments are allowable in the year of
payment with the prior approval of the
awarding agency provided they are allocated
to all activities of the organization.

(4) Costs of insurance on the lives of
trustees, officers, or other employees holding
positions of similar responsibility are
allowable only to the extent that the
insurance represents additional
compensation. The costs of such insurance
when the organization is named as
beneficiary are unallowable.

g. Pension plan costs.
(1) Costs of the organization's pension plan

which are incurred in accordance with the
established policies of the organization are
allowable, provided:

(a) Such policies meet the test of
reasonableness:

(b) The methods of cost allocation are not
discriminatory;

(c) The cost assigned to each fiscal year is
determined in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles as prescribed
in Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. a
issued by the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants: and

(d) The costa assigned to a given fiscal year
are funded for all plan participants within six
months after the end of that year. However,
increases to normal and past service pension
costs caused by a delay in funding the
actuarial liability beyond 30 days after each
quarter of the year to which such costs are
assignable are unallowable.

(2) Pension plan termination insurance
premiums paid pursuant to the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (Pub.
L. 93-406) are allowable. Late payment
charges on such premiums are unallowable.

(3) Excise taxes on accumulated funding
deficiencies and other penalties imposed
under the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act are unallowable.

h. Incentive compensation. Incentive
compensation to employees based on cost
reduction, or efficient performance,
suggestion awards, safety awards. etc.. are
allowable to the extent that the overall
compensation is determined to be reasonable
and such costs are paid or accrued pursuant
to an agreement entered into in good faith
between the organization and the employees
before the services were rendered, or
pursuant to an established plan followed by
the organization so consistently as to imply.
in effect, an agreement to make such
payment.

i. Overtime, extra pay shift. and multishift
premiums. See paragraph 27.

j. Severance pay. See paragraph 44.
k. Training and education costs. See

paragraph 48.
I. Support salaries and wages.
(1) Charges to awards for salaries and

wages, whether treated as direct costs or
indirect costs, will be based on documented
payrolls approved by a responsible official(s)
of the organization. The distribution of
salaries and w,eges to awards must be
supported by personnel activity reports as

prescribed in subparagraph (2) below, except
when a substitute system has been approved
in writing by the the cognizant agency. (See
paragraph E.2 of Attachment A)

(2) Reports reflecting the distribution of
activity of each employee must be
maintained for all staff members
(professionals and nonprofessionals) whnse
compensation is charged. in whole orin cart.
directly to awards. In addition. in order to
support the allocation of indirect costs. such
reports must also be maintained for other
employees whose work involves two or more
funcitons or activities if a distribution of their
compensation between such functions or
activities is nesded in the determination of
the organization's indirect cost rate(s) (e.g.,
an employee engaged part-time in indirect
cost activities and part-time in a direct
function). Reports maintained by nonprofit
organizations to satisfy these requirements
must meet the following standards:

(a) The reports must reflect an after-the-
fact determination of the.actual activity of
each employee. Budget estimates (i.e.,
estimates determined before the services are
performed) do not qualify as support for
charges to awards.

(b) Each report must account for the total
activity for which employees are
compensated and which is required in
fulfillment of their obligations to the
organization.

(c) The reports must be signed by the
individual employee, or by a responsible
supervisory official having first hand
knowledge of the activities performed by the
einployee, that the distribution of activity
represents a reasonable estimate of the
actual work performed by the employee
during the periods covered by the reports.

(d) The reports must be prepared at least
monthly and must coincide with one or more
pay periods.

(3) Charges for the salaries and wages of
nonprofessional employees, in addition to the
supporting documentation described in
subparagraphs (1) and (2) above, must also
be supported by records indicating the total
number of hours worked each day
maintained in conformance with Department
of Labor regulations implementing the Fair
Labor Standards Act (21) CFR Part 516). For
this purpose, the term "nonprofessional
employee" shall have the same meaning as
"nonexempt employee," under the Fair Labor
Standards Act.

(4) Salaries and wages of employees used
in meeting cost sharing or matching
requirements on awards must be supported in
the same manner as salaries and wages
claimed for reimbursement from awarding
agencies.

7. Contingency provisions. Contributions to
a contingency reserve or any similar
provision made for events the occurrence of
which cannot be foretold with certainty as to
time, intensity, or with an assurance of their
happening. are unallowable. The term
"contingency reserve" excludes self-
insurance reserves (see paragraph 61(3) and
18.a.(2)(d)); pension funds (see paragraph
8.(g)); and reserves for normal severance pay
(see paragraph 44.(b)(1).

8. Contributions. Contributions and
donations by the organization to others are
unallowable.
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9. Depreciation and use allowances.
a. Compensation for the use of buildings.

other capital improvements, and equipment
on hand may be made through ure
allowances or depreciation. However, except
as provided in paragraph 1. below a
combination of the two methods may not be
used in connection with a single class of
fixed assets (e.t. buildine,office equipment.
computer equipment, etc.).

b. The computation of use allowances or
depreciation shall be based on the
acquisition cost of the assets involved. The
acquisition cost of an asset donated to the
organization by a third party shall be ite fair
market value at the time of the donation.

c. The computation of use allowances cr
depreciation will exclude.

(1) The cost of land;
(2) Any portion of the cost of buildings and

equipment borne by or donated by the
Federal Government irrespective of where
title was originally vested or where it
presently resides; and

(3) Any portion of the cost of buildings and
equipment contributed by or for the
organization in satisfaction of a statutory
matching retirement.

d. Where the use allowance method is
followed, the use allowance for buildings and
improvement (including land improvements
such as paved parking areas, fences, and
sidewalks) will be computed at an annual
rate not exceeding two percent of acquisition
cost. The use allowance for equipment will
be computed at an annual rate not exceeding
six and two-thirds percent of acquisition cost.
When the use allowance method is used for
buildings, the entire building must be treated
as a single asset; the building's components
(e.g. plumbing system, heating and air
conditioning, etc.) cannot be segregated from
the building's shell. The two percent
limitation, however, need not be applied to
equipment which is merely attached or
fastened to the building but not permanently
fixed to it and which is used as furnishings or
decorations or far specialized purposes (e.g.,
dentist chairs and dental treatment units,
counters, laboratory benches bolted to the
floor, dishwashers, carpeting, etc.). Such
equipment will be considered as not being
permanently fixed to the building if it can be
removed without the need for costly or
extensive alterations or repairs to the
building or the equipment. Equipment that
meets these criteria will be subject to the six
and two-thirds percent equipment use
allowance limitation.

e. Where depreciation method is followed.
the period of useful service (useful life)
established in each case for usable capital
assets must take into consideration such
factors as type of construction, nature of the
equipment used, technological developments
in the particular program area, and the
renewal and replacement policies followed
for the the individual items or classes of
assets involved. The method of depreciation
used to assign the cost of an asset (or group
of assets) to accounting periods shall reflect
the pattern of consumption of the asset
during its useful life. In the absence of clear
evidence indicating that the expected
consumption of the asset will be significantly
greater or lesser in the early portions of its
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useful life than in the later portions, the
straight-line method shall be presumed to be
the appropriate method. Depreciation
methods once used shall not be changed
unless approved in advance by the cognizant
Federal agency. When the depreciation
method is introduced for application to assets
previously subject to a use allowance, the .

combination of use allowances and
depreciation applicable to such assets must
not exceed the total acquisition cost of the
assets. When the depreciation method is used
for buildings. a building's shell may be
segregated from each building component
(e.g.. plumbing system. heating. and air
conditioning system. etc.) and each item
depreciated over its estimated useful life; or
the entire building (i.e., the shell and all
components) may be treated as a single asset
and depreciated over a single useful life.

f. When the depreciation method is used
for a particular class of assets, no
depreciation may be allowed on any such
assets that, under paragraph e. above, would
be viewed as fully depreciated. However, a
reasonable use allowance may be negotiated
for such assets if warranted after taking into
consideration the amount of depreciation
previously charged to the Government, the
estimated useful life remaining at time of
negotiation. the effect of any increased
maintenance charges or decreased efficiency
due to age, and any other factors pertinent to
the utilization of the asset for the purpose
contemplated.

g. Charges for use allowanc,...s or
depreciation must be supported by adequate
property records and physical inventories
must be taken at least once every two years
(a statistical sampling bazis is acceptable) to
ensure that assets exist and are usable and
needed. When the depreciation method is
followed, adequate depreciation records
indicating the amount of depreciation taken
each period must also be maintained.

10. Donations
a. Services received.
(1) Donated or volunteer services may be

furnished to an organization by professional
and technical personnel, consultants. and
other skilled and unskilled labor. The value
of these services is not reimbursable either as
a direct or indirect cost.

(2) The value of donated services utilized
in the performance of a direct cost activity
shall be considered in the determination of
the organization's indirect cost rate(s) and,
accordingly. shall be allocated a
proportionate share of applicable indirect
costs when the following circumstances exist:

(a) The aggregate value of the services is
material;

(b) The services are supported by a
significant amount of the indirect costs
incurred by the organization;

(c) The direct cost activity is not pursued
primarily for the benefit of the Federal
Government.

(3) In those instances where there is no
basis for determining the fair market value of
the services rendered. the recipient and the
cognizant agency shall negotiate an
appropriate allocation of indirect cost to the
services.

(4) Where donated services directly benefit
a project supported by an award. the ihdirect
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costs allocated to the services will be
considered as a part of the total coots of the
project. Such indirect costs may be
reimbursed under the award or used to meet
cost sharing or matching requirements.

(5) The value of the donated services may
be used to meet cost sharing or matching
requirements under conditions described in
Attachment E. OMB Circular No. A-1W.
Where donated services are treated as
indirect costs. indirect cost rates will
separate the value of the donations so that
reimbursement will not be made.

(6) Fair market value of donated services
shall be computed as follows:

(a) Rates for volunteer services. Rates for
volunteers shall be consistent with those
regular rates paid for similar work in other
activities of the organization. In cases where
the kinds of skills involved are not found in
the other activities of the organization, the
rates used shall be consistent with those paid
for similar work in the labor market in which
the organization competes for such skills.

(b) Services donated by other
organizations. When an employer donates
the services of an employee, these services
shall be valued at the employee's regular rate
of pay (exclusive of fringe benefits and
indirect costs) provided the services are in
the same skill for which the employee is
normally paid. If the services are not in the
same skill for which the employee is normally
paid, fair market value shall be computed in
accordance with subparagraph (a) above.

b. Goods and space.
(1) Donated goods; i.e.. expendable

personal property/supplies, and donated use
of space may be furnished to an organization.
The value of the goods and space is not
reimbursable either as a direct or indirect
cost.

(2) The value of the donations may be used
to meet cost sharing or matching share
requirements under the conditions described
in Attachment E, OMB Circular No. A-1W.
The value of the donations shall be
determined in accordance with Attachment
E. Where donations are treated as indirect
costs. indirect cost rates will separate the
value of the donations so that reimbursement
will not be made.

11. Employee morale, health, and welfare,
costs and credits. The costs of house
publications, health or first-aid clinics, and/
or infirmaries, recreational activities,
employees' counseling services, and other
expenses incurred in accordance with the
organization's established practice or custom
for the improvement of working conditions,
employer-employee relations, employee
morale. and employee performance are
allowable. Such costs will be equitably
apportioned to all activities of the
organization. Income generated from any of
these activities will be credited to the cost
thereof unless such income has been
irrevocably set over to employee welfare
organizations.

12. Entertainment costs. Costs of
amusement, diversion, social activities,
ceremonials, and costs relating thereto, such
as meals, lodging, rentals, transportation, and
gratuities are unallowable (but see
paragraphs 11 and 25).

13. Equipment and other capital
expenditures.
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a. As used in this paragraph. the following
terms have the meanings set forth below:

(1) "Equipment" means an article of
nonexpendable tangible personal property
having a lieful life of more than two years
and an acquisition cost of $500 or more per
unit. An organization may use its own
definition provided that it at least includes all
nonexpendable tangible personal property as
defined herein.

(2) "Acquisition cost" means the net
invoice unit price of an item of equipment.
including the cost of any modifications.
attachments, accessories, or auxiliary
apparatus necessary to make it usable for the
purpose for which it is acquired. Ancillary
charges. such as taxes. duty, protective in-
transit insurance, freight, and installation
shall be included in or excluded from
acquisition cost in accordance with the
organization's regular written accounting
practices.

(3) "Special purpose equipment" means
equipment which is usable only for research,
medical, scientific, or technical activit:es.
Examples of special purpose equipment
include microscopes, x-ray machines, surgical
instruments, and spectrometers.

(4) "General purpose equipment" means
equipment which is usable for other than
research, medical, scientific. or technical
activities, whether or not special
modifications are needed to make them
suitable for a particular purpose. Examples of
general purpose equipment include office
equipment and furnishings, air conditioning
equipment, reproduction and printing
equipment. motor vehicles. and automatic
data processing equipment.

b. (1) Capital expenditures for general
purpose equipment a; e unallowable as a
direct cost except with the prior approval of
the awarding agency.

(2) Capital expenditures for special purpose
equipment are allowabiz as direct costs
provided that items with a unit cost of $1000
or more have the prior approval of the
awarding agency.

c. Capital expenditures for land or
buildings are unallowable as a direct cost
except with the prior approval of the
awarding agency.

d. Capital expenditures for improvements
to land, buildings, or equipment which
materially increase their value or useful life
are unallowable as a direct cost except with
the prior approval of the awarding agency.

e. Equipment and other capital
expenditures are unallowable as indirect
costs. However, see paragraph 9 for
allowability of use allowances or
depreciation on buildings, capital
improvements, and equipment. Also. see
paragraph 42 for allowability of rental costs
for land, buildings, and equipment.

14. Fines and penalties. Costs of fines and
penalties resulting from violations of, or
failure of the organization to comply with
Federal. State, and local laws and regulations
are unallowable except when incurred as a
result of compliance with specific provisions
of an award or instructions in writing from
the awarding agency.

15. Fringe benefits. See paragraph 6. f.
18. Idle facilities and idle capacity.
a. As used in this paragraph the following

terms have the meanings set forth below:
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(1) "Facilities" means land and buildings or
any portion thereof, equipment individually
or collectively, or any other tangible capitol
asset, wherever located, and whether owned
or leased by the organization.

(2) "Idle facilities" means completely
unused facilities that are excess to the
organization's current needs.

(3) "Idle capacity" means the unused
capacity of partially used facilities. It is the
difference between that which a facility
could achieve under 100 per cent operating
time on a one-shift basis less operating
interruptions resulting from time lost for
repairs. setups. unsatisfactory materials, and
other normal delays, and the extent to which
the facility was actually used to meet
demands during the accounting period. A
multishift basis may be used if it can be
shown that this amount of usage could
normally be expected for the type of facility
involved.

(4) "Costs of idle facilities or idle capacity"
means costs such as maintenance, repair,
housing. rent. and other related costs; e.g..
property taxes, insurance, and depreciation
or use allowances.

b. The costs of idle facilities are
unallowable except to the extent that:

(1) They are necessary to meet fluctuations
in workload: or

(2) Although not necessary to meet
fluctuations in workload, they were
necessary when acquired and are now idle
because of changes in program requirements,
efforts to achieve more economical
operations. reorganization. termination, or
other causes which could not hay,: been
reasonably foreseen. Under the exception
stated in this subparagraph, costs of idle
facilities are allowable for a reasonable
period of time, ordinarily not to exceed one
year, depending upon the initiative taken to
use, lease. or dispose of such facilities (but
see paragraphs 47.0. and d.).

c. The costs of idle capacity are normal
costs of doing business and are a factor in the
normal fluctuations of usage or indirect cost
rates from period to period. Such costs are
allowable, provided the capacity is
reasonably anticipated to be necessary or
was originally reasonable and is not subject
to reduction or elimination by subletting.
renting, or sale, in accordance with sound
business, economics, or security practices.
Widespread idle capacity throughout an
entire facility or among a group of assets
having substantially the same function may
be idle facilities.

17. Independent research and development
(Reserved).

18. Insurance and indemnification.
a. Insurance includes insurance which the

organization is required to carry, or which is
approved, under the terms of the award and
any other insurance which the organization
maintains in connection with the general
conduct of its operations. This paragraph
does not apply to insurance which represents
fringe benefits for employees (see paragraph
B.f. and 8.g.(2)).

(1) Costs of insurance required or
approved, and maintained, pursuant to the
award are allowable.

(2) Costs of other insurance maintained by
the organization in connection with the

general conduct of its operations are
allowable subject to the following limitations.

(a) Types and extent of coverage shall be
in accordance with sound business practice
and the rates and premiums shall be
reasonable under the circumstances.

(b) Costs allowed for business interruption
or other similar insurance shall be limited to
exclude coverage of management fees.

(c) Costs of insurance or of any provisions
for a reserve covering the risk of loss or
damage to Government property are
allowable only to the extent that the
organization is liable for such loss or damage.

(d) Provisions for a reserve under a self-
insurance program are allowable to the
extent that types or coverage, extent of
coverage, rates. and premiums would have
been allowed had insurance been purchased
to cover the risks. However, provision for
known or reasonably estimated self-insured
liabilities, which du not become payable for
more than one year after the provision is
made shall not exceed the present value of
the liability.

(e) Costs of insurance on the lives of
trustees, officers, or other employees holding
positions of similar responsibilities are
allowable only to the extent that the
insurance represents additional
compensation (see parer ph 0). The cost of
such insurance when the ..sanization is
identified as the beneficiary is unallowable.

(3) Actual losses which could have been
covered by permissible insurance (through
the purchase of insurance or a self-insurance
program) are unallowable unless expressly
provided for in the award, except:

(a) Costs incurred because of losses not
covered under nominal deductible insurance
coverage provided in keeping with sound
business practice are allowable.

(b) Minor losses not covered by insurance,
such as spoilage, breakage, and
disappearance of supplies, which occur in the
ordinary course of operations, are allowable.

b. Indemnification includes securing the
organization against liabilities to third
persons and any other loss or damage, not
compensated by insurance or otherwise. The
Government is obligated to indemnify the
organization only to the extent expressly
provided in the award.

19. Interest, fund raising, and investment
management costs.

a. Costs incurred for interest on borrowed
capital or temporary use of endowment
funds, however represented, are unallowable.

b. Costs of organized fund raising.
including financial campaigns, endowment
drives, solicitation of gifts and bequests, and
similar expenses incurred solely to raise
capital or obtain contributions are
unallowable.

c. Costs of investment counsel and staff
and similar expenses incurred solely to
enhance income from investments are
unallowable.

d. Fund raising and investment activities
shall be allocated an appropriate share of
indirect costs under the conditions described
in paragraph B of Attachment A.

20. Labor relations costs. Costs incurred in
maintaining satisfactory relations between
the organization and its employees, including
costs of labor management committeel.
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employee publications, and other rela ten
activities aro allowable.

21. Losses on other awards. Any eXCFAS of
costs over income on any award is
unallowable as a cost of any othe- award.
This includes, but is not limited to, this
organization's contributed portion by i enson
of cost sharing agreements or any
underrecoveries through negotiation of lump
sums for, or ceilings on, indirect costs.

22. Maintenance and repoir cos:s. Costs
incurred for necessary maintenance repair,
or upkeep of buildings and equipment
(including Government property unless
otherwise provided for) which wither add tc,
the permanent value of the property :sot
appreciably probng its intended life. but
keep it in an efficient operating contlition, are
allowable. Costs incurred for improvements
which add to the permanent value of the
buildings and equipment or appreciably
prolong their intended life shall he treated as
capital expenditures (see paragraph 'Lai.

23 Materials cnd supplies. The costs of
materials and supplies necessary to carry out
an award are allowable. Such matt Jhouid be
charged at their actual prices after deducting
all cash discounts, trade discounts, rebates
and allowances received by the organization.
Withdrawals from general stores or
stockrooms should be charged at cost under
any recognized method of pricing
consistently applied. Incoming transportation
charges may be a proper part of material
cost. Materials and supplies charged as a
direct cost should include only the materials
and supplies actually used for the
perforniance of the contract or grant, ahd due
credit should be given for any excess
materials or supplies retained, or returned to
vendors.

24. Meetings. conferences.
a. Costs associated with the conduct of

meetings and conferences, include the cost of
renting facilities, meals, speakers' fees, and
the like. But see paragraph 12, Entertainment
costs, and paragraph 29, Participant support
costs.

b. To the extent that these costs are
identifiable with a particular cost objective,
they should be charged to that objective. (See
paragraph B. of Attachment A.) These costs
are allowable provided that they meet the
general tests of allowability, shown in
Attachment A to this Circular.

c. Costs of meetings and conferences held
to conduct the general administration of the
organization are allowable.

25. Memberships, subscriptions, and
professional activity costs.

a. Costs of the organization's membership
in civic. business, technical and professional
organizations are allowable.

b. Costs of the organization's subscriptions
to civic. business, professional, and technical
periodicals are allowable.

c. Costs of attendance at meetings and
conferences sponsored by others whsn the
primary purpose is the dissemination of
technical information, are allowable. This
includes costs of maids, transportation, and
other items incidental to such attendance.

28. Organization costs. Expenditures, such
as incorporation fees, brokers' fees. fees to
promoters, organizers or management
consultants. attorneys, accountants. or
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investment counselors, whether or not
employees of the organization, in connection
with establishment or reorganization of an
organization, are unallowable except with
prior approval of the awarding agency.

27. Overtime, extra-poy shift, and
multishift premiums. Premiums for overtime,
extra-pay shifts, and multishift work are
allowable only with the prior approval of the
awarding agency except:

a. When necessary to cope with
emergencies, such as those resulting from
accidents, natural disasters, breakdowns of
equipment, or occasional operational
bottlenecks of a sporadic nature.

b. When employees are performing indirect
functions such as administration.
maintenance, or accounting.

c. In the performance of tests, laboratory
procedures, or other similar operations which
are continuous in nature and cannot
reasonably be interrupted or otherwise
completed.

d. When lower overall cost to the
Government will result.

28. Page charges in professional jounals.
Page charges for professional journal
publications are allowable as a necessary
part of research costs, where:

a. The research papers report work
supported by the Government: and

b. The charges are levied impartially on all
research papers published by the journal,
whether or not by Government-sponsored
authors.

29. Participant support costs. Participant
support costs are direct costs for items such
as stipends or subsistence allowances, travel
allowances, and registration fees paid to or
on behalf of participants or trainees (but not
employees) in connection with meetings,
conferences, symposia, or training projects.
These costs are allowable with the prior
approvai of the awarding agency.

30. Patent costs.
a. Costs of (i) preparing disclosures,

reports. and other documents required by the
award and of searching the art to the extend
necessary to make such disclosures, (ii)
preparing documents and any other patent
costs in connection with the filing and
prosecution of a United states patent
application where title or royalty-free license
is required by the Government to be
conveyed to the Government. and (iii) general
counseling services relating to patent and
copyright matters, such as advice on patent
and copyright laws, regulations, clauses, and
employee agreements are allowable (but see
paragraph 34).

b. Cost of preparing disclosures, reports,
and other documents and of searching the art
to the extent necessary to make disclosures.
if not required by the award, are
unallowable. Costs in connection with (i)
filing and prosecuting any foreign patent
application, or (ii) any United States patent
application, where the award does not
require conveying title or a royalty-free
license to the Government, are unallowable
(also see paragraph 43).

31. Pension plans. See paragraph 6. g.
32. Plant security costs. Necessary

expenses incurred to comply with
Government security requirements or for
facilities protection, including wages.
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uniforms, and equipment of personnel ere
allowable.

33. Preoward costs. Prenward costs are
those incurred prior to the effective date of
the award directly pursuant to the
negotiation and in anticipation of the award
where ituch costs is necessary to comply with
the proposed delivery schedule or period of
performance. Such costs are allowable only
to the extent that they would have been
allowable if incurred after the date of the
award and only with the written approval of
the awarding agency.

34. Professional service costs.
a. Costs of professional and consultant

services rendered by persons who are
members of a particular profession or possess
a special skill, and who are not officers or
employees of the organization, are allowable,
subject to b, c, and d, of this paragraph when
reasonable in relation to the services
rendered and when not contingent upon
recovery of the costs from the Government.

b. In determing the allowability of costs in
a particular case, no single factor or any
special combination of factors is necessarily
determinative. However, the following
factors are relevant:

(1) The aature and scope of the service
rendered in relation to the service require&

(2) The necessity of contracting for the
service, considering the organization's
capability in the particular area.

(3) The past pattern of such costs,
particularly in the years prior to Government
awards.

(4) The impact of Government awards on
the organization's business (i.e., what new
problems have arisen).

(5) Whether the proportion of Government
work to the organization's total business is
such as to influence the organization in favor
of incurring the cost, particularly where the
services rendered are not Of a continuing
nature and have little relationship to work
under Government grants and contracts.

(8) Whether the service can be performed
more economically by direct employment
rather than contracting.

(7) The qualifications of the individual or
concern rendering the service and the
customary fees charged, especially on non-
Government awards.

(8) Adequacy of the contractual agreement
for the service (e.g.. description of the service,
estimate of time required, rate of
compensation. and termination provisions).

c. In addition to the factors in paragraph b
above, retainer fees to be allowable must be
supported by evidence of bona fide services
available or rendered.

d. Cost of legal, accounting, and consulting
services, and related costs incurred in
connection with defense of antitrust suits,
and the prosecution of claims against the
Government, are unallowable. Costs of legal,
accounting and consulting services, and
related costs, incurred in connection with
patent infringement litigation, organization
and reorganization, are unallowable unless
otherwise provided for in the award (but see
paragraph 47e).

35. Profits and losses on disposition of
depreciable property or other capital assets.

a. (1) Gains and losses on sale, retirement,
or other disposition of depreciable property
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shall be included in the year in which they
occur tur credits or charges to cost grouping(s)
in which the depreciation applicable to such
property was included. The amount of the
gain or loss to be included as a credit or
charge to the appropriate cost grouping(s)
shall be the difference between the amount
realized on the property and the
undepreciated basis of the property.

(2) Gains andlosses on the disposition of
depreciable property shall not be recognized
as a separate credit or charge under the
following conditions.

(a) The gain or loss is processed through a
depreciation reserve account and is reflected
in the depreciation allowable under
paragraph 9.

(b) The property is given in exchange as
part of the purchase price of a similar item
and the gain or love is taken into account in
determining the depreciation cost basis of the
new item.

(c) A loss results from the failure to
maintain permissible insurance, except as
otherwise provided In paragraph 18.a.(3).

(d) Compensation for the use of the
property was provided through use
allowances in lieu of depreciation in
accordance with paragraph 9.

(e) Gains and losses arising from mass or
extraordinary sales, retirements. or other
dispositions shall be considered on a case-
by-case basis.

b. Gains or losses of any nature arising
from the sale or exchange of property other
than the property covered in paragraph a.
above shall be excluded in computing award
costs.

38. Public information service costs.
a. Public information service costs include

the cost associated with pamphlets, news
releases, and other forms of information
services. Such costs are normally incurred to:

(1) Inform or instruct individuals, groups, or
the general public.

(2) Interest individuals.or groups in
participating in a service program of the
organization.

(3) Disseminate the results of sponsored
and nonsponsored activities.

b. Public information service costs are
allowable as direct costs with the prior
approval of the awarding agency. Such costs
are unallowable as indirect costs.

37. Publication and printing costs.
a. Publication costs include the costa of

printing (including the processes of
composition, plate-making, press work.
binding, and the end products produced by
such processes), distribution, promotion,
mailing, and general handling.

b. If these costs are not identifiable with a
particular cost objective, they should be
allocated as indirect costs to all benefiting
activities of the organization.

c. Publication and printing coots are
unallowable as direct costs except with the
prior approval of the awarding agency.

d. The cost of page charges in journals is
addressed paragraph 28.

38 Rearrangement ond alteration costs.
Costs incurred for ordinary or normal
rearrangement and alteration of facilities are
allowable. Special arrangement and
alteration costs incurred specifically for the
project are allowable with the prior approval
of the awarding agency.
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39 Reconversion costs. Coots Incurred in
the restoration or rehabilitution of the
organization's facilities to approximately the
same condition existing immediately prior to
commencement of Government awards. fair
wear and tear excepted, are allowable.

40. Recruiting costs. The following
recruitiag costs are allowable: cost of "help
wanted" advertising, operating costs of an
employment office. costs of operating an
educational testing program, travel expenses
including food and lodging of employees
while engaged in recruiting personnel, travel
costs of applicants for interviews for
prospective employment, and relocation costs
incurred incident to recruitment of new
employees (see paragraph 41c). Where the
organization uses employment agencies.
costs not in excess of etandard commercial
rates for such services are allowable.

41. Relocation costs.
a. Relocation costs are costs incident to the

permanent change of duty assignment (far an
indefinite period or for a stated period of not
less than 12 months) of an existing employee
or upon recruitment of a new employee.
Relocation costs are allowable, subject to the
limitation described in paragraphs b. c, and ci.
below, provided tiwt:

(1) The move is for the benefit of the
employer.

(2) Reimbursement to the employee is in
accordance with an established written
policy consistently followed by the employer.

(3) The reimbureement does not exceed the
employee's actual (or reasonably estimated )
expenses.

b. Al'owable relocation costs for current
emplcerees are limited to the following:

(1) Yea costs of transportation of the
employee, members of his immediate family
and hie household, and personal effects to the
new location.

(2) The costs of finding a new home, such
as advance trips by employees and spouses
to locate living quarters and temporary
lodging during the transition period, up to a
maximum period of 30 days, including
advance trip time.

(3) Closing costs. such as brokerage. legal.
and appraisal fees, incident to the disposition
of the employee's former home. These costs,
together with those described in (4) below.
are limited to 8 per cent of the sales price of
the employee's former home.

(4) The continuing costs of ownership of
the vacant former home after the settlement
or lease date of the employee's new
permanent home, such as maintenance of
buildings and grounds (exclusive of fixing up
expenses), utilities, taxes, and property
insurance.

(5) Other necessary and reasonable
expenses normally incident to relocation.
such as the costs of cancelling an unexpired
lease, disconnecting and reinstalling
household appliances, and purchasing
Insurance against loss of or damages to
personal property. The cost of cancelling an
unexpired lease is limited to three times the
monthly rental.

c. Allowable relocation costs for new
employees are limited to those described in
(1) and (2) of paragraph b. above. When
relocation costs incurred incident to the
recruitment of new employees have been

allowed either as a direct or indirect cost and
the empinyee resigns for reasons within his
control within 12 months after hire. the
organization shall refund or credit the
Government for its share of the cost.
However. the costs of travel to an overseas
location shall be considered travel costs in
accordance with paragraph 50 and not
relocation costs for the purpose of this
paragraph if dependents are not permitted at
the location for any reason and the cods do
not include costs of transporting household
goods.

d. The following costs related to relocation
are unallowable:

(1) Fees and other costs associated with
acquiring a new. home.

(2) A loss on tha sale of a former home.
(3) Continuing mortgage principal and

interest payments on a home being sold.
(4) Income taxes paid by an employee

related to reimbursed relocation costs.
42. Rental costs.
a. Subject to the limitations described in

paragraphs b. through d. ef this paragraph,
rental costs are allowable to the extent that
the rates are reasonable in light of flitch
factors as: rental costs of comparable
property. if any; market conditions in the
area; alternatives available; and the type. life
expectancy, condition, and value of the
property leased.

b. Rental costs under sale and leaseback
arrangements are allowable only up to the
amount that would be allowed had the
organization continued to own the property.

c. Rental costs under less-than-length
leases are allowable only up to the amount
that would be allowed had title to the
property vested in the organization. For this
purpose, a less-than-arms-length lease is one
under which one party to the lease agreement
is able to control or substantially influence
the actions elf the other. Such leases include.
but are ma: limited to those between (i)
divisions of an organization; (ii) organizations
under common control through common
officers, directors, or members; and (iii) an
organization and a director. trustee, officer,
or key employee of the organization or his
immediate family either directly or through
corporations. trusts, or similar arrangements
in which they hold a controlling interest.

d. Rental costs under leases which create a
material equity in the leased property are
allowable only up to the amount that would
be allowed had the organization purchased
the property on the date the lease agreement
was executed; e.g.. depreciation or use
allowances. maintenance, taxes, insurance
but excluding interest expense and other
unallowable costs. For this purpose, a
material equity in the property exists if the
lease in noncancelable or is cancelable only
upon the occurrence of some remote
contingency and has one or more of the
following characteristics.

(1) The organization has the right to
purchase the property for a price which at the
beginning of the lease appears to be
substantially less than the probable fair
market value at the time it is permitted to
purchase the property (commonly called a
lease with a bargain purchase option):

(2) Title to the property passes to the
organization at some time during or after the
lease period;
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(3) The term of the lease (initial term plus
periods covered by bargain renewal options.
if any) is equal to 75 per cent or more of the
economic life of the leased property; i.e., the
period the property is expected to be
economically usable by one or more use:a.

43. Royalties and other costs for use of
patents and copyrights.

a. Royalties on a patent or copyright or
amortization of the coat of acquiring by
purchase u copyright. patent, or rights
thereto. necessary for the proper perfoimance
of tho award are allowable unless:

(1) The Government has a license or the
right to free use of the patent or copyright.

(2) The patent or copyright hat+ been
adjudicated to be invalid, or has been
administratively determined to be in ...aid.

(3) The patent or cepyrig'et is considered to
be unenforceable.

14) The patent or copyright is expired.
b. Special care should be exercised in

determining reasonableness where the
royalties may have been arrived et as a result
of less then arm's length bargaining; e.g.:

(1) Royalties paid to persons. including
corporations. affiliated with the ore anizatioe.

(2) Royalties raid to unaffiliated parties.
including corporations, under en agreement
entered into in contemplation that d
Government award would be made.

(3) Royalties paid under an agreenemt
entered into after an award is made tt.. an
organization.

c. In any case involving a patent or
copyright formerly owned by the
organization. the amount of royalty allowed
should not exceed the cost which would have
been allowed hal the organization retained
title thereto.

44. Severance pay.
a. Severance pay. also commonly referred

to as dismissal wages. is a payment in
addition to regular salaries and wages. by
organizations to workers whose employment
is being terminated. Costs of severance pay
are allowable only to the extent that in each
case, it is required by (I) law. (ii) employer-
employee agreement. (iii) established policy
that constitutes, in effect. an imaiied
agreement on the organization'a part. or (iv)
circumstances of the particular employment.

b. Costs of severance payments are divided
into two categories as followe:

(1) Actual normal turnover severance
payments shall be allocated to all activities;
or, where the organization provides for a
reserve for normal severances such method
will be acceptable if the charge to current
operations is reasonable in light of payments
actually made for normal severances over a
representative past period, and if amounts
charged are allocated to all activities of the
organization.

(2) Abnormal or mass severance pay is of
such a conjectural nature that measurement
of costs by means of an accrual will not
achieve equity to both parties. Thus, accruals
for this purpose are not allowable. However.
the Government recognizes its obligation to
participate to the extent of its fair share, in
any specific payment. Thus. allowability will
be considered on a case-by-case basis in the
event of occurrence.

45. Specialized service facilities.
a. The costs of services provided by highly

complex or specialized facilities operated by
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nu:Medium, which are allowable oda to the
extort se:11mM in b. and c. above.

e. Maintenance expense, and normal
derreciatioa or fair rental, on facilities
owned air leased by the organization for
training purposes are allowable to the extent
set forth in paragraphs 9, 22. and 42.

I. Contributions or donations to
educational or training institutions, including
the donation of facilities or other properties,
and scholarships or fellowships, are
unallowable,

g. Training and education costs in excess of
those otherwise allowable under paragraphs
b. and c. of this paragraph may be allowed
with prior approval of the awarding agency.
To be considered for approval, the
organixation must demonstrate that such
costs are consistently incurred pursuant to an
etaablished training and education program,
and that the course or degree pursued is
relative to the field in which the employee is
nor working or may reasonably be expected
to work.

49. TIonspertation costs. Transportation
costs include freight, express, cartage, and
postage charges relating either to goods
purchssed. in process, or delivered. These
ceets are allowable. When such costs can
readily be identified with the items involved,
they may be directly charged as
transportation coats or added to the cost of
such items (see paraapaph 23). Where
identification with the materials received
cannot readily be made, transportation costs
may be charged to the appropriate indirect
cost accounts if the organization follows a
coneistent. equitable procedure in this
respect.

SO. Mr.! costs.
a. Travel costs are the expenses for

transportation, lodging, subsistence, and
rented items incurred by employees who are
In travel status on official business of the
organisation. Travel costs are allowable
subject to paragraphs b. through e. below,
when they are directly attributable to specific
work under an award or are incurred in the
normal course of administration of the
organization.

b. Such costs may be charged on an actual
basis, on a per diem or mileage basis in lieu
of actual costs incurred, or on a combination
of the two, provided the method used results
in charges consistent with those normally
allowed by the organization in its regular
operations. .

c. The difference in cost between first-class
air accommodations and less than first-class
air accommodations is unallowable except
when less than first-class air
accommodations are not reasonably
available to meet necessary mission
requirements, such as where less than first-
class accommodations would (i) require
circuitous routing, (ii) require travel during
unreasonable hours, (iii) greatly increase the
duration of the flight. (iv) result in additional
costs which would offset the transportation
savings, or (v) offer accommodations which
are not reasonably adequate for the medical
needs of the traveler.

d. Necessary and reasonable costs of
family movements and personnel movements
of a special or mass nature are allowable.
pursuant to paragraphs 40 and 41, subject to
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allocition ca the basis of work or dine period
bearNed sehen appropriate. Advance
agrutog9t4iire particularly important.

e. <A' charges for foreign travel costs are
allewable only when the travel has received
prior approval of the awarding agency. Each
separate foreign trip must be approved, For
purposes of this provisidn. foreign travel is
defined as any travel ow:are', Of Canada and
the United id its te,.itoriee and
poosessio ;at er, for an organization
located it .47.n a entries, the term "fc. Jign
travel" mE l outside that country.
[Circular No. t-122]

Attachment C

Nonprofit Organizations not Subject to this
Arcular

Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo,
California

Argonne Universities Association, Chicago.
Illinois

Associated Universities, Incorporated,
Washington, D.C.

Associated Universities for Research and
Astronomy, Tucson, Arizona

Atomic Casualty Commission, Washington,
D.C.

Battelle Memorial Institute, Headquartered in
Columbus, Ohio

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton.
New York

Center for Energy.and Environmental
Research (CEER), (University of Puerto
Rico) Commonwealth of Puerto Rico

Charles Stark Draper Laboratory,
Incorporated. Cambridge, Massachusetts

Comparative Animal Research Laboratory
(CARL)

(University of Tennessee), Oak Ridge,
Tennessee

Environmental Institute of Michigan. Ann
Arbor, Michigan

Hanford Environmental Health Foundation,
Richland, Washington

IIT Research Institute, Chicago, Illinois
Institute for Defense Analysis, Arlington,

Virginia
Institute of Gas Technology. Chicago, Illinois
Midwest Research Institute, Headquartered

in Kansas City, Missouri
Mitre Corporation, Bedford, Massachusetts
Montana Energy Research and Development

Institute, Inc., (MERDI), Butte, Montana
National Radiological Astronomy

Observatory. Green Bank, West Virginia
Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Oak

Ridge, Tennessee
Project Management Corporation, Oak Ridge,

Tennessee
Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California
Research Triangle Institute, Research

Triangle Park, North Carolina
Riverside Research Institute, New York, New

York
Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, New

Mexico
Southern Research Institute, Birmingham.

Alabama
Southwest Research Institute. San Antonio,

Texas
SRI International, Menlo Park, California
Syracuse Research Corporation, Syracuse,

New York
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Universities Research Association,
Incorporated (National Acceleration Lab),
Argonne, Illinois

Universities Corporation for Atmospheric
Research, Boulder, Colorado

Nonprofit Insurance Companies such a3 Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Organizations

Other nonprofit orgadizatidns as negotiated
with awarding agencies.

IFR Doc. 80-20270 ril.d 7-7-012 tel cm)

BILLING COOK 31104141

[Note: This reprint incorporates corrections
published at 46 FR 17185, Tuesday, March 17,
1981.]
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the organization, such as electronic
computers and wind tunnels, are allowable
provided the charges for the services meet
the conditions of either b. or c, of this
paragraph and, in addition, take into account
any Hems of income or Federal financing that
qualify as applicable credits under paragraph
A.5. of Attachment A.

b. The costs of such services, when
material, must be charged directly to
applicable awards based on actual usage of
the services on the basis of a schedule of
rates or established methodology that (i) does
not discriminate against federally supported
activities of the organization, including usage
by the organization for internal purposes, and
(ii) is designed to recover only the aggregate
costs of the services. The costs of each
service shall consist normally of both its
direct costs and its allocable share of all
indirect costs. Advance agreements pursuant
to paragraph A.6. of Attachment A are
particularly important in this situation.

c. Where the costs incurred for a service
are not material, they may be allocated as
indirect costs.

40. Taxes.
a. In general, taxes which the organization

is required to pay and which are paid or
accrued in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principled. and
payments made to local governments in lieu
of taxes which are commensurate with the
local government services received are
allowable, except for (i) taxes from which
exemptions are available to the organization
directly or which are available to the
organization based on an exemption afforded
the Government and in the latter case when
the awarding agency makes available the
necessary exemption certificates. (i1) special
assessments on land which represent capital
improvements, and (iii)Fmderal income taxes.

b. Any refund of taxes, and any payment to
the organization of interest thereon, which
were allowed as award costs, will be
credited either as a coat reduction or cash
refund, as app:optiete, to the Government.

47. Terminatim costs. Termination of
awards geneztaiti elive rise to the incurrence
of costs. or the need for special treatment of
costs, which would not have arisen had the
award not been terminated. Cost principles
covering these items are set forth below.
They are to be used in conjunction with the
other provisions of this Circular in
termination situations.

a. Common items. The cost of items
reasonably usable on the organization's other
wc:k shall not be allowable unless the
organization submits evidence that it would
not retain such items at cost without
sustaining a loss. In deciding whether such
items are reasonably usable on other work of
the organization, the awarding agency should
consider the organization's plans and orders
for current and scheduled activity.
Contemporaneous purchases of common
items by the organization shall be regarded
as evidence that such items are reasonably
usable on the organization's other work. Any
acceptance of common items as allocable to
the terminated portion of the award shall be
limited to the extent that the quantities of
such items on band. in transit. and on order
are in excess of the reasonable quantitative
requirements of other work.

b. Costs continuing after termination. If in
a particular case, despite all reasonable
efforts by the organization, certain costs
cannot be discontinued immediately after the
effective date of termination, such costs are
generally alinwable within the limitations set
forth in this Circular, except that any such
costs continuing after termination due to the
negligent or wilifurfailure of the organization
to discontinue such costs shall be
unallowable.

c. Loss of useful value. Loss of useful value
of special tooling, machinery and equipment
which was not charged to the award as a
capital expenditure is generally allowable if:

(1) Such special tooling. machinery, or
equipment is not reasonably capable of use in
the other work of the organization.

(2) The interest of the Government is
protected by transfer of title or by other
means deemed appropriate by the awarding
agency;

d. Rental costs. Rental costs under
unexpired leases are generally allowable
where clearly shown to have been
reasonably necessary fe,. the performance of
the terminated award lest; the residual value
of such leases, if (I) the amount of such rental
claimed does not exceed the reasonable use
value of the property leased for the period of
the award and euch further period as may be
reasonable, and (ii) the organization makes
all reasonable efforts to terminate, assign.
settle, or otherwise reduce the cost of such
lease. There also may be included the cost of
alterations of such leased property, provided
such alterations were necessary for the
performance of the award, and of reasonable
restoration required by the provisions of the

e. Settlement expenses. Settlement
expenses including the following are
generally allowable:

(1) Accounting, legal. clerical, and similar
costs reasonably necessary fon

(a) The preparation and presentation to
awarding agency of settlement claims and
supporting data with respect to the
terminated portion of the award, unless the
termination is for default. (See paragraph 4.a.
of Attachment L, OMB Circular No. A-110;
and

(b) The termination and settlement of
subawards.

(2) Reasonable costs for the storage.
transportation, protection, and disposition of
property provided by the Government or
acquired or produced for the award; except
when grantees are reimbursed for disposals
at a predetermined amount in accordance
with Attachment N of OMB Circular A-110.

(3) Indirect costs related to salaries and
wages incurred as settlement expenses in
subparagraphs (1) and (2) of this paragraph.
Normally, such indirect costs shall be limited
to fringe benefits, occupancy cost. and
immediate supervision.

f. Claims under subawards. Claims under
subawards. including the allocable portion of
claims which are common to the award, and
to other work of the organization are
generally allowable. An appropriate share of
the organization's indirect expense may be
ellocated to the amount of settlements with
subcontractor/subgrantees: provided that the
amount allocated is otherwise consisten'
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with the basic guidelines contained in
Attachment A. The indirect expense so
allocated shall exclude the same and similar
costo claimed directly or indirectly as
settlement expenses.

48. Training and education costs.
a. Costs of preparation and maintenar ee of

a program of instruction including but not
limited to on-the-job, classroom, and
apprenticeship training, designed to increase
the vocational effectiveness of employees.
including training materials, textbooks,
salaries or wages of trainees (excluding
overtime compensation which might arise
therefrom), and (i) salaries of the director of
training and staff when the training program
is conducted by the organization: or (i i)
tuition and fees when the training is in an
institution not operated by the organization.
are allowable.

b. Costs of part-time education. ut, en
undergraduate or postgraduate college levet.
including that provided at the organization's
own facilities, are allowable oni'y when the
course or degree pursued is relative to the
field in which the employee is now working
or may reasonably be expected to work, and
are limited to:

(1) Training materials.
(2) Textbooks.
(3) Fees charges by the educational

institution.
(4) Tuition charged by the educational

institution, or in lieu of tuition, instructors'
salaries and the related share of indirect
costs of the educational institution to the
extent that the sum thereof is not in excess of
the tuition which would have ben paid to the
participating educational institution.

(.5) Salaries and related costs of instructors
who are employees of the organization.

(6) Straight-time compensation of each
employee for time spent attending classes
during working hours net in excess of 158
hours per year and only to the extent that
circumstances do not eerrnit the operation of
classes or attendance at classes after regular
working hours; otherwise such compensation
is unallowable.

c. Costs of tuition, fees, training materials,
and textbooks (but not subsistence, salary. or
any other emoluments) in connection with
full-time education, including that provided at
the organization's own facilities, at a
postgraduate (but not undergraduate) college
level, are allowable only when the course or
degree pursued is related to the field in which
the employee is now working or may
reasonably be expected to work, and only
where the costs receive the prior approval of
the awarding agency. Such costs are limited
to the costs attributable to a total period not
to exceed one school year for each employee
so trained. In unusual cases the period may
be extended.

d. Costs of attendance of up to 18 weeks
per employee per year at specialized
programs specifically designed to enhance
the effectiveness of executives or managers
or to prepare employees for such positions
are allowable. Such costs include enrollment
feee. training materials, textbooks and
related charges. employees' salaries,
subsistence, and travel. Costs allowable
under this paragraph do not include those for.
courses that are part of a degree-oriented
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18276 Federal Register / Vol. 49, No. 83 / Friday, April 27, 1984 / Notices

1. Insert a new paragraph in
attachment 0, as follows: "021
Lobbying"

a. Notwithstanding other provisions of
thie Circular. ccsts anseciated with the
following activities are unallowable:

a.(1) Attempts to influence the
outcomes of any Federal, State, or local
election. referendum, Initiative, or
similar procedure, through in kind or
cash contributions, endorsements,
publicitylpor similar activity;

.a.(2) Establishing, administering,
contributing to, or paying the expenses
of a political party, campaign, political
action committee, or other organization
established for the piirpose of
influencing the outcomes of elections;

a.(3) Any attempt to influence: (i) The
introduction of Federal or state
legislation; or (ii) the enactment or
modification of any pending Federal or
state legislation through communication
with any member or employee of the
Congress or state legislature (including
efforts to influence State or local
officials to engage in similar lobbying
activity), or with any government
official or employee in connection with
a decision to sign or veto enrolled
legislation;

a.(4) Any attempt to influence: (I) The
introduction of Federal or state
legislation; or (11) the enactment or
modification of any pending Federal or
state legislation by preparing,
distributing or using publicity or
propaganda, or by urging members of
the general public or any segment
thereof to contribute to or participate in
any mass demonstration, march, rally,
fundraising drive, lobbying campaign or
letter writing or telephone campaign; or

a.(5) Legislative liaison activities,
including attendance at legislative
sessions or committee hearings,
gathering information regarding
legislation, and analyzing the effect of
legislation, when such activities are
carried on in support of or in knowing
preparation for an effort to engage in
unallowable lobbying.

tr. The following activities are
excepted from the coverage of
subparagraph a:

h.(1) Providing a technical and factual
presentation of information on a topic
directly related to the performance of a
pant, contract or other alpeement
through hearing testimony, statements
or letters to the Congress or a state
legislature, or subdivision, member, or
cognizant staff member thereof, in
response to a documented request
(including a Congressional Record
notice requesting testimony or

statements for the record at a regularly
scheduled hearing) made by the
recipient member, legislative body or
subdivision, or a cognizant staff member
thereof; provided such information is
readily obtainable and can be readily
put in deliverable form; and further
provided that costs under this section
for travel, lodging or meals are
unallowable =lees incurred to offee
testimony at a regularly scheduled
Congressional hearing pursuant to a
written request for such presentation
made by the Chairman or Ranking
Minority Member of the Committee or
Subcommittee conducting such hearing.

b.(2) Any lobbying made unallowable
by section a.(3) to influence State
legislation in order to directly reduce the
Cost, or to avoid material impairment of
the organization's authority to perform
the grant, contract, or other agreement.

b.(3) Any activity spec.Ifically
authorized by statute to be undertaken
with funds from the grant, contract, or
other agreement.

c.(1) When an organization seeks
reimbursement for indirect costs, total
lobbying costs shall be separately
identified in the indirect cost rate
proposal, and thereafter treated as other
unallowable activity costs in
accordance with the procedures of
paragraph B3 of Attachment A.

c.(2) Organizations shall submit as
part of their annual indirect cost rate
proposal a certification that the
requirements and standards of this
paragraph have been complied w

c.(3) Organizations shall maini.
adequate records to demonstrat,,, ,at
the determination of costs as being
allowable or unallowable pursuant to
paragraph B21 complies with the
requirements of this Circular.

c.(4) Time logs, calendars, or similar
records documenting the portion of an
employee's time that is treated as an
indirect cost shall not be required for the
purposes of complying with
subparagraph c, and the absence of such
records which are not kept pursuant to
the discretion of the grantee or
contractor, will not serve as a basis for
disallowing claims of allowable costs by
contesting estimates of unallowable
lobbying time spent by employees
during any calendar month unless: (i)
The employee engages in lobbying, as
defined in subparagraphs a and b, more
than 25% of his compensated hours of
employment during that calendar month:
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or (ii) the organization has materially
misstated allowable or unallowable
costs within the poceding five year
period.

c.(5) Agencies shall establish
procedures for resolving in advance, in
consultation with OMB, any significant
questions or disagreements concerning
the interpretation or application of
paragraph 021. Any such advance
resolution shall be binding in any
subsequent settlements, audits or
investigations with respect to that grant
or contract for purposes of
interpretation of this Orculer, provided,
however, that this shall not be construed
to prevent a contractor or grantee from
contesting the lawfulness of such a
determination.

2. Renumber subsequent paragraphs
of Attachment B.
IFR Doc. 66-11594 Filed 4-20-64; 13:45 ami
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Appendix E to 45 CFR Part 74
111111.:'1141.

45 CFR IiJ T 74

Appendix A [Reserved]
Appendix B [Reserved]
Appendix C [Reserved]
Appendix D [Reserved]

APPENDIX EPRINCIPLES FOR DETERMINING COSTS
APPLICABLE TO RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
UNDER GRANTS AND CONTRACTS WITH HOSPITALS

I. Purpose and scope

A. Objectives. This appendix provides principles
for determining the costs applicable to research and de-
velopment work performed by hospitals under grants
and contracts with the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services. These principles are confined to the
subject of cost determination and make no attempt
to identify the circumstances or dictate the extent of
hospital participation in the financing of a particular
research or development project. The principles are de-
signcd to provide recognition of the full allocated costs
of such research work under generally accepted ac-
counting principles. These principles will be applicable
to both proprietary and non-profit hospitals. No pro-
ision for profit or other increment above cost is pro-
vided for in these principles. However, this is not to
be interpreted as precluding a negotiated fee between
contracting parties when a fee is appropriate.

B. Policy guides. The successful application of these
principles requires development of mutual understand-
ing between representatives of hospitals and of the
Department of Health and Human Services as to their
scope, applicability and interpretation. It is recognized
that:

I. The arrangements for hospital participation in
the financing of a research and development project are
properly subject to negotiation between the agency
and the hospital concerned in accordance with such
Government-wide critc.;a as may be applicabk.

2. .6,ach hospital, p')ssessing its own unique com-
bination of staff, facilities and experience, should be
encouraged to conduct research in a manner consonant
with its own institutional philosophies and objectives.

3. Each hospital in the fulfillment of its contractual
obligations should be rtxpected to employ sound man-
agement practices.

4. The application of the principles established
herein shall be in conformance with the generally ac-
cepted accounting practices of hospitals.

5. Hospitals receive reimbursements from the Fed-
eral Government for differing types of services under

1
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various programs such as support of Research and De-
velopment (including discretc clinical centers) Health
Services Projects, Medicare, etc. It is essential that
consistent procedures for determining reimbursable
costs for similar services be employed without regard to
program differences. Therefore, both the direct and
indirect costs of %search programs must be identified
as a cost center(s) for the cost finding and step-down
requirements of the Medicare program, or in its ab-
sence the Medicaid program.

C. Application. All operating agencies within the
Department of Health and Human Services that
sponsor research and development work in hospitals
will apply these principles and related policy guides
in determining the costs incurred for such work under
grants and cost-reimbursement type contracts and
subcontracts. These principles will also be used as a
guide in the pricing cf fixed price contracts and sub-
contracts.

II. Definitions of terms

A. "Organized research" meam all resc.,,
ties of a hospital that may be identified ,`
support for such research is from a fedeyai, ; ;;, fzderal
or internal source.

B. "Departmental research" means reseach ctivi-
ties that are not separately budgeted and accounted for.
Such work, which includes all research activities not
encompassed under the term organized research, is
regarded for purposes of this document as a part
the patient care activities of the hospital.

C. "Research agreement" means any valid arrange-
ment to perform federally-sponsored research or de-
velopment including grants, cost-reimbursement type
contracts, cost-reimbursement type sub-contracts, and
fixed-price contracts and sub-contracts.

D. "Instruction and training" means the formal or
informal programs of educating and training technical
and professional health services personnel, primarily
medical and nursing training. This activity, if separately
budgeted or identifiable with specific costs, should be
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considered as a cost objective for purposes of indirect
cost allocations and the development of patient care
cos ts.

E. "Other hospital activities" means all organized
activitks of a hospital not immediately related to the
patient care, research, and instructional and training
functions which produce identifiable revenue from the
performance of th.se activities. If a non-related activity
does not produce identifiable revenue, it may be neces-
sary to allocate this expense using an appropriate
basis. In such a case, the activity may be included as
an allocable cost (Sec! para. III D below.) Also in-
cluded under this definition is any category of cost
treated as "Unallowable," provided such category of
cost identifies a function or activity to which a portion
of the institution's indirect cost (as defined in para.
V. A.) are properly allocable.

F. "Patient care" means those departments or cost
centers which render routine or ancillary services to
in-patients and/or outpatients. As used in para. IX
B.23, it means the cost of these services applicable to
patients involved in research programs.

G. "Allocation" means the process by which the
indirect costs are assigned as between:

I. Organized research,
2. Patient care including departmental research,
3. Instruction and training, and
4. Other hospital activities.
H. "Cost center" means an identifiable department

or area (including research) within the hospital which
has been assigned an account number in the hospital
accounting system for the purpose of accumulating ex-
pense by department or area.

I. "Cost finding" is the process of recasting the date
derived from the accounts ordinarily kept by a hospital
to asmtain costs of the various types of services ren-
dered. It is the determination of direct costs by specific
identification and the proration of indirect costs by allo-
cation.

J. "Step down" is a cost finding method that recog-
nizes that services rendered by certain nonrevenue-
producing departments or centers are utilized by cer-
tain other nonrevenue producing centers as well as by
the revenue-producing centers. All costs of nonrevenue-
producing centers are allocated to all centers which they
serve, regardless of whether or not these centers pro-
duce revenue. Following the apportionment of the cost
of the nonrevenue-producing c;.(, ,ter, that center will be
considered closed and no further c^sts are apportioned
to that center.

K. "Scatter bed" is a bed assigned to a research
patient based on availability. Research patients occu-
pying these beds are not physkally segregated from
nonresearch patients occupying beds. Scatter beds are
geographically dispersed among all the beds available
for use in the hospital. There are no special features

attendant to a scatter bed that distinguishes it from
others that could just as well have been occupied.

L. -Discrete bed** is a bed or beds that have been
set aside for occupancy by research patients and are
physically segregated from other hc pital beds in an
environment that permits an easily ascertainable allo-
cation of costs associated with the space they occupy
and the services they generate.

III. Basic considerations

A. Composition of total costs, The cost of a research
agreement is comprised of the allowable direct costs
incident to its performance plus the allocable portion
of the allowable indirect costs of the hospital less
applicable credits, (See para. 1II-E.)

B. Factors affecting allowability of costs. The tests
of allowability of costs under these principles are:

1. They must be reasonable,
2. They must be assigned to research agreements

under the standards and methods provided herein,
3. They must be accorded consistent treatment

through application of those generally accepted account-
ing principles appropriate to the circumstances (See
para. I-B.5.) and

4. They must conform to any limitations or exclu-
sions set forth in these principles or in the research
agreement as to types or amounts of cost items.

C. Reasonable costs. A cost may be considered
reasonable if the nature of the goods or services
acquired or applied, and the amount involved therefor
reflect the action that a prudent person would have
taken under the circumstances prevailing at the time
the decision to incur the cost was made. Major con-
siderations involved in the determination of the reason-
ableness of a cost are:

1. Whether or not the cost is of a type generally
recognized as necessary for the operation of the hos-
pital or the performance of the research agreement,

2. The restraints or requirements imposed by such
factors as arm's length bargaining, federal and state
laws and regulations, and research agreement terms and
conditions,

3. Whether or not the individuals concerned acted
with due prudence in the circumstances, considering
their responsibilities to the hospital, its patients, its em-
ployees, its students, the Government, and the public
at large, and

4. The extent to which the actions taken with
respect to the incurrence of the cost are consistent with
established hospital policies and practices applicable
to the work of the hospital generally, including Ge vern-
ment research.

D. Allocable costs. 1. A cost is allocable to a par-
ticular cost center (i.e., a specific function, project,
research agreement, department, or the like) if the
goods or services involved are chargeable or assignable
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to such cost center in accordance with relative bene-
fits received or other equitable relationship. Subject
to the foregoing, a cost is allocable to a research
agreement if it is incurred soldy to advance the
work under the research agreement; or it benefits both
the research agreement and other work of the hospital
in roportions that can be approximated through use
of reasonable methods; or it is necessary to the overall
operation of the hospital and, in light of the standards
provided in this chapter, is deemed to be assignable
in part to organized research. Where the purchase of
equipment or other capital items are specifically au-
thorized under a research aktreement, the amounts thus
authorized for such purchases are allocable to the
research agreement regardless of the use that may
subsequently be made of the equipment or other capital
items involved.

2. Any costs allocable to a particular research
agreement under the standards provided in these prin-
ciples may not be shifted to other research agreements
in order to meet deficiencies caused by overruns or
other fund considerations, to avoid restrictions im
posed by law or by terms of the resrch agreement,
or for other reasons of convenience.

E. Applicable credits. I. The term applicable credits
refers to thos.c receipts or negative expenditure types
of transactions which operate to offset or reduce ex-
pense items that are allocable to research agreements
as direct or indirect costs as outlined in para. V-A.
Typical examples of such transactions are: purchase
discounts, rebates, or allowances; recoveries or indem-
nities on losses; sales of scrap or incidental services;
tuition; adjustments of overpayments or erroneous
charges; and services rendered to patients admitted to
federally funded clinical, research centers, primarily tor
care though also participating in research protocols.

2. In some instances, the amounts received from
th,; Federal Government to finance hospital activities
or service operations should be treated as applicable
credits. Specifically, the concept of netting such credit
items against related expenditures should be applied
by the hospital in determining the rates or amounts to
be charged to government research for services rendered
whenever the facilities or other resources used in pro-
viding such services have been financed directly, in
whole c. in part, by federal funds. Thus, where such
items are provided for or benefit 2 pp,*:,--ir hLspital
activity, i.e., patient care, res.a...:h, ction and
training, or other, they should be treated as an offset
to the indirect costs apportioned to that activity.
Where the benefits are common to all hospital activitie
they should be treated as a credit to the total indirect
cost pool before allocation to thz various cost objec-
tives.

3
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IV. Direct costs

A. General. Direct costs are those that can be
identified specifically with a particular cost center. For
this purpose, the term cost center refers not only to
the ultimate centers against which costs are finally
lodged such as research agreements, but also to other
established cost centers such as the individual ac-
counts for recording particular objects or items of
expense, and the separate account groupings designed
to record the expenses incurred by individual organiza-
tional units, functions, projects and the like. In general,
the administrative functions and service activities
described in para. VI are identifiable as separate cost
centers, and the expenses associated with such centers
become eligible in due course for distribution as indirect
costs of research agreements and other ultimate cost
centers.

B. Application to research agreements. Identifiable
benefit to the research work rather than the nature of
the goods and services involved is the determining fac-
tor in distinguishing direct from indirect costs of re-
search agreements. Typical of transactions chargeable
to a research agreement as direct costs are the com-
per ,ation of employees for the time or effort devoted
to the performance of work under the research agree-
ment, including related staff benefit and pension plan
costs to the extent that such items are consistently ac-
corded to all employees and treated by the hospital
as direct rather than indirect costs (see para. V. B4b);
the costs of materials consumed or expended in the
performance of such work; and other items of expense
incurred for the research agreement, such as extraordi-
nary utility consumption. The cost of materials supplied
from stock or services rendered by specialized facili-
ties or other institutional service operations may be
included as direct costs of reseakch agreements pro-
vided such items are consistently treated by the insti-
tution as direct rather than indirect costs and are
charged under a recognized method of costing or pric-
ing designed to recover only the actual direct and in-
diii of such material or service and conforming
to generally accepted cost accounting practices con-
sistently followed by the institution.

V. Indirect costs

A. General. Indirect costs are those that have been
incurred for common or joint objectives, and thus are
not feadily subject to treatment as direct costs cf ae-
E,arch agreements or other ultimate or revenue produc-
ing cost centers. In hospitals such costs normally are
classified but not necessarily restricted to the follow-
ing functional categories: Depreciation; Administrative



and General (including fringe benefits if not charged
directly); Operation of Plant; Maintenance of Plant;
Laundry and Linen Service; Housekeeping; Dietary;
Maintenance of Personnel; and Medical Records and
Library.

B. Criteria for distribution.-1. Base period. A base
period for distribution of indirect costs is the period
during which such costs are incurred and accumulated
for distribution to work performed within that period.
The base period normally should coincide with the
fiscal year established by the hospital, but in any event
the base period should be so selected as to avoid in-
equities in the distribution of costs.

:kieed for cost groupings. The overall objective of
the allocation process is to distribute the indirect costs
described in para. VI to organized rcsearch, patient
care, instruction and training, and other hospital activi-
ties in reasonable proportions consistent with the
nature and extent of the use of the hospital's resources
by research personnel. medical staff, patients, students,
and other personnel or organizations. In order to
achieve this objective with reasonable precision, it may
be necessary to provide for selective distribution by
establishing separate groupings of cost within one or
more of the functional categories of indirect costs re-
ferred to in para. V-A. In general, the cost groupings
established within a functional category should consti-
tute, in each case, a pool of those items of expense
that are considered to be of like character in terms of
their relative contribution to (or degree of remoteness
from) the particular cost centers to which distribution
is appropriate. Each such pool or cost grouping should
then be distributed individually to the related cost
centers, using the distribution base or method most
appropriate in the light of the guides set out in B3
below. While this paragraph places primary emphasis
on a step-down method of indirect cost computation,
para. VIII provides an alternate method which may be
used under certain conditions.

3. Selection of distribution method. Actual condi-
tions must be taken into account in selecting the method
or base to be used in distributing to related cost centers
the expenses assembled under each of the individual
cost groups established as indicated under B2 above.
Where a distribution can be madc by assignment of a
cost grouping directly to the area benefited, the distri-
bution should be made in that manner. Care should be
given, however, to eliminate similar or duplicative
costs from any other distribution made to this area.
Where the expenses under a cost grouping are more
general in nature, the distribution to related cost cen-
ters should be made through use of a selected base
which will produce results which are equitable to both
the Government and the hospital. In general, any cost
element or cost-related factor associated with thc hos-
pital's work is potentially adaptable for use as a

distribution base provided:
a. It can readily be expressed in tcrms of dollars

or other quantitative measure (total direct expendi-
tures, direct salaries, man-hours applied, square feet

utilized, hours of usage, number of documents proc-
essed, population served, and the like); and

b. It is common to the related cost centers during
the base period. The essential consideration in selec-
tion of the distribution base in each instance is that it
is the one best suited for assigning the pool of costs to
related cost centers in accord with the relative benefits
derived; the traceable cause and effect relationship; or
logic and reason, where neither benefit nor cause and
cffect relationship is determinable.

4. General consideration on cost groupings. The
extent to which separate cost groupings and selective
distribution would be appropriate at a hospital is a

mattcr of judgment to be determined on a case-by-case
basis. Typical situations which may warrant the estab-
lishment of two or more separate cost groups (based
on account classification or analysis) within a func-
tional category include but are not limited to the fol-
lowing:

a. Where certain items or categories of expense re-
late solely to one of the major divisions of the hospital
(patient care, sponsored research, instruction and train-
ing, or other hospital activities) or to any two but not
all, such expenses should be set aside as a separate
cost grouping for direct assiLilrnent or selective distri-
bution in accordance with the guides provided in

B2 and B3 above.
b. Where any types of expense ordinary treated as

indirect cost as outlined in para. V-A are charged to
research agreements as direct costs, thc similar type
expenses applicable to other activities of the institu-
tion must through separate cost grouping be excluded
from the indirect costs aHocable to research agree-
mems.

c. Where it is determined that ccrtain cxpenses are
for :he support of a service unit or facility whose
output is susceptible of measurement on a workload
or other quantitative basis, such expenses should be set
aside as a separate cost grouping for distribution on
such basis to organized research and other hospital
activities.

d. Where organized activities (including identifiable
segments of organized research as well as the activities
cited in para. 11-E) provide their own purchasing,
personnel administration, ,building maintenance, or
housekeeping or similar service, the distribution of
such elements of indirect cost to such activities should
be accomplished through cost grouping which includes
only that portion of central indirect costs (such as for
overall management) which arc properly allocable to
such activities.

e. Where the hospital elects to treat as indirect
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charges the costs of pension plans and other staff bene-
fits, such costs should be set aside as a separate cost
grouping for selective distribution to related cost
centers, including organizcd research.

f. Where the hospital is affiliated with a medical
school or some other institution which performs orga-
nized research on the hospital's premises, every effort
should be made to establish separate cost groupings
in thc Administrative and General or other applicable
category which will reasonably reflect the use of serv-
ices and facilities by such research. (See also para.
VII-A.3)

5. Materiality. Where it is determined that the use
of separate cost groupings and selective distribution are
necessary to produce equitable results, the number of
such separate cost groupings within a functional cate-
gory should be held within practical limits, after tak-
ing into consideration the materiality of the amounts
involved and the degree of precision attainable through
less selective methods of distribution.

C. Administration of limitations on allowances for
indirect costs. I. Resea :..... grants may be subject to
laws and/or administrative regulations that limit the
allowance for indirect costs under each such grant to
a stated percentage of the direct costs allowed. Agen-
cies that sponsor such grants will establish procedures
which will assure that:

a. the terms and amount authorized in each case
conform with the provisions of paragraphs III, V and
IX of these principles as they apply to matters :nvolving
the consistent treatment and allowability of individual
items of cost; and

b. the amount actually allowed for indirect costs
under each such research grant does not exceed the
maximum allowable under the limitation or the amount
otherwise allowable unclei these principles, whichever
is the smaller.

2. Where the actual allowance for indirect costs on
any research grant must be restricted to the smaller of
the two alternative amounts referred to in CI above,
such alternative amounts should be determined in ac-
cordance with the following guides:

a. The maximum allowable under the limitation
should be established by applying the stated percentage
to a direct cost base which shall include all items
of expenditure authorized by the sponsoring agency
for inclusion as part of the total cost for the direct
benefit of the work under the grant; and

b. The amount otherwise allowable under these prin-
ciples should be established by applying the current
institutional indirect cost rate to those elements of
direct cost which we:c included in the base on which
the rate was computed.

3. When th t... maximum amount allowable under a
statutc7" , :..r the terms of a research agree-
ment is -Tiount otherwise allocable as in-
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direct costs under these principles, the amount not
recoverable as indirect costs under the research agree-
ment involved nmy not be shifted to other research
agreemen ts.

VI. Identification and assignment of indirect costs

A. Depreciation or use charge. I. The expenses
under this heading should include depreciation (as de-
fined in para. IX-B.9a) on buildings, fixed equipment,
and movable equipment, except to the extent purchased
through federal funds. Where adequate records for the
recording of depreciation arc not available, a use 'charge
may be substituted for depreciation (See para. IX-B. )

2. The expenses included in this category should be
allocated to applicable cost centers in a manner con-
sistent with the guides set forth in para. V-B. on a basis
that gives primary emphasis to (a) space utilization
with respect to depreciation on buildings and fixed
equipment; and (b) specific identification of assets
and their use with respect to movable equipment as it
relates to patient care, organized research, instruction
and training, and other hospital activities. Where such
records are not sufficient for the purpose of the fore-
goin!. rensonaule estimates will suffice as a means for
effecting distribution of the amounts involved.

B. Administration and general expenses. I. The ex-
penses under this heading are those that have been in-
curred for the administrative offices of the hospital
including accounting, personnel, purchasing, informa-
tion centers, telephone expense, and the like whkh do
not relate solely to any major division of the institution,
i.e., solely to patient care, organized research, instruc-
tion and training, or other hospital activities.

2. The expenses included in this category may be
allocated on the basis of total expenditures exclusive
of capital expenditures, or salaries and wages in situa-
tions where the results of the listribution made on
this basis are deemed to be equitable both to the
Government and the hospital; otherwise the distribution
of Administration and General expenses should be
made tIvough use of selected bases, applied to separate
cost groupings established within this category of ex-
penses in accordance with the guides set out in para.
v-a

C. Operation of plant. 1. The expenses under this
heading are those that have been incurred by a central
service organization or at the departmental level for
the administration, supervision, and provision of utilities
(exclusive of telephone expense) and protective serv-
ices to the physical plant. They include expenses in-
curred for such items as power plant operatiens,
general utility costs, elevator operations, protection
services, and general parking lots.

2. The expenses included in this category should be
allocated to applicable cost centers in a manner con-
sistent with the guides provided in para. V-B. on a

5
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basis that gives primary emphasis to space utilization.
The allocations should be developed as follows:

a. Where actual space and related cost records are
available or can readily be developed and maintained
without significant change in the accounting practices,
the amount distributed should be based on such records;

b. Where the space and related cost records main-
tained are not sufficient for purposes of the foregoing,
a reasonable estimate of the proportion of total space
assigned to the various costs centers normally will
suffice as a means for effecting distribution of the
amounts involved; or

c. Where it can be demonstrated that an area or
volume or space basis of allocation is impractical or
inequitable, other bases may be used provided con-
sideration is given to the use of facilities by research
personnel and others, including patients.

D.. Maintenance of plant. 1. The expenses under this
heading should include:

a. All salaries and wages pertaining to ordinary re-
pair and maintenance work performed by employees
on the payroll of the hospital;

b. All supplies and parts used in the ordinary repair-
ing and maintaining of buildings and general equip-
ment; and

c. Amounts paid to outside concerns for the ordinary
repairing and maintaining of buildings and general
equipment.

2. The expenses included in this category should be
allocated to applicable cost centers in a manner con-
sistent with the guides provided in para. V-B. on a
basis that gives primary emphasis to space utilization.
The allocations and apportionments should be devel-
oped as follows:

.a. Where actual space and related cost records are
available and can readily be developed and maintained
without significant change in the accounting practices,
the amount distributed should be based on such
records;

b. Where the space and related cost records main-
tained are not sufficient for purposes of the foregoing,
a reasonable estimate of the proportion of total space
assigned to the various cost centers normally will suffice
as a means for effecting distribution of the amounts
involved; or

c. Where it can be demonstrated that an area or
volume of space basis of allocation is impractical or
inequitable, other basis may be used provided considera-
tion is given to the use of facilities by research person-

i and others, including patients.
E. Laundry and linen. I. The cxpenses under this

heading should include:
a. Salaries and wages of laundry department em-

ployees, seamstresses, clean linen handlers, linen de-
livery men, etc.;

b. Supplies used in connection with the laundry

operation and all linens purchased; and
c, Amounts paid to outside concerns for purchased

laundry and/or linen service.
2. The expense included in this category should be

allocated to related cost centers in a manner consistent
with the guides provided in para. V-13, on a basis that
gives primary emphasis to actual pounds of linen used.
The allocations should be developed as follows:

a. Where actual poundage and related cost records
are available or can readily be developed and main-
tained without significant change in the accounting
practices, the amount distributed should be based

on such records;
b. Wherc it can be demonstrated that a poundage

basis of allocation is impractical or inequitable other
bases may be used provided consideration is given to
the use of linen by research personnel and others, in-
cluding patients.

F. Housekeeping. 1. The expenses under this head-
ing should include:

a. All salaries and wages of the department head,
foreman, maids, porters, janitors, wall washers, and
other housekeeping employees;

b. All supplies used in carrying out the housekeep-
ing functions; and

c. Amounts paid to outside concerns for purchased
services such as window washing, insect extermination,
etc.

2. The expenses included in this category should be
allocated to related cost centers in a manner consistent
with the guides provided in para. V-B. on a basis that
gives primary emphasis to space actually serviced by
the housekeeping department. The allocations and ap-
portionments should be developed as follows:

a. Where actual space serviced and related cost
records are available or can readily be developed and
maintained without significant change in the account-
ing practices, the amount distributed should be based
on such records;

b. Where the space serviced and related cost records
maintained are not sufficient for purposes of the fore-
going, a reasonable estimate of the proportion of tctal
space assigned to the various cost centers normally
will suffice as a means for effecting distribution of the
amounts of housekeeping expenses involved; or

c. Where it can be demonstrated that the space
serviced basis of allocation is impractical or inequita-
ble, other bases may be used provided consideration
is given to the use of housekeeping services by research
personnel and others, including patients.

G. Dietary. 1. These expenses, as used herein, shal.
mean only the subsidy provided by the hospital to its
employees including research personnel through its

cafeteria operation. The hospital must be able to
demonstrate through the use of proper cost accounting
techniques that the cafeteria operates at a loss to the

6
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benefit of employees,
2. The reasonable operating loss of a subsidized

cafeteria operation should be allocated to related cost
centers in a manner consistent with the guides pro-
vided in para, V-B. on a basis that gives primary em-
phasis to number of employees.

H. Maintenance (housing) of personnel. 1. The ex-
penses under this heading should include:

a. The salaries and wages of matrons, clerics, and
other employees engaged in work in nurses' residences
and other employees' quarters;

b. All supplies usp(' in connection with the opera-
tion of such dormitories; and

c. Payments to outside agencies for the rental of
houses, apartments, or rooms used by hospital person-
nel.

2. The expenses included in this category should be
allocated to related cost centers in a manner con-
sistent with the guides provided in para. V-B. on a
basis that gives primary emphasis to employee utiliza-
tion of housing facilities. The allocation should be
developed as follows:

a. Appropriate credit should be given for all pay-
ments received from employees or otherwise to reduce
the expense to be allocated;

b. A net cost per housed employee may then be
computed; and

c. Allocation should be made on a departmental
basis based on the number of housed employees in
each respective department.

I. Medical records and library. I. The expenses
under this heading should include:

a. The salaries and wages of the records librarian,
medical librarian, clerks, stenographers, etc.; and

b. All supplies h as medical record forms, chart
covers, filing supplies, stationery, medical library books,
periodicals, etc.

2. The expenses included in this category should be
allocated to related cost centers in a manner con-
sistent with the guides provided in para. V-B. on a
basis that gives primary emphasis to a special time
survey of medical records personnel. If this appears
to be impractical or inequitable, other bases may be
used provided consideration is given to the use of
these facilities by research personnel and others, includ-
ing patients.

VII. Determination and applicatim of indirect cost
rate or rates

A. Indirect cost pools. I. Subject to (2) below,
indirect costs allocated to organized research should be
treated 4s a common pool, and the costs in such com-
mon pool should be distributed to individual research
agrecments benefiting therefrom on a single rate basis.

2. In some instances a single ratc basis for use on
an government research at a hospital may not be ap-

7

propriate since it would not take into account those
different environmental factors which may affect sub-
stantially the indirect costs applicable to a particular
segment of government research at the institution. For
this purpose, a particular segment of government re-
search may be chat performed under a single research
agreement or it may consist of research under a group
of research agreements performed in a common en-
vironment. The environmental factors arc not limited
to the physical location of the work. Other important
factors are the level of the administrative support re-
quired, the nature of the facilities or other resources
employed, the scientific disciplines or technical skills
involved, the organizational arrangements used, or any
combination thereof. Where a particular segment of
government research is performed within an environ-
ment which appears to generate significantly differ-
ent level of indirect costs, provision should be made
for a separate indirect cost pool applicable to such
work. An example of this differential may be in the
development of a separate indirect cost pool for a
clinical research center grant. The separate indirect cost
pool should be developed during the course of the
regular distribution process, and the separate indirect
cost rate resulting therefrom should be utilized pro-
vided it is determined that:

a. Such indirect cost rate differs significantly from
that which would have obtained under (1) above; and

b. The volume of research work to which such rate
would apply is material in relation to other govern-
ment research at the institution.

3. It is a common practice for grants or contracts
awarded to other institutions, typically University
Schools of Medicine, to be performed on hospital
premises. In these cases the hospital should develop
a separate indirect cost pool applicable to thc work
under such grants or contracts. This pool :should be
developed by a selective distribution of only those
indirect cost categori_ which benefit the work per-
formed by the other ,astitution. within the practical
limits dictated by available data and the materiality of
the amounts involved. Hospital costs determined to
be allocable to grants or contracts awarded to another
institution may not be recovered as a cost of grvrts
or contracts awarded directly to the hospital.

B. The distribution base. Preferably, indirect costs
allocated to organized research should be distributed to
applicable research agreements on the basis of direct
salaries and wages. However, where the use of szlaries
and wages results in an inequitable allocation of costs
to the research agreements, total direct costs or a
variation thereof, may be used in lieu of salaties and
wages. Regardless of the base used, an indhect cost
rate should be determined for each of the separate in-
direct cost pools developed pursuant to para. VH-A.
The rate in cach case should be stated as the percentage
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which the amount of the particular indirect cost pool
is of the total direct salaries and wages (or other base
selected) for all research agreements identified with
such a pool.

C. Negotiated lump sum for overhead. A negotiated
fixed amount in lieu of indirect costs may bc appropri-
ate for self-contained or off-campus research activities
where the benefits derived from a hospital's indirect
services cannot be readily determined. Such amount
negotiated in lieu of indirect costs will be treated as an
offset to the appropriate indirect cost pool after allo-
cation to patient care, organized research, instruction
and training, and other hospital activities. The base
on which such remaining expenses are allocated
should be appropriately adjusted.

D. Predetermined overhead rates. The utilization of
predetermined fixed overhead rates may offer potential
advantages in the administration of research agree-
ments by facilitating the preparation of research budg-
ets and permitting more expeditious close out of the
agreements when the work is completed. Therefore, to
the extent allowed by law, consideration may be given
to the negotiation of predetermined fixed rates in those
situations where the cost experience and other perti-
nent factors available are deemed sufficient to enable
the Government and the hospital to reach a reasonable
conclusion as to the probable level of the indirect cost
rate for the ensuing accounting period.

VIII. Simplified method for small institutions

A. General 1. Where the total direct cost of all
government-sponsored research and development work
at a hospital in a year is_minimal, the use of the ab-
breviated procedure described in para. VIII-B below
may be acceptable in the determination of allowable
indirect costs. This method may also be used to ini-
tially determine a provisional indirect cost rate for
hospitals that have not previously established a rate.
Under this abbreviated procedure, data taken directly.
from the institution's most recent annual financial
report and immediately available supporting informa-
tion will be utilized as a basis for determining the in-
direct cost rate applicable to research agreements at
the institution.

2. The rigid formula approach provided under the
abbreviated procedure has limitations which may pre-
minimum data required for this purpose are not readily
elude its use at some hospitals cither because the
available or becausc the application of the abbreviated
procedure to the available data produces results which
appear inequitable to the Government or the hospital.
In any such case, indirect costs should be determined
through use of tiie regular procedure rather than the
abbreviated procedure.

3. In certain instances where the total direct cost
of all government-sponsored research and development

work at the hospital is more than minimal, the abbre-
viated procedure may he used if prior permission is

obtained, This alttrnative will be granted only in

those cases where it cnn bc demonstrated that the
step-down technique cannot be followed.

B. Abbreviated procedure. I. Total expenditures as
taken from the most recent annual financial report
will be adjusted by eliminating from further considera-
tion expenditures for capital items as defined in para.
IX-B,4 and unallowable costs as defined under vari-
ous headings in para. IX and para. 11I-E.

2. Total expenditures as adjusted undcr the fore-
going will then be distributed among (a) expenditures
applicable to administrative and general overhead
functions, (b) expenditures applicable to all other
overhead functions, and (c) expenditures for all other
purposes. The first group shall include amounts as-
sociated with the functional categories, Administration
and General, and Dietary, as defined in para. VI. The
second group shall include Depreciation, Operation
of Plant, Maintenance of Plant, and Housekeeping.
The third groupexpenditures for all other purposes
shall include the amounts applicable to all other activ-
ities, namely, patient care, organized research, in-
struction and training, and other hospital activities as
defined under para, H-E. For the purposes of this
section, the functional categories of Laundry and
Linen, Maintenance of Personnel, and Medical Records
and Library as defined in para. VI shall be considered
as expenditures for all other purposes.

3. The expenditures distributed to the first two
groups in para. VHI-B.2 should then be adjusted by
those receipts or negative expenditure types of trans-
actions which tend to reduce expense items allocable to
research agreements as indirect costs. Examples of
such receipts or negative expenditures arc itemized in
para. III-E.1.

4. In applying the proc:dures in para. VIII-B.1 and
B.2., the cost of unallmvable activities such as Gift
Shop, Investment Property Management, Fund Rais-
ing, and Public Relations, when they benefit from the
hospital's indirect cost services, should be treated as
expenditures for all other purposes. Such Pctivities are
presumed to benefit from the hospital's indirect cost
services when they include salaries of personnel work-
ing in the hospital. When they do not include such
salaries, they should be eliminated from the indirect
cost rate computation.

5. The indirect cost rate will then be computed in two
stages. The first stage requires the computation of an
Administrative and General rate component. This is
done by applying a ratio of research direct costs aver
total direct costs to the Administrative and General
pool developed under para. VIII-B.2 and B.3. above.
The resultant amountthat which is allocable to re-
searchis eivided by the direct research cost base.
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The second stage requires the computation of an All
other Indirect Cost rate component. This is done by
applying a ratio of research direct space over total
direct space to All Other Indirect Cyst pool developed
under para. VIII B.2. and B.3 above. The resultant
amountthat which is allocable to researchis divided
by the direct research cost base.

The total of the two rate components will be the
institution's indirect cost rate. For the purposcs of
this section, the research direct cost or space and total
direct cost or space will be that cost or space identified
with the functional categories classified under Expendi-
tures for all other purposes under para. WU-B.2.

IX. General standard for selected items of cost

A. General. This section provides standards to be
applied 'ir establ; Ilting the allowability of certain items
involved In determining cost. These standaids should
apply iv Pctive of whether a parular item of cost
is pr..v, as direct cost or indirect cost. Fail-
ure t. a particular item of cost in the standards
is not ,..ed to imply that it is either allowable or
undl)nw^; rather, determination as to allowability
in rich should be based on the treatment or
standards provided for similar or related items of cost.

c -0 of discrepancy between the provisions of a
specific research agreement and the applicable standards
p.,.vided, the provisions of the research agreement
should govern. However, in some cases advance under-
standings should be reach on particular cost items in
order that the full costs of research be supported. The
extent of allowability of the selected items of cost
covered in this section has been stated to app:y broad-
ly to many accounting system in varying environmental
situations. Thus, as to any given research agreement,
the reasonableness and allocability of certain items of
costs may be difficult to determine, particularly in con-
nection with hospitals which have medical school or
other affiliations. In order to avoid possible subsequent
disallowance or dispute based on unreasonableness or
nonallocability, it is important that prospective recipi-
ents of federal funds particularly those whose work is
predominantly or substantially with the Government,
se( k agreement with the Government in advance of
the incurrence of special or unusual costs in categories
where reasonableness or allocability are difficult to
determine. Such agreement may also be initiated by the
Government. Any such agreement should be incor-
porated in the research agreement itself. However, the
absence of such an advance agreement on any element
of cost will not in itself serve to make that element
either allowable or unallowable. Examples of costs on
which advance agreements may be particularly im-
portant are:

1. Facilities costs, such as;
a. Depreciation
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b. Rental
c. Usc charges for fully depreciated assets
d. Idle facilities and idle capacity
c. Plant reconversion
f. Extraordinary or deferred maintenance and repair
g. Acquisition of automatic data processing ,quip-

ment
2. Preaward costs
3. Non-hospital professional activities
4. Self-insurance
5. Support services charged directly (computer serv-

ices, printing and duplicating services, etc.)
6. Employee compensation, travel, and other person-

nel costs, including;
a. Compensation for personal service, including

wages and salaries, bonuses and incentives, premium
payments, pay for time not worked, and supplementary
compensation and benefits, such as pension and r
ti-ement, group insurance, severance pay plans, and
other forms of compensation

b. Morale, health, welfare, and food service and
dormitory costs

c. Training and education costs
d. Relocation costs, including special or mass per-

sonnel movement

B. Selected items.-1. Advertising costs. The term
advertising costs means the costs of advertising media
and corollary administrative costs. Advertising media
include magazines, newspapers, radio and television
programs, direct mail, exhibits, and the like. The only
advertising costs allowable are those which are solely
for;

a. The recruitment of persons required for the per-
formance by the institution of obligations arising
under the research agreement, when considered in
conjunction with all other recruitment costs as set
forth in para IX-B.34

b. The procurement of scarce items for the per-
formance of the research agreemcnt; or

c. The disposal of scrap or surplus materials ac-
quired in the performance of the research agreement.

Costs of this nature, if incurred for more than one
research agreemcnt, or for both research agreement
work and other work of the institution, are allowable
to the extent that the principles in paragraph IV and V
are observed.

2. Bad debts. Losses arising from uncelleetible ac-

counts and other claims and related collection and legal
costs are unallowable except that a bad debt may be
included as a direct cost of the research agreement to
the extent that it is caused by a research patient and
approved by the awarding agency. This inclusion is

only intended to cover the situation of the patient ad-
mitted for research purposes who subsequently or in
conjunction with the research receives clinical care
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for which a charge is made to the patient. If, after ex-
hausting all means of collecting these charges, a bad
debt results, it may be considered an appropriate
charge to the research agreement.

3. Bonding costs. a. Bonding costs arise when the
Government requires assurance against financial loss
to itself or others by reason of the act or default of
the hospital. They arise also in instances where the
hospital requires similar assurance.

Included are such types as bid, performance, pay-
ment, advance payment, infringement, and fidelity

bonds.
b. Costs of bonding required pursuant to the terms

of the research agreement are allowable.
c. Costs of bonding required by the hospital in the

general conduct of its business are allowable to the
extent that such bonding is in accordance with sound
business practice and the rates and premiums are rea-
sonable under the circumstances.

4. Capital expenditures. The costs of equipment,
buildings, and repairs which materially increase the
value or useful life of buildings or equipment should
be capitalized and are unallowable except as provided
for in the research agreement.

5. Civil defense costs. Civil defense costs are those
incurred in planning for, and the protection of life and
property against the possible effects of enemy attack.
Reasonable costs of civil defense measures (including
costs in excess of normal plant protection costs, first-
aid training and supplies, fire-fighting training, posting
of additional exit notices and directions, and other
approved civil defense measures) undertaken on the
institution's premises pursuant to suggestions or re-
quirements of civil defense authorities are allowable
when distributed to all activities of the institution.
Capital expenditures for civil defense purposes will
not be allowed, but a use allowance .or depreciation
may be permitted in accordance with, provisions set
forth elsewhere. Costs of local civil defense projects
not on the institution's premises are unallowable.

6. Communication costs. Costs incurred for tele-
phone services, local and long distance telephone
calls, telegrams, radiograms, postage, and the like
are allowable.

7. Compensation for personal services. a. General.
Compensation for personal services covers all remuner-
ation paid current!), or accrued to employees of the
hospital for services rendered during the period of
performance under government research agreements.
Such remuneration includes salaries, wages, staff bene-
fits (see para. IX-B.10), and pension plan costs (see
para. IX-B.25). The costs of such remuneration are
allowable to the extent that the total compensation to
individual employees is reasonable for the services
rendered and conforms to the established policy of the
institution consistently applied, and provided that the
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charges for work performed directly on government
research agreement and for other work allocable as
indirect costs to sponsored research are determined
and supported as hereinafter provided. For non-profit,
non-proprietary institutions, wherc federally supported
programs constitute less than a preponderance of the
activity at the institution the primary test of reason-
ableness will be to require that the institution's com-
pensation policies be applied consistently both to fed-
erally-sponsored and non-sponsored activities alike.
However, where special circumstances so dictate a
contractual clause may be utilized which calls for ap-
plication of the test of comparability in determining
the reasonableness of compensation.

b. Payroll distribution. Amounts charged to orga-
nized research for personal services, regardless of
whether treated as direct costs or allocated as indirect
costs, will be based on hospital payrolls which have
been approved and documented in accordance with
generally accepted hospital practices. In order to de-
velop necessary direct and indirect allocations of cost,
supplementary data on time or effort as provided in
(c) below, normally need be required only for indi-
viduals whose compensation is properly chargeable to
two or more research agreements or to two or more
of the following broad functional categories: (1) pa-
tient care; (2) organized research; (3) instruction and
training; (4) indirect activities as defined in para. V-A;
or (5) other hospital activities as defined in para.
II-E.

c. Reporting time or effort. Charges for salaries and
wages of individuals other than members of the profes-
sional staff will be supported by daily time and at-
tendance and payroll distribution records. For members
of the professional staff, current and reasonable esti-
mates of the percentage distribution of their total
effort may be used as support in the absence of actual
time records. The term professional staff for purposes
of this section includes physicians, research associates,
and other personnel performing work at responsible
levels of activities. These personnel normally fulfill
duties, the competent performance of which usually
requires persons possessing degrees from accredited
institutions of higher learning and or state licensure.
In order to qualify as current and reasonable, estimates
must be made no later than one month (though not
necessarily a calendar month) after the month in which
the services were performed.

d. Preprration of estimates of effort. Where required
under (c) above, estimates of effort spent by a member
of the professional staff on each research agreement
should be prepared by the individual who performed
the services or by a responsible individual such as a
department head or supervisor having first-hand knowl-
edge of the services performed on each research agree-
ment. Estimates must show the allocation of effort
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between organized research and all other hospital activ-
ities in terms of the percentage of total effort devoted
to each of the broad functional categories referred to in
(b) above. The estimate of effort spent on a research
agreement may include a reasonable amount of time
spent in activities contributing and intimately related to
work under the agreement, such as preparing and de-
livering special lectures about specific aspects of the
ongoing research, writing research reports and articles,
participating in appropriate research seminars, con-
sulting with colleagues with respect to related research,
and attending appropriate scientific meetings and con-
ferences. The term "all other hospital activities" would
include departmental research, administration, com-
mittee work, and public services undertaken on behalf
of the hospital.

e. Application of budget estimates. Estimates deter-
mined before the performance of services, such as
budget estimates on a monthly, quarterly, or yearly
basis do not qualify as estimates of effort spent.

f. Non-hospital professional activities. A hospital
must not alter or waive hospital-wide policies and
practices dealing with the permissible extent of profes-
sional services over and above those traditionally
performed without extra hospital compensation, unless
such arrangements are specifically authorized by the
sponsoring agency. Where hospital-wide policies do not
adequately define the permissible extent of consultant-
ships or other non-hospital activities undertaken for
extra pay, the Government may require that the effort
of professional staff working under research agreements
be allocated as between (1) hospital activities, and (2)
non-hospital professional activities. If the sponsoring
agency should consider the extent of non-hospital pro-
fessional effort excessive, appropriate arrangements
governing compensation will be negotiated on a case
by case basis.

g. Salary rates for part-time appointments. Charges
for work performed on government research by staff
members having only part-time appointments will be
determined at a rate not in excess of ihat for which he
is regularly paid for his part-time staff assignment.

8. Contingency provisions. Contributions to a con-
tingency reserve or any similar provisions made for
events the occurrence of which cannot be foretold with
certainty as to time, intensity, or with an assurance
of their happening, are unallowable.

9. Depreciation and use allowances. a. Hospitals
may be compensated for the use of buildings, capital
improvements and usable equipment on hand through
depreciation or use allowances. Depreciation is a
charge to current operations which distributes the cost
of a tangible capital asset, less estimated residual
value, over the estimated useful life of the asset in a
systematic and logical manner. It does not involve a
process of valuation. Useful life has reference to the pro-
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spective period of economic usefulness in the particular
hospites operations as distinguished from physical
life. Us( allowances are the means of allowing compen-
sation when depreciation or other equivalent costs are
not considered.

b. Due consideration will be given to government-
furnished research facilities utilized by the institution
when computing use allowances and/or depreciation
if the government-futnished research facilities are ma-
terial in amount. Computation of the use allowance
and/or depreciation will exclude both the cost or any
portion of the cost of grounds, buildings and equipment
borne by or donated by the Federal Government, ir-
respective of where title was originally vested or where
it presently resides, and secondly, the cost of grounds.
Capital expenditures for land improvements (paved
areas, fences, streets, sidewalks, utility conduits, and
similar improvements not already included in the cost
of buildings) are allowable provided the systematic
amortization of such capital expenditures has been pro-
vided in the institution's books of accounts, based on
reasonable determinations of the probable useful lives
of the individual items involved, and the share allo-
cated to organized research is developed from the
amount thus amortized for the base period involved.

c. Normal depreciation on a hospital's plant, equip-
ment, and other capital facilities, except as excluded
by (d) below, is an allowable element of research cost
provided that the amount thereof is computed:

1. Upon the property cost basis used by the hospi-
tal for Federal Income Tax purposes (See section 167
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954); or

2. In the case of non-profit or tax exempt organiza-
tions, upon a property cost basis which col:id have
been used by the hospital for Federal Income Tax
purposes, had such hospital been subject to the pay-
ment of income tax; and in either case

3. By the consistent application to the assets con-
cerned of any generally accepted accounting method,
and subject to the limitations of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 as amended, including

i. The straight line method;
ii. The declining balance method, using a rate not

exceeding twice the rate which would have been used
had the annual allowance been computed under the
method described in (i) above;

iii. The sum of the years-digits method; and
iv. Any other consistent method productive of an

annual allowance which, when added to all allowances
for the period commencing with the use of the prop-
erty and including the current year, does not during
the first two-thirds of the useful life of the property
exceed the total of such allowances which would have
been used had such allowances been computed under
the method described in (ii) above.

11.
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d, Where the depreciation method is followed, ade-
quate property records must be maintained. The
period of useful service (service life) established
in each case for usable caPital assets must be deter-
mined on a realistic basis which ,takes into considera-
tion such factors as type of construction, nature of the
equipment used, technological developments in the
particular research aroa, and the renewal and replace-
ment policies followed for the individual items or
classes of assets involved. Where the depreciation
method is introduced fo r. application to assets acquired
in prior years, the annual charges therefrom must not
exceed the amounts that would have resulted had the
depreciation method been in effect from the date of
acquisition of such assets.

e. Depreciation on idle or excess facilitiff shall not
be allowed except on such facilities as are reasonably
necessary for standby purposes.

f. Where an institution elects to go on a deprecia-
tion basis for a particular class of assets, no deprecia-
tion, rental or use charge may be allowed on any such
assets that would be viewed as fully depreciated; pro-
vided, however, that reasonable use charges may be
negotiated for any such assets if warranted after taking
into consideration the cost of the facility or item in-
vol ied, the estimated useful life remaining at time of
negotiation, the actual replacement policy followed in
the light of service lives used for calculating deprecia-
tion, the effect of any increased maintenance charges
or decreased efficiency due to age, and any other
factors pertinent to the utilization of the facility or
item for the purpose contemplated.

g. Hospitals which choose a depreciation allowance
for assets purchased prior to 1966 based on a per-
centage of operating costs in lieu of normal deprecia-
tion for purposes of reimbursement under Public
Law 89-97 (Medicare) shz.1.1 utilize that method for
determining depreciation applicable to organized re-
search.

The operating costs to be used are the lower of the
hospital's 1965 operating ,zosts or the hospital's cur-
rent year's allowable costs. The percent to be applied
is 5 percent starting with the year 1966-67, with such
percentage being uniformity reduced by one-half per-
cent each succeeding year. The allowance based on
operating costs is in addition to regular depreciation
on assets acquired after 1965. However, the combined
amount of such allowance on pre-1966 assets and the
allowance for actual dcpreciation on asscts acquired
after 1965 may not exceed 6 percent of the hospital's
allowable cost for the current year. After total depreci-
ation has bcen computed, allocation methods are used
to determine the share attributable to organized re-
search.

For purposes of this section, "Operating Costs"
means the total costs incurred by the hospital in oper-
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ating the institution, and includes patient care, research,
and other activities. "Allowable Costs" means operat-
ing costs less unallowable costs as defined in these
principles; by the application of allocation methods to
the total amount of such allowable costs, the share
attributable to Federally-sponsored research i deter-
mined.

A hospital which elects to use this procedure under
Public Law 89-97 and subsequently changes o an
actual depreciation basis on pre-1966 assets i ac-
cordance with the option afforded under the Med'eare
program shall simultaneously change to an actual de-
preciation basis for organized research.

Where the hospital desires to change to actual de-
preciation but either has no historical cost records or
has incomplete records, the determination of historical
cost could be made through appi opriate means in-
volving expert consultation with the determination be-
ing subject to review and approval by the Department
of Health and Human Services.

h. Where the use allowance method is followed, the
use; allowance for buildings and improvements will be
computed at an annual rate not exceeding two percent
of acquisition cost. The use allowance for equipment
will be computed at an annual rate not !xceeding six
and two-thirds percent of acquisition cost of usable
equipment in those cases where the institution main-
tains current records with respect to such equipment
on hand. Where the institution's records reflect only the
cost (actual or estimated) of the original complement
of equipment, the use allowance wll be computed at
an annual rate not exceeding ten percent of such cost.
Original complement for this purpose means the com-
plement of equipment initially placed in buildings to
perform the functions Airrently being performed in
such buildings; however, where a permanent change in
the function of a building takes place, a redetermination
of the original complement of equipment may be made
at that time to establish a new original complement.
In those cases where no equipment records are main-
tained, the institution will justify a reasonable estimate
of the acquisition cost of usable equipment which may
be used to compute the use allowance at an annual
rate not exceeding six and two-thirds percent of such
estimate.

i. Depreciation and/or use charges should usually
be allocated to research and other activities as an in-
direct cost.

10. Employee morale, health, and welfare costs and
credits. The costs of house publications, health or first-
aid benefits, recreational activities, employees' counsel-
ing services, and other expenses incurred in accordance
with the hospital's established practice or custom for
the improvement of working conditions, employer-
employee relations, employee morale, and employee
performance, are allowable. Such costs will be equitably
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apportioned to all activities of the hospital. Income
generated from any of these activities will be credited
to the cost thereof unless such income has been ir-
revocably set over to employee weifare organizations.

11. Entertainment costs. Except as pertains to 10
above, costs incurred for amusement, social activities,
entertainment, and any items relating thereto, such as
meals, lodging, rentals, transportation, and gratuities
are unallowable.

12. Equipment and other facilities. The cost of
equipment or other facilities are allowable on a direct
charge basis where such purchases are approved by the
sponsoring agency concerned or provided for by the
terms of the research agreement.

13: Fines and penalties. Costs resulting from vio-
. lations of, or failure of the institution to comply with
federal, state and local laws and regulations are un-
allowable except when incurred as a result of compli-
ance with spec fic provisions of the research agreement,
or instructions in writing from the awarding agency.

14. Insurance and indemnification. a. Costs of in-
surance required or approved and maintained pursuant
to the research agreement are allowable.

b. Costs of other insurance maintained by the hos-
pital in connection with the general conduct of its activ-
ities are allowable subject to the following limitations:
(1) types and extent and cost of coverage must be in
accordance with sound institutional practice; (2) costs
of insurance or of any contributions to any reserve
covering the risk of loss of or damage to government
owned property are unallowable except to the extent
that the Government lazs specifically required or ap-
proved such costs; and (3) costs of insurance on the
lives of officers or trustees are unallowable except where
such insurance is part of an employee plan which is not
unduly restricted.

c. Contributions to a reserve for an approved self-
insurance program are allowable to the extent that the
types of coverage, extent of coverage, and the rates
and premiums would have been allowed had insurance
been purchased to cover the risks. Such contributions
are subject to prior approval of the Government.

d. Actual losses which could have been covered by
permissible insurance (through an approved self-insur-
ance program or otherwise) are unallowable unless
expressly provided for in the research agreement, ex-
cept that costs incurred because of losses not covered
under nominal deductie insurance coverage provided
in keepiitg with sound wanagernent practice as well as
minor losses not covered by insurance such as similage,
breakage and disappearance of small hand tools which
occur in the ordinary course of operations are allowable.

15. Interest, fund raising and investment manage-
ment costs. a. Costs incurred for interest on borrowed
capital or temporary use of endowment funds, however
represented, are unallowable.
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b. Costs of organized fund raising, including finan-
cial campaigns, endowment drives, solicitation of gifts
and bequests, and similar expenses incurred solely to
raise capital or obtain contributions are not allowable.

c. Costs of investment counsel and staff and similar
expenscs incurred solely to enhance income from in-
vestments are not allowable.

d. Costs related to the physical custody and control
of monies and securities are allowable.

16. Labor relations costs. Costs incurred in main-
taining satisfactory relations between the hospital and
its employees, including costs of labor management
committees, employees' publications, and other related
activities are allowable.

17. Losses on research agreements or contracts.
Any excess of costs over income under any agreement
or conti ict of any nature is unallowable. This in-
cludes, but is not limited to, the hospital's contributed
portion by reason of cost-sharing agreements, under-
recoveries through negotiation of flat amounts for over-
head, or legal or administrative limitations.

18. Maintenance and repair costs. a. Costs necessary
for the upkeep of property (including government
property unless otherwise provided for), which neither
add to the permanent value of the property nor appre-
ciably pzolong its intended life, but keep it in an effi-
cient operating condition, are to be treated as follows:

1. Normal maintenance and repair costs are allow-
able;

2. Extraordinary maintenance and repair costs are
allowable, provided they are allocated to the periods
to which applicable for purposes of determining re-
search costs.

b. Expenditures for plant and equipment, including
rehabilitation thereof, which according to generally ac-
cepted accounting principles as applied under the
hospital's established policy, should be capitalized and
subjected to depreciation, are allowable only on a
depreciation basis.

19. Material costs. Costs incurred for purchased
materials, supplies and fabricated parts directly or in-
directly related to the research agreement, are allowable.
Purc'dases made spccifically for the research agreement
should be charged thereto at their actual prices after
deducting all cash discounts, trade discounts, rebates,
and allowances received by the i:istitution. Withdrawals
from general stores or stockroocnr should be charged
at their cost under any recognized method of pricing
stores withdrawals conforming to sound accounting
practices consistently followed by the hospital. Incom-
ing transportation charges are a proper part of material
cost. Direct material cost should include only the
materials and supplies actually used for the perform-
ance of the research agreement, and due credit should
be given for any excess materials retained Jr returned
to `c-endors. Due credit should be given for all proceeds
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or value received for any scrap resulting from work
under the research agreement. Where government do-
nated or furnished material is used in performing the
research agreement, such material will be used without
chargc.

20. Memberships, subscriptions and professional ac-
tivity costs. a. Costs of the hospital's membership in
civic, business, technical and professional organizations
are allowable.

b. Costs of the hospital's subscriptions to civic, busi-
ness, professional and technical periodicals are allow-
able.

c. Costs of meetings and conferences, when the pri-
mary purpose is the dissemination of technical infor-
mation, are allowable. This includes costs of meals,
transportation. rental of facilities, and other items inci-
dental to such meetings or conferences.

21. Organization costs. Expenditures such as incor-
poration fees, attorneys' fees, accountants' fees, brokers'
fees, fees to promoters and organizers in connection
with (a) organization or reorganization of a hospital,
or (b) raising capital, are unallowable.

22. Other business expenses. Included in this item
are such recurring expenses as registry and transfer
charges resulting from changes in ownership of securi-
ties issued by the hospital, cost of shareholders meet-
ings preparation and publication of reports to share-
holders, preparation and submission of required reports
and forms to taxing and other regulatory bodies, and
incidental costs of directors prid committee meetings.
The above and similar costs are allowable when allo-
cated on an equitable basis.

23. Patient care. The cost of routine and ancillary
or special services tc research patients is an allowable
direct cost of research agreements.

a. Ruatine services shall include the costs of the
regular room, dietary and nursing services, minor
meuical and surgical supplies and tl e use of equipment
and facilities for which a separate charge is not cus-
tomarily made.

b. Ancillary or special services are the services for
which chat-ges are customarily made in addition to
routine services, such as operating rooms, anesthesia,
laboratory, BMR-EKG, etc.

C. Patient care, whether expressed as a rate or an
amount, shall be computed in a manner consistent with
the procedures used to determine reimbursable costs
under Public Law 89-97 (Medicare Program) as de-
fined under the "Principles Of Reimbursement For
Provider Costs" published by the Social Security Ad-
ministration of the Department of Health and Human
Services. The allowability of specific categories of
cost shall be in accordance with those principles
rather than the principles for research contained herein.
In the absence of participation in the Medicare pro-
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gram by a hospital, all refeunces to the Medicare pro-
gram in these principles shall be construed as meaning
tl:e Medicaid program.

i. Once costs have been recognized as allowable, the
indirect costs or general service center's cost shall be
allocated (stepped-down) to special service centers,
and all patient and nonpatient costs centers based upon
actual services received or benefiting these centers.

After allocation, routine and ancillary costs shall
be apportioned to scatter-bed research patients on the
same basis as is used to apportion costs to Medicare
patients, i.e. using either the departmental method or
the combination method, as those methods are defined
by the Social Security Administration; except that final
settlement shall be on a grant-by-grant basis. However,
to the extent that the Social Security Administration has
recognized any other method of cost apportionment,
that method generally shall also be recognized as ap-
plicable to the determination of research patient care
costs.

iii. A cost center must be established on Medicare
reimbursement forms for each discrete-bed unit grant
award received by a hospital. Routine costs should be
stepped-down to this tine item(s) in the normal course
of stepping-down costs under Medicare/Medicaid re-
quirements. However, in steppi.ig-down routine costs,
consideration must be given to preventing a step-down
of those costs to discrete-bed unit line items that have
already been paid for directly by the grant, such as
bedside nursing costs. Ancillary costs allocable to re-
search discrete-bed units shall be determined and pro-
posed in accordance with Section 23.c.ii.

d. Where federally sponsored research programs
provide specifically for the direct reimbursement of
nursing, dietary, and.other services, appropriab adjt,st-
ment must be made to patient care costs to prechlie
duplication and/or misallocation of costs.

24. Patent costs. Costs of preparing disclosures, re-
ports and other documents required by the research
agreement and of searching the art to the extent neces-
sary to make such invention disclosures are allowable.
In accordance with the clauses of the research agree-
ment relating to patents, costs of preparing documents
and any other patent costs, in connection with the
filing of a patent application where title is conveyed to
the Government, are allowable. (See also para.
IX-B.36.)

25. Pension plan costs. Costs of the hospital's pen-
sion plan which are incurred in accordance with the
established policies of the institution are allowable,
provided such policies meet the test of reasonableness
and the methods of cost allocation are not diserhnina-
tory, and provided appropriate adjustments are made
for credits or gains arising out of normal and abnormal
employee turnover or any other contingencies that cart
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result in forfeitures by employees which inure to the
benefit of the hospital.

26. Plan security costs. Necessary ...xpenses incurred
to comply with government security requirements in-
cluding wages, uniforms and equipment of personnel
engaged in plant protection are allowable.

27. Preresearch agreement costs. Costs incurred prior
to the effective date of the research agreement,
whether or not they would have been allowable there-
under if incurred after such date, are unallowable
uuless specifically set forth and identified in the re-
st.itrch agreement.

28. Professional services costs. a. Costs of profes-
sional services rendered by the members of a particu-
lar profession who arc not employees e the hospital
are allowable subject to (b) and (c) below when
reasonable in relation to the services rendered and
when not contingent upon recovery of the costs from
the Government. Retainer fees to be allowable must be
reasonably supported by evidence of services rendered.

b. Factors to be considered in determining the allow-
ability of costs in a particular case include (1) the
past pa*.tern of such costs, particularly in the years
prior to the award of government research agreements
on the institution's total activity; (2) the nature and
scope of managerial services expected of the institu-
tion's own organizations; and (3) whether the pro-
portion of government work to the hospital's total
activity is such as to influence the institution in favor
of incurring the cost, particularly where the services
rendered are not of a continuing nature and have little
relationship to work under government research agree-
ments.

c. Costs of legal, accounting and consulting serv-
ices, and related costs incurred in connection with
o!.ganization and reorganization or the prosecution of
claims against the Government are unallowable. Costs
of legal, accounting and consulting services, and re-
lated costs incurred in connection with patent infringe-
ment litigation are unallowable unless otherwise
provided for in the research agreement.

29. Profits and losses on disposition of plant equip-
ment, or other assets. Profits or losses of any nature
arising from the sale or exchange or plant, equipment,
or other capital assets, including sales or exchange of
either short- or long-term investments, shall be excluded
in computing research agreement costs.

30. Proposal coas. Proposal costs are the costs of
preparing bids or proposals on potential government
and non-government research agreements or projects,
including the development of technical data and cost
data necessary to support the institution's bids or pro-
posals. Proposal costs of the current accounting period
of both successful and unsuccessful bids and proposals
normally should be treated as indirect costs and allo-
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cated currently lo all activities of the institution, and
no proposal costs of past accounting periods will be
allocable in the current period to the government re-
search agreement. However, the institution's estab-
lished practices may be to treat proposal costs by some
other recognized method. Regardless of the methods
used, the results obtained may be accepted only if
found to be reasonable and equitable.

31. Public information service costs. Costs of news
releases pertaining to specific research or scientific ac-
complishment are unallowable unless specifically au-
thorized by the sponsoring agency.

32. Rearrangement and alteration costs. Costs in-
curred for ordinary or normal rearrangement and
alteration of facilities are allowable. Special rearrange-
ment and alteration costs incurred specifically for a
project are allowable only as a direct charge when such
work has been approved in advance by the sponsoring
agency concerned,

33. Reconversion costs. Costs incurred in the restora-
tion or rehabilitation of the institution's facilities to
approximately the same condition existing immediately
prior to commencement of government research agree-
ment work, fair wear and tear excepted, are allowable.

34. Recruiting costs. a. Subject to (b), (c), and
(d) below, and provided that the size of the staff re-
cruited and maintained is in keeping with workload
requirements, costs of "help wanted" advertising, operat-
ing costs of an employment office necessary to secure
and maintain an adequate staff, costs of operatiag an
aptitude and educational testing program, travel costs
of employees while engaged in recruiting personnel,
travel costs of applicants for interviews for prospective
employment, and relocation costs incurred incident to
recruitment of new emrloyees are allowable to the
extent that such costs are incurred pursuant to a well
managed recruitment prc gram. Where an institution
uses employment ,aencies, costs not in excess of
standard commercial rates for such services are allow-
able.

b. In publication, costs of help wanted advertising
that ineludes color, includes advertising material for
other than recruitment purposes, or is excessive in
size (taking into consideration recruitment purposes for
which intendcl and normal institutional practie,Is in
this respect) are unallowable.

c. Costs of help wanted advertising, special emolu-
ments; fringe benefits, and salary allowances incurred
to attract professional personnel from other institu-
tions that do not meet the test of reasonableness or do
not conform with the established practices of the insti-
tution are unallowable.

d. Where relocation costs incurred incident to re-
cruitment of a new employee have been allowed either
as an allocable dhect or indirect cost, and the newly
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hired employee osigns for reasons within his control
within twelve months after hire, the institution will be
required to refund or credit such relocations costs as
were charged to the Government.

35. Rental custs (including sale and lease-back of
facilities). a, Rental costs of land, building, and equip-
ment and other personal property are allowable if the
rates are reasonable in light of such factors as rental
costs of comparable facilities and market conditions in
the area, the type, life expectancy, condition, and
value of the facilities leased, options available, and other
provisiens yf the rental agreement. Application of these
factors, in situations where rentals are extensively used,
may involve among other considerations comparison
of rental costs with the amount which the hospital
would have received had it owned the facilities.

b. Charges in the nature of rent between organiza-
tions having a legal or other affiliation or arrangement
such as hospitals, medical schools, foundations, etc ,

are allowable to the extent such charges do not exceed
the normal costs of ownership such as depreciation,
taxes, insurance, and maintenance, provided that no
part of such costs shall duplicate an:, other allowed
costs,

c. Unless otherwise specifically provided in the
agreement, rental costs specified in sale and lease-back
agreements incurred by hospitals through selling plant
facilities to investment organizations such as insurance
companies or to private investors, and concurrently
leasing back the same facilities are allowable only to
the extent that such rentals do not exceed the amount
which the hospital would have received had it retained
legal title to the facilities.

36. Royalties and other costs for use of patents.
Royalties on a patent or amortization of the cost of
acquiring a patent or invention -.)r rights thereto neces-
vary for the proper performance of the research agree-
ment and applicable to tasks or processes thereunder
are allowable unless the Government has a license
or the right to free use of the patent, the patent has
been adjudicated to be invalid, or has been adminis-
tratively determined to be invalid, the patent is con-
sidered to be unenforceable, or the patent has expired.

37. Severance pay. a. Severance pay is compensa-
tion in addition to regular salaries and wages which is
paid by a hospital to employees whose services are
being terminated. Costs of severance pay are allowable
only to the extent that such payments are required by
law, by employer-cmployee agreement, by established
policy that constitutes in effect an implied agreement
on the institution's part, or by circumstances of the
particular employment.

b. Severance payments that are due to normal,
recurring turnover, and whiLli otherwise meet the condi-
tions of (a) above may be allowed provided the actual
costs of such severance paymcnts are regarded as ex-
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penses applicable to the current fiscal year and are
equitably distributed among the institution's activities
during that period.

c. Severance payments that are due to abnormal or
mass terminations are of such conjectural nature that
allowability must be detevmined on a case-by-case
basis. However, the Government recognizes its obli-
gation to participate to the extent of its fair share in
any specific payment.

38. Specialized service facilities operated by a hos-
pital. a. The costs of institutional services involving the
use of highly complex and specialized facilities such
as electronic computers and reactors are allowable
provided the charges therefor meet the conditions of
(b) or (c) below, and otherwise take into account
any items of income or federal financing that qualify
as applicable credits under para. III-E.

b. The costs of such hospital services normally will
be charged directly to applicable research agreements
based on actual usage or occupancy of the facilities
at rates that (1) are designed to recover only actual
costs of providing such services, and (2) are applied
on a nondiscriminatory basis as between organized
research and other work of the hospital including com-
mercial or accommodation sales and usage by the hos-
pital for internal purposes. This would include use of
such facilities as radiology, laboratories, maintenance
men used for a special purpose, medical art, photog-
raphy, etc.

c. In the absence of an acceptable arrangement for
direct costing as provided in (b) above, the costs in-
curred for such institutional services may be assigned
to research agreements as indirect costs, provided the
methods used achieve substantially the same results.
Such arrangements should be worked out in coordina-
tion with all government users of the facilities in order
to assure equitable distribution of the indirect costs.

39. Special administrative costs. Costs incurred for
general public relations activities, catalogs, alumni
activities, and similar services are unallowable.

40. Staff and, or employee benefits. a. Staff and/or
employee benefits in the form of regular compensation
paid to employees during periods of authorized ab-
sences from the job such as for annual leave, sick leave,
military leave and the like are allowable provided such
costs are absorbed by all hospital activities including
organized research in proportion to the relative amount
of time or effort actually devoted to each.

b. Staff benefits in the form of employer contribu-
tions or expenses for Social Security taxes, employee
insurance, Workmen's Compensation insurance, the
Pension Plan (see para. 1X-B.25), hospital costs or
remission of hospital charges to the extent of costs for
individual employees or their families, and the like
are allowable provided such benefits are granted in
accordance with established hospital policies, and
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provided such contributions and other expenses whether
treated as indirect costs or an increment of direct
labor costs are distributed to particular research agree-
Anents and other activities in a manner consistent with
the pattern of benefits accruing to the individuals or
groups of employees whose salaries and wages arc
chargeable to such research agreements and other
activities.

41. Taxes. a. In general, taxes which the hospital is
required to pay and which arc paid or accrued in ac-
cordance with generally accepted accounting princi-
ples, and payments made to local governments in lieu
of taxes which are commensurate with the local gov-
ernment serv ices received are allowable except for (1)
taxes from which exemptions arc available to the hos-
pital directly or which are available to the hospital
based on an exemption afforded the Government and in
the latter case when the sponsoring agency makes
available the necessary exemption certificates, (2)
special assessments on land which represent capital
improvements, and (3) Federal Income Taxes.

b. Any refund of taxes, interest, or per alties, and
any payment to the hospital of interest thereon attribut-
able to taxes, interest or penalties, which were allowed
as research agreement costs will be credited or paid
to the Government in the manner directed by the
Government provided any interest actually paid or
credited to a hospital incident to a refund of tax, inter-
est, and penalty will be paid or credited to the Govern-
ment only to the extent that such interest accrued over
the period during which the hospital had been reim-
bursed by the Government for the taxes, interest, and
penalties.

42. Transportation costs. Costs incurred for inbound
freight, express, cartage, postage and other transporta-
tion services relating either to goods purchased, in
process, or delivered arc allowable. When such costs
can readily be identified with the items involved, they
may be charged directly as transportation costs or
added to the cost of such items. Where identification
with the material received cannot readily be made,
inbound transportation costs may be charged to the
appropriate indirect cost accounts if the institution fol-
lows a consistent equitable procedure in this respect.
Outbound freight, if reimbursable under the terms
of the research agreement, should be treated as a
direct cost.

43. Travel costs. a. Travel costs are the expenses
for transportation, lodging, subsistence, and related
items incurred by employees who Ire in travel status
on official business of the hospital. Such costs may be
charged on an actual basis, on a per diem or mileage
basis in lieu of actual costs incurred, or on a combina-
tion of the two provided the method used is applied
to an entire trip and not to selected days of the trip,
and results in charges consistent with those normally
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allowed by the institution in its regular operations.
b. Travel costs arc allowable subject to (c) and (d)

below when they arc directly attributable to specific
work under a research agreement or when they are
incurred in the normal course of administration of the
hospital or a department or research program thereof.

c. The difference in cost between first class air ac-
commodations and less than first class air accommoda-
tions is unallowable except when less than first class
air accommodations are not reasonably available to
meet necessary mission requirements such as where
less than first class accommodations would (1) require
circuitous routing, (2) require travel during unreason-
able hours, (3) greatly increase the duration of the
flight, (4) result in additional costs which would offset
the transportation savings, or (5) offer accommoda-
tions which are not reasonably adequate for the medical
needs of the traveler.

d. Costs of personnel movements of a special or
mass nature are allowable only when authorized or
approved in writing by the sponsoring agency or its
authorized representative.

44. Termination costs applicable to contracts. a.
Contract terminations generally give rise to the incur-
rence of costs or to the need for special treatment of
costs which would not have arisen had the contract
not been terminated. Items peculiar to termination are
set forth below. They are.to be used in conjunction with
all other provisions of these principles in the case of
contract termination.

b. The cost of common items of material reasonably
usable on the hospital's other work will not be allowable
unless the hospital submits evidence that it could not
retain such items at cost without sustaining a loss. In
deciding whether such iterns are reasonably usable on
other work of the institution, consideration should be
given to the hospital's plans for current scheduled
work or activities including other research agreements.
Contemporaneous purchases of common items by the
hospital will be regarded as evidence that such items
are reasonably usable on the hospital's other work.
Any acceptance of common items as allowable to the
terminated portion of the contract should be limited to
the extent that the quantities of such items on hand,
in trancit, and on order are in excess of the reasonable
quantitative requirement of other work.

c. If in a particular case, despite all reasonable ef-
forts by the hospital, certain costs cannot be discon-
tinued immediately after the effective date of termina-
tion, such costs are generally allowable within the
limitations set forth in these principles, except that
any such costs continuing after termination due to the
negligent or willful failure of the hospital to discon-
tinue such costs will be considered unacceptable.

d. Loss of useful value of special tooling and special
machinery and equipment is generally allowable, pro-
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vided (1) such special tooling, machinery or equipment
is not reasonably capable of use in the other work of
the hospital; (2) the interest of the Government is
protected by transfer of title or by other means deemed
appropriate by the contracting officer; and (3) the
loss of useful value as to any one terminated contract
is limited to that portion of the acquisition cost which
bears the same ratio to the total acquisition cost as
the terminated portion ot the contract bears to the
entire terminated contract and other government con-
tracts for which the special tooling, special machinery
or equipment was acquired.

c. Rental costs under unexpired leases arc generally
allowable where clearly shown to have been reasonably
necessary for the performance of the terminated con-
tract, less the residual value of such leases, if (1) the
amount of such rental claimed does not exceed the
reasonable use value of the property leased for the
period of the contract and such further period as may
be reasonable; and (2) the hospital makes all reason-
able efforts to terminate, assign, settle, or otherwise
reduce the cost of such lease. There also may be in-
cluded the cost of alterations of such leased property,
provided such alterations were necessary for the per-
formance of the contract and of reasonable restoration

required by the provisions of the lease.
f. Settlement expenses including thc following are

generally allowable.: (1) accounting, legal, clerical, and
similar costs reasonably necessary for the preparation
and presentation to contracting officers of settlement
claims and supporting data with respect to the termi-
nated portion of the contract and the termination and
settlement of subcontracts; and (2) reasonable costs
for the storage, transportation, protection, and disposi-
tion of property provided by the Government or ac-
quired or Noduced by the institution for the contract.

g. Subcontractor claims including the allocable por-
tion of claims which arc common to the contract and
to other work of the contractor are generally allow-
able.

45.. Voluntary services. The value of voluntary serv-
ices provided by sisters or other members of religious
orders is allowable provided that amounts do not ex-
ceed that paid other employees for similar work. Such
amounts must be identifiable in the records of the
hospital as a legal obligation of the hospital. This may
be reflected by an agreement between the religious
order and the hospital supported by evidence of pay-
ments to the order.
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Federal Acquisition Regulation 48 Sub.part 31.2

PART 31CONTRACT COST PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES 31.201-2

48 CFR SUBPART 31.2
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SUBPART 31.2CONTRACTS WITH
COMMERCIAL ORGANIZATIONS

31.201 General.
31.2014 Composition of total cost.

The total cost of a contract is the sum of the allow-
able direct and indirect costs allocable to the contract,
incurred or to be incurred, less any allocable credits,
plus any allocable cost of money pursuant to 31.205-10.
In ascertaining what constitutes a cost, any generally
accepted method of determining or estimating costs
that is equitable and is consistently applied may be
used, including standard costs properly adjusted for
applicable variances. See 31.201-2(b) and (c) for Cost
Accounting Standards (CAS) requirements.
31.201-2 Determining allowabillty.

(a) The factors to be considered in determining
whether a cost is allowable include the following:

(1) Reasonableness.
(2) Allocability.
(3) Standards promulgated by the CAS Board, if

applicable; otherwise, generally accepted accounting

202
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principles and practices appropriate to thc particular
circumstances,

(4) Terms of the contract.
(5) Any limitations set forth in this subpart.

(b) Certain cost principles in this subpart incorporate
the measurement, assignment, and allocability rules of
selected CAS and limit the allowability of costs to the
amounts determined using the criteria in those selected
standards. Only those CAS or portions of standards
specifically made applicable by the cost principles in
this subpart are mandatory unless the contract is CAS-
covered (see Part 30). Business units that are not other-
wise subject to these standards under a CAS clause are
subject to the selected standards only for the purpose
of determining allowability of costs on Government
contracts. Including the selected standards in the cost
principles does not subject the business unit to any
other CAS rules and regulations. The applicability of
the CAS rules and regulations is determined by the
CAS clause, if any, in the contract and the require-
ments of the standards themselves.

(c) When contractor accounting practices are incon-
sistent with this Subpart 31.2, costs resulting from such
inconsistent practices shall not be allowed in excess of
the amount that would have resulted from using prac-
tices consistent with this subpart.
31.201-3 Determining reasonableness.

A cost is reasonable if, in its nature and amount, it
does not exceed that which would be incurred by a
prudent person in the conduct of competitive business.
Reasonableness of specific costs must be examined with
particular care in connection with firms or their sepa-
rate divisions that may not be subject to effective com-
petitive restraints. What is reasonable depends upon a
variety of considerations and circumstances involving
both the nature and amount of the cost in question. In
determining the reasonableness of a specific cost, the
contracting officer shall consider

(a) Whether it is the type of cost generally recog-
nized as ordinary and necessary for the conduct of the
contractor's business or the contract performance;

(b) The restraints or requirements imposed by such
factors as generally accepted sound business practices,
arm's-length bargaining, Federal and State laws and
regulations, and contract terms and specifications;

(c) The action that a prudent business person, consid-
ering responsibilities to the owners of the business, em-
ployees, customers, the Government, and the public at
large, would take under the circumstances; and

(d) Any significant deviations from the established
practices of the contractor that may unjustifiably in-
crease the contract costs.
31.201-4 Determining allocabillity.

A cost is allocable if it is assignable or chargeable to
one or more cost objectives on the basis of relative
benefits received or uther equitable relationship. Sub-
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ject to thc foregoing, a cost is allocable to a Govern-
ment contract if it

(a) Is incurred specifically for the contract;
(b) Benefits both the contract and other work, and

can be distributed to them in reasonable proportion to
the benefits received; or

(c) Is necessary to the overall operation of the busi-
ness, although a direct relationship to any particular
cost objective cannot be shown.
31.201-5 Credits.

The applicable portion of any income, rebate, allow-
ance, or other credit relating to any allowable cost and
received by or accruing to the contractor shall be cred-
ited to the Government either as a cost reduction or by
cash refund.
31.201-6 Accounting for unallowable costs.

(a) Costs that are expressly unallowable or mutually
agreed to be unallowable, including mutually agreed to
be unallowable directly associated costs, shall be identi-
fied and excluded from any billing, claim, or proposal
applicable to a Government contract. A directly associ-
ated cost is any cost which is generated solely as a
result of incurring another cost, and which would not
have been incurred had the other cost not been in-
curred. When an unallowable cost is incurred, its di-
rectly associated costs are also unallowable.

(b) Costs which specifically become designated as
unallowable or as unallowable directly associated costs
of unallowable costs as a result of a written decision
furnished by a contracting officer shall be identified if
included in or used in computing any billing, claim, or
proposal applicable to a Government contract. This
identification requirement applies also to any costs in-
curred for the same purpose under like circumstances
as the costs specifically identified as unallowable under
either this paragraph or paragraph (a) above.

(c) The detail and depth of records required as
backup support for proposals, billings, or claims shall
be that which is adequate to establish and maintain
visibility of identified unallowable costs, including di-
rectly associated costs. Unallowable costs involved in
determining rates used for standard costs, or for indi-
rect cost proposals or billing, need be identified only at
the time rates are proposed, established, revised, or
adjusted. These requirements may be satisfied by any
form of cost identification which is adequate for pur-
poses of contract cost determination and verification.

(d) If a directly associated cost is included in a cost
pool which is allocated over a base that includes the
unallowable cost with which it is associated, the direct-
ly associated cost shall remain in the cost pool. Since
the unallowable costs will attract their allocable share
of costs from the cost pool, no further action is re-
quired to assure disallowance of the directly associated
costs. In all other cases, the directly associated costs, if
material in amount, must be purged from the cost pool
as unallowable costs.
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(e) (1) In determining the materiality of a directly
associated cost, consideraton should be given to the
significance of (i) the actual dollar amount, (ii) the
cumulative effect of all directly associated costs in a
cost pool, or (iii) the ultimate effect on the cost of
Government contracts.

(2) Salary expenses of employees who participate
in activities that generate unallowable costs shah be
treated as directly associated costs to the extent of
the time spent on the proscribed activity, provided
the costs are material in accordance with subpara-
graph (eX1) above (except when such salary ex-
penses are, themselves, unallowable). The time spent
in proscribed activities should be compared to total
time spent on company activities to determine if the
costs are material. Time spent by employees outside
the normal working hours should not be considered
except when it is evident that an employee engages
so frequently in company activities during periods
outside normal working hours as to indicate that
such activities are a part of the employee's regular
duties.

(3) When a selected item of cost under 31.205
provides that directly associated costs be unallowa-
ble, it is intended that such directly associated costs
be unallowable only if determined to be material in
amount in accordance with the criteria provided in
subparagraphs (eX1) and (eX2) above, except in those
situations where allowance of any of the directly
associated costs involved would be considered to be
contrary to public policy.

31.201-7 Construction and arehltect-englneer contracts.
Specific principles and procedures for evaluating and

determining costs in connection with contracts and sub-
contracts for construction, and architect-engineer con-
tracts related to construction projects, are in 31.105.
The applicability of these principles and procedures is
set forth in 31.000 and 31.100.
31.202 Direct costs.

(a) A direct cost is any cost that can be identified
specifically with a particular final cost objective. No
final cost objective shall have allocated to it as a direct
cost any cost, if other costs incurred for the same
purpose in like circumstances have been included in
any indirect cost pool to be allocated to that or any
other fmal cost objective. Costs identified specifically
with the contract are direct costs of the contract and
are to be charged directly to the contract. All costs
specifically identified with other final cost objectives of
the contractor are direct costs of those cost objectives
and are not to be charged to the contract directly or
indirectly.

(b) For reasons of practicality, any direct cost of
minor dollar amount may be treated as an indirect cost
if the accounting treatment

(1) Is consistently applied to all final cost objec-
tives; and
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(2) Produces substantially the same results as treat-
ing the cost as a direct cost.

31.203 Indirect costs.
(a) An indirect cost is nny cost not directly identified

with a single, final cost objective, but identified with
two or more final cost objectives or an intermediate
cost objective. It is not subject to treatment as a direct
cost. Aftcr direct costs have been determined and
charged directly to the contract or other work, indirect
costs are those remaining to be allocated to the several
cost objectives. An indirect cost shall not be allocated
to a final cost objective if other costs incurred for the
same purpose in like circumstances have bcen included
as a direct cost of that or any other final cost objective.

(b) Indirect costs shall be accumulated by logical
cost groupings with due consideration of the reasons
for incurring such costs. Each grouping should be dc-
termined so as to permit distribution of the grouping on
the basis of the benefits accruing to the several cost
objectives. Conimonly, manufacturing overhead, selling
expenses, and general and administrative (G&A) ex-
penses are separately grouped. Similarly, the particular
case may require subdivision of these groupings, e.g.,
building occupancy costs might be separable from
those of personnel administration within the manufac-
turing overhead group. This necessitates selecting a
distribution base common to all cost objectives to
which the grouping is to be allocated. The base should
be selected so as to permit allocation of the grouping
on the basis of the benefits accruing to the several cost
objectives. When substantially the same results can be
achieved through less precise methods, the number and
composition of cost groupings should be governed by
practical considerations and should not unduly compli-
cate the allocation.

(c) Once an appropriate base for distributing indirect
costs has been accepted, it shall not be fragmented by
removing individual elements. All items properly in-
cludable in an indirect cost base should bear a pro rata
share of indirect costs irrespective of their acceptance
as Government contract costs. For example, when a
cost input base is used for the distribution of G&A
costs, all items that would properly be part of the cost
input base, whether allowable or unallowable, shall be
included in the base and bear their pro rata share of
G&A costs.

(d) The contractor's method of allocating indirect
costs shall be in accordance with standards promulgat-
ed by the CAS Board, if applicable to the contract;
otherwise, the method shall be in accordance with ge--
erally accepted accounting principles which are con-
sistently applied. The method may require examination
when

(1) Substantial differences occur between the cost
patterns of work under the contract and the contrac-
tor's other work;
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(2) Significant changes occur in the nature of the
business, the extent of subcontracting, fixed-asset im-
provement programs, inventories, the volume of saies
and production, manufacturing processes, the con-
tractor's products, or other relevant circumstances;
Or

(3) Indirect cost groupings developed for a con-
tractor's primary location are applied to offsite loca-
tions. Separate cost groupings for costs allocable to
offsite locations may be necessary to permit equitable
distribution of costs on the basis of the benefits ac-
cruing to the several cost objectives.
(e) A base period for allocating indirect costs is the

cost accounting period during which such costs are
incurred and accumulated for distribution to work per-
formed in that period. The criteria and guidance in
CAS 406 for selecting the cost accounting periods to
be used in allocating in.:greet costs are incorporated
herein for applicatior to contracts subject to full CAS
coverage. For contracts subject to modified CAS cov-
erage and for non-CAS-covered contracts, the base
period for allocating indirect costs will normally be the
contractor's fiscal year. But a shorter period may be
appropriate (1) for contracts in which performance in-
volves only a minor portion of the fiscal year or (2)
when it is general practice in the industry to use a
shorter period. When a contract is performed over an
extended period, as many base periods shall be used as
are required to represent the period of contract per-
formance.

(f) Special care should be exercised in applying the
principles of paragraphs (b), (c), and (d) above when
Government-owned contractor-operated (GOCO)
plants are involved. The distribution of corporate, divi-
sion, or branch office G&A expenses to such plants
operating with little or no dependence on corporate
administrative activities may require more precise cost
groupings, detailed accounts screening, and carefully
developed distribution bases.
31.204 Application of principles and procedures.

(a) Costs shall be allowed to the extent they are
resonable, allocable, and determined to be allowable

under 31.201, 31.202, 31.203, and 31.205. These criteria
apply to all of the selected items that follow, even if
particular guidance is provided for certain items for
emphasis or clarity.

(b) Costs incurred as reimbursements or payments to
a subcontractor under a cost-reimbursement, fixed-price
incentive, or price redeterminable type subcontract of
any tier above the first firm-fixed-price subcontract or
fixed-price subcontract with economic price adjustment
provisions are allowable to the extent that allowance is
consistent with the appropriate subpart of this Part 31
applicable to the subcontract involved. Costs incurred
as payments under firm-fixed-price subcontracts or
fixed-price subcontracts with economic price adjust-
ment provisions or modifications thereto, when cost
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analysis was performed under 15.805-3, shall be allow-
able only to the extent that the price was negotiated in
accordance with 31.102.

(c) Section 31.205 does not cover every element of
cost. Failure to include any item of cost does not imply
that it is either allowable cr unallowable. The determi-
nation of allowability shall be based on the principles
and standards in this subpart and the treatment of simi-
lar or related selected items.
31.205 Selected costs.
31.205-1 Advertising costs.

(a) "Advertising costs" means the costs of advertis-
ing and directly associated costs, regardless of the
medium employed, when the advertiser has control
over the form and content of what will appear, the
media in which it will appear, and when it will appear.
Advertising media includes conventions, exhibits, free
goods, samples, magazines, newspapers, trade papers,
direct mail, dealer cards, window displays, outdoor ad-
vertising, and radio and television programs.

(b) The only advertising costs allowable are those
that arise from requirements of Government contracts
and that are for

(1) Recruiting personnel required for performing
contractual obligations, when considered in conjunc-
tion with all other recruitment costs (but see 31.205-
34);

(2) Acquiring scarce items for contract perform-
anee; Or

(3) Disposing of scrap or surplus materials ac-
quired for contract performance.
Costs of this nature, if incurred for more than one

defense contract or both defense work and other work
of the contractor, are allowable to the extent that the
principles in 31.201-3, 31.2014, and 31.203 are ob-
served.

(c) Advertising costs other than those specified in
paragraph (b) above are unallowable. Unallowable ad-
vertising costs include those related to sales promotion
which involve direct payment for using time or space
to promote the sale of products, either directly by
stimulating interest in a product or product line, or
indirectly by disseminating messages calling favorable
attention to the advertiser for purposes of enhancing
the overall company image to sell the company's prod-
ucts.

31.205-2 Automatic data processing equipment leasing
costs.
(a) This subsection applies to all contractor-leased

automatic data processing equipment (ADPE), as de-
fmed in 31.001 (except as components of an end item to
be delivered to tha Government), acquired under oper-
ating leases, as defmed in Statement of Financial Ac-
counting Standard No. 13 (FAS-13), Accounting for
Leases, issued by the Financial Accounting Standards
Board. Compliance with 31.205-11(m) requires that
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ADPE acquired by means of capital leases, as defmed
in FAS-13, shall be treated as purchased assets; i.e., be
capitalized and the capitalized value of such assets be
distributed over their useful lives as depreciation
charges or over the leased life as amortization charges
as appropriate. Allowability of costs related to contrac-
tor-owned ADPE is governed by other requirements of
this subpart.

(b) (1) If the contractor leases ADPE but cannot
demonstrate, on the basis of facts existent at the time of
the decision to lease or continue leasing and document-
ed in accordance with paragraph (d) below, that leas-
ing will result in less cost to the Government over the
anticipated useful life (see paragraph (c) below), then
rental costs are allowable only up to the amount that
would be allowed had the contractor purchased the
ADPE.

(2) The costs of leasing ADPE are allowable only
to the extent that the contractor can annually dem-
onstrate in accordance with paragraph (d) below
(whether or not the term of lease is renewed or
otherwise extended) that these costs meet the follow-
ing criteria:

(i) The costs are reasonable and necessary for
the conduct of the contractor's business in light of
factors such as the contractor's requirements for
ADPE, costs of comparable facilities, the various
types of leases available, and the terms of the
rental agreement.

(ii) The costs do not give rise to a material
equity in the facilities (such as an option to renew
or purchase at a bargain rental or price other than
that normally given to industry at large) but repre-
sent charges only for the current use of the equip-
ment, including incidental service costs such as
maintenance, insurance, and applicable taxes.

(iii) The contracting officer's approval was ob-
tained for the leasing arrangement (see subpara-
graph (dX3) below) when the total cost of leas-
ing

(A) The ADPE is to be allocated to one or
more Government contracts which require ne-
gotiating or determining costs, or

(B) ADPE in a single plant, division, or cost
center exceeds $500,000 a year and 50 percent
or more of the total leasing cost is to be allo-
cated to one or more Government contracts
which require negotiating or determining costs.

(3) Rental costs under a sale and leaseback ar-
rangement are allowable only up to the amount that
would have been allowed had the contractor re-
tained title to the ADPE.

(4) Allowable rental costs of ADPE leased from
any division, subsidiary, or organization under a
common control are limited to the cost of ownership
(excluding interest or other costs unallowable under
this Subpart 31.2 and including the cost of money
(see 31.205-10)). When there is an es:ablished prac-
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tice of leasing the same or similar equipmert to unaf-
filiated lessees, rental costs shall be allowed in ac-
cordance with subparagraphs (bX1) and (2) above,
except that the purchase price and costs of owner-
ship shall be determined under 31.205-26(e).
(c) (1) An estimate of the anticipated useful life of

the ADPE may represent the application life (utility in
a given function), technological life (utility before be-
coming obsolete in whole or in part), or physical life
(utility before wearing out) depending upon the facts
and circumstances and the particular facilities involved.
Each case must be evaluated individually. In estimating
anticipated useful life, the contractor may use the appli-
cation life if it can be demonstrated that the ADPE has
utility only in a given function and the duration of the
function can be determined. Technological life may be
used if the contractor can demonstrate that existing
ADPE must be replaced because of

(i) Specific program objectives or contract re-
quirements that cannot be accomplished Ai the
existing ADPE;

(ii) Cost reductions that will produce identifiable
savings in production or overhead costs;

(iii) Increase in workload volume that cannot be
accomplished efficiently by modifying or augment-
ing existing ADPE; or

(iv) Consistent pattern of capacity operation (2
1/2-3 shifts) on existing ADPE.
(2) Technological advances will not justify replac-

ing existing ADPE before the end of its physical life
if it will be able to satisfy future requirements or
demands.

(3) In estimating the least cost to the Government
for useful life, the cumulative costs that would be
allowed if the contractor owned the ADPE should
be compared with cumulative costs that would be
allowed under any of the various types of leasing
arrangements available. For the purpose of this com-
parison, the costs of ADPE exclude interest or other
unallowable costs pursuant to this Subpart 31.2; they
include but are not limited to the costs of operation,
maintenance, insurance, depreciation, facilities capital
cost of money, rental, and the cost of machine serv-
ices, as applicable.
(d) (1) Except as provided in subparagraph (3)

below, the contractor's justification, under paragraph
(b) above, of the leasing decisions shall consist of the
following supporting data, prepared before acquisition:

(i) Analysis of use of existing ADPE.
(ii) Application of the criteria in paragraph (b)

above.
(iii) Specific objectives or requirements, general-

ly in the form of a data system study and specifica-
tion.

(iv) Solicitation of proposals, based on the data
system specification, from qualified sources.
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(v) Proposals received in response to the solici-
tation and reasons for selecting the equipment
chosen and for the decision to lease.
(2) Except as provided in subparagraph (3) below,

the contractor's annual justification, under subpara-
graph (b)(2) above, of the decigon to retain or
change existing ADPE capability and the need to
continue leasing shall consist of current data as speci-
fied in subdivisions (d)(1Xi) through (iii) above.

(3) If the contractor's prospective ADPE lease
cost meets the threshold in 31.205-2(b)(2)(iii) above,
the contractor shall furnish data supporting the initial
decision to lease (see subparagraph (b)(1) above). If
the total cost of leasing ADPE in a single plant,
division, or cost center exceeds $500,000 per year
and 50 percent or more of the total leasing cost is
allocated to Government contracts which require ne-
gotiating or determining costs, the contractor shall
furnish data supporting the annual justification for
retaining or changing existing ADPE capability and
the need to continue leasing shall also be furnished
(see subparagraph (b)(2) above).

31.205-3 Bad debts.
Bad debts, including actual or estimated losses arising

from uncollectible accounts receivable due from cus-
tomers and other claims, and any directly associated
costs such as collection costs, and legal costs are un-
allowable.

31.205-4 Bonding costs.
(a) Bonding costs arise when the Government re-

quires assurance against financial loss to itself or others
by reason of the act or default of the contractor. They
arise also in instances where the contractor requires
similar assurance. Included are such bonds as bid, per-
formance, payment, advance payment, infringement,
and fidelity bonds.

(b) Costs of bonding required pursuant to the terms
of the contract are allowable.

(c) Costs of bonding required by the contractor in
the general conduct of its business are allowable to the
extent that such bonding is in accordance with sound
business practice and the rates and premiums are rea-
sonable under the circumstances.

31.205-5 Civil defense costs.
(a) Civil defense costs are those incurred in planning

for, and protecting life and property against, the possi-
ble effects of enemy attack. Costs of civil defense meas-
ures (including costs in excess of normal plant protec-
tion costs, first-aid training and supplies, fire fighting
training and equipment, posting of additional exit no-
tices and directions, and other approved civil defense
measures) undertaken on the contractor's premises pur-
suant to suggestions or requirements of civil defense
authorities are allowable wn allocated to all work of
the contractor.
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(b) Costs of capital assets acquired for civil defense
purposes are Lilowable through depreciation (see
31.205-11),

(c) Contributions to local civil defense funds and
projects are unallowable.
31.2054 Compensation for personal services.

(a) General. Compensation for personal services in-
cludes all remuneration paid currently or accrued, in
whatever form and whether paid immediately or de-
ferred, for services rendered by employees to the con-
tractor during the period of contract performance
(except as otherwise provided for severance pay costs
in paragraph (g) below and for pension costs in para-
graph (j) below). It includes, but is not limited to,
salaries; wages; directors' and executive committee
members' fees; bonuses (including stock bonuses); in-
centive awards; employee stock options, stock appre-
ciation rights, and stock ownership plans; employee
insurance; fringe benefits; contributions to pension, an-
nuity, and management employee incentive cornpensa-
tion plans; and allowances for off-site pay, incentive
pay, location allowances, hardship pay, severance pay,
and cost of living differential. Compensation for per-
sonal services is allowable subject to the following
general criteria and additional requirements contained
in other parts of this cost principle:

(1) Compensation for personal services must be for
work performed by the employee in the current year
and must not represent a retroactive adjustment of
prior years' salaries or wages (but see 31.205-6(g),
(11), (j), (k), and (m) below).

(2) The compensation in total must be reasonable
for the work performed; however, specific restric-
tions on individual compensation elements must be
observed where they are prescribed.

(3) The compensation must be based upon and
conform to the terms and conditions of the contrac-
tor's established compensation plan or practice fol-
lowed so consistently as to imply, in effect, an agree-
ment to make the payment.

(4) No presumption of allowability will exist
where the contractor introduces major revisions of
existing compensation plans or new plans and the
contractor

(i) Has not notified the cognizant ACO of the
changes either before their implementation or
within a reasonable period after their implementa-
tion, and

(ii) Has not provided the Government, eith,
before implementation or within a reasonable
period after it, an opportunity to review the
allowability of the changes.
(5) Costs that are unallowable under other para-

graphs of this Subpart 31.2 shall not be allowable
under this subsection 31.205-6 solely on the basis that
they constitute compensation for personal services.
(See 31.205-34(c.))
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(b) Reasonableness. Compensation for personal serv-
ices will be considered reasonable if the total compen-
sation conforms generally to compensation paid by
other firms of the same size, in the same industry, or in
the same geographic area for similar services or work
performed. This does not preclude the Government
from challenging the reasonableness of an individual
element of compensation where costs are excessive in
comparison with compensation paid by other firms of
the same size, same industry, or in the same geographic
area for similar services. In administering this principle,
it is recognized that not every compensation case need
be subjected in detail to the above tests. The tests need
be applied only when a general review reveals amounts
or types of compensation that appear unreasonable or
unjustified. In questionable cases, the contractor has
responsibility to support the reasonableness of the com-
pensation in relation to the effort performed. Compen-
sation costs under certain conditions give rise to the
need for special consideration. Among such conditions
are the following:

(1) Compensation to (i) owners of closely held
corporations, partners, sole proprietors, or members
of their immediate families, or (ii) persons who are
contractually committed to acquire a substantial fi-
nancial interest in the contractor's enterprise. Deter-
mination should be made that salaries are reasonable
for the personal services rendered rather than being a
distribution of profits. Compensation in lieu of salary
for services rendered - artners and sole propri-
etors will be allowed ILL e extent that it is reason-
able and does not constitute a distribution of profits.
For closely held corporations, compensation costs
covered by this subparagraph shall not be recognized
in amounts exceeding those costs that are deductible
as compensation under the Internal Revenue Code
and regulations under it.

(2) Any change in a contractor's compensation
policy that results in a substantial increase in the
contractor's level of compensation, particularly when
it was concurrent with an increase in the ratio of
Government contracts to other business, or any
change in the treatment of allowability of specific
types of compensation due to changes in Govern-
ment policy. No presumption of reasonableness will
exist where major revisions of existing compensation
plans or new plans are introduced by the contractor;
and the contractor

(i) Has not notified the cognizant ACO of the
change either before their implementation or
within a reasonable period after their implementa-
tion; and

(ii) Has not provided the Government, either
before implementation or within a reasonable
period after it, an opportunity to review the rea-
sonableness of the changes.
(3) The contractor's business is such that its com-

pensation levels are not subject to the restraints that
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normally occut- in the conduct of competitive busi-
ness.

(4) The contractor incurs costs for compensation
in excess of the amounts which are deductible under
the Internal Revenue Code and regulations issued
under it.
(c) Labor-management agreements. Nothwithstanding

any other requirements of this subsection 31.205-6,
costs of compensation are not allowable to the extent
that they result from provisions of labor-management
agreements that, as applied to work in performing
Government contracts, are determined to be unreason-
able because they are either unwarranted by the char-
acter and circumstances of the work or discriminatory
against the Government. The application of the provi-
sions of a labor-management agreement designed to
apply to a given set of circumstances and conditions of
employment (e.g., work involving extremely hazardous
activities or work not requiring recurrent use of over-
time) is unwarranted when applied to a Government
contract involving significantly different circumstances
and conditions of employment (e.g., work involving
less hazardous activities or work continually requiring
use of overtime). It is discriminatory against the Gov-
ermnent if it results in ,employee compensation (in
whatever form or name) in excess of that being paid
for similar non-Government work under comparable
circumstances. Disallowance of costs will not be made
under this paragraph (c) unless

(1) The contractor has been permitted an opportu-
nity to justify the costs; and

(2) Due consideration has been given to whether
couditions pertain to Government contract

work, imposing burdens, hardships, or hazards on the
contractor's employees, for which compensation that
might otherwise appear unreasonable is required to
attract and hold necessary personnel.
(d) Salaries and wages. Salaries and wages for current

services include gross compensation paid to employees
in the form of cash, stock (see subparagraph (0(2)
below regarding valuation), products, or services, and
are allowable.

(e) Domestic and foreign differential pay. (1) When
personal services are performed in a foreign country,
compensation may also include a differential that may
properly consider all expenses associated with foreign
employment such as housing, cost of living adjust-
ments, transportation, bonuses, additional Federal,
State, local or foreign income taxes resulting from for-
eign assignment, and other related expenses.

(2) Although the additional taxes in subparagraph
(1) above may be considered in establishing foreign
overseas differential, any increased compensation cal-
culated directly on the basis of an employee's specif-
ic increase in income taxes is unallowable. Differen-
tial allowances for additional Federal, State, or local
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income taxes resulting from domestic assigrmeots are
unallowable.
(f) Bonuses and incentive compensation. (1) Incentive

compensation for management employees, cash bo-
nuses, suggestion awards, safety awards, and incentive
compensation based on production, cost reduction, or
efficient performance are allowable provided the
awards are paid or accrued under an agreement entered
into in good faith between the contractor and the em-
ployees before the services are rendered or pursuant to
an established plan or policy followed by the contrac-
tor so consistently as to imply, in effect, an agreement
to make such payment and the basis for the award is
supported.

(2) When the costs of bonuses and incentive com-
pensation are paid in the stock of the contractor or
of an affiliate, the following additional restiictions
apply:

(i) Valuation placed on the stock shall be the fair
market value on the measurement date (i.e., the
first date the number of shares awarded is known)
determined upon the most objective basis availa-
ble; and

(ii) Accruals for the cost of stock before issuing
the stock to the employees shall be subject to
adjustment according to the possibilities that the
employees will not receive the stock and that their
interest in the accruals will be forfeited.
(3) When the bonus and incentive compensation

payments are deferred, the costs are subject to the
requirements of subparagraph (f(l) above and of
paragraph (k) below.
(g) Severance pay. (1) Severance pay, also commonly

referred to as dismissal wages, is a payment in addition
to regular salaries and wages by contractors to workers
whose employment is being involuntarily terminated.
Payments for early retirement incentive plans are cov-
ered in subparagraph (jX6) below.

(2) Severance pay to be allowable must meet the
general allowability criteria in subdivision (g)(2)(i)
below, and, depending upon whether the severance
is normal or abnormal, criteria in subdivision
(g)(2)(ii) for normal severance pay or subdivision
(g)(2)(iii) for abnormal severance pay also apply.

(i) Severance pay is allowable only to the extent
that, in each case, it is required by (A) law, (B)
employer-employee agreement, (C) established
policy that constitutes, in effect, an implied agree-
ment on the contractor's part, or (D) circum-
stances of the particular employment. Payments
made in the event of employment with a replace-
ment contractor where continuity of employment
with credit for prior length of service is preserved
under substantially equal conditions of employ-
ment, or continued employment by the contractor
at another facility, subsidiary, affiliate, or parent
company of the contractor are not severance pay
and are unallowable. Severance payments, or
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amounts paid in lieu thereof, arc not allowable
when paid to employees in addition to early or
normal retirement payments.

(i;) Actual normal turnover severance payments
shall be allocated to all work performed in the
contractor's plant, or where the contractor pro-
vides for accrual of pay for normal severances,
that method will be acceptable if the amount of
the accrual is reasonable in light of payments actu-
ally made for normal severances over a representa-
tive past period and if amounts accrued are allo-
cated to all work performed in the contractor's
plant.

(iii) Abnormal or mass severance pay is of sush
a conjectural nature that measurement of costs by
means of an accrual will not achieve equity to
both parties. Thus, accruals for this purpose are
not allowable. However, the Government recog-
nizes its obligation to participate, to the extent of
its fair share, in any specific payment. Thus,
allowability will be considered on s ease-by-case
basis.

(h) Backpay. (1) Backpay resulting from violations of
Federal labor laws or the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Back-
pay may result from a negotiated settlement, order, or
court decree that resolves a violation of Federal labor
laws or the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Such backpay
falls into two categories: one requiring the contractor
to pay employees additional compensation for work
performed for which they were underpaid, and the
other resulting from other violations, such as.when the
employee was improperly discharged, discriminated
against, or other circumstances for which the backpay
was not additional compensation for work performed.
Backpay resulting from underpaid work is compensa-
tion for the work performed and is allowable. All other
backpay resulting from violation of Federal labor laws
or the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is unallowable.

(2) Other backpay. Backpay may also result from
payments to union employees (union and non-union)
for the difference in their past and current wage
rates for working without a contract or labor agree-
ment during labor management negotiations. Such
backpay is allowable. Backpay to nonunion employ-
ees based upon results of union agreement negotia-
tions is allowable only if (i) a formal agreement or
understanding exists between management and the
employees concerning these payments, or (ii) an es-
tablishtcl policy or practice exists and is followed by
the contractor so consistently as to imply, in effect,
an agreement to make such payment.
(i) Stock options, stock appreciation rights, and phan-

tom atock plans. (1) The cost of stock options awarded
to employees to purchase stock of the contractor or of
an affiliate will be treated as deferred compensation
and must comply with the requirements of paragraph
(k) below and with the ailowability criteria contained
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in subparagraph (iX2) below. The allowable cost of
stock appreciation rights, whether offered separately or
conibined with stock options, will be determined in the
same makner as stock options.

(2) The allowable costs of stock options and stock
appreciation rights will be limited to Ole difference
between the option price or stock-appreciation-right
price and the market price of the stock on the mea-
surement date (i.e., the first date on which both the
number of shares and the option or stock-apprecia-
tion-right price are known). Accordingly, when the
option or stock-appreciation-right price is equal to or
greater than the market price on the measurement
date, then no costs are allowed for contract eosin
purposes.

(3) In phantom-stock-type plans, contractom assign
or attribute contingent shares of stock to employees
as if the employees own the stock, even though the
employees neither purchase the stock nor receive
title to it. Under these plans, an employee's account
may be increased by the equivalent of dividends
issued and any appreciation in the market price of
the stock over the price of the stock on the measure-
ment date (i.e., the first date the number of shares
awarded is known). Such increases in employee ac-
counts for dividend equivalents and market price ap-
preciation are unallowable.
(j) Pension costs. (1) A pension plan is a deferred

compensation plan that is established and maintained by
one or more employers to provide systematically for
paying benefits to plan participants after their retire-
ment, provided that the benefits are paid for life or are
payable for life at the option of the employee. Addi-
tional benefits such as permanent and total disability
and death payments and survivorship payments to
beneficiaries of deceased employees may be treated as
pension costs, provided the benefits are an integral part
of the pension plan and meet all the criteria pertaining
to pension costs.

(2) Pension plans are normally segregated into two
types of plans: defined benefit or defined contribu-
tion pension plans. The cost of all defined benefit
pension plans shall be measured, allocated, and ac-
counted for in compliance with the provisions of
CAS 412, Composition and Measurement of Pension
Costs, and CAS 413, Adjustment and Allocation of
Pension Cost. The costs of all defined contribution
pension plans shall be measured, allocated, and ac-
counted for in accordance with the provisions of
CAS 412. Pension costs are allowable subject to the
referenced standards and the cost limitations and ex-
clusions set forth below in this subparagraph and in
subparagraphs (jX3), (4), (5), (6), and (7) below.

(i) To be allowable in the current year, pension
costs must be funded by the time set for filing the
Federal income tax return or any extension there-
of. Pension costs assigned to the current year, but
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not funded by the tax return time, shall not be
allowable in any subsequent year.

(ii) l'ension payments kSt be reasonable in
amount and be paid pursuant to (A) an agreement
entered into iu good faith between the contractor
and envloyees before the work or services are
pertbrmed and (B) the terms And conditions of the
established plan. The cost changes in religion
plans which are discriminatory to the Gover.in.ent
or are not intended to be applied consistently for
all employees under similar circumstances in the
future are not allowable.

(iii) Except as provided for early retirement
benefits in subparagraph (j)(6) below, one-time-
only pension supplements not available to all par-
ticipants of the basic plan are not allowable as
pension costs unless the supplemental benefits rep-
resent a separate pension plan and the benefits are
payable for life at the option of the employee,

(iv) Increases in payments to previously retired
plan participants covering cost-of-living adjust-
ments are allowable if paid in accordance with a
policy or practice consistently followed.
(3) Defined benefit pension plans. This sabparagraph

covers pension plans in which the benefits to be paid
or the basis for determining such benefits are estab-
lished in advance and the contributions are intended
to provide the stated benefits. The cost limitations
and exclusions pertaining to defmed benefit plans are
as follows:

(i) Normal costs of pension plans not funded in
the year incurred, and all other components of
pension costs (see CAS 412.40(aX1)) assignable to
the current accounting period but not funded
during it, shall not be allowable in subsequent
years (except that a payment made to a fund by
the time set for filing the Federal income tax
return or any extension thereof is considered to
have been made during such taxable year). How-
ever, any part of a pension cost that is computed
for a cost accounting period that is deferred pursu-
ant to a waiver granted under the provisions of the
Employee's Retirement Income Security Act of
1974 (ERISA) (see CAS 412.50(cX3)), will be al-
lowable in those future accounting periods in
which the funding does occur. The allowability of
these deferred contributions will be limited to the
amounts that would have been allowed had the
funding occurred in the year the costs would have
been assigned except for the waiver.

(ii) Any amount paid or funded before the time
it becomes assignable and allowable shall be ap-
plied to future years, in order of time, as if actually
paid and deductible in those years. The interest
earned on such premature funding, based on the
valuation rate of return, may be excluded from
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future years' computeions of pension costs in ac-
cordance v ith CAS 412.50(aX7).

(iii) Increase:: pension costs caused by delay in
funding beyond 30 days after each quarter of the
year to which they are assignable are unallowable.
If a composite rate is used for allocating pension
costs between the segments of a company and if,
because of differences in the timing of the funding
by the segments, an inequity exists, allowable pen-
sion costs for each segment will be limited to that
particular segment's calculation of pension costs as
provided for in CAS 413.50(cX5). Determination
of unallov able costs shall be made in accordance
with the actuarial method used in calculating pen-
sion costs.

(iv) Allowability of the cost of indemnifying the
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC)
under ERISA Section 4062 or 4064 arising from
terminating an employee deferred compensation
plan will be considered on a case-by-case basis;
provided that if insurance was required by the
PBGC under ERISA Section 4023, it was so ob-
tained and the indemnification payment is not re-
coverable under the insurance. Consideration
under the foregoing circumstances will be primar-
ily for the purpose of appraising ate extent to
which the indemnification payment is allocable to
Government work. If a beneficial or other equita-
ble relationship exists, the Government will par-
ticipate, despitc the requirements of 31.205-19(a)(3)
and (b), in the indemnification payment to the
extent of its fair share.
(4) Defined contribution pension plans. This subpara-

raph covers those pension plans in which the con-
tributions to be made are established in advance and
the lever of benefits is determined by the contribu-
tions made also covers profit 'sharing, savings
plans, and other such plans provided the plans fall
within tile definition of a pension plan in subpara-
graph (j)(1) above.

(i) The pension cost assignable tc a cost ac-
counting perk,r1 is the net contribution required to
be made for that period after taking into account
dividends and other credits, where applicable.
However, any portion of pension cost computed
for a cost accounting period that is deferred pursu-
ant to a waiver granted under the provisions of
ERISA (see CAS 412.50(cX3)) will be allowable in
those future accounting periods when the funding
does occur. The allowability of these deferred con-
tributions will be limited to the amounts that
would have been allowed had the funding been
made in the year the costs would have been as-
signed except for the waiver.

(ii) Any amount paid or funded to the trust
before the time it becomes assignable and allow-
able shall be applied to future years, in order of
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time, as if actually paid and deductible in such
years.

(iii) The pro .kaions of subdivision (j)(3)(iv)
above concerning payments to PBGC apply to
defined contribution plans.
(5) Pension plans using pay-as-you-go methods. A

pension plan using pay-as-you-go methods is a plan
in which the contractor recognizes pension cost only
when benefits are paid to retired employees or their
ber..erciaries. Regardless of whether the payment of
pension benefits contribution can or cannot be com-
pelled, allowable costs for these types of plans shrill
not exceed an amount computed as follows:

(i) Compute, by using an actuarial cost method,
the plan's actuarial liability for benefits earned by
plan participants. This entire liability is always un-
funded for a pay-as-you-go plan.

(ii) Compute a level amount which, including an
interest equivalent would amortize the unfunded
actuarial liability over a period of no less than 10
or more than 40 years from the inception of the
liability.

(iii) Compu.?, by wing an actuarial cost method,
a normal cost for the period.

(iv) The sum of (ii) and (iii) above represen's the
amount of pension costs assignable to the carrent
period. This amount, however., is limited to the
amount paid in the year.

(v) For purposes of determining contract cost
where a pay-as-you-go plan is initiated as either a
supplemental plan or an additional but separate
plan to a basic funded plan, the plans will be
treated as one plan; e.g., the actuarial cost method,
past service amortization period, etc., of the basic
plan will be used on the supplemental or additional
pay-as-you-go plan in determining the proper costs
assignable to the current period. Any costs in
excess of those determined by using the actuarial
cost method and assumptions of the basic plan are
unallowable. However, where assumption for
salary progressions, mortality rates of the partici-
pants, and so forth are significantly different, the
assumptions used for the basic and supplemental
plan may be different.

(vi) The requirements of subdivisions (jX3Xi)
through (iv) above are also applicable to pay-as-
you-go plans.
(6) Early retirement incentive plans. An early retire-

ment incentiv s. plan is a plan under which employees
receive a bonus or incentive, over and above the
requirement of the basic pension plan, to retire early.
These plans normally are not applicable to all partici-
pants of the basic plan and do not represent life
income settlements, and as such would not qualify as
pension costs. However, for contract costing pur-
poses, early retirement incentive payments are allow-
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able subject to the pension cost criteria contained in
subdivi&ons (j)(3)(i) through (iv) pro :ided

(i) The cogs are accounted for ann allocated in
ac,cordance with thc contractor's sysi.em of ac-
counting for pension costs (see subdivisior (jX5Xv)
above for supplemental pension benefits);

(ii) The payments are made in accordance with
the terms and conditions of the contractor's plan;

(iii) The plan is applied only to active employ-
ees. The cost of extending the plan to employees
who retired or w ere terminated before the adop-
tion of the plan is unallowable; and

(iv) The total of the incentive payments to any
employee may not exceed the amount of the em-
ployee's annual salary for the previous fiscal year
before the employee's retirement.
(7) Employee stock ownership plans (ESOP) (i) An

ESOP is an individual stock bonua plan designed
specifically to invest in the stocA of the employer
corporation. The contractor's con(ributions to an
Employee Stock Ownership Trust ;ESC/I) may be in
the form of cash, steck, or property. Costs of
ESOP's are allowable subject to the following condi-
tions:

(A) Contributions by the contractor in any
one year may not exceed 15 percent (25 percent
when a money purchase plan is included) of
salaries and wages of employees participating in
the plan in any particular year.

(B) The contribution rate (ratio of contribu-
tion to salaries and wages of participating em-
ployees) may not exceed the last approved con-
tribution rate except when approved by the con-
tracting officer based upon justification provided
by the contractor. When no contribution Wa3
made in the previous year for an existing ESOP,
or when a new ESOP is first established, and
the contractor proposes to make a contribution
in the current year, the contribution rate shall be
subject to the contracting officer's approval.

(C) When a plan or agreement exists wherein
the liability for the contribution can be com-
pelled for a specific year, the expense associated
with that liability is assignr.ble only to that
period. Any portion of the contribution not
funded by the time set for filing of the Federal
income tax return for that year or any extension
thereof shall not be allowable in subsequent
years.

(D) When a plan or agreement exists wherein
the liability for the contribution cannot be com-
pelled, the amount contributed for any year is
assignable to that year provided the amount is
funded by the time set for filing of the Federal
income tax return for that year.

(E) When the contribution is in the form of
stock, the value of the stock contribution shall
be limited to the fair market value of the stock
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on the date that title is effectively transferred to
the trunt. Cash contributions shall be allowable
only when the contractor furnishes evidence sat-
isfactory to the contracting officer demonstrat-
ing that stock purchases by the ESOT are or
will be at a fair market price; e.g., makes ar-
rangements with the trust permitting the con-
tracting officer to examine purchases of stock by
the trist to determine that prices paid are at fair
market value. When excessive prices are paid,
the amount of the excess will be credited to the
same indirect cost pools that were charged for
the ESOP contributions in the year in which the
stock purchase occurs. Howeyer, when the trust
purchases the stock with borrom funds which
will be repaid over a period of years by cash
contributbns from the contractor to the trust,
the excess price over fair market value shall be
tiredited to the indirect cost pools pro rata over
the period of years during which the contractor
contributes the cash used by the trust to repay
the loan. When the fair market value of unissued
stock or stock of a closely held corporation is
not readily determinable, the valuation will be
made on a case-by-case basis taking into consid-
eration the guidelines for valuation used by the
IRS.
(ii) Amounts contributed to an ESOP arising

from either (A) an additional investment tax credit
(see 1975 Tax Reduction ActTRASOP's); or (B)
a payroll-based tax credit (see Economic Recovery
Tax Act of 1981) are unallowable.

(iii) The requirements of subdivision d)(3)(ii)
above are applicable to Employee Stock Owner-
ship Plans.

(k) Deferred compensation. (1) Deferred compensa-
tion is an award given by an employer to compensate
an employee in a future cost accounting period or
periods for services rendered in one or more cost ac-
counting periods before the date of receipt of compen-
sation by the employee. Deferred compensation does
not include the amount of year-end accruals for sala-
ries; wages, or bonuses that are paid within a reason-
able period of time after the end of a cost accounting
period. Subject to 31.205-6(a), deferred awards are al-
lowable when they are based on current or future serv-
ices. Awards made in periods subsequent to the period
when the work being remunerated was performed are
not allowable.

(2) The costs of deferred awards shall be meas-
ured, allocated, and accounted for in compliance
with the provisions of CAS 415, Accounting for the
Cost of Deferred Compensation.

(3) Deferred compensation payments to employees
under awards made before the effective date of CAS
415 are allowable to the extent they would have
been allowable under prior acquisition regulations.
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(!) Reserved.
(m) Fringe benefits. Fringe benefits are allowances

and services provided by the contractor to its employ-
ees as ccmpensation in addition to regular wages and
salaries. The cost of fringe benefits, including, but not
limited to, the cost of vacations, sick leave, holidays,
military leave, employee insurance, and supplemental
unemployment benefit plans, is allowable if reasonable.
The costs of fringe benefits are allowable to the extent
that they are required by law, employer-employee
agreement, or as an established policy of the contrac-
tor.
31.205-7 Contingencies.

(a) "Contingency," as used in this subpea, means a
possible future event or condition arising from present-
ly known or unknown causes, the outcome of which is
indeterminable at the present time.

(b) Costs for contingencies are generally unallowable
for historical costing purposes because such costing
deals with costs incurred and recorded on the contrac-
tor's books. However, in some cases, as for example,
terminations, a contingency factor may be recognized
when it is applicable to a past period to give recogni-
tion to minor unsettled factors in the interest of expe-
diting settlement.

.(c) In connection with estimates of future costs, con-
tingencies fall into two categories:

(1) Those that may arise from presently known
and existing conditions, the effects of which are fore-
seeable within reasonable limits of accuracy; e.g.,
anticipated costs of rejects and defective work. Con-
tingencies of this category are to be included in the
estimates of future costs so as to provide the best
estimate of performance cost.

(2) Those that may arise from presently known or
unknown conditions, the effect of which cannot be
measured so precisely as to provide equitable results
to the contractor and to the Government; e.g., re-
sults of pending litigation. Contingencies of this cate-
gory are to be excluded from cost estimates under
the several items of cost, but should be disclosed
separately (including the basis upon which the con-
tingency is computed) to facilitate the negotiation of
appropriate contractual coverage. (See, for example,
31.205-6(g), 31.205-19, and 31.205-24.)

31.205-8 Contributions and donations.
Contributions and donations are unallowable.

31.205-9 Reserved.
31.205-10 Cost of money.

(a) Facilities capital cost of money.
(1) General (i) Facilities capital cost of money (cost

of capital committed to facilities) is an imputed cost
determined by applying a cost-of-money rate to facil-
ities capital employed in contract performance. A
cost-of-money rate is uniformly imputed to all con-
tractors (see subdivision (ii) below). Capital em-
ployed is determined without regard to whether its
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source is equity cr borrowed capital. The resulting
cost of money is not a form of interest on borrow-
ings (see 31.205-20).

(ii) CAS 414, C )st 4 Money as an Element of
the Cost of Facilities Capital, establishes criteria
for measuring and allocating, as an element of con-
tract cost, the cost of capital committed to facili-
ties. Cost-of-money factors are developed on Form
CASB-CMF, broken down by overhead pool at
the business unit, using (A) business-unit facilities
capital data, (B) overhead allocation base data, and
(C) the cost-of-money rate, which is based on in-
terest rates specified by the Secretary of the Treas-
ury under 50 U.S.C. App. 1215(b)(2).
(2) Allowability. Whether or not the contract is

otherwise subject to CAS, facilities capital cost of
money is allowable if

(i) The contractor's capital investment is meas-
ured, allocated to contracts, and costed in accord-
ance with CAS 414;

(ii) The contractor maintains adequate records to
demonstrate compliance with this standard; and

(iii) The estimated facilities capital cost of
money is specifically identified or proposed in cost
proposals releting to the contract under which this
cost is to be claimed.
(3) Accounting. The facilities capital cost of money

need not be entered on the contractor's books of
account. However, the contractor shall (i) make a
memorandum entry of the cost and (ii) maintain, in a
manner that permits audit and verification, all rele-
vant schedules, cost data, and other data necessary to
support the entry fully.

(4) Payment. Facilities capital cost of money that is
(i) allowable under subparagraph (2) above and (ii)
calculated, allocated, and documented in accordance
with this cost principle shall be an "incurred cost"
for reimbursement purposes under applicable cost-
reimbursement contracts and for progress payment
purposes under fixed-price contracts.
(b) Cost of money as an element of the cost of capital

assets under construction.
(1) General (i) Cost of mcney as an element of the

cost of capital assets under construction is an imput-
ed cost determined by applying a cost-of-money rate
to the investment in tangible and inumgible capital
assets while they are being constructed, fabricated,
or developed for a contractor's own use. Capital
employed is determined without regard to whether
its source is equity or borrowed capital. The result-
ing cost of money is not a form of interest on bor-
rowing (see 31.205-20).

(ii) CAS 417, Cost of Money as an Element of
the Cost of Capital Assets Under Construction,
establishes criteria for measuring and allocating, as
an element of contract cost, the cost of capital
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committed to capital assets under construction,
fabrication, or development.
(2) Allowability (i) Whether or not the contact is

otherwise subject to CAS, and except as specified in
subdivision (ii) below, the cost of money kr capital
assets under construction, fabrication, or develop-
ment is allowable if

(A) The cost of money is calculated, allocated
to contracts, and costed in accordance with
CAS 417;

(B) The contractor maintains adequate records
to demonstrate compliance with this standard;
and

(C) The cost of money for tangible capital
assets if included in the capitalized cost that
provides the basis for allowable depreciation
costs, or, in the case of intangible capital assets,
the cost of money is included in the cost of
those assets for which amortization costs are al-
lowable.
(ii) Actual interest cost in lieu of the calculated

imputed cost of money for capital assets under
construction, fabrication, or development is un-
allowable.
(3) Accounting. The cost of money for capital

assets under construction need not be entered on the
contractor's books of account. However, the con-
tractor shall (i) make a memorandum entry of the
cost and (ii) maintain, in a manner that permits audit
and verification, all relevant schedules, cost data, and
other data necessary to support the entry fully.

(4) Payment. The cost of money for capital assets
under construction that is allowable under subpara-
graph (2) above of this cost principle shall be an
"incurred cost" for reimbursement purposes under
applicable cost-reimbursement contracts and for
progress payment purposes under fixed-price con-
tracts.

31.205-11 Depreciation.
(a) Depreciation is a charge to current operations

which distributes the cost of a tangible capital asset,
less estimated residual value, over the estimated useful
life of the asset in a systematic and logical manner. It
does not involve a process of valuation. Useful life
refers to the prospective period of economic usefulness
in a particular contractor's operations as distinguished
from physical life; it is evidenced ,by the actual or
estimated retirement and replacement practice of the
contractor.

(b) Contractors having contracts subject to CAS 409,
Depreciation of Tangible Capital Assets, must adhere
to the requirement of that standard for all fully CAS-
covered contracts and may elect to adopt the standard
for all other contracts. All requirements of CAS 409
are applicable if the election is made, and its require-
ments supersede any conflicting requirements of this
cost principle. Once electing to adopt CAS 409 for all
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contracts, contractors must continue to follow it until
notification of final acceptance of all deliverable items
on all open negotiated Government contracts. Para-
raphs (c) through (e) below apply to contracts to
which CAS 409 is not applied.

(c) Normal depreciation on a contractor's plant,
equipment, and other capital facilities is an allowaile
contract cost, if the contractor is able to demonstrate
that it is reasonable and allocable (but see paragrpah (i)
below).

(d) Depreciation shall be considered reasonable if the
contractor follows policies and procedures that are

(1) Consistent with those followed in the same cost
center for business other than Government;

(2) Reflected in the contractor's books of accounts
and financial statements; and

(3) Both used and acceptable for Federal income
tax purposes.,
(e) When the depreciation reflected on r. contractor's

books of accounts and financial statements differs from
that used and acceptable for Federal income tax pur-
poses, reimbursement shall be based on the asset cost
amortized over the estimated useful life of the property
using depreciation methods (straight line, sum of the
years' digits, etc.) acceptable for income tax purposes.
Allowable depreciation shall not exceed the amounts
used for book and statement purposes and shall be
determined in a manner consistent with the depreci-
ation policies and procedures followed in the same cost
center on non-Government business.

(f) Depreciation for reimbursement purposes in the
case of twexempt organizations shall be determined on
the basis describcd in paragraph (e) immediately above.

(g) Special considerations are required for assets ac-
quired before the effective date of this cost principle if,
on that date, the undepreciated balance of these assets
resulting from depreciation policies and procedures
used previously for Government contracts and subcon-
tracts is different from the undepreciated balance on
the books and fmancial statements. The undepreciated
balance for contract cost purposes shall be depreciated
over the remaining life using tilt: methods and lives
followed for book purposes. The aggregate depreci-
ation of any asset allowable after the effective date of
this 31.205-11 shall not exceed the cost basis of the
asset less any depreciation allowed or allowable under
prior acquisition regulations.

(h) Depreciation should usually be allocated to the
contract and other work as an indirect cost. The
amount of depreciation allowed in any accounting
period may, consistent with the basic objectives in
paragraph (a) above, vary with volume of production
or use of multishift operations.

(i) In the case of emergency facilities covered by
certificates of necessity, a contractor may elect to use
normal depreciation without requesting a determination
of "true depreciation," or may elect to use either
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normal or "true depreciation" after a determination of
"true depreciation" has been made by an Emergency
Facilities Depreciation Board (EFDB). The method
elected must be followed consistently thoughout the
life of the emergency facility. When an election is
made to use normal depreciation, the criteria in para-
graphs (c), (d), (e), and (f) above shall apply for both
the emergency period and the post-emergency period.
When an election is made to uso "true depreciation",
the amount allowable as depreciation

(1) With respect to the emergency period (five
years), shall be computed in accordance with the
determination of the EFDB and allocated rateably
over the full five year emergency period; provided no
other allowance is made which would duplicate the
factors, such as extraordinary obsolescence, covered
by the Board's determination; and

(2) After the end of the emergency period, shall be
computed by distributing the remaining undepreciat-
ed portion of the cost of the emergency facility over
the balance of its useful life pry rided the remaining
undepreciated portion of such cost shall not include
any amount of unrecovered "true depreciation."
(j) No depreciation, rental, or use charge shall be

allowed on property acquired at no cost from the Gov-
ernment by the contractor or by any division, subsidi-
ary, or affiliate of the contractor under common con-
trol.

(k) The depreciation on any item which meets the
criteria for allowance at a "price" under 31.205-26(e)
may be based on that price, provided the same policies
and procedures are used for costing all business of the
using division, subsidiary, or organization under
common control.

(1) No depreciation or rental shall be allowed on
property fully depreciated by the contractor or by any
division, subsidiary, or affiliate of the contractor under
common control. However, a reasonable charge for
using fully depreciated property may be agreed upon
and allowed (but see 31.I09(h)(2)). In determining the
charge, consideration shall be given to cost, total esti-
mated useful life at the time of negotiations, effect of
any increased maintenance charges or decreased effi-
ciency due to age, and the amount of depreciation
previously charged to Government contracts or sub-
contracts.

(m) CAS 404, Capitalization of Tangible Assets, ap-
plies to assets acquired by a "capital lease" as defined
in Statement of Financial Accounting Standard No. 13
(FAS-13), Accounting for Leases, issued by the Finan-
cial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). Compliance
with CAS 404 and FAS-13 requires that such leased
assets (capital leases) be treated as purchased assets; i.e.,
be capitalized and the capitalized value of such assets
be distributed over their useful lives as depreciation
charges, or over the leased life as amortization charges
as appropriate. Assets whose leases are classified as
capital leases under FAS-13 are subject to the require-
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ments of 31.205-11 while assets acquired under leases
classified as operating leases are 3ubject to the require-
ments on rental costs in 31.205-36. The standards of
financial accounting and reporting prescribed by FAS-
13 are incorporated into this principle and shall govern
its application, except as provided in subparagraphs (1),
(2), and (3) below.

(1) Rental costs under a sale and leaseback ar-
rangement shall be allowable up to the amount that
would have been allowed had the contractor re-
tained title to the property.

(2) Capital leases, as defined in FAS-13, for all real
and personal property, between any related parties
are subject to the requirements of this subparagraph
31.205-11(m). If it is determined that the terms of the
lease have been significantly affected by the fact that
the lessee and lessor are related, depreciation charges
shall not be allowed in excess of those which would
have occurred if the lease contained terms consistent
with those found in a lease between unrelated par-
ties.

(3) Assets acquired under leases that the contractor
must capitalize under FAS-13 shall not be treated as
purchased assets for contract purposes if the leases
are covered by 31.205-36(b)(4).

31.205-12 Economic planning costs.
(a) This category includes costs of generalized long-

range management planning that is concerned with the
future overall development of the contractor's business
and that may take into account the eventual possibility
of economic dislocations or fundamental alterations in
those markets in which the contractor currently does
business. Economic planning costs do not include orga-
nization or reorganization costs covered by 31.205-27.

(b) Economic planning costs are allowable as indirect
costs to be properly allocated.

(c) Research and development and engineering costs
designed to lead to new products for sale to the gener-
al public are not allowable under this principle.
31.205-13 Employee morale, health, welfare, food serv,

ice, and dormitory costs and credits.
(a) Aggregate costs incurred on activities designed to

improve working conditions, employer-employee rela-
tions, employee morale, and employee performance
(less income generated by these activities) are allow-
able, except as limited by paragraph (b) immediately
below, and to the extent that the net amount is reason-
able. Some examples are house publications, health
clinics, recreation, employee counseling services, and
food and dormitory services, which include operating
or furnishing facilities for cafeterias, dining rooms, can-
teens, lunch wagons, vending machines, living accom-
modations, or similar types of services for the contrac-
tor's employees at or near the contractor's facilities.

(b) Losses from operating food and dormitory serv-
ices may be included as costs only if the contractor's
objective is to operate such services on a break-even
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basis. Losses sustained because food services or lodging
accommodations are furnished without charge or at
vices or rates which would not accomplish the above
objective are not allowable. A loss may be allowed,
however, to the extent the contractor can demonstrate
that unusual circumstances exist (e.g., (i) where the
contractor must provide food or dormitory services at
remote locations where adequate commercial facilities
are not reasonably available or (ii) where it is necessary
to operate a facility at a lower volume than the facility
could economically support) such that, even with effi-
cient management, operating the services on a break-
even basis would require charging inordinately high
prices or prices or rates higher than those charged by
commercial establishments offering the same services in
the same geographical areas. Cost of food and dormi-
tory services shall include an allocable share of indirect
expenses pertaining to these activities.

(c) When the contractor has an arrangement author-
izing an employee association to provide or operate a
service, such as vending machines in the contractor's
plant, and retain the profits, such profits shall be treat-
ed in the same manner as if the contractor were pro-
viding the service (but see paragraph (d) immediately
below).

(d) Contributions by the contractor to an employee
organization, including funds from vending machine
receipts or similar sources, may be included as costs
incurrred under paragraph (a) above only to the extent
that the contractor demonstrates that an equivalent
amount of the costs incurred by the employee organi-
zation would be allowable if directly incurred by the
contractor.
31.205-14 Entertainment costs.

Costs of amusement, diversion, social activities, and
any directly associated costs such as tickets to shows or
sports events, meals, lodging, rentals, transportation,
and gratuities are unallowable (but see 31.205-13 and
31.205-43).
31.205-15 Fines and penalties.

Costs of fines and penalties resulting from violations
of, or failure of the contractor to comply with, Feder-
al, State, or local laws and regulations are unallowable
except when incurred as a result of compliance with
specific terms and conditions of the contract or written
instructions from the contracting officer.
31.205-.16 Gains and losses on disposition of deprecia-

ble property or other capital assets.
(a) Gains and losses from the sale, retirement, or

other disposition (but see 31.205-19) of depreciable
property shall be included in the year in which they
occur as credits or charges to the cost grouping(s) in
which the depreciation or amortization applicable to
those assets was included (but see paragraph (d)
below).

(b) Gains and losses on disposition of tangible capital
assets, incuding those acquired under capital leases (see
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31.205-11(m), shall be considered as adjustments of de-
preciation costs previously recognized. The gain or loss
for each asset disposed of is the difference between the
net amount realized, including insurance proceeds from
involuntary conversions, and its undepreciated balance.
The gain recognized for contract costing purposes shall
be limited to the difference between the acquisition
cost (or for assets acquired under a capital lease, the
value at which the leased asset is capitalized) of the
asset and its undeprecated balance (except see subdivi-
sions (c)(2)(i) or (ii) below).

(c) Special considerations apply to an involuntary
conversion which occurs when a contractor's property
is destroyed by events over which the owner has no
control, such as fire, windstorm, flood, accident, theft,
etc., and an insurance award is recovered. The follow-
ing govern involuntary conversions:

(1) When.there is a cash award and the converted
asset is not replaced, gain or loss shall be recognized
in the period of disposition. The gain recognized for
contract costing purposes shall be limited to the dif-
ference between the acquisition cost of the asset and
its undepreciated balance.

(2) When the converted asset is replaced, the con-
tractor shall either

(i) Adjust the depreciable basis of the new asset
by the amount of the total realized gain or loss; or

(ii) Recognize the gain or loss in the period of
disposition, in which case the Government shall
participate to the same extent as outlined in sub-
paragraph (c)(1) above.

(d) Gains and losses on the disposition of depreciable
property shall not be recognized as a siparate charge
or credit when

(1) Gains and losses are processed through the
depreciation reserve account and reflected in the de-
preciation allowable under 31.205-11; or

(2) The property is exchanged as part of the pur-
chase price of - similar item, and the gain or loss is
taken into consideration in the depreciation cost basis
of the new item.
(e) Gains and losses arising from mass or extraordi-

nary sales, retirements, or other disposition shall be
considered on a case-by-case basis.

(f) Gains and losses of any nature arising from the
sale or exchange of capital assets other than deprecia-
ble property shall be excluded in computing contract
costs.

31.205-17 Idle facilities and idle capacity costs.
(a) "Costs of idle facilities or idle capacity," as used

in this subsection, means costs such as maintenance,
repair, housing, rent, and other related costs; e.g., prop-
erty taxes, insurance, and depreciation.

"Facilities," as used in this subsection, mons plant or
any portion thereof (including land integral to the op-
eration), equipment, individually or collectively, or any
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other tangible capital asset, wherever located, and
whether owned or leased by the contractor.

"Idle capacity," as used in this subsection, means the
unused capacity of partially used facilities. It is the
difference between that which a facility could achieve
under 100 percent operating time on a one-shift basis,
less operating interruptions resulting from time lost for
repairs, setups, unsatisfactory materials, and other
normal delays, and the extent to which the facility was
actually used to meet demands during the accounting
period. A multiple-shift basis may be used in the calcu-
lation instead of a one-shift basis if it can be shown that
this amount of usage could normally be expected for
the type of facility involved.

"Idle facilities," as used in this subsection, means
completely unused facilities that are excess to the con-
tractor's current needs.

(b) The costs of idle facilities are unallowable unless
the facilities

(1) Are necessary to meet fluctuations in work-
load; or

(2) Were necessary when acquired and are now
idle because of changes in requirements, production
economies, reorganization, termination, or other
causes which could not have been reasonably fore-
seen. (Costs of idle facilities are allowable for a rea-
sonable period, ordinarily not to exceed 1 year, de-
pending upon the initiative taken tr: use, lease, or
dispose of the idle facilities (but see 31.205-42)).
(c) Costs of idle capacity are costs of doing business

and are a factor in the normal fluctuations of usage or
overhead rates from period to period. Such costs are
allowable provided the capacity is necessary or was
originally reasonable and is not subject to reduction or
elimination by subletting, renting, or sale, in accord-
ance with sound business, economics, 'or security prac-
tices. Widespread idle capacity throuihout an entire
plant or among a group of assets having substantially
the same function may be idle facilities.

(d) Any costs to be paid directly by the Government
for idle facilities or idle capacity reserved for defense
mobilization production shall be the subject of a sepa-
rate agreement.

31.205-18 Independent research and development and
bid and proposal costs.
(a) Definitions.
"Applied research," as used in this subsection, means

that effort which (1) normally follows basic research,
but may not be severable from the related basic re-
search, (2) attempts to determine and exploit the poten-
tial of scientific discoveries or improvements in tech-
nology, materials, processes, methods, devices, or tech-
niques, and (3) attempts to advance the state of the art.
Applied research does not include efforts whose princi-
pal aim is design, development, or test of specific items
or services to be considered for sale; these efforts are
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within the definition of the term "development," de-
fined below.

"Basic research," as used in this subsection, means
that research which is directed toward increase of
knowledge in science. The primary aim of basic re-
search is a fuller knowledge or understanding of the
subject under study, rather than any practical applica-
tion thereof.

"Bid and proposal (B&P) costs," as used in this sub-
division, means the costs incurred in preparing, submit-
ting, and supporting bids and proposals (whether or not
solicited) on potential Government or non-Government
contracts. The term does not include the costs of effort
sponsored by a grant or cooperative agreement or re-
quired in contract performance.

"Company," as used in this subsection, means all
divisions, subsidiaries, and affiliates of the contractor
under common control.

"Development," as used in this subsection, means the
systematic use, under whatever name, of scientific and
technical knowledge in the design, development, test,
or evaluation of a potential new product or service (or
of an improvement in an existing product or service)
for the purpose of meeting specific performance re-
quirements or objectives. Development includes the
functions of design engineering, prototyping, and engi-
neering testing. Development excludes: (1) subcontract-
ed technical effort which is for the sole purpose of
developing an additional source for an existing product,
or (2) development effort for manufacturing or produc-
tion 'materials, systems, processes, methods, equipment,
tools, and techniques not intended for sale.

"Independent research and development (IR&D)"
means a contractor's IR&D cost that is not sponsored
by, or required in performance of, a contract or grant
and that consists of projects falling within the four
following areas: (1) basic research, (2) applied research,
(3) development, and (4) systems and other concept
formulation studies. IR&D effort shall not include tech-
nical effort expended in developing and preparing tech-
nical data specifically to support submitting a bid or
proposal.

"Systems and other concept formulation studies," as
used in this subsection, means analyses and study ef-
forts either related to specific IR&D efforts or directed
toward identifying desirable new elstems, equipments
or components, or modifications and improvements to
existing systems, equipments, or components.

(b) Composition and allocation of costs. The require-
ments of CAS 420, Accounting for Independent Re-
search and Development Costs and Bid and Proposal
Costs, are incorporated in their entirety and shall apply
as follows

(1) Fully-CAS-covered contracts. Contracts that are
fully-CAS-covered shall be subject to all require-
ments of CAS 420.
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(2) Modified-CAS-covered and non-CAS-covered con-
tracts. Contracts that are not CAS-covered or that
contain terms or conditions requiting modified CAS
coverage shall be subject to all requirements of CAS
420 except 4 CFR 420.50(eX2) and 4 CFR
420.50(f(2), which arc not then applicable. However,
non-CAS covered or modified CAS-covered con-
tracts awarded at a time the contractor has CAS-
covered contracts requiring compliance with CAS
420, shall be subject to all the requirements of CAS
420. When the requirements of 4 CFR 420.50(eX2)
and 4 CFR 420.50(0(2) are not applicable, the fol-
lowing apply:

(i) IR&D and B&P costs shall be allocated to
final cost objectives on the same basis of allocation
used for the G&A expense grouping of the profit
center (see 31.001) in which the costs are incurred.
However, when IR&D and B&P costs clearly
benefit other profit centers or benefit the entire
company, those costs shall be allocated through
the G&A of the other profit centers or through
the corporate G&A, as appropriate.

(ii) If allocations of IR&D or B&P through the
G&A base do not provide equitable cost alloca-
tion, the contracting officer may approve use of a
different base.

(c) Allowability. Except as provided in paragraph (d)
below, costs for IR&D and B&P are allowable only in
accordance with the following:

(1) Companies required to negotiate advance agree-
ments.

(i) Any company that received payments for
BUD and B&P costs in a fiscal year, either as a
prime contractor or subcontractor, exceeding $4
million from Government agencies, is required to
negotiate with the Government an advance agree-
ment which establishes a ceiling for allowability of
IR&D and B&P costs for the following fiscal year.
This agreement is binding on all Government
agencies, unless prohibited by statute. The require-
ments of Section 203 of Pub. L. 91-441 necessitate
that the Department of Defense (DOD) be the
lead negotiating agency when the contractor has
received more than $4 million in payments for
IR&D and B&P from DOD. Computation of
IR&D and B&P costs to determine whether the
threshold criterion was reached shall include only
recoverable IR&D and B&P costs allocated during
the company's previous fiscal year to prime con-
tracts and subcontracts for which the submission
and certification of cost or pricing data were re-
quired. (Also see paragraph (b) above and 15.804.)
The computation shall include full burdening pur-
suant to CAS 420.

(ii) When a company meets the criterion in (i)
above, required advance agreements may be nego-
tiated at the corporate level and/or with those
profit centers that contract directly with the Gov-
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ernment and that in the preceding year allocated
recoverable IR&D and B&P costs exceeding
$500,000, including burdening, to contracts and
subcontracts for which the submission and certifi
cation of cost or pricing data were required (also
see paragraph (b) above and 15.804). When ceil-
ings are negotiated for separate profit centers of
the company, the allowability of IR&D and B&P
costs for any center that in its previous fiscal year
did not reach the $500,000 threshold may be deter-
mined in accordance with subparagraph (cX2)
below.

(iii) Ceilings are the maximum dollar amounts of
total IR&D and B&P costs that will be allowable
for allocation over the appropriate base for that
part of the company's operation covered by an
advance agreement.

(iv) No IR&D and B&P cost shall be allowable
if a company fails to initiate negotiation of a re-
quired advance agreement before the end of the
fiscal year for which the agreement is required.

(v) When negotiations are he:3 with a company
meeting the $4 million criterion (3. with separate
profit centers (when negotiation.1 are held at that
level under (ii) above), and if advance agree-
ment is reached, payment fr.- '..&D and B&P
costs shall be reduced below ich the com-
pany or profit center would 1. .e !terwise re-
ceived. The amount of such reduced kniymer.Z shall
not exceed 75 percent of the amount which, in the
opinion of the contracting officer, the company or
profit center would be entitled to receive under an
advance agreement. Written notification of the
contracting officer's determination of a reduced
amount shall be provided the contractor. In the
event that an advance agreement is not reached
before the end of the contractor's fiscal year for
which the agreement is to apply, negotiations shall
immediately be terminated, and the contracting of-
ficer shall furnish a determination of the reduced
amount.

(vi) Contractors may appeal decisions of the
contracting officer to reduce payment. The appeal
shall be filed with the contracting officer within 30
days of receipt of the contracting officer's determi-
nation. (Also see Subpart 42.10.)
(2) Companies not required to negotiate advance

agreements. Ceilings for allowable IR&D and B&P
costs for companies not required to negotiate ad-
vance agreements in accordance with subparagraph
(cX1) above shall bc established by a formula, either
on a company-wide basis or by profit centers, com-
puted as follows:

(i) Determine the ratio of IR&D/B&P costs to
total sales (or other base acceptable to the con-
tracting officer) for each of the preceding three
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years and average the two highest of these ratios;
this average is the IR&D/B&P historical ratio;

(ii) Compute the average annual IR&D/B&P
costs (hereafter called average), using the two
highest of the preceding three years;

IR&D/B&P costs for the center for the cur-
rent year which are not in excess of the product of
the center's actual total sales (or other accepted
base) for the current year and the IR&D/B&P
historical ratio computed under (i) above (hereaf-
ter called product) shall be considered allowable
only to the extent the product does not exceed 120
percent of the average. If the product is less than
80 percent of the average, costs up to 80 percent
of the average shall be allowable.

(iv) However, at the discretion of the contract-
ing officer, an advance agreement may be negotiat-
ed when the contractor can demonstrate that the
formula would produce a clearly inequitable cost
recovery.

(d) Deferred IRtfiD and B&P costs. (1) IR&D costs
that were incurred in previous accounting periods are
unallowable, except when a contractor has developed a
specific product at its own risk in anticipation of recov-
ering the development costs in the sale price of the
product provided that

(i) The total amount of IR&D costs applicable
to the product can be identified;

(ii) The proration of such costs to sales of the
product is reasonable;

(iii) The contractor had no Government business
during the time that the costs were incurred or did
not allocate IR&D costs to Government contracts
except to prorate the cost of developing a specific
product to the sales of that product; and

(iv) No costs of current IR&D programs are
allocated to Government work except to prorate
the costs of developing a specific product to the
sales of that product.
(2) When deferred costs are recognized, the con-

tract (except firm-fixed-price and fixed-price with
economic price adjustment) will include a specific
provision setting forth the amount of deferred IR&D
costs that are allocable to the contract. The negotia-
tion memorandum will state the circumstances per-
taining to the case and the reason for accepting the
deferred costs.

31.205-19 Insurance and indemnification.
(a) Insurance by purchase or by self-insuring includes

coverage the contractor is required to carry, or to have
approved, under the terms of the contract and any
other coverage the contractor maintains in connection
with the general conduct of its business. Any contrac-
tor desiring to establish a program of self-insurance
applicable to contracts that are not subject to CAS 416,
Accounting for Insurance Costs, shall comply with the
self-insurance requirements of that standard as well as
with Part 28 of this Regulation. However, approval of
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a contractor's insurance program in accordance with
Part 28 does not constitute a determination as to the
allowability of the program's cost. The amount of in-
surance costs which may be allowed is subject to the
cost limitations and exclusions in the following subpara-
graphs.

(1) Costs of insurance required or approved, and
maintained by the contractor pursuant to the con-
tract, are allowable.

(2) Costs of insurance maintained by the contrac-
tor in connection with the general conduct of its
business are allowable, subject to the following limi-
tations:

(i) Types and extent of coverage shall follow
sound business practice, and the rates and premi-
ums must be reasonabie.

(ii) Costs allowed for business interruption or
other similar insurance must be limited to exclude
coverage of profit.

(iii) The cost of property insurance premiums
for insurance coverage in excess of the acquisition
cost of the insured assets is allowable only when
the contractor has a formal written policy assuring
that in the event the insured property is involun-
tarily converted, the new asset shall be valued at
the book value of the replaced asset plus or minus
adjustments for differences between insurance pro-
ceeds and actual replacement cost. If the contrac-
tor does not have such a fc.:mal written policy, the
cost of premiums for insurance coverage in excess
of the acquisition cost of the insured asset is un-
allowable.

(iv) Costs of insurance for the risk of loss of or
damage to Government property are allowable
only to the extent that the contractor is liable for
such loss or damage and such insurance does not
cover loss or damage that results from willful mis-
conduct or lack of good faith on the part of any of
the contractor's directors or officers or other
equivalent representatives.

(v) Contractors operating under a program of
self-insurance must obtain approval of the program
when required by 28.308(a).

(vi) Costs of insurance on the lives of officers,
partners, or proprietors are allowable only to the
extent that the insurance represents additional
compensation (see 31.205-6).
(3) Actual losses are unallowable unless expressly

provided for in the contract, except
(i) Losses incurred under the nominal deductible

provisions of purchased insurance, in keeping with
sound business practice, are allowable for contracts
not subject to CAS 416 and when the contractor
did not establish a self-insurance program. Such
contracts are not subject to the self-insurance re-
quirements of CAS 416. For contracts subject to
CAS 416, and for those made subject to the self-
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insurance requirements of that Standard as a result
of the contractor's having established a self-insur-
ance program (see paragraph (a) above), actual
losses may be used as a basis for charges under a
self-insurance program when the actual amount of
losses will not differ significantly from the project-
ed average losses for the accounting period (see 4
CFR 416.50(a)(2)(ii)).

(ii) Minor losses, such as spoilage, breakage, and
disappearance of small hand tools that occur in the
ordinary course of doing business and that are not
covered by insurance are allowable.
(4) The cost of insurance to protect the contractor

against the costs of correcting its own defects in
materials or workmanship is unallowable. However,
insurance costs to cover fortuitous or casualty losses
resulting from defects in materials or workmanship
are allowable as a normal business expense.
(b) If purchased insurance is available, the charge for

any self-insurance coverage plus insurance administra-
tion expenses shall not exceed the cost of comparable
purchased insurance plus associated insurance adminis-
tration expenses.

(c) Insurance provided by captive insurers (insurers
owned by or under the control of the contractor) is
considered self-insurance, and charges for it must
comply with the self-insurance provisions of CAS 416.
However, if the captive insurer also sells insurance to
the general public in substantial quantities and it can be
demonstrated that the charge to the contractor is based
on competitive market forces, the insurance will be
considered purchased insurance.

(d) The allowability of premiums for insurance pur-
chased from fronting insurance companies (insurance
companies not related to the contractor but who rein-
sure with a captive insuref of the contractor) shall not
exceed the amount (plus reasonable fronting company
charges for services rendered) which the contractor
would have been allowed had it insured directly with
the captive insurer.

(e) Self-insurance charges for risks of catastrophic
losses are not allowable (see 28.308(e)).

(f) The Government is obligated to indemnify the
contractor only to the extent authorized by law, as
expressly provided for in the contract, except as pro-
vided in paragraph (d) above.

(g) Late premium payment charges related to em-
ployee deferred compensation plan insurance incurred
pursuant to Section 4007 (29 U.S.C. 1307) or Section
4023 (29 U.S.C. 1323) of the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974 are unallowable.
31.205-20 Interest and other financial costs.

Interest on borrowings (however represented), bond
discounts, costs of financing and refinancing capital
(net worth plus long-term liabilities), legal and profes-
sional fees paid in connection with preparing prospec-
tuses, costs of preparing and issuing stock rights, and
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directly associated costs are unallowable except for in-
terest assessed by State or local taxing authorities under
the conditions specified in 31.205-41 (but see 31.205-28).

31.205-21 Labor relations costs.
Costs incurred in maintaining satisfactory relations

between the contractor and its employees, including
costs of shop stewards, labor management committees,
employee publications, and other related activities, are
allowable.

31.205-22 Lobbying costs.
(a) Lobbying is defined as any activity or communi-

cation that is intended or designed (1) to directly influ-
ence members of the U.S. Congress or State and local
legislatures, their staffs, or the staffs of committees of
these bodies to favor or oppose pending, proposed, or
existing legislation, appropriations, or other official ac-
tions of these bodies, their members, or their commit-
tees, or (2) to engage in any campaign to directly
encourage others to do so. Except as provided in para-
graph (c) below, lobbying includes, but is not limited
to, appearances before any legislative committee or
subcommittee and written or oral communications, in-
cluding face-to-face discussions or conferences, tele-
phone conversations, paid advertisements, and the
sending of telegrams or letters.

(b) The costs of lobbying, including the applicable
portion of the salaries and fees of those individuals
engaged in lobbying efforts on behalf of a contractor,
whether or not the individuals are registered as lobby-
ists under any applicable law, are unallowable.

(c) Legislative liaison activities, such as attendance at
committee hearings and gathering information regard-
ing pending legislation, are not lobbying and are allow-
able. In addition, written or oral communications, ap-
pearances before legislative committees and subcommit-
tees, and meetings with legislative representatives are
allowable legislative liaison activities when such efforts
are undertaken in conjunction with a legislative public
hearing or meeting in response to a public notice, or a
specific invitation or request from a legislative source,
and the notice, invitation, or request is documented.
However, for the costs to be allowable, the contractor
shall maintain and make available to the Government
records and documentation sufficient to identify the
costs and clearly establish the nature and purpose of
the legislative liaison activity to which the costs relate.

31.205-23 Losses on other contracts.
An excess of costs over income under any other

contract (including the contractor's contributed portion
under cost-sharing contracts) is unallowable.

31.205-24 Maintenance and repair costs.
(a) Costs necessary for the upkeep of property (in-

eluding Government property, unless otherwise pro-
vided for) that neither add to the permanent value of
the property nor appreciably prolong its intended life,
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but keep it in an efficient operating condition, are to be
treated as follows (but see 31.205-11):

(1) Normal maintenance and repair costs are al-
lowable.

(2) Extraordinary maintenance and repair costs are
allowable, provided those costs are allocated to the
applicable periods for purposes of determining con-
tract costs (but see 31.109).
(b) Expenditures for plant and equipment, including

rehabilitation which should be capitalized and subject
to depreciation, according to generally accepted ac-
counting principles as applied under the contractor's
established policy or, when applicable, according to
CAS 404, Capitalization of Tangible Assets, are allow-
able only on a depreciation basis.
31.205-25 Manufacturing and production engineering

costs.
(a) The costs of manufacturing and production engi-

neering effort as described in (1) through (4) below are
all allowable:

(1) Developing and deploying new or improved
materials, systems, processes, methods, equipment,
tools and techniques that are or are expected to be
used in producing products or services;

(2) Developing and deploying pilot production
lines;

(3) Improving current production functions, such
as plant layout, production scheduling and control,
methods and job analysis, equipment capabilities and
capacities, inspection techniques, and tooling analysis
(including tooling design and application improve-
ments); and

(4) Material and manufacturing producibility anal-
ysis for production suitability and to optimize manu-
facturing processes, methods, and techniques.
(b) This cost principle does not cover:

(1) Basic and applied research effort (as defined in
31.205-18(a)) related to new technology, materials,
systems, processes, methods, equipment, tools and
techniques. Such technical effort is governed by
31.205-18, Independent research and development
costs; and

(2) Development effort, for manufacturing or pro-
duction materials, systems, processes, methods,
equipment, tools and techniques that are intended for
sale is also governed by 31.205-18.
(c) Where manufacturing or production development

costs are capitalized or required to be capitalized under
the contractor's capitalization policies, allowable cost
will be determined in accordance with the require-
ments of 31.205-11, Depreciation.
31.205-26 Material costs.

(a) Material costs include the costs of such items as
raw materials, parts, sub-assemblies, components, and
manufacturing supplies, whether purchased or manu-
factured by the contractor, and may include such col-
lateral items as inbound transportation and intransit in-
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surance. In computing material costs, consideration
shall be given to reasonable overruns, spoilage, or de-
fective work (unless otherwise provided in any con-
tract provision relating to inspecting and correcting
defective work). These costs are allowable, subject to
the requirements of paragraphs (b) through (e) below.

(b) Costs of material shall be adjusted for income and
other credits, including available trade discounts, re-
funds, rebates, allowances, and cash discounts, and
credits for scrap, salvage, and material returned to ven-
dors. Such income and other credits shall either be
credited directly to the cost of the material or be allo-
cated as a credit to indirect costs. When the contractor
can demonstrate that failure to take cash discounts was
reasonable, lost discounts need not be credited.

(c) Reasonable adjustments arising from differences
between periodic physical inventories and book inven-
tories may be included in arriving at costs; provided,
such adjustments relate to the period of contract per-
formance.

(d) When materials are purchased specifically for and
are identifiable solely with performance under a con-
tract, the actual purchase cost of those materials should
be charged to the contract. If material is issued from
stores, any generally recognized method of pricing
such material is acceptable if that method is consistent-
ly applied and the results are equitable. When estimates
of future material costs are required, current market
price or anticipated acquisition cost may be used, but
the basis of pricing must be disclosed.

(e) Allowance for all materials, supplies, and services
that are sold or transferred between any divisions, sub-
sidiaries, or affiliates of the contractor under a common
control shall be on the basis of cost incurred in accord-
ance with this subpart. However, allowance may be at
a price when it is the established practice of the trans-
ferring organization to price interorganizational trans-
fers at other than cost for commercial work of the
contractor or any division, subsidiary, or affiliate of the
contractor under a common control, and when the
price

(1) Is or is based on an "established catalog or
market price of commercial items sold in substantial
quantities to the general public" in accordance with
15.804; or

(2) Is the result of "adequate price competition" in
accordance with 15.804 and is the price at which an
award was made to the affiliated organization after
obtaining quotations on an equal basis from such
organization and one or more outside sources that
produce the item or its equivalent in significant quan-
tity.

(3) Provided, that in either subparagraph (1) or (2)
above

(1) The price is not in excess of the transferor's
current sales price to its most favored customer
(including any division, subsidiary or affiliate of
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the contractor under a common control) for a like
quantity under comparable conditions; and

(ii) The contracting officer has not determined
the price to be unreasonable.

(f) The price determined in accordance with subpara-
graph (eX1) above should be adjusted to reflect the
quantities being acquired and may be adjusted to reflect
actual cost of any modifications necessary because of
contract requirements.
31.205-27 Organization costs.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) below, ex-
penditures in connection with (1) planning or executing
the organization or reorganization of the corporate
structure of a business, including mergers and acquisi-
tions, or (2) raising capital (net worth plus long-term
liabilities), are unallowable. Such expenditures include
but are not limited to incorporation fees and costs of
attorneys, accountants, brokers, promoters and organiz-
ers, management consultants and investment counsel-
lors, whether or not employees of the contractor. Un-
allowable "reorganization" costs include the cost of
any change in the contractor's fmancial structure, ex-
cluding administrative costs of short-term borrowings
for working capital, resulting in alterations in the rights
and interests of security holders, whether or not addi-
tional capital is raised.

(b) The cost of activities primarily intended to pro-
vide compensation will not be considered organization-
al costs subject to this subsection, but will be governed
by 31.205-6. These activities include acquiring stock for
(1) executive bonuses, (2) employee savings plans, and
(3) employee stock ownership plans.
31.205-28 Other business expenses.

The following types of recurring costs are allowable
when allocated on an equitable basis:

(a) Registry and transfer charges resulting from
changes in ownership of securities issued by the con-
tractor.

(b) Cost of shareholders' meetings.
(c) Normal proxy solicitations.
(d) Preparing and publishing reports to shareholders.
(e) Preparing and submitting required reports and

forms to taxing and other regulatory bodies.
(f) Incidental costs of directors' and committee meet-

ings.
(g) Other similar costs.

31.205-29 Plant protection costs.
Costs of items such as (a) wages, uniforms, and

equipment of personnel engaged in plant protection, (b)
depreciation on plant protection capital assets, and (c)
necessary expenses to comply with military require-
ments, are allowable.
31.205-30 Patent costs.

(a) The following patent costs are allowable to the
extent that they are incurred as requirements of a Gov-
ernment contract (but see 31.205733):
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(1) Costs of preparing invention disclosures, re-
ports, and other documents.

(2) Costs for searching the art to the extent neces-
sary to make the invention disclosures.

(3) Other costs in connection with the filing and
prosecution of a United States patent application
where title or royalty-free license is to be conveyed
to the Government.
(b) General counseling services relating to patent

matters, such as advice on patent laws, regulations,
clauses, and employee agreements, are allowable (but
see 31.205-33).

(c) Other than those for general counseling services,
patent costs not required by the contract are unallowa-
ble. (See also 31.205-37.)

31.205-31 Plant reconversion costs.
Plant reconversion costs are those incurred in restor-

ing or rehabilitating the contractor's facilities to ap-
proximately the same condition existing immediately
before the start of the Government contract, fair wear
and tear excepted. Reconversion costs are unallowable
except for the cost of removing Government property
and the restoration or rehabilitation costs caused by
such removal. However, in special circumstances
where equity so dictates, additional costs may be al-
lowed to the extent agreed upon before costs are in-
curred. Care should be exercised to avoid duplication
through allowance as contingencies, additional profit or
fee, or in other contracts.
31.205-32 Precontract costs.

Precontract costs are those incurred before the effec-
tive date of the contract directly pursuant to the nego-
tiation and in anticipation of the contract award when
such incurrence is necessary to comply with the pro-
posed contract delivery schedule. Such costs are allow-
able to the extent that they would have been allowable
if incurred after the date of the contract (see 31.109.)
31.205-33 Professional and consultant service costs.

(a) Costs of professional and consultant services ren-
dered by persons who are members of a particular
profession or possess a special skill and who are not
officers or employees of the contractor are allowable
subject to paragraphs (b), (c), (d), and (e) below when
reasonable in relation to the services rendered and
when not contingent upon recovery of the costs from
the Government (but K.e 31.205-30).

(b) In determining the allowability of costs (including
retainer fees) in a particular case, no single factor or
any special combination of factors is necessarily deter-
minative. However, the following factors, among
others, should be considered:

(1) The nature and scope of the service rendered
in relation to the service required.

(2) The necessity of contracting for the service,
considering the contractor's capability in the particu-
lar area.
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(3) The past pattern of such costs, particularly in
the years prior to the award of Government con-
tracts.

(4) The impact of Government contracts on the
contractor's business.

(5) Whether the proportion of Government work
to the contractor's total business is such as to influ-
ence the contractor in favor of incurring the cost,
particularly when the services rendered are not of a
continuing nature and have little relationship to work
under Government contracts.

(6) Whether the service can be performed more
economically by employment rather than by con-
tracting.

(7) The qualifications of the individual or concern
rendering the service and the customary fee charged,
especially on non-government contracts.

(8) Adequacy of the contractual agreement for the
service (e.g., description of the service; estimate of
time required; rate of compensation; termination pro-
visions).
(c) Retainer fees to be allowable must be supported

by evidence that
(1) The services covered by the retainer agreement

are necessary and customary;
(2) The level of past services justifies the amount

of the retainer fees (if no services were rendered,
fees are not automatically unallowable); and

(3) The retainer fee is reasonable in comparison
with maintaining an in-house capability to perform
the covered services, when factors such as cost and
level of expertise are considered.
(d) Costs of legal, accounting, and consulting serv-

ices and directly associated costs incurred in connec-
tion with organization and reorganization (also see
31.205-27), defense of antitrust suits, or the prosecution
of claims against the Government are unallowable.
Such costs incurred in connection with patent infringe-
ment litigation are unallowable unless otherwise pro-
vided for in the contract.

(e) Except for retainers, fees for services rendered
shall be allowable only when supported by evidence of
the nature and scope of the service furnished. (Also see
31.205-38(c).)
31.205-34 Recruitment costs.

(a) Subject to paragraphs (b) and (c) below, and
provided that the size of the staff recruited and main-
tained is in keeping with workload requirements, the
following costs are allowable:

(1) Costs of help-wanted advertising.
(2) Costs of operating an employment office

needed to secure and maintain an adequate labor
force.

(3) Costs of operating an aptitude and educational
testing program.

(4) Travel costs of employees engaged in recuiting
personnel.

(5) Travel costs of applicants for interviews.
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(6) Costs for employment agencies, not in excess of
standard commercial rates.
(b) Help-wanted advertising costs are unallowable if

the advertising
(1) Is for personnel other than those required to

perform obligations under a Government contract;
(2) Does not describe specific positions or classes

of positions;
(3) Is excessive relative to the number and impor-

tance of the positions or to the industry practices;
(4) Includes material that is not relevant for re-

cruitment purposes, such as extensive illustrations or
descriptions of the company's products or capabili-
ties;

(5) Is designed to "pirate" personnel from another
Government contractor; or

(6) Includes color (in publications).
(c) Excessive compensation costs offered to prospec-

tive employees to "pirate" them from another Govern-
ment contractor are unallowable. Such excessive costs
may include salaries, fringe benefits, or special emolu-
ments which are in excess of standard industry prac-
tices or the contractor's customary compensation prac-
tices.

31.205-35 Relocation costs.
(a) Relocation costs are costs incident to the perma-

nent change of duty assignment (for an indefinite
period or for a stated period of not less than 12

months) of an existing employee or upon recruitment
of a new employee. The following types of costs are
allowable as noted, subject to paragraphs (c) and (d)
below:

(1) Cost of travel of the employee and members of
the immediate family (see 31.205-46) and transporta-
tion of the household and personal effects to the new
location.

(2) Cost of finding a new home, such as advance
trips by employees and spouses to locate living quar-
ters, and temporary lodging during the transition pe-
riods not exceeding separate cumulative totals of 60
days for employees and 45 days for spouses and
dependents, including advance trip time.

(3) Closing costs (Le., brokerage fees, legal fees,
appraisal fees, points, finance charges, etc.) incident
to the disposition of actual residence owned by the
employee when notified of transfer, except that these
costs when added to the costs described in subpara-
graph (a)(4) below shall not exceed 14 percent of the
sales price of the property sold.

(4) Continuing costs of ownership of the vacant
former actual residence being sold, such as mainte-
nance of building and grounds (exclusive of fixing up
expenses), utilities, taxes, property insurance, mort-
gage interest, after settlement date or lease date of
new permanent residence, except that these costs
when added to the costs described in subparagraph
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(a)(3) above, shall not exceed 14 percent of the sales
price of the property sold.

(5) Other necessary and reasonable expenses nor-
mally incident to relocation, such as disconnecting
and connecting household appliances; automobile
registration; driver's license and use taxes; cutting
and fitting rugs, draperies, and curtains; forfeited util-
ity fees and deposits; and purchase of insurance
against damage to or loss of personal property while
in transit.

(6) Costs incident to acquiring a home in a new
location, except that (i) these costs will not be allow-.
able for existing employees or newly recruited em-
ployees who, before the relocation, were not home-
owners and (ii) the total costs shall not exceed 5
percent of the purchase price of the new home.

(7) Mortgage interest differential payments, except
that these costs are not allowable for existing or
newly recruited employees who, before the reloca-
tion, were not homeowners and the total payments
are licrthed to an amount determined as follows:

(i) The difference between the mortgage interest
rates of the old and new residences times the cur-
rent balance of the old mortgage times 3 years.

(ii) When mortgage differential payments are
made on a lump sum basis and the employee leaves
or is transferred again in iess than 3 years, the
amount initially recognized shall be proportionate-
ly adjusted to reflect payments only for the actual
time of the relocation.
(8) Rental differential payments covering situations

where relocated employees retain ownership of a
vacated home in the old location and rent at the new
location. The rented quarters at the new location
must be comparable to those vacated, and the allow-
able differential payments may not exceed the actual
rental costs for the new home, less the fair market
rent for the vacated home times 3 years.

(9) Cost of canceling an unexpired lease.
(b) The costs described in paragraph (a) above must

also meet the following criteria to be considered allow-
able:

(1) The move must be for the benefit of the em-
ployer.

(2) Reimbursement must be in accordance with an
established policy or practice that is consistenly fol-
lowed by the employer and is designed to motivate
employees to relocate promptly and economically.

(3) The costs roust not otherwise be unallowable
under Subpart 31.2.

(4) Amounts to be reimbursed shall not exceed the
employee's actual expenses, except that for miscella-
neous costs of the type discussed in subparagraph
(aX5) above, a flat amount, not to exceed $1,000,
may be allowed in lieu of actual costs.
(c) The following types of costs are not allowable:

(1) Loss on sale of a home.
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(2) Costs incident to acquiring a home in a new
location as follows:

(i) Real estate brokers fees and commissions.
(ii) Cost of litigation.
(iii) Real and personal property insurance

against damage or loss of property.
(iv) Mortgage life insurance.
(v) Owner's title policy insurance when such

insurance was not previously carried by the em-
ployee on the old residence (however, cost of a
mortgage title policy is allowable).

(vi) Property taxes and operating or mainte-
nance costs.
(3) Continuing mortgage principal payments on

residence being sold.
(4) Payments for employee income or FICA

(social security) taxes incident to reimbursed reloca-
tion costs,

(5) Payments for job counseling and placement
assistance to employee spouses and dependents who
were not employees of the contractor at the old
location.

(6). Costs incident to furnishing equity or none-
quity loans to employees or making arrangements
with lenders for employees to obtain lower-than-
market rate mortgage loans.
(d) If relocation costs for an employee have been

allowed either as an allocable indirect or direct cost,
and the employee resigns within 12 months for reasons
within the employee's control, the contractor shall
refund or credit the relocation costs to the Govern-
ment.

(e) Subject to the requirements of paragraphs (a)
through (d) above, the costs of family movements and
of personnel movements of a special or mass nature are
allowable. The cost, however, should be assigned on
the basis of work (contracts) or time period benefited.
31.205-36 Rental costs.

(a) This subsection is applicable to the cost of renting
or leasing real or personal property, except ADPE (see
31.205-2), acquired under "operating leases" as defmed
in Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 13
(FAS-13), Accounting for Leases. Compliance with
31.205-11(1) requires that assets acquired by means of
capital leases, as defmed in FAS-13, shall be treated as
purchased assets; i.e., be capitalized and the capitalized
value of such assets be distributed over their useful
lives as depreciation charges, or over the lease term as
amortization charges, as appropriate (but see subpara-
graph (bX4) below).

(b) The following costs are allowable:
(1) Rental costs under operatirz leases, to the

extent that the rates are reasonable at the time of the
lease decision, after consideration of (i) rental costs
of comparable property, if any; (ii) market conditions
in the area; (iii) the type, life expectancy, condition,
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and value of the property leased; (iv) alternatives
available; and (v) other provisions of the agreement.

(2) Rental costs under a sale and leastback ar-
rangement only up to the amount the contractor
would be allowed if the contractor retained title.

(3) Charges in the nature of rent for property
between any divisions, subsidiaries, or organization
under common control, to the extent that they do
not exceed the normal costs of ownership, such as
depreciation, taxes, insurance, facilities capital cost of
money, and maintenance (excluding interest or other
unallowable costs pursuant to Part 31), provided that
no part of such costs shall duplicate any other al-
lowed cost. Rental cost of personal property leased
from any division, subsidiary, or affiliate of the con-
tractor under common control, that has an estab-
lished practice of leasing the same or similar proper-
ty to unaffiliated lessees shall be allowed in accord-
ance with subparagraph (bX1) above.

(4) Rental costs under leases cntered into before
March 1, 1970 for the remaining term of the lease
(excluding options not exercised before March 1,
1970) to the extent they would have been allowable
under Defense Acquisition Regulation (Formerly
ASPR) 15-205.34 or Federal Procurement Regula-
tions section 1-15.205-34 in effect 1 January 1969.
(c) The allowability of rental costs under unexpired

leases in connection with terminations is treated in
31.205-42(e).
31.205-37 Royalties and other costs for use of patents.

(a) Royalties on a patent or amortization of the cost
of purchasing a patent or patent rights necessary for
the proper performance of the contract and applicable
to contract products or processes are allowable
unless

(1) The Government has a license or the right to a
free use of the patent;

(2) The patent has been adjudicated to be invalid,
or has been administratively determined to be inval-
id;

(3) The patent is considered to be unenforceable;
Or

(4) The patent is expired.
(b) Care should be exercised in determining reason-

ableness when the royalties may have been arrived at
as a result of less-than-arm's-length bargaining; e.g.,
royalties

(1) Paid to personS, including corporations, affili-
ated with the contractor;

(2) Paid to unaffiliated parties, including corpora-
tions, under an agreement entered into in contempla-
tion that a Government contract would be awarded;
Or

(3) Paid under an agreement entered into after the
contract award.
(c) In any case involving a patent formerly owned

by the contractor, the royalty amount allowed should
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not exceed the cost which would have been allowed
had the contractor retained title.

(d) See 31.109 regarding advance agreements.
31205-38 Selling costs.

(a) Selling costs arise in the marketing of the con-
tractor's products and include costs of sales promo-
tions, negotiation, liaison between Government repre-
sentatives and contractor's personnel, and related activ-
ities.

(b) Selling costs are allowable to the extent that they
are reasonable and are allocable to Government busi-
ness (but see 31.109 and 31.205-1). Allocabiity of sell-
ing costs shall be determined in the light of reasonable
benefit to the Government arising from such activities
as technical, consulting, demonstration, and other serv-
ices which are for purposes such as application or
adaptation of the contractor's products to Government
use for its own requirements. Selling costs incurred in
connection with potential and actual Foreign Military
Sales as defined by the Arms Export Control Act, or
foreign sales of military products shall not be allocable
to U.S. Government contracts for U.S. Government
requirements.

(c) Notwithstanding paragraph (b) above, sellers' or
agents' compensation, fees, commissions, percentages,
retainer, or brokerage fecs, whether or not contingent
upon the award of contracts, are allowable only when
paid to bona fide employees or established commercial
or selling agencies maintained by the contractor for the
purpose of securing business (see subsection 3.408-2).
31.205-39 Service and warranty costs.

Service and warranty costs include those arising
from fulfillment of any contractual obligation of a con-
tractor to provide services such as installation, training,
correcting defects in the products, replacing defective
parts, and making refunds in the case of inadequate
performance. When not inconsistent with the terms of
the contract, such service and warranty costs are al-
lowable. However, care should be exercised to avoid
duplication of the allowance as an element of both
estimated product cost and risk.

31.205-40 Special tooling and special test equipment
costs.
(a) The terms "special tooling" and "special test

equipment" are dermed in 45.101.
(b) The cost of special tooling and special test equip-

ment used in performing one or more Government
contracts is allowable and shall be allocated to the
specific Government contract or contracts for which
acquired, except that the cost of (1) items acquired by
the contractor before the effective date of the contract
(or replacement of such items), whether or not altered
or adapted for use in performing the contract, and (2)
items which the contract schedule specifically excludes,
shall be allowable only as depreciation or amortization.
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(c) When items are disqualified as special tooling or
special test equipment because with relatively minor
expense they can be made suitable for general purpoae
use and have a value as such commensurate with their
value as special tooling or special test equipment, the
cost of adapting the items for use under the contract
and the cost of returning them to their prior configura-
tion are allowable.
31.20541 Taxes.

(a) The following types of costs are allowable:
(1) Federal, State, and local taxes (see Part 29),

except as otherwise provided in paragraph (b) below
that are required to be and are paid or accrued in
accordance with generally accepted accounting prin-
ciples. Funs and penalties are not considered taxes.

(2) Ta xes otherwise allowable under subparagraph
(a)(1) ab we, but upon which a claim of illegality or
erroneous assessment exists; provided the contractor,
before paying such taxes

(i) Promptly requests instructions from the con-
tracting officer concerning such taxes; and

(ii) Takes all action directed by the contracting
officer arising out of subparagraph (2)(i) above or
an independent decision of the Government as to
the existenceS of a claim of illegality or erroneous
assessment, to (A) determine the legality of the
assessment or (B) secure a refund of such taxes.
(3) Pursuant to subparagraph (a) (2) ...tove, the

reasonable costs of any action taken by the contrac-
tor at the direction or with the concurrence of the
contracting officer. Interest or penalties incurred by
the contractor for non-payment of any tax at the
direction of the.contracting officer or by reason of
the failure of the contracting officer to ensure timely
direction after a prompt request.
(b) The following types of costs are not allowable:

(1) Federal income and excess profits taxes.
(2) Taxes in connection with financing, refinanc-

ing, refunding operations, or reorganizations (see
31.205-20 and 31.205-27).

(3) Taxes from which exemptions are available to
the contractor directly, or available to the contractor
based on an exemption afforded the Government,
except when the contracting officer determines that
the administrative burden incident to obta:ning the
exemption outweighs the corresponding benefits ac-
cruing to the Government. When partial exemption
from a tax is attributable to Government contract
activity, taxes charged to such work in excess of that
amount resulting from application of the preferential
treatment are unallowable. These provisions intend
that tax preference attributable to Government con-
tract activity be realized by the Government. The
term "exemption" means freedom from taxation in
whole or in part and includes a tax abatement or
reduction resulting from mode of assessment, method
of calculation, or otherwise.
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(4) Special assessments on land that represent capi-
tal improvements.

(5) Taxes (including excises) on real or personal
property, or on the value, use, possession or sale
thereof, which is used solely in connection with
work other than on Government contracts (see para-
graph (c) below).

(6) Taxes on accumulated funding deficiencies of,
or prohibited transactions involving, employee de-
ferred compensation plans pursuant to Section 4971
or Section 4975 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954, as amended.

(7) Income tax accruals designed to account for
the tax effects of differences between taxable income
and pretax income as reflected by the books of ac-
count and financial statements.
(c) Taxes on property (see subparagraph (b)(5)

above) used solely in connection with either non-Gov-
ernment or Government work should be considered
directly applicable to the respective category of work
unless the amounts involved are insignificant or compa-
rable results would otherwise be obtained; e.g., taxes
on contractor-owned work-in-process which is used
solely in connection with non-Government work
should be allocated to such work; taxes on contractor-
owned work-in-process inventory (and Government-
owned work-in-process inventory when taxed) used
solely in connection with Government work should be
charged to such work. The cost of taxes incurred on
property used in both Government and non-Govern-
ment work shall be apportioned to all such work based
upon the use of such property on the respective fmal
cost objectives.

(d) Any taxes, interest, or penalties that were al-
lowed as contract costs and are refunded to the con-
tractor shall be credited or paid to the Government in
the manner it directs. However, any interest actually
paid or credited to a contractor incident to a refund of
tax, interest, or penalty shall be paid or credited to the
Government only to the extent that such interest ac-
crued over the period during which the contractor had
been reimbursed by the Government for the taxes, in-
terest, or penalties.
31.20542 Termination costs.

Contract terminations generally give rise to the in-
currence of costs or the need for special treatment of
costs that would not have arisen had the contract not
been terminated. The following cost principles peculiar
to termination situations are to be used in conjunction
with the other cost principles in Subpart 31.2:

(a) Common items. The costs of items reasonably
usable on the contractor's other work shall not be
allowable unless the contractor submits evidence that
the items could not be retained at cost without sustain-
ing a loss. The contracting officer should consider the
contractor's plans and orders for current and planned
production when determining if items can reasonably
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be used on other work of the contractor. Contempora-
neous purchases of common items by the contractor
shall be regarded as evidence that such items are rea-
sonably usable on the contractor's other work. Any
acceptance of common items as allocable to the termi-
nated portion of the contract should be limited to the
extent that the quantities of such items on hand, in
transit, and on order are in excess of the reasonable
quantitative requirements of other work.

(b) Costs continuing after termination. Despite all rea-
sonable efforts by the contractor, costs which cannot
be discontinued immediately after the effective date of
termination are generally allowable. However, any
costs continuing after the effective date of the termina-
tion due to the negligent or willful failure of the con-
tractor to discontinue the costs shall be unallowable.

(c) Initial costs. Initial costs (see 15.804-6(f)), includ-
ing starting load and preparatory costs, are allowable
as follows:

(1) Starting load costs not fully absorbed because
of termination are nonrecurring labor, material, and
related overhead costs incurred in the early part of
production and result from factors such as

(i) Excessive spoilage due to inexperienced
labor;

(ii) Idle time and subnormal production due to
testing and changing production methods;

(iii) Training; and
(iv) Lack of familiarity or experience with the

product, materials, or manufacturing processes.
(2) Preparatory costs incurred in preparing to per-

form the terminated contract include such costs as
those incurred for initial plant rearrangement and
alterations, management and personnel organization,
and production planning. They do not include spe-
cial machinery and equipment and starting load
costs.

(3) When initial costs are included in the settle-
ment proposal as a direct charge, such costs shall not
also be included in overhead. Initial costs attributable
to only one contract shall not be allocated to other
contracts.

(4) If initial costs are claimed and have not been
segregated on the contractor's books, they shall be
segregated for settlement purposes from cost reports
and schedules reflecting that high unit cost incurred
during the early stages of the contract.

(5) If the settlement proposal is on the inventory
basis, initial costs should normally be allocated on
the basis of total end items called for by the contract
immediately before termination; however, if the con-
tract includes end items of a diverse nature, 3ome
other equitable basis may be used, such as machine
or labor hours.
(d) Loss of useful value. Loss of useful value of spe-

cial tooling, and special machinery and equipment is
generally allowable, provided-
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(1) The special tooling, or special machinery and
equipment is not reasonably capable of use in the
other work of the contractor;

(2) The Government's interest is protected by
transfer of title or by other means deemed appropri-
ate by the contracting officer; and

(3) The loss of useful value for any one terminated
contract is limited to that portion of the acquisition
cost which bears the same ratio to the total acquisi-
tion cost as the terminated portion of the contract
bears to the entire terminated contract and other
Government contracts for which the special tooling,
or special machinery and equipment was acquired.
(e) Rental under unexpired leases. Rental costs under

unexpired leases, less the residual value of such leases,
are generally allowable when shown to have been rea-
sonably necessary for the performance of the terminat-
ed contract, if

(1) The amount of rental claimed does not exceed
the reasonable use value of he property leased for
the period of the contract and such further period as
may be reasonable; and

(2) The contractor makes all reasonable efforts to
terminate, assign, settle, or otherwise reduce the cost
of such lease.
(1) Alterations of leased property. The cost of alter-

ations and reasonable restorations required by the lease
may be allowed when the alterations were necessary
for performing the contract.

(g) Settlement expenses. (1) Settlement expenses, in-
cluding the following, are generally allowable:

(i) Accounting, legal, clerical, and similar costs
reasonably necessary for

(A) The preparation and presentation, includ-
ing supporting data, of settlement claims to the
contracting officer; and

(B) The termination and settlement of subcon-
tracts.
(ii) Reasonable costs for the storage, transporta-

tion, protection, and disposition of property ac-
quired or produced for the contract.

(iii) Indirect costs related to salary and wages
incurred as settlement expenses in (i) and (ii); nor-
mally, such indirect costs shall be limited to pay-
roll taxes, fringe benefits, occupancy costs, and
immediate supervision costs.
(2) If settlement expenses are significant, a cost

account or work order shall be established to sepa-
rately identify and accumulate them.
(h) Subcontractor claims. Subcontractor claims, in-

cluding the allocable portion of the claims common to
the contract and to other work of the contractor, are
generally allowable. An appropriate share of the con-
tractor's indirect expense may be allocated to the
amount of settlements with subcontractors; provided,
that the amount allocated is reasonably proportionate
to the relative benefits received and is otherwise con-
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sistent with 31.201-4 and 31.203(c). The indirect ex-
pense so allocated shall exclude the same and similar
costs claimed directly or indirectly as settlement ex-
penses.
31.205-43 Trade, business, technical and professional

activity costs.
The following types of costs are allowable:
(a) Memberships in trade, business, technical, and

professional organizations.
(b) Subscriptions to trade, business, professional, or

other technical periodicals.
(c) Meetings and conferences, including meals, trans-

portation, rental of meeting facilities and other inciden-
tal costs when the primary purposes of the incurrence
of the costs is the dissemination of technical informa-
tion or stimulation of production.
31.205-44 Training and educational costs.

(a) Allowabk costs. Training and educational costs,
including training materials and textbooks, are allow-
able to the extent indicated below.

(b) Vocational training. Costs of preparing and main-
taining a non-college level program of instruction, in-
cluding but not limited to on-the-job, classroom, and
apprenticeship training, designed to increase the voca-
tional effectiveness of employees are allowable. These
costs include (1) salaries or wages of trainees (exclud-
ing overtime compensation), (2) salaries of the director
of training and staff when the training program is con-
ducted by the contractor, and/or (3) tuition and fees
when the training is in an institution not operated by
the contractor.

(c) Part-rime college level education. Allowable costs
of part-time college education at an undergraduate or
postgraduate level, including that provided at the con-
tractor's own facilities, are limited to

(1) Fees and tuition charged by the educational
institution, or, instead of tuition, instructors' salaries
and the related share of indirect cost of the educa-
tional institution, to the extent that the sum thereof is
not in excess of the tuition that would have been
paid to the participating educational institution;

(2) Salaries and related costs of instructors who
are employees of the contractor; and

(3) Straight-time compensation of each employee
for time spent attending classes during working
hours not in excess of 156 hours per year where
circumstances do not permit the operation of classes
or attendance at classes after regular working hours.
In unusual cases, the period may be extended (see
paragraph (h) below).
(d) Full-time education. Costs of tuition, fees (but not

subsistence, salary, or any other emoluments) in con-
nection with full-time education, including that pro-
vided at the contractor's own facilities, at a postgradu-
ate but not undergraduate college level, are allowable
only when the course or degree pursued is related to
the field in which the employee is working or may
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reasonably be expected to work and are limited to a
total period not to exceed one school year for each
employee so trained. In unusual cases the period may
be extended.

(e) Specialized programs. Costs of attendance of up to
16 weeks per employee per year at specialized pro-
grams specifically designed to enhance the effectiveness
of managers or to prepare employees for such positions
are allowable. Such costs include enrollment fees and
related charges and employees' salaries, subsistence,
and travel. Costs allowable under this subparagraph do
not include costs for courses that are part of a degree-
oriented curriculum, which are only allowable pursuant
to paragraphs (c) and (d) above.

(f) Other expenses. Maintenance expense and normal
depreciation or fair rental on facilities owned or leased
by the contractor for training purposes are allowable to
the extent prescribed in 31.205-11, 31.205-24, and
31.205-36.

(g) Grants. Grants to educatinoal or training institu-
tions, including the donation of facilities or other prop-
erties, scholarships, and fellowships'are considered con-
tributions and are unallowable.

(h) Advance agreements. Training and education costs
in excess of (1) 156 hours per year per employee for
part-time college level training or (2) one academic
year for full-time postgraduate studies may be allowed
to the extent set forth in an advance agreement negoti-
ated under 31.109. To be considered for an advance
agreement, the contractor must demonstrate that the
costs are consistently incurred under an established en-
gineering or scientific training and education program
and that the course or degree pursued is related to the
field in which employees are now working or may
reasonably be expected to work.

(i) Training or education costs for other than bona-fide
employees. Costs of tuition fees, textbooks, and shnliar
or related benefits provided for other than bona-fide
employees are unallowable, except that the costs in-
curred for educating employee dependents (primary
and secondary level studies) when the employee is
working in a foreign country where public education is
not available and where suitable private education is
inordinately expensive may be included in overseas dif-
ferential.

(j) Employee dependent education plans. Generally,
costs for college plans for bona-fide employee depend-
ents are unallowable.
31.205-45 Transportation costs.

Allowable transportation costs include freight, ex-
press, cartage, and postage charges relating to goods
purchased, in process, or delivered. When these costs
can be identified with the items involved, they may be
directly costed as transportation costs or added to the
cost of such items. When identification with the materi-
als received cannot be made, inbound transportation
costs may be charged to the appropriate indirect cost
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accounts if the contractor follows a consistent and
equitable procedure. Outbound freight, if reimbursable
under the terms of the contract, shall be treated as a
direct cost.
31.205-46 Travel coots.

(a) Costs for transportation, lodging, subsistence, and
incidental expenses incurred by contractor personnel in
official company business are allowable subject to para-
graphs (b) through (f) below. These costs may be based
upon (1) actual cost incurred, (2) per diem or mileage,
or (3) a combination of (1) and (2) provided the
method used does not result in an unreasonable charge.

(b) Travel costs incurred in the normal course of
overall administration of the business are allowable and
shall be treated as indirect costs.

(c) Travel costs directly attributable to specific con-
tract performance are allowable and may be charged to
the contract under 31.202.

(d) The difference in cost between first-class air ac-
commodations and less-than-first-class air accommoda-
tions is unallowable except when less than first-class
accommodations are not reasonably available to meet
necessary mission requirements (such as when less-
than-first-class accommodations would require circu-
itous routing, require travel during unreasonable hours,
excessively prolong travel, result in increased cost that
would offset transportation savings, or would offer ac-
commodations not reasonably adequate for the physical
or medical needs of the traveler).

(e) Costs of travel via contractor-owned, -leased, and
-chartered aircraft are subject to the following:

(1) "Cost of contractor-owned, -leased, and -char-
tered aircraft," as used in this paragraph, includes the
cost of lease, charter, operation (including person-
nel), maintenance, depreciation, insurance, and other
related costs. This cost is allowable, if reasonable, to
the extent that the contractor can demonstrate that
the use of the aircraft is necessary for 1he conduct of
its business and that the increase in cost, if any, in
comparison with alternative means of transportation
is commensurate with the advantages gained.

(2) Some of the factors to consider in determining
the necessity for such aircraft are whether

(i) Scheduled commercial airlines or other suit-
able less costly travel facilities are available at rea-
sonable times, with reasonable frequency and serv-
ing the required destinations conveniently;

(ii) It is likely that critical or emergency situa-
tions might arise that could not be accommodated
as effectively by scheduled commercial airline or
other suitable less costly travel facilities;

(iii) The increased flexibility in scheduling
would result in time savings and more effective
use of key personnel;

(iv) National or industrial security demands pri-
vacy for key personnel who must work enroute;
and
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(v) The contract requires flight testing of equip-
ment.
(3) When the need for contractor-owned, -leased,

or -chartered aircraft has been demonstrated, addi-
tional factors such as the following shall be consid-
ered in determining the reasonableness of costs:

(i) The number, type and size of aircraft needed
(involved in this determination are matters such as
the number and physical aspects of locations to
which flights are required, distances of these loca-
tions, number of passengers to be carried, and fre-
quency of flights).

(ii) The appropriateness of the method of acqui-
sition, i.e., purchase, lease, or charter.

(iii) Whether, when the contractor has more
than one type or size of drcraft, that available
aircraft best suited to the requirements of each
individual trip was used.
(4) Where the need for contractor-owned, -leased,

or -chartered aircraft has been demonstrated, opti-
mum use of such aircraft, rather than scheduled com-
mercial service, should be made where a cost advan-
tage will result to the Government.

31.205-47 Defense of fraud proceedings.
(a) Definitions. "Costs," as used in this subsection,

include, but are not limited to, administrative and cleri-
cal expenses; the cost of legal services, whether per-
formed by in-house or private counsel; the costs of the
services of accountants, consultants, or others retained
by the contractor to assist it; the salaries and wages of
employees, officers, and directors; and any of the fore-
going costs incurred before commencing the formal
judicial or administrative proceedings which bear a
direct relationship to the proceedings.

"Fraud," as used in this subsection, means (1) acts of
fraud or corruption or attempts to defaud the Govern-
ment or to corrupt its agents, (2) acts which constitute
a cause for debarment or suspension under 9.406-2(a)
and 9.407-2(a) and (3) acts which violate the False
Claims Act, 31 U.S.C., sections 3729-3731, or the Anti-
Kickback Act, 41 U.S.C., sections 51 and 54.

(b) Costs incurred in connection with defense of any
(1) criminal or civil investigation, grand jury proceed-
ing or prosecution, (2) civil litigation, or (3) suspension,
debarment or other administrative proceedings, or any
combination of the foregoing, brought by the Govern-
ment against a contractor, its agent or employee, are
unallowable when the charges, which are the subject of
the investigation, proceedings, or prosecution, involve
fraud on the part of the contractor, its agent or em-
ployee, as defined below, and re-zuh in conviction (in-
cluding conviction entered on a plea of nolo conten-
dere), judgment against the r:mtractor, its agent or
employees, or decision to dt.bar or sspend, or are
resolved by consent or compromise.

(c) In circumstances where the charges of fraud are
resolved by consent or compromise, the parties may
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agree as to the extent' of allowability of such costs u a
part of such resolution.

(d) Costs which may be unallowable under 31.205-47
shall be differentiated and accounted for by the con-
tractor so u to be separately identifiable. During the
pendency of any proceeding or invesdgation covered
by paragraph (b) above, the contracting officer should
generally withhold payment of such costs. However,
the contracting officer may in appropriate circum-
stances provide for conditional payment upon provision
of adequate security, or other adequate assuranct, and
agreement by the contractor to repay all unallowable
costs, plus interest, if a conviction or judgment is ren-
dered against it.

31.20548 Deferred research and development costs.
"Research and development," as used in this subsec-

tion, means the type of technical effort which is de-
scribed in 31.205-18 but which is sponsored by, or
required in performance of, a contract or grant. Re-
search and development costs (including amounts cap-
italized) that were incurred before the award of a par-
ticular contract are unallowable except when allowable
as precontract costs. In addition, when costs are in-
curred in excess of either the price of a contract or
amount of a grant for research and development effort,
such excess may not be allocated as a cost to any other
Government contract.
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ATTACHMENT D
Checklists for Internal Control

The checklists for internal control included in this Manual under Attachment D are provided as a suggested guide
for recipient officials in assessing the adequacy of the organization's business management capabilities. The check lists
are not all inclusive, but can serve as a resource for ongoing evaluation, as necessary. The types of problems continually
cited in audit reports clearly indicate that greater attention must be given to the business management competence of
recipient organizations. Proper internal control procedures will provide greater assurance that grant and subgrant awards
will be adequately managed and should reduce the deficiencies found in audits of the organization.

1. Personnel Management

Is an up-to-date organizational chart in use?

Does the position classification system:

(1) differentiate between levels of responsibility and complexity of work?
(2) require position descriptions and job titles?
(3) identify position requirements?
(4) call for periodically reviewing and updating position descriptions?
(5) divide duties among employees responsible for the procurement, approval, vedfictaion (pre-audit) and disburse-

ment functions of expenditure transactions?

Does the recruitment and selection system:

(1) provide for the announcement of vacancies to staff as well as other known sources of manpower?
(2) establish controls to ensure 'consistency with the budget plan?
(3) enable a comparison of job candidates with the budget plan?
(4) establish procedures for applicant interviews, reference checks and final selection by an appropriate official?
(5) evaluate the effectiveness of compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended?

Is the compensation determination based on analysis of:

(I) job requirements?
(2) comparability with similar work in the local labor market?
(3) periodic review of pay scales?
(4) fringe benefits comparable to other similar organizations?

Does the performance rating system:

(1) establish performance standards?
(2) require periodic rating?
(3) form the basis for consideration of future pay adjustments?

Is the merit promotion plan based on increased responsibility and employee qualifications?
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Does the staff utilization and career development program:.

(I) require analysis of manpower needs and staff usc?
(2) provide job training or retraining where applicable?
(3) provide career counseling?
(4) provide supervisory training?

I. Is thcre a clear, consistent written policy with respect to:

(I) working hours?
(2) work schedules?
(3) overtime?
(4) vacation schedules and other absences?
(5) maintenance of attendance records for all employees, with proper supervisory controls?
(6) travel (including transportation, subsistence and lodging)?
(7) training?
(8) outside employment?
(9) permitted and prohibited political activity, if covered by the Hatch Act?

Does the personnel relations program include:

(I) open channels of communication for distribution of information, expression of grievances, and the encourage-
ment of ideas for organizational improvement?

(2) written standards for employee conduct and conflict of interest?
(3) a fair and equitable disciplinary system to handle conduct violations?
(4) the provision of medical services to all employees, as appropriate?

Does the file and records system include all official documents related to the employment of each staff member
and other persons participating in grant supported activities?

(Such records should be maintained in an orderly and accessible file system which is capable of providing necessary
information to supervisors, accountants, and auditors, as well as employees. Among the documents which would
be included in these are actions related to hiring, dismissal, promotions, commendations and adverse actions.)

2. Payroll

Is the payroll checked at regular intervals against the personnel records?

Are clerical operations involved in the preparation of payroll checks double-checked before checks are distributed?

Are the functions involved in the preparation of payroll distributed among a number of employees? Are the duties
of those preparing payrolls rotated?

III Are the unclaimed paychecks properly controlled?

If a separate payroll bank account is maintained, is it reconciled by an employee independent of all other payroll
preparation functions?

Does the procedure followed in reconciling the payroll bank account include the checking of names on payroll checks
and of endorsements against payroll records?

Are payroll checks distributed by someone other than persons who prepare payrolls, supervise employees, approve
time reports, or sign paycheck?
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111 Is the bank instructed not to clear payroll checks over 30 days after date issued?

RI Are occasional surprise distribution of paychecks made by an independent employee having no financial duties?

Are payroll checks always prepared after receipt of approved time-and-attendance reports and based on those reports?

Is the issuance of any payroll checks before approved time-and-attendance reports have been received expressly
forbidden?

Is each new employee personally interviewed by both the department in which s/he is to work and by persons indepen-
dent of that department?

Are controls over employee termination adequate to prevent the continuance of pay for an employee no longer
working?

El Where over 50 employees are on the payroll, are other methods or precautions applied to preclude the possibility
offictitious or nonworking employees being added to the payroll?

IN Is an adequate current record maintained of all personnel and pay rates?

3. Accounting

Is the accounting routine set out in an accounting manual?

For small recipients, is the financial system designed, at the minimum, so that no one person has access to all finan-
cial operations, procedures, and records?

Are sources and application of Federal and non-Federal funds identified in the accounting system (§ 74.61 (b):

(1) authorizations?
(2) funds received (including program income)?
(3) reimbursements?
(4) obligations?
(5) unobligated balances?
(6) assets (including depreciation or use allowances)?
(7) if applicable, grant-related income?

Does the accounting system accumulate and record the direct costs of each Federally-supported project for both
Federal and non-Federal costs?

Are individual cost elements in recipient's chart-of-accounts reconciled to the cost categories in the approved budget?

II Does the accounting system identify and segregate unallowable costs?

Are accounting records supported by source documentation? (§ 74.61(g))

Are separate program activities or program accounts documented in the accounting system?

Are transactions recorded and posted in the accounting books and records as frequently as possible, but at least
every thirty days?

Is the accounting function completely separated from procurement (purchasing) and receiving?

Are general journal entries approved by a responsible employee?
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4. Budget

M Are there procedures to determine the allowability, allocability, and reasonableness of costs? Are the procedures
verified and/or approved by a responsible official?

II If costs have been transferred within the approved budget since the last award, are the transfers supported by justifica-
tion or documentation?

Was prior approval obtained on costs requiring same?

Were any obligations for the current budget period incurred prior to the effective date?

II Are budgeted costs compared with actual costs (for both Federal and non-Federal costs)?

El Is action taken when the comparisons disclose problems?

IN Are budgetary controls in place to preclude incurring obligations in excess of total funds available for (1) grant
and (2) object class category?

5. Cash Management

Is there more than a three day lapse between the advance of grant funds and expenditures?

Are separate or special purpose bank accounts controlled? (Special accounts may be used as needed but should be
under same control as the regular accounts.)

Are all cash receipts immediately recorded upon the books?

111 Are cash receipt books properly controlled and safeguarded?

111 Are validated duplicate deposit slips obtained for ec eposit?

NI For small recipients, are certain functions such as receil, bank statements, preparation of bank reconciliations,
etc., canied out by independent bookkeepers or others - Internal control purposes?

Are bank statements received directly, unopened by the person who prepares the bank reconciliation?

Are bank statements reconciled at least monthly?

Are paid checks examined for date, name, cancellation, and endorsements at the time the reconciliation is prepared?

Do supporting data accompany checks when they are submitted for signature?

Are supporting documents cancelled to prevent subsequent use?

Are vouchers or supporting documents identified by grant number, date, and expense classification?

III Are invoices or vouchers approved in advance by responsible department heads?

11111 Is the sequence of check numbers accounted for when bank account is reconciled?

Is the bank instructed not to pay checks over 30 days after date shown on check?

III Are voided checks properly mutilated and retained for subsequent examination?
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12 Are blank checks properly controlled?

El Is the practice of drawing checks payable to "cash", "petty cash", "bearer" etc. prohibited?

Are authorized signatures limited to persons who have no access to accounting records or to petty cash?

If a mechanical or facsimile signature is used for disbursements, is the signature plate, die, key, etc. under adequate
control?

Is the issuance of checks on only verbal authority prohibited?

N Is the signing of checks in advance prohibited?

Are employees prohibited from having custody of any unrecorded cash or negotiable documents (other than their
own personal money) while on the premises of the grantee?

Nil Is responsibility for any petty cash fund vested in only one person?

El Are signed vouchers obtained written in ink for all petty cash disbursements?

IIIII Is the maximum amount of any individual disbursement limited to $20.00 or to another reasonable amount?

El Are the amounts of petty cash funds limited so that reimbursement is required at relatively short intervals (not over
2 weeks)?

Are petty cash vouchers cancelled or marked so as to preclude their reuse?

IIII Is petty cash kept locked at all times when not in use?

Are employee loans prohibited?

II Are employee travel advances or other types of business advances accounted for promptly?

6. Procurement (Purchasing)

El Are the organization's purchasing practices and policies in writing in a purchasing manual?

la Is a separate purchasing department maintained?

N If not, is the responsibility for procurement assigned to one individual?

Is the prenumbered sequence of used purchase orders accounted for?

III Does a copy of the receiving report go directly to the accounting office when goods are received?

MI Are invoices checked in the accounting office against purchase orders and receiving reports?

Is there definite eviz.l.ence of responsibility for verifying invoices as to prices, extensions, additions, freight charges,
discounts, etc.?

Is account coding double-checked prior to disbursement?

111 Are vouchers examined by a responsible individual to ascertain completeness of attachments and various required
approvals?

Are vendors' invoices delivered directly to the accounting office?
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Are purchases for employees expressly prohibited?

Are purchase invoices routed through a voucher register and not directly through cash disbursements?

11 If a voucher register is maintained, is it balanced monthly with the general ledger control account?

1111 Is a postage meter used for outgoing mail?

Are controls established over use of any duplicating and photocopying equipment, and are quantities of material
used or copies made accounted for?

Are voided purchase orders mutilated and retained for future examination?

111 Are purchase orders outstanding periodically reviewed and outstanding old orders accounted for?

11 When competitive quotations are required in accordance with procurement policy, are they properly obtained?

Are expenditure transaction files maintained in such a manner that documents supporting any transaction can be
easily located?

III Is a master list maintained of all persons authorized to sign or approve purchase requisitions, purchase orders, receiving
reports, invoices (approval for payment, time-and-attendance records, etc.), and are signature samples available
for comparison?

111 Are goods and services received prior to payment?

III Are small and/or minority businesses used as sources of supplies and services?

Have sole source procurements been approved by the granting office?

Have price or cost analyses been performed on all procurements?

Has a lease vs. purchase analysis been made before procuring equipment?

Prior to the purchase of equipment with grant funds, does an authorized grantee official certify that no similar
equipment is on hand?

II Are the required conditions or provisions contained in contracts awarded by the organization?

7. Property Management

11 Are the organization's property policies in writing in a property Manual?

111 Are the proper classifications made between equipment and supplies and reconciled to the grantee's budget?

III If equipment is "on loan" or "shared" with other organizations, are costs allocated proportionally?

511 Is a complete physical inventory of property taken at least every two years?

Are the results reconciled with the property records?

Where inventories are of great significance or where a central warehousing system is used, are perpetual inventory
records maintained?

Is property adequately tagged or otherwise identified?
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Is the property ledger maintained so that any item of property can be located and identified?

Is the property ledger balanced monthly against the appropriate general ledger accounts?

Are retirements and disposals properly approved and recorded?

111 Are the proceeds of any liquidateci ,,,operty properly recorded?

III Is damaged or lost property properly treated on the accounting records?

Are insurance recoveries properly recorded?

If inventories of consumable supplies exceed $500 in value, have adequate controls beeu established?

Is equipment properly safeguarded?

III Are only depreciation or use allowances charged for grantee-owned buildings or buildings donated as a third-party
in-kind contribution?
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